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If you want to hear at home what they heard in the studio
... stop reading and start listening.
worldwide include the new Sony DVD Mastering
Suite in New York. A similar installation has been
supplied to Pioneer at Barcelona. Todd AO Studio
in Hollywood continues to use ATC spe*ers in its
main monitoring suite, as do !dart, Chandos, Naxos
and many other recording studios worldwide.lhe
recently installed ATC 2Channel sound reinforcement
loudspeaker system at the Walt Disney Ccncert Hall
in Los Angeles has been declared an outanding
success.

ATC LIMITED EDITION
SIGNATURE SCM50
ASL TOWER
ATC's 30th Anniversary SCM50-ASL Signature Tower
will be the first version of this famous loudspeaker
to be produced as afloor standing model. Made
in aLimited Edith» of only 30 pairs, the already
outstanding bass performance of the standard
SCM50A is considerably enhanced by an increase in
the internal cube of the tower enclosure.

SYSTEMS MATCHING
A lot of audiophiles regard MC as an analytical
sound, and have heard mismatched and inadequate
front-ends. ATC speakers have huge potential but will
certainly not work well with domestic or High Street
products; no matter how wel they were reviewed.

The Anniversary Active 50 Tower' speaker
incorporates anew ultra low noise fully discrete
version of ATCs grounded source topology 350 watt
three-way amp pack operating in class A up to 2/3rds
of output, giving 21:10watts to bass driver, 100watts to
mid-range driver, and 50watts to HF driver. The noise
floor of minus 9(kIB, gives this speaker exceptional
dynamic range and is probably the lowest noise level
achieved by any domestic loudspeaker in production
today.

The Audio Salon proudly imports the most prestigious
tube pro products in the world: Manley Laboralones
from USA. Now, if you are avinyl freak you will
aspire to the Steelhead. In its latest version, it has a
real handy line level input for your tuner, or even CD,
if you've resorted to that format yet! See Ken Kessler's
review in arecent Hi Fi News. And STOP PRPSS:
Manley Steelhead wins TAS Golden Ear Award

The Anniversary Active 50 Tower is fully veneered in
abeautiful honey coloured multi-grained American
Burr Magnolia With arich 'piano' high gloss finish.
Removing the dark blue front grille, reveals atitanium
finished baffle, and dome wave guide, this finish
also applied lo the amp pack on the rear of the
speaker. The clear opascent non-resonant bass plate
incorporates optional three point heavy duty polished
steel spiked feet for firm coupling to concrete or
wooden floors. The supplied matching 1" circular,
centred polished steel discs are felt padded, fo protect
polished floors, where required. These speakers are
supplied with aurique A
rc embossed real leather
wallet, containirg an authenticated certificate signed
by Billy Woodman. Price per pair including VAT and
shipping is £12,720.

If you have been asleep for Iwo years, the Steelhead
not only redefines MM/ MC phono stages but is a
two-box pre-amp for vinyl specialists. The cartridge
matching is on the front panel, simple and accurate.
The list of features is huge, suffice to say it is what
you would expect and hope for from Manley Labs.
Everything. Sonicaily it will move you. Financially,
it may ruin you, but buying direct cuts out the
middleman: £4,550 including duty, shipping and VAT
for the Mark II.
The equivalent must-have product for digital heads
is The Wave — Manley's first product with aremote
contint; and one to die for. So, keep your CD player,
and feed its digital output into Ire Wave and you will
be astounded. In fact more than that. LKdirect price:
£4,750. Let the victims read about the aew formats;
you should listen to CD's true potential

ALREADY AN AWARD WINNER
A passive version of the Anniversary 50 Tower
Speaker was sent to Japan in advance to meet the
Stereo Sound 2004 Competition Deadline. The result
was that this remarkable speaker was awarded the
prestigious "
Stereo Sound Grand Prix 2004" honour.

Manley and ATC: tie one Ango-American coalition
that will win. Pro gear, by -the Scots. "Ye canny whack
it!"

HERITAGE
All ATC products are hand built and assemlied at its
factory in Stroud, Gloucestershire, EnglancL Modern
computer-contrceled production sits comfortably with
hand-crafted techno,ogv, resulting in outstanding
products with astrong professional heritage and
rug,ged overbuild. As the world's sound standard ATC
voice most of your music and movie software. Users

THE AUDIO SALON
... sells professional and hand-crafted components
costing the same prices as the High Street products. If
you want to hear it at home as tsounded in the studio,
we are the people to contact. ATC acthe speakers work
very well with the pro products from Manle). Labs such
as the Wave and the Steelhead for digital and vinyl
lovers. Check www.manleylabs.com.
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ign of the times: the shopfront of custom installer
The Hi- End in the smart London suburb of Barnes, lists

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Rene Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Briggs

'Home Automation, Light Control, Cinema, Hi Fi' — and

the items aren't in that order just because the words make a
neat inverted triangle.
Following the success of our series of AVTech quarterlies, we're
continuing to cover ' cinema' — but on amonthly basis. Turn to page

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8726 8311
fax • 020 8726 8397
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1HZ

61 for the start of Home Entertainment powered by AVTech, which
includes news of new display products from the Las Vegas
Consumer Electronics Show as well as in-depth
equipment tests. Perhaps the advertising slogan,
'Image is Everything', emblazoned everywhere at

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford

the CES in January, said more than Toshiba meant it
to. But the ' specialty audio' sector was still there, as
Ken Kessler reports [ page 76].

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

In this issue, we pay tribute to Angus McKenzie,
MBE, who died in January. Angus had fought so
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bravely against some serious health problems, but
finally succumbed to cancer. He was 71.
In my very early days as Editor of this magazine, I
sometimes found myself standing in W HSmith's,
watching acustomer take down acopy of HiFi
News, waiting to see which page he'd turn to first.
More often than not, it was Angus McKenzie's

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

'Radio' column. Angus gave up the column in 1989
but remained on the masthead as Technical Adviser

Perhaps the
advertising
slogan, ' Image
is Everything' at
CES said more
than Toshiba
meant it to

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

and contributed occasional features, his last being

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

one on Digital Radio via satellite [' Sky's the limit', March ' 04].
As Iwrite this, it is hoped that Angus's amazing collection of
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something like 10,000 CDs, all meticulously labelled in Braille, can
be kept together and put to good use for the benefit of other blind
people. This collection is in itself astriking memorial to Angus's
tremendous qualities of determination and perseverance, as well as
his great knowledge and love of music.

Steve Harris
EDITOR

hi-fi

mews
& iresszcsr s1 review
.

Back in 1975, the BBC's live concerts on FM stereo radio were often said
to be the best hi-fi source. Angus McKenzie's April'75 ' FM' column dealt
with anew mixing desk to improve the sound from broadcasts at the
Festival Hall, and the problem of unwanted whistles heard on stereo FM
transmissions from Wenvoe. In the equipment reviews, Trevor Attewell
quite liked the elegant lean Marie Reynaud 2004 speaker ( somewhat
Bose 901- shaped though with its two bass units flanking atweeter

COUNTRY
&LEISURE
Distributed by kilarketForce
COS

www.hifinews. co. uk

facing forward) but found it too expensive at £429/pair; but in an
exhaustive lab test, Gordon 1King described the American- made
Sequerra Model 1FM tuner as a ' remarkable instrument'. At £ 1700.
then more than the cost of anew Mini car, it needed to be.
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Audio add-ons from HFIVs mail-order service

28

Dedicated to the vinyl dream:
Nottingham Analogue's lnnerspace SE
and Space tonearm

Classified private hi-fi saes and wants ads

Whet your audio appetite: coming in May

Beatles on Capitol: why we need these reissues

Hardware

8

Bowers & Wilkins 800D:
Exclusive review of this
diamond- packed speaker

Pie

Meridian makes the most
of CD with the 808i Sgnature

18 Definitive Test:
B&W 800D loudspeaker

45

Alvin Gold discovers atreasure of atweeter as B&W

Earbuds that actually enter the ear canal. Join

revamps arange-topping transducer with diamond

Ken Kessler as he gets closer to the music

24 Meridian 808i
Signature Reference CD player

47

Etymotic Research
ER4-P headphones

DVD2one Audio
Remaster PC software

Does the launch of this £8000 player mean Red

Keith Howard has the lowdown on aWindows app

Book CD is here to stay? Andrew Harrison reports

that turns 16- bit CDs into 24- bit DVD+Audio'

28 Nottingham Analogue
lonerspace SE/Space turntable

50 Wilson Benesch
Curve loudspeaker

tmay not set new standards, but David Allcock

High-tech drivers and carbon-fibre cabinets:

filds this combination to be atrue treat for the ears

David Berriman admires WB's cever curves

30

IsoTek Titan mains conditioner

56

Hot Tubes 1D1 power amplifier

D3vid Allcock and Tony Bolton are bowled over by

Areal labour of love, this fluid and informative tube

the radical technology behind IsoTek's feisty filter

design certainly leaves its mark on Martin Colloms

32

Theta Compli universal player

64

Naim Audio DVD5 DVD player

Stunning pictures and astounding sound find

An update on Naim's first DVD player, with optional

Ken Kessler enthusing over this £4500 DVD player

multichannel board to boot. Paul Miller is impressed

37

66

Elac 207.2 loudspeaker

Denon AVC-A1XV AV amplifier

Detail and drive are the hallmarks of this

Not just amultichannel but amultiroom product

eve-catching floorstander, reckons David Allcock

PM takes Denon's Tirsietown titan to task

40

Exposure 2010s system

72

Digital Projection Mercury HD

Lin Harris enjoys ano-nonsense low-cost CD/

After professional-quality projection in your parlour?

integrated amp combination that majors on synergy

Paul Miller has just the ticket - at aprice

Guarantee your copy of HiFi News every month. Call our subscriptions hotline now on
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Hot Tubes JD1 90W valve powerhouse

-built on aheroic scale?

AT A GLANCE...
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DVD2one Remaster
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Las Vegas show report

92

The Feature

The iPod is embraced, but Ken Kessler still finds
plenty of cost-no-object kit to tempt

Vinyl lovers say the LP offers greater detail than
adgital replay system. Jim Lesurf disagrees

Software

82

Classical

89

Rock

First RCA ' Living Stereo' SACDs, Tippett centenary

Stereophonics bacK on track, Jill Sobule reassessed,

reissues, encyclopaedic Furtwangler package,

soulfull sounds from Josh Rouse and Nashville, a

Brahms symphonies 1-4, Strauss hybrid SACD

must- hear set from American rockers The Killers

87

Jazz

91 vinyl

Warming up! with the Billy Taylor Trio, Nicole

A plethora of audiophile pressings including Nancy

Margaret Mitchell's Black Earth Ensemble; digital

Wilson from '69, Baez live in '63, prime 1960s

releases for Paul Bley, Nasal Retentive Orchestra

BritBeat from The _oat, plus Dido and Otis Spann

Get the copies of reviews at www.testreports.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Monster's M Design (and mints)
[Right]: Monitor
Speaker 200 and
Tower Bass 200; [ left]
Monster Mints
US wire giant Monster is steadily expanding

Also in the M Design portfolio is anew piece of

beyond the world of cables into several
divergent fields, including home cinema

furntiure, the Eleganzo Divano Action Couch -

loudspeakers, iPod and maritime audio
accessories, home media servers - and
confectionery. Yes, you read that correctly.

with the low-frequency effects found in the . 1

Monster used the CES 2005 event to fanfare
its M Design brand, adivision of Monster that

acontemporary styled sofa designed to ' rumble'
channel of DVD films and some computer
games. Powered by a300W amp, the Divano
Action couch utilises awireless link to the
main system. US price is $ 7995.
Also shown at CES were two new

specialises in home cinema furnishings and
sound systems. Within this sub-brand two
loudspeakers have been launched - the Monitor

heavyweight media server products, the MV300
Media Vault and MD7000 Media Director,
packed with large hard-drive storage capability

Speaker 200 two-way, and Tower Bass Module
200, amatching bass pedestal. The former

and designed for distributing audio and video

uses two 7in Kevlar cone drivers and 1in

around the home. They also include ethernet

tweeter with neodymium magnet and electronic
protection, and overall speaker sensitivity is

connectivity and the latter model includes a
16 x9 LCD display monitor on its front panel.

given as 92dB (4ohms). The bass module
includes a200W amplifier to power a 12in
woofer, in asimilar ' prismatic' profile cabinet

atitude as the company itself', Monster Mints
are the company's jaunt into sweet

as the main speaker.
UK pricing is not announced yet, but in the

confectionery; sugar-free and ' loaded with
exotic ingredients'. Available in two varieties:

US the Monitor 200 is $ 1000/pr and the Tower
Bass Module 200 are priced at $ 1000 each.

High Intensity ( peppermint) and Intensely

With flavour designed 'with the same intense

Spicey ( cinnamon) the sweets are prepared for

sale in tins through Monster retailers, via a
specially-designed gravity dispenser to reduce
anticipated customer pilferage.
Monster Cable UK, 01923 431634
www.monstercable.com

Events
2-28 MARCH Daily Mail Ideal
Home Show, Earls Court, London
www.idealhomeshow.co.uk

Running the
Gamut with a
new pre-amp

20 MARCH Vintage Valve & Vinyl
Fair, Westgate Hall, Canterbury,
Kent Cil 2BT. Admission from
10.00 to 16.00, £ 5.00 Early
admission from 09.00, £ 10.00.

Gamut Audio of Denmark has

www.vintagevalvevinyl.coln

unveiled anew stereo pre-amp.
The new D3 is adual- mono design
offering four unbalanced and one

31 MARCH-2APRIL AES UK

balanced input, along with two

Conference ' Convergence, the

balanced and one unbalanced

Impact of Computers and

output. Atape out is included,
with abuffer stage to ensure that
any connected recorder doesn't
adversely load the pre-amp's
inputs. A bypass function allows a
source connected to the balanced
input to be sent direct to an XLR
output, useful for integreng a

Denon's 'statement' SACD
is strictly two- channel
Denon is hoping to make 2005 the

Denon's

year it returns to the European high-

AL24 Processing', a Pure Direct

proprietary

Advanced

end arena, and its new 'statement'
CD/SACD player is evidence of this

mode, and achoice of three output

Networking on Future Audio
Technology', New Hall,
Cambridge University ( public day,
Saturday 2April). AES UK,
01628 663725
www.aes.org/ukconference

filters to combat the plague of HF

14-17 APRIL The Smart Home

high quality hi-fi system into

move. While Denon UK has focused

noise inherent in SACD playback.

Show, NEC, Birmingham

surround-sound systems.
Volume is adjusted by a

on the small

www.smartshow.co.uk

cinema market, the flagship S series

The DCD-SA1 is scheduled for
launch in the UK in mid April and

motor-driven ALPS potentiometer
and up to 6dB of gain is available.

has continued

in the company's

will be priced at £ 5000, although

5-8 MAY High End 2005, MOC

domestic market. The DCD-SA1 is an
unashamedly two-channel
unit,

supply will be limited to a small

Munich, Germany, organised by

number of dealers.

The High End Society

despite being a player of SACD,

Denon UK, 01234 741200

www.highendsociety.de

sporting two XLR balanced outputs,

www.denon.co.uk

The UK price is £ 3430.
Audio Reference, 01252 702705
www.gamutaudio.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

system

and

home
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Usher Audio comes to UK
Products from high-end audio brand Usher

comblement this monitor, priced at £680.

Audio are now available in the UK, with

Meanwhile, the 6 Series is headed by the CP6381, astylish three-way floorstander, with
resperse given as 29Hz-28kHz (-3dB). The

distribution handled by HIAudio. The
Taiwanese company's speaker range currently
extends from the diminuitive S520Il at £305,

1in tweeter' is top- mounted for more natural

to the floorstanding three-way CP 6381

sound imaging, and the main cabinet is sloped
backward to ' enhance sound

[below] at £ 2150. Usher electronics include
the P-307 stereo pre-amplifier at £ 1200 and

dispersion and timephase
coherency'. It also sports

the P1.5 stereo power amp at £ 1350.
Afavourite from the Xseries

an 8in woofer for low

loudspeaker range is the X-

bass, 7in mid/bass,

719, aluxuriously-finished
two-way standmount,

and tops the scales at
58.5kg with custom

featuring agenerous helping

base. Usher Audio was

of real-wood cabinetry. Drive

established in 1972,

units are made in-house,
and the 28mm silk- dome

initially as arepair facility
for imported high-end audio

tweeter boasts alower than

products, with the name

typical threshold, allowing

Usher formally adopted for its
own products in 1979. It has

the 7in mid/bass driver to
be run more linearly. A

been selling through its own

dedicated wood/stone stand
is also offered to

retail outets in Taiwan since
1981. and more recently has

been showcasing its products overseas after
exhibiting at the Las Vegas CES in 2001
Usher has recently employed the services of
audio consultant Joseph D'Apollito in the
design of its latest loudspeaker series.
HIAuctio is also the distributor for Graham
Slee Projects, Hadcock, The Cartridge Man,
and Aeon Acoustics.
HIAudio, 01443 231458
www.usheraudio.com

First combined DAB/FM tuner from Arcam
Arcam's new DAB Digital Radio

design use pure aJdiophile

extruded aluminiun faceplate and

:uner, the DT91, claims to deliver
the very best of radio from both

methodology and are supported by
a :oroirial transformer and low

DAB and FM broadcasts. The

noise power supply. Digital outpLt

lid for best sound quality.
Connectivity and control features
include Arcam's unique RS232

British company was the first to
launch adomestic DAB tuner back

(coaxial and optical) is available

control input, making the DT91 a

plus afull remote handset. Retail
price of the DT91 is £ 449.90.

from both FM and CAB, to feed

perfect radio tuner for room-toroom systems using Crestron or

www.arcam.co.uk

in 1998, playing apioneering role

external 3ACs, recorders or an AV
processor, as well as analogue

in the roll-out of digital radio with
the original Alpha DRT 10 model .
In the new 0191, all-digital

output from the usual RCA phono

processing of FM and DAB is said
to deliver ' crystal clear reception',

WM8740 ( 24- bit 192kHz), used in

regardless of broadcast method.
Digital clocking and output stage

AMX style system controls. For
simpler systems, the unit features
an IR jack input on the rear panel

Arcam, 01223 203200

jacks. The audio DACs are Wolfson
differential mode. Casework uses
the Arcarn DIVA styling, which

e

VOW. ,

includes adot matrix display and
co- polymer m drange cone and elliptical- profile
titaniLm tweeter dome, offering better coupling
of tweeter radiation to the waveguide formed by
the midrange cone itself; but at the expense ci‘
sligntly increasec tweeter directivity. The tweeter
level ir the standard version is set to p-ovide a
specific balance between the midrange and
high-frequency sections, optimised for the
reproduction of natural sounds such as voices

KEF Reference
upgrade

and acoustic instruments. However, some users
have found that this make the speakers sensitive
to room acoustics, partnering electronics, and
the quality of recordings. A new four- position
Feedback forces KEF
to fix flexibility

KEF has revised its top Reference Series range
of loudspeakers to improve room and system

electronics and system configuration. The

matching. The new ' UniBalance Reference' is

device has been reconfigured to allow two

said to be in response to feedback from

settings for bass level and four settings for
tweater/hypertweeter level.

consumers and retailers, and allows flex.ble user
adjustment of the speaker balance to
compensate for room acoustics, partnering

8
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existing three- position boundary compensation

KEF's Reference Series speakers include the
latest Uni Q driver array with ' Uni Form'

treblehypertweeter level adjustment allows the
user to optimise the balance for aspecific
system and environment. Crossover changes
have also been made to provide improved bass
perfp-mance, with better balance, clarity and
timing, while atwo- position bass level
adjustment allows the user to optimise for freespace or arocm-boundary position.
KEF Audio ( UK). 01622 672261
www.kef.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called ' perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though, the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant,
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

Sources
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Converge at the AES Conference
This year's annual UK conference

hi-fi and music lovers will be

demonstrations are scheduled

of the Audio Engineering Society

discussed: as audio and computer
technologies converge, what does

from names such as Arcam, Linn,

has been dramatically expanded,
to welcome anyone interested in

the future hold for the audio

Meridian, DIS, and Philips. DIS
will be showing its latest coding

attending unique seminars and

business? More choice,

technologies, using amulti-

demonstrations based on this
year's conference theme of

convenience and realistic home

channel speaker system from

Convergence.
The Audio Technical Evaluation

theatre experiences? Or adescent

PMC; John Watkinson will use live

into audio quality hell where price

musicians to create alive-vs-

and low bit-rate rule?

recorded sound demonstration;

Price for admission on the public

B&W will show the differences

day of Saturday 2April is £28.50.
Cost for attending the full

day, on Saturday 2nd April at New

The conference aims to explore

Hall college, Cambridge, is

audio quality ( MP3s through to

between full- range sound from

designed to inform and educate

high-end DVD-A/SACD); delivery

one- box speakers and sub/sat

anyone interested in the subject of

mechanisms ( is the physical disk

convergence between audio

dead?); and convenience ( use of
audio in the home, the car and on

combinations; and Bob Walker,
ex- BBC R&D, will discuss how

reproduction and computer
technology. Important issues for

the move). Technical seminars and

best to transform astereo room
into one for 5.1 music listening.

conference, which runs from 31
March to 2April, is £300.
AES UK, 01628 663725
www.aes.org/sections/uk/2005
conf/index.html

Bryston thinks inside the one- box amp
UK distributor PMC has announced

digital. There are totally separate

teabres include two quick-connect

feature, pre-out/main-in jacks and a

the latest amplifier from Bryston of
Canada. The new Bryston B100

ground paths for digital and

12V triggers ( one programmable), a
programmable pass-through

full- function remote control. As

analogue sections. Convenience

SST C Series has a 'very
conservative' rating of 100W/ch
into 8ohm, 180W into 4ohms,
described as ample for 99% of

with Bryston pre-amplifiers, it is
available with aD/A input ( 2x
optical and 2xS/PDIF). Special
attention has been given to the
fully discrete Class Aoperational

•

domestic use. The ' C Series'

amplifiers, rather than the typical

designation indicates the new look
now applied to the entire Bryston

ICs, claimed to give amajor

SST range, with asmoother and

P

OWER

more stylish feel to the casework

improvement in sound quality. The
B100 comes in black or silver with
the famous Bryston 20 year
warranty and is priced at £ 2600

and new-computer modelled
heat-sink design. With more than
44000pF of filter capacitance per
channel, the B100 uses three new

(line- level) or £3400 ( D/A version).
PMC Loudspeakers,
0870 4441044

ultra low- noise power transformers,
two for the analogue stages, one for

www.pmc-speakers.com
www.bryston.ca

Linn Artikulat
and Komponent

centre variants. Adedicated Aktiv
servo-driven bass reinforcement
loudspeaker, the Artikulat 345,
completes the range.
Together with the flagship
Unidisk 1.1 universal disc player
and Kisto system controller, this
range of products makes up Linn's
reference home cinema system.
Also new from Linn is the
Komponent multichannel lifestyle
loudspeaker system, intended to
deliver genuine performance while
complementing amodern living

iterl

four models, all using the Linn 2-K
driver array: the Komponent 110

Linn promises 5.1 systems that

Driver Array and the new Linn

deliver ' sumptuous, expressive and
totally communicative playback'

Chakra high-efficiency power

with its Artikulat speaker line-up.
This is now in full production
form, and uses the latest

amplification.
The three Artikulat full-range
models are available in either

proprietary Linn technologies,

Aktiv-bass or fully- integrated Aktiv
guise. The Artikulat 350

including Aktiv servo bass, the 3-K

floorstander, Artikulat 320 compact

10

environment. The system comprises

APRIL 2005 Hi-FiNews

loudspeaker and Artikulat 340
centre-channel loudspeaker all
have Aktiv bass, with passive
crossovers for the upper- bass,
midrange and high-frequency drive
units, while the powered, fullyAktiv versions are Artikulat 350A,
Artikulat 320A and Artikulat 340A

floorstanding loudspeaker,
Komponent 104 compact
loudspeaker, the Komponent 106
'Left/Center/Right' loudspeaker and
the Komponent 120 powered bass
reinforcement loudspeaker.
Linn Products, 0141 307 7777
www.linn.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Go on,
you deserve it.

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always been different.\
As the name implies, it's about an absolute standard.
Objectively verifiable performance, not marketing hype.

The latest range raises the benchmark higher than ever. With a
performance envelope that extends way beyond the limits of human
hearing, they're crammed with technologies found nowhere else.
Radical new Uni Q - point source arrays, with elliptical dome
tweeters. Titanium dome Hypertweeters'. Ultra- low distortion
motor systems. Adjustable boundary control - the Reference Series
bristles with high end technologies like ahand- built GT. As accurate
as aSwiss chronometer. Exquisitely crafted like aSavile Row suit.
None of them cheap, admittedly - but in terms of
pleasure, worth every penny.

(1)

The Reference.

UNI
Gr

Created by KEF because only KEF can.

ADAMS AND JARRETT

sr rEOHARDS

ON SEA TEL 01424 437165

CYMBIOSIS LE ( 1511 RTEL 0116 2623754

M EFERENCE

SERIES

MUSICAL IMAGES EDGWARE, MIDDLESEK TEL 0208 9525335
MUSICAL MATTERS LTD BIRMINGHAM TEL 0121 4292811

GLOBAL HI Fl CENTRE LTD NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE TEL 0191 2303600

SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION

HOME MEDIA LTD MAIDSTONE TEL 01622 676703

SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION SEYENOAKS ¡ El 01732 459555

KIMBERLEY HIFI CROYDON TEL 0208 6541231

SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION WITHAM TEL 01376 501733

LOUD AND CLEAR GLASGOW TEL 0141 2210221

STRATFORD HIFI LEAMINGTON SPA TEL 01926 888644

MUSICAL IMAGES BECKENHAM TEL 0208 6633777

UNILET SOUND & VISION LTD NEW MALDEN TEL 0208 9429567

PETERBOROUGH TEL 01733 897697

MUSICAL IMAGES COVENT GARDEN. LONDON TEL 0207 4971346

www.kef.com
KEF AND UN

ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNI 0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929 AND US PAT NO 5.548.657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT KEF AUDIO UK. DEPT V. FREEPOST MAI332. ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL. MAIDSTONE. KENT ME IS 6BR FREEPHONE 0800 7315620

IIKEF
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NHT strengthens weakest link
NHT has created acomplete
surround speaker solution, an easy
to use ensemble, with the help of
digital equalizer specialist DEQX,
and PowerPhysics, designers of
audio switching amplifiers. Three
principal components make up the
Xd system — XdS satellite speaker,
XdW bass module, and XdA digital
processor/amplifier. The XdS

Celtic gods
inspire Mowgan
speakers

loudspeaker is apassive box
designed to be actively bi-amped
by the system's amplifier.
Measuring 10.23 x6.5 x8.5in
(hwd), this sculpted-front monitor
comprises a5.25in mid/bass driver

Named after Celtic gods ' who

and lin metal- dome tweeter.

portray the abilities of the relevant

Bass is augmented by the XdW
powered subwoofer, comprising two

speakers', three new speakers are
now available from Mowgan Audio.
Top of the range is the Ogma

side-firing 10in drivers wired in
bipole fashion to reduce overall

can be added by making use of

and frequency response errors.

(£5995/pair), athree-way design

cabinet stress. Inside lies a500W
Class Damplifier, with asimple

further XdA units.
'The loudspeaker is the weakest

NHT Xd is the first rea, response to
consumer demands for high

volume trim control to set level,
while full crossover duties are
managed by the XdA processor.

link in any audio system,' said
Chris Byrne, NHT's co-founder and

performance, smaller systems that
offer truly flexible placement and a

based upon acustom-built 12in
bass driver, with a3in mid dome
and ahigh-quality fabric tweeter.

wider soundfield that remains

This unit holds four channels of

MD of Rockford Home Group. ' No
matter how high the price or

150W switching amplification, to

defined the engineering, a

actively power two front speakers.

traditional passive loudspeaker is
going to add substantial distortion

Extra surround and centre speakers

precise and accurate no matter
where the listener is situated.'

Other models are the two-way
bass-reflex MeIlt (£2495/pair) with
7in bass driver and the three-way
Mabon floorstander (£ 1895/pair).

Elan Systems, 0151 236 1832

Mowgan says the speakers are

www.nhthifi.co.uk

'designed primarily for two-channel

Exotic Zanden range
reaches UK

'istening' and they ' provide an
open canvas which invites listeners
into the performance rather than
forcing it upon them'.
Mowgan Audio, 01389 711222
www.mowgan-audio.co.uk

French Focal
overhauls UK
operation
Aa Ve speakers
for music

Some of Japan's most desirable

In abid to ircrease its share of the

purist high-end products are now

UK market, Focal.JMIab has

available in the UK. Audiofreaks

removed its UK distribution team,

has been appointed the exclusive

bringing in designer Dominic Baker

distributor of Zanden Audio

as UK general manager. Founder
and pres,dent Jacques Mahul takes

Despite the name the Aa Ve Vaos

Systems Ltd ( Japan) products far

6-10 is astandmount monitor for

(£19,000) and 2000S (£ 14,500).
Zanden's amplifiers are single-

the role of UK chairman.

music. Drivers are by Morel and

the UK, as well as being the
Western Europe Representative.

SEAS in the form of adouble

'For Zanden, compromise is an

UK managing director Brian

magnet bass/mid driver with
damped polymer cone, and a

unknown concept,' says owner and
chief designer Kazutoshi Yamada,

ended, no-NFB types us,ng 300B
or 845 valves, with the top 9000
845- based monoblocs priced at

27mm HF unit with Sonolex dome.
The crossover uses ICW capacitors

and the products major on striking

£32,500/pair; and there is also

One member of that team survives,
Chris Fayers, who stays on as

design and superb finish as well

and metal-oxide resistors,

as sonic merit.

the amazing £9500 model 1100
mono phono stage, with a12-

Northern Area Sales Manager.
'The UK is ahighly successful

position mercury rotating switch
for turnover and an 8- position one

market for our car audio speakers,'
said Jacques Mahul, ' and it is now

hard-wired with Neotech cable.

Zanden's CD playing system

A UK office, run by Focal.JMIab
Parton, was set up four years ago.

Size is 458 x178 x242mm

includes the model 5000 D/A

(hwd), and price is £ 2500-£2650

processor (£8250), apurist 16- bit
DAC with no digital filter, claiming

for roll-off. These give tne most

our intention to focus on

accurate equalisation possible for

developing cur presence in the UK

Aa Ve Loudspeakers,
01570 471579

to eliminate phase shift, and a

78rpm discs or early LPs.

home sector.'

tube output stage. Matching

Audiofreaks, 020 8948 4153

Focal.JMIala UK, 0845 6602680

www.aa-ve.com

transports are the 2000 Premium

www.zandenaudio.com

www.focal-jmlab.fr

depending on finish.
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Shorts

Angus McKenzie, MBE 1933-2005

Apple Computer has announced

A

that its ¡ Tunes Music Store

ngus McKenzie, MBE, CEng,
FIEE, FAES was best known to

service has hit sales figures of
250 million songs since

generations of HFN readers

opening, with an average rate of

for his long-running and often
controversial ' FM Radio' column. But

1.25 million songs being

the passion for radio was only one

downloaded every day.

aspect of his multi-faceted interest in

www.apple.com/itunes

things technical and scientific. An
expert recording engineer with adeep

DIS Entertainment has two

love of classical music, he became

surround- sound music releases -

the pre-eminent audio consultant of

Planet Earth, atwo- disc special

his day, especially in the field of

from drum'n' bass veteran LTJ

cassette tape. He wrote countless

Bukem, and Live: Going Home,

reviews for HiFi For Pleasureand

from rockabilly/blues band

other magazines and in 1976 was the

The Blasters.

author and inspiration of the first-ever

www.dtsentertainment.com

issue of HiFi Choice, in which he
tested more than 50 hi-fi cassette

Angus McKenzie with guide dog Sunon at the RNIB recording studios in 1990

Jean Marie Reynaud speakers

decks. In later years he was active in a

Disabled at his studio prenises,

garden could be seen for miles

from France are now available in

number of scientific societies and

running monthly social meetings on

around. Angus transmitted on every

the UK through the St Neots,

worked tirelessly for the RN I
Band

concerts and secured discounts for

band and ' Golf 3Oscar Sierra Sierra'

Cambs, dealer, Hi Fidelity. The

other charitable organisations.

members on electrical goods.

becoming awel'-known call sign.

JMR range extends from the

Angus was born in Maida Vale, the

He married Fiora in 1959. Sadly,

£4200 Concorde down to the

His marriage ended in 1989 and

family then movi ng to Hampstead

his vis on problems worsened, and

with typical dedication Angus threw

little Twin 3 speaker, claimed to

and St Johns Wood. He was educated

soon after he lost the sight in his left

himself into the acquisition of new

be outstanding value at £ 600,

at St Pauls School, where his interests

eye. Nevertheless, Angus became the

skills. He mastered Braille, learned to

with the well- established

developed in the fields of electronics,

first blind menber ot Mensa, via a

cook, and tackled long cane mobility.

Offrande model priced at £ 2995

music, astronomy, maths and

specially designed test, and also

When he was deemed sufficiently

and the Trente at £ 1495.

chemistry. His parents soon found

obtained his amateur radio licence.

able to go out alone, he qualified for a

Hi Fidelity, 01480 216039

guide dog, and golden retriever Simon

www.hifidelityaudio.co.uk

their house wired for sound, with
classical music fed into every room.

Ch.ldren Kirsty, Robert and
Margaret were born in the 1960s.

came to live with him. Angus became

When the st.iclio closed upon the

awell-known fund raiser for the Guide

Philips has new customer care

aproblem and he lost the use of his

termination of the lease, Angus

Dogs, first with Simon and then his

telephone numbers: main

canine successor, Ward.

number 0906 1010016;

From an early age Angus's sight was
right eye when he was 16. It was a

opened amusic and hi-fi shop,

wrench to give up his chemistry;

Roundabout Records, in St Johns

however, an interest in music and

Wood with asecond branch in

CASSETTE GUIDE

1010017; and universal remote

recording developed apace and he

Hendon. It was at tlys time that he

Carrying on his determination that the

control queries 0906 1010018

enrolled at Imperial College for an

began to write radio reviews for HiFi

visually impaired shouldn't be at a

electronics degree. Unfortunately,

News. and also started making

disadvantage, he produced afreely-

PURE Digital has added

sight problems meant he was unable

recordings at the house in Finchley.

distributed cassette guide to the

electronic programme guide

London Underground in 1994, using

(EPG) support to its £ 130 Bug

THE LABORATORY

sound clues to help blind people

DAB radio, the first to include

Testing and reviewing of hi-fi and

negotiate the maze of tunnels,

this facility.

refugees as amember of the Anglo-

radio equipment 'ol lowed, with the

platforms and escalators.

www.puredigital.com

Hungarian cultural society, stationed

help o' sighted engineers, in a

at the border at Gussing. Returning

laboratory at the back of the house.

home, he worked at arecording studio

Many Tonmeister students from the

in the 8040 Radio Fraternity Lodge,

in North End Road, but soon opened

University of Surrey spent tneir

and the Old Paul.ne Lodge. He was an

Olympic Sound Studios near Baker

industrial year with Angus.

active member of Rotary, The

Street. (The premises had once been

Eventually, Angus McKenzie

Hampstead Scientific Society, and

thé Chapel Royal, used by aristocracy

Facilities became the main hi-fi

the Radio Society of Great Britain. He

escaping from the French

testing lab tor the Consumers'

was also probably the only blind

TEAC has a new table top

Revolution.) Early clients included

Associatior.

member of the British Astronomical

CD/DAB radio unit [ above], the

to complete his studies.
At the time of the Hungarian
uprising in 1956, he went to help

Steve Race and Frankie Vaughan. In

His resolve to use his skits to help

PC- related queries 0906

In recent years Angus came to value
the fellowship found in Freemasonry

SR-L5ODAB, priced at £ 230.

Association.

TEAC UK, 01923 819630

the re-record ing of Josh McCrae's

other blind peop'e led to an MBE

Angus's family- row including

'Messing About on the River', the

award in 1979, ano he was also

granddaughters Sarah and Emma -

splashy water effects were Angus

honoured as aFellow of both the

and friends, were all saddened by the

www.teac.co.uk

using acup in abucket of water, while

Institute of Electronic Engineers, and

sudden onset of cancer last spring

Tivoli, maker of portable radios,

afinger pulled sharply out of his

the Audio Engineering Society.

which finally overwhelmed him. Hs

has a new web address for the

will be remembered and missed by

UK, courtesy of its distributor,
www.ruark.co.uk

cheek provided the ' pop' for one of the

For relaxation, there was amateur

first Birds Eye pea commercials. He

radio. Rotating aerials over the house,

the many people who have known him

founded the Cultural Society of the

alorg with alarge fixed mast in the

through his wide-ranging activities.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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BM Bowers & VVilkins

//

THE NEW B&VV

P VII

Thinking outside the box

SUBWOOFER

i
L
iee

Ever seen asquare bubble? No, can't say we have, either. And there's agood
reason. Flat sides and corners can't cope with air that's under pressure.. If bubbles
were box- shaped, they'd burst. That's why pounding air pressures trapped inside the
average compact subwoofer produce so much extra, unwanted vibration. Instead of
equilibrium, you get rattle and hum.

B&W's revolutionary new PV1 compact subwoofer gets around all that by simply
mirroring nature. It's asphere, which means it can make a big sound in asmall space.
No ' box effects' or standing waves. Pressure and resonances are smoothed around
its rigid aluminium shell. Which is just as well, given its 500W amplifier, back-to-back
8- inch drive units and surprising internal volume. (A sphere can accommodate more
space than any other form with the same surface area, don't you know).

InfEtTEC
AWARDS 2009

It looks good, it sounds amazing, and it's as solid as a rock. You could even rest your
coffee on it if it wasn't so round.

BEST SULWOOCEIII
Ovil £ 900

SAW PVI

WHAT
SOU. lies..
AWARDS 2004
TECHNOLOGY A...

EIAW PV1

www.bwspeakers.corn iligî
For more information on the B&W PV1 please visit our site, or call + 44 (0)1903 221 500

VJ

Opinion

Barry

Fox
_i

_ here are two very good things to be said in favour of
standards battles. They force he system protagonists
into developing clever features that they would not

otherwise have needed to design; and they force corporate
bean-counters into charging us far less for the clever features
than they would if there were only asingle system. In military
circles they call it the $ 100 hammer effect. If one company
has an exclusive contract to supply the army with hammers,
they can take a $ 1hammer, test it to destruction, mark it as
made to mil standard and then charge $ 100.
The blue laser battle is now pushing the rival factions,
Philips, Sony and Panasonic for Blu-ray, Toshiba and the DVD

So there is no capacity compromise, as suffered for the
HD-DVD system. And Blu-ray's blue laser layer can still be

Forum for HD-DVD, into developing their systems far beyond

made as adouble layer, to hold 50GB. So the total disc
capacity becomes 58.5GB.
But this prompts the question Ikeep asking. Does Europe

the target points they would be setting if there were asingle
agreed standard. As already reported, Toshiba has worked with
Memory-Tech of Japan to develop adual layer HD-DVD with
ordinary DVD data pressed into an upper layer, and HDTV in a
lower layer. The 650nm red laser

The blue laser battle
is now pushing the
rival factions into
developing their
systems far beyond
the target points

in aDVD player just reads the top
layer; a405nm blue laser focuses
down to the HD layer.
The downside, which received a
lot less publicity than the upside

really yet need any blue laser format, let alone two of them?
The USA and Japan need blue laser because they need
HDTV after suffering NTSC for nearly 50 years. Even the
cleverest circuitry cannot scale or up-convert 525 line NTSC
picture into ahigher definition state that looks good when
viewed from close up on alarge screen. But as anyone in
Europe with amodern progressive scan DVD player, and good
projector, plasma or LCD panel, will already know, 625 line

benefit of adisc that plays either

PAL — especially from aSuperbit DVD that uses the maximum

on old or new players, is that the

data rates of around 10Mb/s — can be up-converted and

DVD capacity of the new HD-DVD
is limited to 4.7GB ( while most

scaled to give stunning near- HD pictures.
True HDTV comes into its own when seen from very close

movie DVDs hold 8.5GB on a
single side), and HD capacity is

range or on ahuge screen. Of course there will be buffs who
appreciate the benefit of true HD even on smaller screens,

cut to 15GB, from HD-DVD's
promised 20GB. The reduced red

just as there are buffs who appreciate the sonic benefit of
DVD-Audio and SACD. But these buffs do not make amass

DVD capacity will limit the data rates available for sound and

market — as the companies that have thrown money at DVD-A

vision, and the reduced blue capacity makes the disc far less

and SACD will tell you.

useful for its original intended purpose — recording high
definition TV and higher quality multi-channel surround.

At the end of last year Sony's Broadcast Division staged a
huge HDTV whole-day event, ' High Definition — the Vision for

Cinram has now suggested another approach. An HD/DVD9

Europe', at the re-furbished Cumberland hotel in London. One

hybrid will have atraditional 8.5GB DVD bonded back to back

insider's estimate is that it must have cost Sony around

with a 15GB HD-DVD blue laser disc.

£100,000 to push the HD message to hundreds of industry

At first it looked as if Blu-ray could not deliver adual
standard ( red/blue) disc. Philips then claimed success in the

opinion- formers. HDTV clips were projected onto alarge
screen. Iwatched from the back of the hall and was

labs. But the system sounded too hideously complicated for

impressed by the picture quality. Only afew buffs at the front

affordable manufacture; mould the blue laser layer into a
0.5mm substrate, mould the DVD layer into a0.6mm

of the hall thought the pictures looked abit soft.
Afterwards Iasked Sony what the source material had been

substrate, sputter the data layers with reflective layers, glue
them back to front, and cover the blue layer with a0.1mm

and what projector was used. Sony quickly told me the source
material — genuine HD tapes and discs. But information on

optical skim. This prompted JVC to announce arather more

the projector was suspiciously hard to obtain. Iwas

simple approach. JVC's Blu-ray disc will have three layers; a

buck-passed from pillar to post but persisted until finally Sony

top layer stores 25GB of data that is read by ablue laser;
underneath there are two layers — just like the two layers on

owned up. Sony Broadcast had hired in aDLP projector, with
1024 x768 resolution ( XGA, 4:3, with 786,432 pixels). To

today's DVD music or movie discs — which together hold 8.5GB

be rated as HDTV in the US, adisplayed picture must have at

of data that is read by ared laser. The trick is to separate the

least one megapixel resolution from either 720 progressive

Blu-ray and DVD layers with asemi- reflective film, like a

lines or 1080 interlaced lines, with 1920 pixels per line.

two-way spy mirror, that reflects blue light but passes red light
through to the DVD layers underneath.

www.hifinews.co.uk

So Sony wasn't screening true HD. And almost no-one had
noticed. Irest my case.
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B&W
PRICE

£ 13,000/pair

I

frst caught wind of developments to come from B&W
about three years ago, at the time of :he launch of
Focal-lMlab's Utopia Be range. Focal, though smaller,
is one of the few natural competitors for 1.1&W at the high
end. The highlight of the Focal story was of course the
introduction of the beryllium tweeter (the Be in the model
and range designation), which was met with hints from
B&W that it had something interesting in the pipeline.
That something turned out to be atweeter using aCVD
diamond dome. The dome was a joint project with
Element 6(the sixth element in the periodic cable is
carbon, and guess what diamond is made from?), whose
R&D and tweeter production is based conveniently close
to B&W's HQ. CVD (chemical vapour deposition) is a
relatively new technique for 'growing' thin diamond
structures of almost arbitrary complexity. The diamond
tweeter is akey element in B&W's update of its hugely
successful high-end speaker range — the Nautilus 800
series, which was introduced in 1998.
Diamond tweeter domes are not unprecedented — but
then neither was beryllium. Possibly the best-known
exponent is Avalon Acoustics, whose 1:33,000/pair

www.hifinews.co.uk

Hi FiNews Definitive Test
loudspeaker

00I)
Bowers & Wilkins adds adiamond
tweeter and many other refinements for
the new version of the 800 flagship
loudspeaker. Review by Alvin Gold

Eidolon Diamond uses diamond tweeters made by
Accuton in place of the standard (£23,000/pair) Eidolon's
ceramic domes. But what B&W (with Element 6) has done
is of adifferent order in various respects. One concerns
some intricate details about the exact shape of the dome
and the parallel-sided lip around the edge, necessary to
ensure accurate, repeatable location of the voicecoil and
to increase the dome stiffness and raise the first break-up
frequency. B&W claims its diamond tweeter is the first to
have achieved this goal, and has patented the technique. In
amore practical vein the new tweeter has been realised at a
price that makes sense - not yet for the smaller models in
the new 800D series, but certainly for the senior ones.
Tested here is the 800D, the direct replacement for the
top-of-the-range Nautilus 800. Diamond domes require
painstaking and expensive production techniques, and
they take along time to grow from the carbonlaced plasma
on the production line. But the 800D selling price is still
within striking distance of the old model's, and the
changes are certainly not restricted to the tweeter.
They are however fairly subtle for the most part. The
base of the speaker (not the plinth) has been remodelled
alittle, though it would take areal anorak to notice, and
new spikes are supplied with hard (pointed) and soft
(cupped) terminations. The most obvious change is that

www.hifinews.co.uk

the tweeter housing, much better and more heavily
built than its predecessor, is more enclosed within the
depression that houses it in the Marian midrange
'head', and it has also moved forward alittle - by half
a wavelength at the crossover frequency in fact, to
maintain the necessary phase relationship between the
two with the new, gentler crossover slopes. The
midrange section has otherwise changed only subtly.

Diamond tweeter domes are not
unprecedented — but then neither
was beryllium
though the driver basket has been redesigned for added
strength without presenting any more of an acoustic
load for back radiation from the cone. As before, the
large Kevlar diaphragm may seem too big for its
midrange role, but its design is such that the radiating
area reduces smoothly with increasing frequency,
which helps maintain dispersion at the top end of its
frequency range. Other invisible changes involve
improving decoupling of the tweeter and midrange
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units from the speaker as awhole to reduce excitation
of cabinet resonances.
The other main change is to the bass units. As before
B&W specified two 250mm drivers, but in place of the old
paper/Kevlar cone mix, anew cone has been developed
using an expanded aerospace structural foam called
Rohacell which is sandwiched between layers of woven
carbon-fibre impregnated with resin. The cell core is afull
8mm thick, and the result is astructurally stiff but light
sandwich that has the important side effect of effectively

The treble was so much apart
of the larger sound that it
simply didn't stand out
The speaker can
be tilted by
adjusting the
spikes to ensure
the ear is in line

blocking much of the sound energy inside the enclosure
from passing through and colouring the direct output.
To look at, the new model is quite similar to the old: the
sharp-edged plinth that also functions as
the housing for the crossover is

with apoint
between the two
smaller drivers

unchanged, and as before it seems out of kilter with the
curvaceous and exotic appearance of the rest of the
design. It's sharp corners don't impress either. What is
particularly galling is that the new 801D has received a
plinth transplant that draws its inspiration from the rest of
the carcass. Perhaps B&W wanted to rein back cost hikes
where they could and will only say that the decision has
'divided opinion'. Not around here it hasn't!
SOUND QUALITY
It's only natural to look at the headlines for of any new
product, and set out to listen for them. Initially at least I
was disappointed by the diamond tweeter — disappointed
because Ireally couldn't really hear it at all. Yes, the treble
was all present and correct, but it was so much apart of the
larger sound that it simply didn't stand out. It wasn't
showy; it didn't sparkle, and what use is diamond if it
doesn't sparkle?
Of course, what Iwas(n't) hearing was the continuation
of atrend that has been apparent for some years. Ithink it
is fair to say that historically B&W never made fantastic
tweeters. Its aluminium milk bottle tops always sounded
—well that was just it, they just sounded. Metallic if you
must put aword to it. The original Nautilus 800 was a
massive step in the right direction, with amore refined
milk bottle top and proper treatment of back radiation

Plinth remains
unchanged and
houses the
crossover

from the dome by the Nautilus tweeter tube accounting for
an improvement to alevel where, at its launch, it was a
revelation. After considerable practice you could tell that
it wasn't quite the best treble you could hear, but it was —
and still is — damned good.
Looked at in this vein, the new tweeter begins to make
sense. From being not too good to being very nearly
transparent in the last generation was agreat leap forward.
To being effectively inaudible while still reproducing
treble information properly is the next step — and this is
what we have here with the 800D. Perhaps in the months
and years ahead we will become so used to tweeters of this
calibre that we will begin to notice the limitations, just as
we did in time with previous tweeter generations. But at
this point Ican only report that the new CVT diamond
tweeter is everything it is said to be, namely completely
transparent. It is effectively on apar with its beryllium
counterpart from Focal, so far as they can be judged in
their quite different contexts. Technically, they have quite
different properties and require handling in completely
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Diamond highs
The decision to use diamond arose from a
project to model the effects of aperfectly stiff
.tweeter dome. Diamond has anumber of useful
properties — it is agreat conductor of heat for
example — but its its unrivalled stiffness which
allows it to behave closer to the theoretical
ideal than any other material, and in atweeter
,specifically, to return afirst high- frequency
resonance of around 74kHz for adome of
sensible thickness, compared to 30kHz for the
,aluminium used in its previous range.
B&W acknowledges that diamond has twice
the density of beryllium — another exotic
„material used to make tweeter domes — and that
it is probably not as well damped either.
However, aresonant frequency as high as that
of the diamond dome should be very easily
damped. In any case, the suspension and other

thin layers than the usual copper used, and this

factors will influence behaviour in this and

helps preserve sensitiv,ty.

other respects too.

What makes the new tweeter sound better

as B&W admits) would equate to a50kHz
bandwidth. In any case, the new tweeter adds
this extended response but without tne

than the old — and B&W is rightly adamant that

disadvantages of aseparate supertweefer ( such

including amove from aflat cellular surround

it does — is not entirely clear to its engineers,

as in- band phase or amplitude response

to ahalf- roll surround using anew synthetic

not least because the phase and amplitude

problems due to interference between two

.rubber material to accommodate the shallower

responses of the diamond and aluminium

drivers), and there are no downband group delay

high-pass crossover filter roll-off that the

tweeters are very close within the 20kHz limit of

artefacts to speak of. Perhaps best of all ( but

designers wanted. To lower inductance, the

hearing, though they do diverge significantly

who knows?) the new tweeter's mechanical

above 20kHz. One conjecture they present is

properties have allowed B&W to use amore

There are other changes to the tweeter,

.company

has opted for asingle- layer voice-coil

with asilver-plated centre pole that acts as a

that the ear is knowr to have alOps time

benign low-order crossover. Maybe tnat's what

shorted turn, reducing the inductance of the

discrimination limit between arrival sounds,

we're hearing ( or more correctly, not hearing)

primary windings. Silver is more effective in

which in alinear system ( which the ear is not.

when listening to the 800D.

probe measures the thickness of the dort
liI
Gluingthe dome prior to attaching the surround

different ways, which of course is what has happened at
the hands of their respective protagonists, but right now I
wouldn't know how to choose between them.
OK, so maybe we can make some headway elsewhere.
The balance of the original 800 was interesting, but
undeniably idiosyncratic. It had alean quality amounting
almost to dryness which meant it had to be driven hard to
fill aroom satisfyingly, and the tonal balance was tilted up
slightly through and above the midband. These were not
gross effects by any means, and they certainly didn't
spoil enjoyment of what by any standard was a fine
loudspeaker, but they became noticeable over time, and
they are noticeable now when compared to the new
model, which is clearly fuller and more neutral overall.
But it is not just the overall balance that has changed. It is
the manner of reproduction that has changed mast. The
treble has changed in all the ways described, and the bass
too has become faster and more potent. The bass now
appears to have more slam, more attack.
What has changed least — at least in the purely technical
sense — is the midband, the domain of the Kevlar FST
midrange unit, which is arguably where the older model
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The tweeter dome with the coil attached

was beginning to show its age most clearly. There were
colorations associated with this part of the band, which
other manufacturers locked into and used in comparative
demonstrations. The whole midrange region was slightly
uneven and coloured, and there is some mute
acknowledgement of this in the technical background
material for the new 800D which points out that the use of

It is not just the overall balance
that has changed... bass too has
become faster and more potent
a flexible cone material ' does mean that the cone is
virtually certain to be operating in its break-up region for
much of its usable range', though the text continues by
suggesting that ' the usual deleterious effect of this
(delayed resonance colouring the sound) is ameliorated if
the correct material is chosen'. The improved chassis
construction is clearly amove in the right direction, but it
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Not for
conservatives

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps alittle less conservative than the norm
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green.

High quality record players are available from just over £ 100
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended
regular product t-aining seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range.

Project Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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is the changes at the frequency extremes that have done
most to recast the midband in anew light. The diamond
tweeter adds subtlety and detail without brittleness, and
the bass now drives harder and is less coloured, with
results in both cases that resound through the midband.
The effect is a significant improvement in what was
available before: the 800D is more relaxed, less coloured
sounding and more telling musically. But when the
revolution comes and the 800D is eventually replaced, this
is the area that Iat least would like to see improved next.
Nevertheless, the 800D is everything that has already
been implied by looking at the individual elements of its
makeup. It is asignificantly tighter design, tonally more
accurate, with awesome low-frequency drive ability,
and with real subtlety and finesse. Coloration has been
reduced, and imaging has improved too, and this last was

costly Denon DCD-SA1 SACD and matching amplifier.
However the prime partnering equipment for this test
consisted of apair of Classé's new CA M400 monoblocks
driven, in the absence of a matching new Classé
pre-amplifier, by aBoulder 1010 pre-amp with a
Classé CD player — an exquisite system that
mirrors the 800D's combination of raw muscle
and grip with finesse.
There is something else about the 800D too,
which may initially seem a little
surprising. It is remarkably well priced.
For adesign with its overall capabilities —
bandwidth, volume level, resolving ability
and neutrality — the asking price is
significantly less than that of virtually any
comparable model from elsewhere.•

in any case always one of the great strengths of the earlier
design. Central image placement is almost holographically
solidly defined, and this holds true when listening from a

Bowers & Wilkins Loudspeakers UK

position off-axis. The sense of image depth is much

01903 221500

improved over its predecessor, which may be partly a
function of the improved overall tonal balance — the older

www.bwspeakers.com

model tended to image most naturally alittle forward of
the speaker plane. The 800D is also extremely responsive
to the qualitative differences between amplifiers, and was
used here with good results with aMarantz SA-11S1/
PM-11S1 amp/SACD combination (cost around £4000),
though even better results were available from anew, more

A diamond tweeter and new materials used for the
bass drivers takes B&W's flagship to new heights,
banishing colorations of original model and making
for atighter and more tonally accurate musical ride.

Lab report
,
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Fig 2. Family of off-axis responses (see text)

Measurements were carried out under the author's

plot at higher frequencies, just where dome

being due to phase effects at the mid/treble

supervision at B&W's Steyning R&D lab. Port

breakup is supposed to occur.

crossover. Second- and third- harmonic distortion
levels [ Fig 3] are comparable with the previous

Off-axis responses are well maintained up to

tuning is unchanged from the original model at
just under 40Hz, but the overall frequency

30° laterally off-axis [ Fig 2: red = on-axis; blue =

model, with the third harmonic product especially
low over virtually the whole of the audio frequency

response shape hints at the slightly fuller bass

10° above; green = 10° below; magenta = 15° lat;

output identified in the listening, while the

grey = 45° lateral], which effectively defines the

band. Sensitivity is about ldB less than the old

measured anechoic roll- off below 70Hz should be

800D's listening window in this plane. Vertically,

model, at 90dB for 2.83V, while the modulus of

just offset by the effect of room reinforcement in

the off-axis responses are enhanced by the tighter

impedance [ Fig 4] shows aminimum at astill-

largish rooms. Above 70Hz, output is ruler-flat,

coupling of the mid and tweeter units, giving an

punishing 3ohm. It's achallenging load then, but

apart from aminor kink around the mid/HF

effective ± 10° window, the only notable variation

not an impossible one.

crossover, between 3kHz and 4kHz.
A separate response plot [ Fig 1] from
200Hz-100kHz (!) illustrates the
behaviour of the diamond tweeter, which

(ohm')
80

20

20

60

produces less energy than the old tweeter
from below 20kHz to its output null
around 70kHz. This null is attributable to

40

12

path length cancellations from different

20

parts of the dome — the dome's depth is
comparable to ahalf-wavelength of sound
at these frequencies. Minor high-Q/lowamplitude resonances are visible in the
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Meridian Audio

8081 Signature
Reference
Meridian 13081 Signature
PRICE

.U195/€8250

I

inventors' promises of perfect sound were

rightly being dismissed as corporate hubris. And
it

was

recognition

of

this

which was positively reviewed in this magazine in

pre-amp, with six stereo analogue inputs and a

1986 nPro-MCD form. Now, some 20 years after

total of five digital inputs. With this £ 8250 808i

starting the ball

twasn't too long after Compact Disc first
airfaced in the early 1980s that the

less- than- ideal

performance that inspired several specialist audio
companies to rrake the best they could of :: he

\411111111111..

rolling for highly- specified

model, only a power amp and loudspeakers are

players of the compact disc, Meridian has marked

required to build asystem, or alternatively apair

Two versions are offered, a
straightforward music player and a
player incorporating apre- amp

format, by re-working both the players and the
components available to them.

the anniversary with anew flagship product, the

of active self- powered speakers can be installed,

Meridian is recognised as the first brand to

808 Sigiature Reference CD player. Two versions

as Meridian itself advocates.

build an audiophile CD player in those early days,

are offered: a straightforward music CD player,

with its MCD player that appeared in 1984, and

and a player incorporating an analogue/digital
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In the upper echelons of low- compromise
single- box

players ( I'm

loath

to

use

the
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Auditions'
CD player
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Is this CD player aswan song for CD,
or new hope for an evergreen music format?
no

Could this product subtly signpost aturning point

for the DVD video disc, and with which Meridian

compromise') there are several machines that
have garnered plenty of well-deserved respect

for digital audio formats? Anot-so-tacit admission
that the latest audio disc formats — DVD-A and,

was closely involved — DVD-Audio has not formed

over the years, including such long-running
classics as the Wadia 860, Naim CDS, and Linn

implicitly, also SACD — are not reary wanted ( or

audio for the 21st century. Most people that love

even needed?) by most people, and in particular
hardened audiophiles and music lovers? Even

channels of stereo, and the efforts of the record

advertising copywriters mendacious slogan

CD12. But what is noteworthy is not that Meridian

the vanguard of high- resolution multi-channel
music neither want nor need more than two

has now leveraged its hard-won digital expertise

Meridian readily admits that 'a well- recorded,

and consumer electronics industries have failed

into building astatement CD spinner, but that it
should do so after the format was scheduled to be

well- mastered Compact Disc is capable of
extraordinarily high quality results'.

to kid people otherwise. So that leaves us with a
tasty expanse of material on Red Book CD — and

filed in the drawer marked ' obsolete', in the wake
of the promise of abrave new multi-channel world

Ard sad to say for the brotherhood of the
Acoustic Renaissance for Audio — the 1990s

machines like this to get the best from them.

filled with high-resoluton DVD-A music.

think-tank that sought ahigh-fidelity application

sturdily built, with no small amount of careful

www.hifinews.co.uk

In essence, this is an upsampling CD player,
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Buffers and bits
At the heart of the 808 Reference is a multi- speed

buffers ( including drive), but three are used for

for high resolution production today.' The 24/176.4

OVO ROM drive mechanism that ordinarily runs at

smoothing: data-flow, CD decoder buffer, and

signal is then decoded by an Analog Devices

CD's stanuard lx speed but which can make multiple

upsampling FIFO (first- in, first- out).'

AD1852 multi-bit/delta-sigma chip. 'This part is

passes at higher speed when required to ensure the

The datastream is passed to a 150MIPs DSP,

correct data are recovered from less-than- perfect

operating at 48- bit internal precision, where the

discs. This extraction technique is said to improve

16/44.1 stream is upsampled to 24-bit/176.4kHz in

and therefore no quantisation artefacts in the

error-corrEction ahundredfold.

a fashion ' unlike anything else available in the

filtering and conversion process.'

Digits from the disc are buffered more than usual,

chosen,' says Stuart, ' because the modulator has 4
bits, which is sufficient to ensure perfect dithering

marketplace', according to the marketing blurb.

The signal path is all- digital, including for

which gives an unusual effect: when listening to

Stuart expands: ' Our resolution enhancement

music we are hearing fractionally into the past, and

takes place in the upsampling process and uses

better result, ' and certainly abetter result than the

this

navigation

optimal dithering to provide an 88.2kHz/24-bit

severe compromises inherent in analogue bypass.

is

evident when

certain

disc

analogue inputs, as Meridian believes this gives a

operations are made by the user - after skipping

result. A lot of the fine tuning has been done in

Meridian is highly skilled at analogue design and,

tracks, for example - where the result is a

Meridian by auditory modelling, by listening ( the

as such, we know how little should be used!'

perceptible time lag of around asecond before the

final arbiter) and with feedback from

music resumes. Meridian's Bob Stuart explains in

the music industry starting

more detail, 'the data- rate smoothing process is a

with the 618 processor and

cascade of three operations. Strictly, there are four

moving on to tools we provide

4

DVD-ROM drive
reads data over
again when
necessary; ( right)
modular cards

ti

playing normal CD DA, the 808 can decode some
compressed

The 808 can decode DTS on CD,
which is a most unusual facility to
be found on aCD player

audio formats:

MP3 -

not too

unusual now from even budget DVD players; and
DTS on CD, which is amost unusual facility to be
found on aCD player.
As it happened, Icouldn't get any DTS CDs to
play ( although afirmware update promises to fix
this), but MP3 playback proved more useful than

digital engineering inside ( see Buffers and bits',

a PC ( Microsoft Windows only) and the other

Ifirst imagined. A collection of early Pink Floyd

above,. It's a large box, measuring 480 x 175 x

simply labelled Maintenance. Construction of the

live recordings of indeterminate origin, as MP3s

411mm ( whit),

with

the

main

controls

808 is in a similar fashion to Meridian's other

on CD- Rs, clearly benefited from the 808's digital

prominently visible on the front, and many other

top- of- the- range 800 Series components, with a

audio manipulation, sounding relatively lucid and

useful functions available from additional buttons

modular layout comprising the main motherboard

with less conspicuous compression artefacts.

hidden away behind afull- width hinged flap. This

plus

for

As asimple CD player, the 808i stood up very

cover also bears the personal signatures of

different processes within the product. As well as

well against comparative sources. Itried it first in

vertically- arranged

cards

catering

Meridian's founders, Robert Stuart and Allen
Boothroyd - hence the Signature appellation in

New Meridian System Remote has

the product's name.

back- lit keys

At the back of the 808i version tested are a

G

pair each of RCA and XLR analogue audio
outputs, six pairs of RCA sockets for external
analogue sources, and three coaxial digital inputs,
plus two TosLink optical. Two digital outputs are

JLJ

included on RCA phono sockets, one ' straight'
and the other taking atap from the upsampled
88.2kHz samp:e frequency datastream. Also

JJJ

U
LJUL-J
LJUU
LUUJULJ
.

LLL

LLL

found here are several less familiar connections:
Meridian's comrns ports on 5- pin DIN sockets,
three 12V triggers for the home- automation boys,
and two RS232 D- sockets - one for connecting to
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Auditions,
CD player
fixed-gain mode, using the MF Audio passive
pre-amp to control volume, before aChord SPM
1200C amp and B&W N802 loudspeakers. All
signal and speaker wiring was Valhalla from
Nordost. In essential flavour — sense of timing,
soundstaging, tonal colouring — the 808 was in
the familiar territory inhabited by areference dCS
front-end. There was a similar well-filled
soundstage, giving excellent depth and good
width perspectives, bringing music to life in the
room, with the Meridian 808 having amarginally
richer sound, giving agreater sense of resonance,
for example, to the low pedal notes in adoublebass arrangement of Albinoni's Adagio [Gary Karr,
Cisco GCD 80031.
There was a slightly smoother sound overall
from the Meridian, with tracks like ' Unfinished
Sympathy' [ Massive Attack, Blue Lines, Virgin
WBRCD 1] losing some of the rough edges
evinced by the dCS front-end. It's worth noting
that the Purcell and Delius here are not current
production examples, being some five years old,
and it's not known if they accurately represent
up-to-date samples. But the character of the
differences on further listening showed the
Meridian often to be akinder player, throwing up
less imperfections from the recording, where the

Rear panel reflects modular construction;

dCS gave aquixotic warts ' n' all treatment. This

buttons... and autographs!

(below right) flap conceals extra

approach gave a preferred rendering of low-key

III

A direct connection is often preferred
when that CD player includes a
volume control function

atmospheric cues and agreater sense of freedom

cleaner sound with better articulatfon during

to the sound, it being more dynamic and strident,

congested music sections.
The ultimate test for many attentive music

nimble

and

vivacious.

But

the

Meridian's

presentation was in some ways more ' refined' — it

lovers is the playback of natural analogue music,

product that should tick many of the check boxes

could perhaps be described as tamer, less liable

typically from agood turntable set-up. This can

of any wed-heeled music lover. It has superb

to upset the horses.
Pace and timing of the 808i were found to be

be compromised to an unwelcome degree by any

intrinsic CD sound, auseful array of analogue and

introduction of digital

excellent, keeping basslines bouncing along in
rock material, and maintaining an easy élan in

concerns about conspicuous loss of resolution

digital inputs, and the facility of serving as a
pre-amp for di'ect connection to power amps and

and bandwidth, as was certain'y the case in older

active powered speakers. The technophile user

swinging jazz. For anyone used to the sound of
the popular 506 and 508 CD players, this is in

16/44.1 digital signal paths.
In the case of the 808i,

may miss some added bells, such as balanced
digital in- and outputs, or user-tweakable DSP

similar territory — but with more finesse, asweeter
HF extension, and more weight in the low end.

of analogue components was reasonably
transparent, when judged in terms of the

functions; but then again, this helps make the

A direct connection is often the preferred

essential warmth, richness and natural ' body'
that analogue offers over washed-out digital.

Seek out this player if you want to hear how
good CD replay can be before you hit the giddy

There was a hint of clinical tidying up to the
sound and amildly stronger mono concentration

post-£ 1C,000 bracket!
Andrew Harrison

manner of introducing signal from aCD player to
power amplifier, when that CD player includes a
volume control function. This is not always
convenient if, like me, you have regular analogue

hardware, even before

the

handling

instead of wall-to-wall stereo, and also ahint of

sources you need to hear through the same

sheen that, while not especially troubling to the

system.

ear, did perhaps betray the quantisation that the

However, the 808, in its ' i'suffixed

version, is also awell-featured pre-amp, offering
digital and analogue inputs and outputs, with full
control of volume on a nominal 0 to 99 scale,

808 amuch more straightforward to use product.

ier
Meridian Audio

purery analogue signal had undergone.

01480 445678

What it cannot do for the die-hard vinylhead is
replace the pre-amplifier in a record- playing

www.merulian-audio.com

Hi-FINews verdict

available for any input.
Itried the 808i connected direct to power amp,

system, as for me at least, the subtle loss of slam,
organic flow, air and extension was enough to

Smooth and refined, the 808i builds on the success

with excellent results. Although the MF Audio

leave me wanting. It really is only amarginal loss

of the 506 and 508 players with greater sweetness,

unit remains the most transparent pre-amp I've

here, but for class- leading audio replay the
emotion is embedded in the musical small print.
Nevertheless, in every way this is a first-class

dynamics and rhythm. Built-in pre- amp clear and
clean, if not the ultimate for vinyl- fronted set-ups.

ever used, bypassing it brought worthwhile
benefits in both clarity and expression — an even
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Nottingham Analogue

Innerspace SE
No frills, no pretensions: just an affordable
turntable for the enthusiast, reviewed here
with the matching Space tonearm
Nottingham Analogue Innerspace
PRICE

£ 888 ( SE)

and pre- amp,

pre- amp and power amp and

recording or condition of a record. Instead, it

bi-wired runs of ' solda DCT feeding the speakers.

settles down and plays the music in an engaging,

The

equipment

rack

took

on

greater

captivating and thoroughly enjoyable manner.

Nottingham Analogue Space arm

significance than usual as this deck has no

Starting with Carly Simon's Reflections [
BMG

PRICE

suspension, with less noise and deeper bass

82876 5942911, asuperb double album that has

£587

being heard when a regular ROC top plate was

been mastered to avery high standard, the spatial

ottingham Analogue Studio has been in
business over 40 years, but it seems that

replaced by adouble layer plate.

capability of the recordings may not have been

outside agroup of loyal and enthusiastic

is different to that of my Basis Gold Debut — and

'Better Not Tell

users relatively few people have heard about this

to that behind the Oracle Delphi Mk V and Jem

enthusiasm. The subjective timing of this deck is

UK success story. With this review Ihad the

turntables I've reviewed recently — it is also vastly

very good. Again, while the impact of the kick

N

chance to find out why Nottingham Analogue has
developed such astrong following.
Supplied with the Space unipivot arm, the
turntable arrived in kit form, but it is easy to
assemble. It is based around amahogany plinth,
sourced from amanaged, renewable forest, with a
conventional, oil- filled bearing inset into the
wood. The bearing uses Admiralty bronze in asoft

While the design philosophy behind this deck

more affordable than any of those. Yet the
Innerspace combination provided more than a

and ahigh speed steel ( HSS) spindle. Around the

glimpse into the world of high- end vinyl playback.

periphery of the 9kg aluminium- alloy platter are
four grooves, two fitted with ' 0' rings to damp the

not try to impress with peerless detail recovery,

It has adifferent agenda to most decks, as it does

platter and prevent ringing, and two narrower

vast soundstaging or room- shaking bass. What it

ones low down in which the drive belt runs. The

does do, however, is play music, and at that, this

motor is mounted in a cassette that protrudes

deck is aconsummate professional.

through the top of the plinth without touching it.

What's more, unlike many decks at this price,

You have to start and stop the turntable

the SE doesn't run around the grooves gleefully

manually, with afinger on the rubber ' 0' rings.

highlighting every shortcoming in the pressing,

here, which is that ahigh torque motor that could
start such a heavy platter unaided would be

Her' with great energy and

What it does do, however, is play music,
and at that, the Innerspace deck is a
consummate professional

alloy mount with atungsten carbide thrust plate,

This is a result of the basic design philosophy

realised fully but the bass line propelled the track

Unique anti-skate?
Nottingham's own unipivot Space arm

deleterious to sound quality. Instead, the motor

employs a one-piece bearing- head

used simply ' tops up' the inertial energy in the

assembly that runs dry, and affixed to

platter which, when coupled with a low-friction

this is acarbon- fibre arm tube with an

bearing, allows the platter to move smoothly

aluminium

without noise from the cogging of the motor.

counterweight is held in a plastic

For the review, the Innerspace SE/Space arm
combination was equipped with Lyra Argo and
Benz Glider L2 cartridges and slotted into my

alloy

headshell.

The

carrier and is slung below the bearing,
enhancing arm stability.
Nottingham's anti- skate or bias

system feeding a Klyne System 7 PX 3.5 phono

compensation

stage,

simple and, as far as Iknow, unique. A

Krell

KRC-3 and

Musical

Fidelity A5

device

is

elegant,

pre- amps, Bryston 3B- SST and MF A5 power

leg with asmall weight runs through

amps, MF X-80 integrated amplifier, with Martin

the body of the arm, with aleg on the

Logan SL- 3, PMC GB- 1 and Leema Acoustics

outside of the arm resting against a

Xavier speakers. All equipment was supported on

bar extending from the arm body; as

RDC Aspekt racks with mains filtration provided

the arm traverses the record the

by Isol-8 4K Qube and three Isotek Orions.

weight exerts apressure on the arm to

Cabling used was Townshend Audio lsolda DCT,

provide the outwards anti- skate force.

with DCT-100 interconnects between phono stage
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turntable/arm

drum was diminished in comparison with my

If your collection is made up of Mobile Fidelity,

reference Basis/Graham combination at almost ten

Come Away With Me [
Classic Records JP 5004]
with the individual threads of the music being

Class:c Records reissues and their ilk, you may

times the price, compared with the likes of the

easy to follow. Ms Jones's sultry vocals are so lush

find the likes of the GymDec, Roksan Radius 5or

Project RPM9 this deck does an excellent job, only

and rich you feel you could just sink into them

Project RPM 9more to your taste, but for many of

being slightly eclipsed by the latter in terms of

and her excellent interpretation of ' Cold, Cold

us our collections are made up of secondhand

extension. There again, the coherency of the overall
performance Ifelt to be stightly superior when

Heart' proved utterly sublime, making me wish
there was arepeat button on the turntable. The

finds. In this case, the Innerspace SE/Space arm

heard on the Innerspace SE. Carly Simon's vocals

piano was seamless, with no preference being

were delivered with great texture and ease and with

shown for the left or right hand, while the bass

coherency, effortless vocals and musicality ahead
of soundstaging, bass extension and resolution.

an unforced quality that meant this was adeck you
could listen to for hours without ahint of fatigue.

gently underpinned the track, displaying again
the deck's outstanding timing ability — even if it

This was aided by the only aberration in the

just missed out at developing fully all the textural

frequency spectrum — an impression that very high
frequencies, over 15kHz, were being slightly rolled

detail contained in the recording. But the smooth,

Supplier

sophisticated delivery of the overall performance
was certainty compensation.

Nottingham Analogue Studio

off. The result was asmooth top-end response at

comb. nat.on makes the music accessible, putting

One for the heart, rather than the head. •
David Allcock

01773 762947
no website listed

that the Spanish guitar used in the closing of

It was only very complex, electronic tracks,
such as those by Propaganda and Yello that

'Better Not Tell Her' did not sound quite as alive
and open as when heard on the likes of the Michell

exposed a slight weakness. With Yello's 'The
Race' from Flag [
Mercury 836 778-1] the deck

Acombination for record collectors and music lovers:

GyroDec, the decay of the note and its upper

seemed to have trouble hanging on to individual

rather than majoring on detail, it can bring out the

harmonics dying away aMlle prematurely.

instruments when hings became incredibly busy,

This deck displays a (Jelin te ease with acoustic
and very simple recordings, such as Norah Jones's

requiring concentration to discern what each

music from less than perfect LPs without highlighting
failings. Responds to careful choice of support.

the expense of some ' air'. The downside to this was

Hi-Mews verdict

instrument contributed to the overall mix.

The Innerspace SE: a
marriage of mahogany
and Admiralty bronze
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IsoTek

Titan
ceitio

lot

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
With virtually unlimited power and apromise to allow transients of 23e,
the Isotek Titan mains filter introduces aradical solution to power conditioning
block. Also here is an RCBO ( Residual Current
Breaker Overload), acombined over-current MCB
(main circuit breaker) and

Residual Current

combination with choke-regulated power supply,
Bryston 3B-SST and 14B- SST power amps, a
Krell

KRC-3 pre- amp,

Shanling CD-T80 and

hose who've read my reviews will know
that before mains electricity reaches my

breaker, ensuring absolute safety for the user, for
the mains supply powering the Titan, and any
device connected to the Titan. This is the most

system it is filtered through a variety of

sophisticated protection system I've so far seen

Basis Gold Debut turntable with Graham 2.0 arm
and Lyra Argo cartridge feeding aKlyne System 7

power filters. Predominant among these are
IsoTek's SubStation, and a 2K Qube for power

on amains filtration device. Its appearance here

PX 3.5 phono stage. Ialways felt mains isolation

amps — acombination Iconsider to be the best

always felt mains isolation transformers
were as good as it gets when it comes to
filtration; but the Titan was far superioki

T

that money can buy. So when Iheard rumours
that a next-generation Qube was on its way, no
longer based on

isolation transformers, and

designed to offer significant sonic improvements
over the Qube without limiting current, Ihad to

SCD-T200 CD players (with and without the
Musical Fidelity TriVista 21 DAC), and my trusty

get my hands on one. Here's the story on the
IsoTek Titan — with further notes from TB [ see ' It
even works with Naim...'1.

is explained by the Titan's claimed ability to allow
23.000W ( 23kW) peaks, the maximum figure the

The Titan uses a sophisticated filter network

mains supply can theoretically deliver in an

transformers were as good as it gets when it
comes to clean power for amplifiers; but the Titan
was far superior to Isotek's 2K Qube, and even

housed in an elegant- looking milled aluminium

instantaneous transient, and which IsoTek felt

Isol-8's 4K Qube, also on hand as areference. In

chassis, measuring 275 x182.5 x275mm (whd)
and weighing arelatively modest 12.75kg. On the

was needed to ensure no compression of dynamic

fact it was superior to every other mains treatment

back is apair of unswitched 13A sockets, and a
pair of Neutrik Powercon connectors: one for
power input and other an output for an extension
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range from any connected power amplifier.

I've heard to date. The scundstage expanded in a
As for the sound, the Titan astorished. I way bat happens when you locate your speakers
hooked it up to as many components as Icould,
in their ideal positicr in a room. Everything
including the Musical Fidelity A5 pre/power
became more focused, and the stage extended far

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The inside story
IsoTek is very secretive about

identify

electrically, each outlet sees only

My first experience of the Titan was in afriend's

what's actually inside the Titan

component,

circuit

the filter network and not each

Naim system ( C05/Flatcap 2, NAC 112/Flatcap 2

which,

topology, with what Ican only

other. This is aphilosophy central

and 2 x NAP 135 mono amps). Given that the

presume to be chokes visible.

to the design of the original

previous generation of IsoTek equipment did not

sophisticated

SubStation, with the ' Polaris- X'

always work that well with Naim equipment, Iwas

the mains inlet uses a Neutrik

common- mode filters are said to

circuit being first seen in IsoTek's

very pleasantly surprised to find the soundstage

locking Powercon connector as

be employed in this circuit. These

GII MiniSub.

opened up with almost ( dare I say) tangible

this is rated to 20A continuous

filters

load — far beyond what the Titan

ability to pass a

usual

could be called on to deliver. This

continuous 20A of

imaging. The expected benefits of effective mains

feeds the RCBO which in turn

current,

which

conditioning were present: lower noise floor, lack

feeds the mains filter circuit.

then

the

of an ultra- fine veil between the listener and the

years

given

its

three

development

understandable.

time,

man
is

Nevertheless,

even

Some

an

let

highly

have

feed

individual

alone

images in front of me rather than Naim's more

the

it's over there somewhere' approach to

'Polaris- X' circuit,

music, and avastly improved sense of rhythm and

as a nine- stage direct- coupled

which

timing ( which Naim does very well anyway).

filter, while inside the main board

isolates each 13A

My current reference system consists of Icon

is completely potted, not only to

mains outlet, along

Audio's Stereo 40 amp and a Graham Slee Jazz

reinforce the board, but also to

with the Powercon

Club phono stage, fed by Origin Live- powered,

control resonance. However, this

accessory outlet.

Hadcock 242 Integra/Shiraz-armed Linn Sondek,

makes it virtually impossible to

The result is that

with Musical Fidelity Kelly KT3 at the end of Atlas

The actual circuit is described

mutually

cabling. Ileft the Sondek on normal mains and
beyond the boundaries of me room. Nine's more,

in

her voice that the system

had

previously

the front of the stage extended to just in front of

overlooked. Bass notes benefited too, with a new

the MartinLogan SL- 3s used, making for asound

found solidity and power, the driving bass line of

that enthralled yet never fatigued.

Destiny's Child's ' Bootylicious' from

Survivor

plugged the amp and phono stage into the two 13
amp sockets at the back of the Titan.
Without going over the top, the only words Ican
find to describe the effect come in phrases like,

(Columbia COL 501783 0] on SACD sounding

'mind-blowing', ` gob- smacking', ' real

really pulled you into the performance. Iwanted

constrained

isolation

dimensional images', ' tactile', ' holographic'.., you

to get up and walk around performers, yet the

transformers when compared with the same track

get the idea. I loved the way in which the

space

silence;

on the Titan. It was as if a dynamic compressor

soundstage stretched out in all directions to the

instead the lower noise floor allowed you to hear

had been removed from the recording chain to

point where Ifelt that Icould almost walk up to

Meanwhile, the spaciousness of the sound

between them was not total

and

restricted

on

the

three-

and around performers; the extra precision to the

It was as if adynamic compressor had
been removed from the recording chain
to reveal crushing bass notes
if

timing; and the sheer musicality of the sounds now
coming from the KT3 speakers.
Ihave no doubt that there may be an even
better mains conditioner available at some time in
the future, but for the moment this is undisputably
the most effective unit that I've heard. In fact it's
so good I've bought one.

the subtle decay of instruments in their own

reveal crushing bass notes that were as much felt

space, giving further conviction to the illusion

through the concrete floor of the listening room as

that you were hearing a real instrument and not

heard in the room itself.

Tony Bolton
both cymbals and piano notes sounding more

just a recording. Voices now possessed greater

As for treble frequencies, the Titan improved

subtleties of inflection and timing shifts making

clarity and resolution without adding ary undue

natural and effortless while the decay of each
note was thrown into sharper relief against what

performances far more natural. One example was

harshness or emphasis. Stunning recordings like

was now the incredibly low background noise.

Diana KraII's ' S'Wonderful' from The Look of Love

Norah Jones's ' Cold, Cold Heart' from Come Away

During the time Ispent with the Titan it never

[Verve 549 846-2] where Icould hear intonations

With Me [
Classic Records JP50041 benefited with

failed to improve a component's sound. It is,
quite simply, the most impressive mains filter I've
ever heard. All Ican say is audition one as soon
as possible, preferably on home demo, but be
prepared to hand over acheque before you hand
back the Titan, because without it your system
will simply sound wanting. It's that simple.
David Idicock

Su. slier
IsoTek Systems
01635 291357
www.isoteksystems.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
Secret filters instead of isolation transformers make
this abenchmark product. It delivers, and does so at
aprice that will prove cost effective over time and as
components are upgraded. Easy to recommend.
To the rear are two UK mains outlets plus aNeutrik output for an extension block
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Theta

Compli
Can Theta really give us the best of all worlds? Here's how the
Compli universal player justifies its UK- plus price tag
Theta Compli
PRICE

./1482

up in sc-called 'CD-only' machines for purists.
SACD and DVD-A have proveo to be complete and

and a whiff of Gauloise: who the hell needs a

utter fiascos, beyond salvation, whatever anyone

universal player costing £4482?

tells you, ( One wag told me that treir combined

A

carnot simply be waved away with aGallic shrug

In my multi- channel system of Lexicon MC1

global sales in 2003-4 were ' ess thar the sales of

NV

thing that could happen to the home

LPs.) So Universal Disc Players no ,onger seem so
appealing. Or necessary.

multi-channel pre-amp, Theta Intrepid 5-channel
amplifier, Marantz plasma screen and five

entertainment business would be an end tc the
format nonserse. The means of achieving this?

To make matters even screwier. the iPod has
inflicted so much damage on the entire notion of

MartinLogan speakers, Ihave a much cherished

s recently as 12 months ago, any sane
observer would have argued that the best

processor,

Sony TA-P9000ES

line- level

Denon DVD-2900 universal player. It has never

The ready avai,ability of ' universal disc players' at
all price points. Successful UDPs would, without
exception, play any 5in silver disc, including all
manner of written-to and re-writeable types, with
the exception of data rather than audio/video
discs, such as CD-ROMs and DVD-ROMs, which
need computers to work.

begs aquestion that cannot be waved
away with aGallic shrug: who needs a
universal player costing Dt1482?

Now it's gotten to tne point where decent
universal players can be had for under £ 300.

discs as music carriers that the market for disc

disappointed me, though its design brief is that of

Anyway, so far, so good for the revolution. But a

players of any sort is disappear'ng.

an affordable machine. Ihave used it without

lot of other stuff has also happened alongside the

Then what happens? Along comes Theta's

complaint. But Iam not so easily pleased that I

Compli, which seems like the answer to araft of

fail to realise it can be bettered in part by a

In no particular circlet: OEM suppliers have

problems. And it has the sou: power to disarm

standalone SACD player dedicated to the task, a

decided to stop, or a'e about to stop producing

even those who refuse to admit that, their

CD-audio-only player dedicated to its task, aDVD

CD-only transports for smaller independents to
buy, so nobbled universal drives will probably end

commercial failure aside, SACD and DVD-A did
have so much to offer. But it begs aquestion that

video player dedicated to its task, and so on. But,
hey, for £800 or whatever its retail was, the

arrival of this expeller of consumer confusion.
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own Ultra Sync II 480p output board using
Faroudja Labs' DCDi ( Directional Correlational
Deinterlacing) technology. By the way, the review
model was option-free.
Even so, it was immediately noticeable that the
Theta showed obvious visual gains over the
Denon. Which it should, of course, given the
difference in price. In particular, there was a
reduction in the staircase effect on diagonals,
primary colours were brighter, and there seemed
to me aclear improvement in colour gradations,
especially on sunsets, flames and others with
high red/yellow or orange content.
While some might find this ludicrous, the
Theta was positively magical when it came to
resolving grey scales, aboon for those of us who
cherish old monochrome movies be they film noir,
silent-era or early Kurosawa. Grab the BFI's DVD
of Seven Samurai and check out the rainiest,
muddiest scenes. View Criterion's The Third Man,
especially the shadows in the Vienna street
scenes. Details come through that just vanish
with lesser players. But not £3600's worth over,
say, the Denon - unless you're either extremely
critical, or have asuperior display device.
You can take it as agiven that the Compli is
using a top-end transport section adapted to
Theta's needs, probably aPioneer. To this, Theta
adds its own video and audio stages, audiophile
output stages, asuper power supply and the usual
raft of high-quality designer components shunned
by mass market makers. It's certainly achunky,
well- made machine, its 445 x 133 x 381mm
(whd) belying aweight of 10.4kg ( 231b).
Yet while the back is filled with the socketry
associated with a UDP, even with the options
blanked off, the front is rather minimalist. Its
controls

include,

along

with

the

absolute

minimum of necessary buttons ( play/pause/
on-off/open-close buttons), only two extras: one to
choose Pro- Scan for the optional video circuitry
and another to defeat the video display when
listening in purist, music-only mode.

machine is adelight - surely to be regarded as a
future classic, if the DVD era is to produce any.
So what does Theta's Compli lying to the table
for five times the oLtlay?
Let's not even question the video side, because
more and more we're learning that most brandname DVD video players from £200 up deliver
acceptable : mages, provided that you have a
projector, screen or other display device able to
resolve the images. I've even seen some superb
results from the sor of unlicensed shite sold in

All other controls, including menu control,

The Compli will play nearly any audio, visual and
image format you care to choose, including MP3

numeric keypad, etc, are relegated to a rather

least, not with the maths used in this dimension!)

tacky remote handset, with ateensy joystick for
manoeuvring the menus that will have you

I'm not trying to diminish the importance of video

cursing in frustration. But such is the price of

circuitry, when plenty of engineers will tell you

being smaller than Sony

that avideo signal is far more complex to resolve

or Pioneer: you get
•
es

than audio, but so much of a player - DVD or
universal - is a Kit of parts made to an
astonishingly high standard by the OEM supplier.
Ican't recall the last time Isaw an unwalchable

ale

in

«elm II

DVD player, yet plenty are unlistenable.
Please: I'm not trying to challenge the notion of
garbage- in-garbage-out. But 1have a sneaking

some supermarkets and newsagents. ( How do I suspicion that, for visual playback and w,th any
given budget, the user is better off allocating

first, certain format owners are winning lawsuits
hither and yon, and secondly, any legitima:e, law-

greater expenditure on screen/projector than on
the DVD player. But to guarantee that this isn't

Not the most

abiding manufacturer cari tell you that if yot. pay

even an

user-friendly

for the rights to Dolby, DTS, SACD, MLR MPEG,
THX and all of the other alphabet soup

output

composite outputs, while - in typical Theta

remote, but here
are to be found

ingredients, you're looking at fees that simply do

fashion -

most of the controls

not allow for the retail sa.e of aplayer at £49. At

Serial Digital Interface ( SDI) and the company's

issue, the Compli provides sublime
from

its

making

S-video,
available

componen:
options

and
for

a

n‘

ce

know those other payers are unlicensed? Easy:
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TacT Pucka
TD82288
Preset:8
Fs.--- kHz

9

Last month we announced our latest formidable statement product, the TDA2200
(True Digital Amplifier), which further supports TacT's mission to build the world's best
performing, best value intelligent digital amplifiers and room correction systems.
At a recent show listeners were overwhelmed with the sound quality and value of this new
product, and when they learnt of its features, scalable and modular design, we were told
point blank to shout about it. So here we go....
One Box Does
Purchase this amplifier at an introductory price of just £ 2150 and it will replace a DAC,
preamplifier and power ampifier and ... offers 2x20 bands of equalization to compensate
for room problems. Just link to a CD transport and you have beautiful music delivered
with an uncanny smoothness from a pitch-black background.
Add an Analogue Card...
Purchase a slot- in ( very high- spec) analogue- digital card for £ 275 and you can connect
turntables and other analogue sources.
Add a Subwoofer or Two..
The TDA2200 is equipped with DSP crossovers and software to enable the seamless
integration of one or two active or passive ( add our £ 775 power amp) subwoofers.
This will result in a dramatic increase in bass clarity, dynamics and music scale.
Use Active Crossovers...
The TDA2200 also includes advanced DSP crossovers and enables you to drive TacT's
digital speakers, or even remove the passive crossovers from your speakers. Simply
link a second IDA, invoke the DSP crossover and gain from superior transparency,
detail, dynamics and timing.
Regular Upgrades...
As new software becomes available, the performance and functionality
of the TDA2200 can be upgraded, so protecting your investment.

Beat That!

TacT
sales: 0870 9100 100
brochures: 0870 9 100 109
web: www.tactaudio.co.uk
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stuck with

generic

doggie- do

for

remotes.

The odds are that the people who can afford
Complis

will

have

custom- installed

home

theatres, with Crestron or similar remotes instead
of this plastic joke.

Universal soldier
As is necessary with auniversa

VIII Digital-tc-Analog Converter.

player,

provides

The Compli is also be able to

DVD-RW,

audio

connect to the sister processcrs,

Video CD, CD- R, and CD-RW

the

six- channel
outputs,

Compli
analogue

along

with

digita

DVD-Audio, DVD-Video, DVD-R
SACD,

Audio

CD

the Casablanca and Casa Nova,

The Compli is also compatible

in the aforementioned multi- channel system, it

outputs for PCM, DIS and Dolby

with

input

with CD-R/RW, DVD-R/RW and

was more than just acknowledging that here was

Digital. It incorporates Theta's

options. Theta itself describes

N1P3 formatted material, with

aplayer that provided equal weight to the primary

the universal ty thusly: Corr-pli

some restrictions.' Ihave not yet

sources of DVD-Audio, DVD ( video), SACD and

proprietary High- Speed Digita
Interface, orig nally designed for

enables you to play nearly any

found a disc, in three months

vanilla CD. Isuspect that the latest Linns, the

Theta's two- channel Generatior

audio, video, and image format:

heavy usage, that bafflec it.

While the Theta certainly dazzled me sonically

their

nigh- speed

new upscale Denon and ahandful of others have
also resolved the thorny problem of curate's egg
UDPs, where one format shines, one is OK and
one or two are crud, but, so far and in my
experience, this is one of the best to extract
superb performance from all four. And the test
was not in the multi-channel system, but when
using the Compli as... atwo-channel CD player.

1E'

Who knows: maybe this is the litmus test for
universal players? After all, most people have

Aim

more CDs than DVDs — certainly than SACDs and
DVD-As — and more people spend time listening

r
-Video display defeat and optional video circuitry

to music, even if just in the background, than
sitting down to watch films. So is it not logical

selector.buttons can be found on the fascia

that CD playback should be as good as if not
better than the rest?
Ihad ascertained to my satisfaction that the

sweet, warm and natural- sounding, the sort of

Compli worked stunningly well with surround

player you can alternate with turntable playback

formats, be it DVD-A, SACD or Dolby and/or DIS
off DVD video discs. Theta products always

and not feel nauseous when going from black
plastic to silver.
It sounds like, well, a £4k CD player, the

have a characteristic smoothness, sheen and
coherence to disarm those who fail to give

Compli's cn-board DAC not inspiring for a

surround sound achance. The Compli has this in

While the back panel is filled with
socketry, even with the options blanked
off, the front is rather minimalist II

moment the acquisition of an outboard device. Its
L- R stereo spread is as seamless as its 360'
surround envelope, its resolution first-class. Ard
it

begs the following party trick:

find an

anti-SACD type, slip in atwo-channel SACD and
don't say aword. If the victim doesn't admit that
it's among the best CD playback he's ever heard,
then tell him you know asupermarket where he
can buy a £49 UDP.

spades, exorcising the hated- by- purist artefacts

If mustality is the goal for audiophiles, replacing

that suggest way too much processing, or
sonic trickery. If you want to experience truly

specifications,

all-encompassing 360° surround without holes, or

accuracy,

low

Grumbles are few, mainly minor things like

distortion,

three- speed rather than Ferrari-gLick variable

soundstaging or other causes celebre as the
banner for this decade, then the Theta will rattle

speec search on DVD, no zoom control and other
non-essentials. The remote is apiece of junk. But

a sense of there being five mono signals, a
properly set-up system with a Compli driving it

not afew cages. However neutral Itry to remain,

I'll say this much: if you don't want to restrict your

in rey heart of hears Iwant universal players to

digital playback to CD, if a part of you wonders

could very easily convert you.

end the bullshit, to unite every faction; musicality

what you're missing, the Theta Compli is one of

But back to the litmus test: vanilla CD. I is one of the missing ingredients so far. Believe
me: the Theta does for the high-end what the
shlepped the Compli into the two-channel room

the best ambassadors yet for the new formats.

and treated it as a CD player ( and as an SACD

Denon DVD-2900 did for the real world.

player for two-channel discs, such as those from

Its CD playback is wholly audiophilic, with

Audio Fidelity). Iwas warned that it would prove

sound not unsurprisingly remin scent of golden

to be athoroughbred with the oldest of silver disc

age

formats. And it did.

granddaddy, the CAL Tempest II. The Compli is

players

such

as

its

great-great-great

Theta makes available options for aSerial Digital Interface and its own Ultra Sync Il 480p
earl

The realisation that all flavours of 5in disc can
live harmoniously in asingle chassis has to be the
best news an audiophile can hear. II
Ken Kessler

Supplier
Absolute Sounds
0208 971 3909
www.absolutesounds.com, www.theta digital.con

Hi-FiNews verdict
Even without the optional extras ( like Theta's Ultra
Sync II 480p output board with DCDi), the Compli
offers afine picture performance — and it manages to
deliver smooth, audiophile sound on all formats.
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

IC'à
This ad features afew new products we're excited about, as well as acouple of old
favourites (which were still excited by even after all this time!) From top right, going
anticlockwise, first off are the Anthony Gallo Reference 3loudspeakers (£2400/pr).
You can't tell from the picture, but these are actually very compact (about 3feet tall)
but have the most amazing bass extension and avery open sound. Next, the brand new
Musical Fidelity A5 series amplifier (250W/ch) and CD player, at £ 1499 each, are
superb value. They are designed to be better, and cost less, than the popular 308 series,
and don't even feel embarrassed in the company of the famous Nuvista and Invista
series. The CD even features avalve output stage, just like the late lamented Trivista
DAC! The Duevel Bella Lunas (£3160 to £4160/pr dependent on finish) need no
introduction. This superb Omni design, featured at the recent Heathrow Show, should
be on everyone's shortlist. Origin Live's new Sovereign turntable (£3850 plus arm)
sets new, even higher standards for this already envied manufacturer whose decks
already receive huge acclaim from the press. Next up is something we thought we'd
never see - avalve / transistor hybrid power amp from Tom Evans, famous for their
Groove phono stage and Vibe preamp. The Linear A (£3999) is atruly innovative
design which draws on the strengths of both technologies to give transistor speed and
control with valve naturalness and texture, another milestone for Tom! Many people
will still remember the success we had with the Magneplanar MG 1.6 speakers at the
show. These flat non-electrostatic panels with ribbon tweeters produce the most
amazingly believable soundstage, all for the direct import no-middleman price of
£1500/pr. The new Duevel Shuttle-Disk rechargeable battery CD player ( also £ 1500)
is on permanent demo - bring your own CDs and be pleasantly surprised! Lastly, we
had to squeeze it in, what we regard as probably the finest all round (pardon the pun)
turntable in the world, the Brinlctnann LaGrange with the Brinkmann 10.5 tonearm
(£8395 in total), atruly staggering combination.

tr.>

al-tangent amazon amphion amplifon anthony gallo apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer dynamic
brinkmann

cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio consonance decca london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino final

lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin lyra magneplanar michell
engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat
roksan shun mook shanling shelter slinkylinks sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax st.gden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
tel: 020 7724 7224 fax 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk

Auditions
loudspeaker

Elac
207.2
It's alittle temperamental,
but this competitively priced
floorstander from Germany
proves something of astar
when it comes to detail,
drive and imaging
surroundings,

Elac 207.2
PRICE

£995/pair

needing to

be kept 1m from the side
walls and 1.25m from the
rear walls to work correctly.

T

hink of German engineering and the
chances are that companies like BMW,

Position it too close to the
rear walls and the bass

Leica and, in the case of hi-fi, turntable
becomes lumpy, uneven
manufacturer Clearaudio come to mind. Speakers
and exaggerated; too close
are not something that figure strongly. So when I to the side walls and the
received a phone call asking me to review a imaging collapses into
floorstander from Elac — the £ 1000 207.2 to be
precise — the opportunity was too good to miss.
The 207.2 is a svelte, well-proportioned
speaker sporting a striking two-tone grey/silver

the space between the
speakers. Also, toe- in
needs precisely dialing
in for the room. Too little toe- in and the speakers

finish with a black grille covering the drivers. It

give a an image that isn't so much placed as

measures acompact 935 x170 x285mm ( hwd)

smeared across the soundstage, with little depth;

and weighs an easy to manage 15kg. At the

too much toe- in and you end up with images

Katana SE CD player with aShanling SCD T200

bottom of each cabinet can be found aplinth to

bunched in the centre of the soundstage with
cinemascope dimensions, and again the stage

delivering SACD playback. Amplification was Krell
KRC-3 pre- amplifier with Bryston 3B- SST and

improve stability and four, two-piece spikes of

combination, supported by an Inca Design

truly excellent design as they allow the height of
each spike to be locked without the need for
tools. Elac describes the speaker as atwo-and-ahalf-way bass reflex design, but that is to sell it
short. The driver complement comprises asingle
JET III ribbon tweeter that runs from 2.5kHz to
50kHz with a pair of 150mm mid- bass drivers

he lightning-fast dual mid/bass drivers
and JET Ill tweeter mean that this
speaker is incredibly revealing
if

handling frequencies from 2.5kHz down to 38Hz.
It might be an easy speaker to lug around the

depth suffers. Finally these speakers need alot of

14B- SST

listening room but an efficiency of 86dB/1W/m

running in: fewer than 75 hours and they're

amplification was provided by a Musical Fidelity

and a nominal 4 ohm load dipping to 3.4 ohms
means a muscular amp is required to keep the

difficult to listen to, cutting you in two with their

X-80. All equipment was powered by Isotek Orion

treble. Give them 100 hours and the bass really

drivers under control. Meticulous set up is

starts to open up, with the tweeter and mid/bass

mains filters and lsotek Elite mains cables, all
cabling was Townshend Audio: DCT-300 single

needed too. The combination of the lightning-fast

drivers fully integrating by the 150- hour stage.

power

amps

while

integrated

My reference system of Basis Gold Debut

ended from source to pre-amp, Dalanced DCT-7.00
pre- to power and bi-wired Isolda DCT speaker

design based on the Heil Air Motion Transformer,

turntable/Graham 2.0 arm and Lyra Argo cartridge

cables. A lower cost loom comprising Chord

as was the mid/high driver in the Precide Syrinx

with Klyne System 7PX3.5 phono stage provided

Company Chameleon silver plus for both single

[HFN, January ' 05] — means this speaker is

analogue sound, while digital was provided by

ended and balanced connection with Odyssey 4

incredibly revealing.

Musical

speaker cables was also used. All equipment was

dual mid/bass drivers and JET Ill tweeter — a

It's also sensitive to its

www.hifinews.co.uk
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"Best New Analogue Component Award" Hi Fi News, UK
"Best Buy" Hi Fi Choice. UK
"Highly Recommended" Audio & Video, Brazil
"Brilliant" Hi Fi World, UK
"Fantastic" Image Hifi, Germany
"Best New Record Player 6 Arm" Stereo Sound, Japan
"Excellent" Hi Fi review, Hong Kong

Distributed in UK through Henley Designs Ltd
Tel: 01235 511 166
info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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loudspeaker

supported on RDC Aspekt racks with Townshend
Audio Seismic Sinks under pre-amp and source.
Do not even try to power this speaker with a

Killer Hertz
These spmkers use unusual drivers for both mid/bass

small amp — even the X-80 had trouble coaxing
real energy and life out of the Elac, and running

and high frequencies. The dual mid/bass units are
150mm designs that utilise a0.2mm spun aluminium

it single wired only revealed about 70% of what it

cone bonied to apaper cone in abid for to make them

is capable of. This speaker really needs to be

both lightweight and exceptionally rigid. This is an idea

bi-wired, though full credit to Elac for providing

employed in a more sophisticated implementation by

quality, damped jumpers between the binding

JM Lab ir its ' W' cone, seen in that company's Elektra

posts. Ialso learned that in my room, using the

and Utopia ranges. The drivers here cover slightly

tuning plugs in either the top or bottom port

different ranges, with the lower driver handling

resulted in the speaker sounding rather anaemic

frequencies up to the lower midrange while the upper
driver rims up to 2.7kHz. Then the ribbon tweeter

and uneven. Yes, this loudspeaker is a little

uses Elao's own foil diaphragm driven by aNeodymium
JET Ill ribbon, but this isn't a magnet system ' breathing' the air in and out of the driver
conventional ribbon as it This enables the speaker to extend up to 50kHz.

female voices, handling
the

almost

fragile

vocal performance of
Kate
Whole

is based on the Heil AMT ( Air Motion Transformer) and

takes over. This unit is called the

temperamental, but once working well
it shone. This speaker loves

Bush on

Dual mid/bass driver
(pictured left) employs

The

Story

[
EMI

aluminium and paper for

CDP7464142] with a
delicacy I've heard only

lightness and rigidity; the
crossover ( right) with

from electrostatic speakers.
This album hinges on the singer's

damped post jumpers

voice and, through the 207.2, the

that these Teutonic transducers
might be reticent in the bass. The

vocals take centre stage. Imaging
was razor sharp. Indeed, the images

combination

of

bass guitar and

between the speakers could have been
carved from stone, being so tightly defined you

synthesiser here needs more than just
extensioi and brute power to sound at its best; it

felt you could not only walk around the musicians

also requires speed and control if the separate

on the stage but measure the distances between
them with a tape measure. Images consistently
extended far beyond the outer edges of the

lines of : hese instruments are to be clearly heard
and sound balanced. Again this was atask that
the 207 2 performed effortlessly, the only caveat
being a slight emphasis in the upper bass in

speakers too, to the boundaries of the room —
even if these outer images possessed slightly less
edge definition and had aslightly opaque quality

absolute terms. This was in comparison with the
track heard through the MartinLogan SL-3 and

to them. When correctly setup these speakers are
also able to vanish in the

Leema Acoustics Xavier, at three times and twice
the price respectively.

If you are unable to give these speakers the room
they need then you are probably better off seeking
an alternative, but given space and care in setting
up the Elac will shine with any kind of music
thanks to an open, extended high frequency

manner of my MartinLogan

These speakers also proved highly capable of

performance, effortless power and drive, anc

SL-3electrostatics and the

walking the fine line between outstanding high

excellent detail and agility. As in the automotive

finest standmounters. This

frequency extension and sibilance with less

industry, this German import can show some

isn't something you expect
from £ 1000
dynamic
floorstanding designs.
Midrange is very good,
being capable of capturing
the subtle nuances and
intonation of Kate Bush's

When correctly setup these speakers
are able to vanish in the manner of the
finest standmounting designs

remarkable vocal on ' The
Man With The Child In His

than perfect recordings, as demonstrated when

incumbent UK brands a few tricks in terms

Eyes' while at the same

fed Mike Oldfield Earth Moving [
Virgin V2610]

both

time

the

on vinyl. Somewhere between the monitoring on

power and emotion of her

apair of ATC SCM200 and the final mastering,

recommendation compulsory. Though be sure to
pay attention to setup to hear it at its best. •

performance

a high frequency lift was introduced, yet the

David Allcock

delivering

all

into

the

listening room.

Elac does an exceptional job for a £ 1000

Given their performance

performance

and

finish,

making

Sus slier

in the midrange Ifigured

speaker of wrestling the subtleties and detail
from the high frequencies without vocal

Sennheiser UK

those

sibilance becoming annoying, such as when

www.sennheiser.co.uk, www.elac.com
01494 551551

slender

cabinets

a

must be compromised in

delivering

the bass, so Idecided to

Hegerland on ' Innocent'. Guitar transients are

shake

with

anothei area where sibilance and raspiness

Sophie Ellis Bextor's Shoot
From the Hip [
Polydor

manifest itself on this album, yet these speakers
refuse to become aggressive, with the
underrated vocals of Maggie Riley cutting

Open, extended, detailed and agile, these speakers
will do Elac's reputation in the UK no harm at all,

through the less-than- brilliant recording of ' Blue
Night' to sound truly haunting.

at acompetitive price. They need space though.

things

9865837].

up

Just

a few

seconds of ' You Get Yours'
dispelled any suspicions

www.hifinews.co.uk

the

wonderful

voice

of

Anita

HI-FiNews verdict

offering as they do an excellent level of performance
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Exposure 2010s CD Player
PRICE

£ 599

Exposure 2010s Integrated
PRICE

Exposure 2010s Power Amplifier
PRICE

ï_ 4

this reason Ifound it quite reassuring, when

remain committed to the two-channel cause. Fcr

Further evidence of Exposure's single-minded
approach includes the CD player's digital outputs,

discussing Exposure's future plans with company

which can be user- disabled via a circuit board

MD Andy Whittle, to hear that it is wholly
committed to the two-channel stereo format fcr

jumper, for a small, but cefinitely noticeable,

the foreseeable future. Indeed, some of the
attention to detail in the company's new 2010s

oo•ystyrene capaci:ors are used in key locations
and, finally, not only is there am-m phono stage

series shows alack of compromise that is really

available for the 2010s Integrated, but there is

'11‘.

I

twas the pre-release marketing of the Live
Aid DVO that started me thinking about the
whole multichannel thing again. Ihave no

problem with 5.1, 6.1 or any other surround
protocol in AV systerrs, but I've yet to hear the
benefit of any more than the iront channels for

improvement

in

sound

quality.

High-grade

Ifound it quite reassuring to hear that
Exposure is committed to two- channel
stereo for the foreseeable future

reproduction of music. Pretty much all the

quite refreshing. The key example of this is the

even am-coption. OK, maybe there aren't going

five-channel SACDs I've heard have sounced both

2010s CD player's transport mechanism.

Its

to be ahuge number of exotic m-ccartridge users

unnatural and contrived, many of them giving an
'audio ping- pone effect of the worst kind.

predecessor, the 2010, used aSony mechanism
that is no longer available but, instead of

looking for a £600 amp wift• an £89 phono card

following the mid-marke: norm and using aCD- R

oeasing commitment to the analogue cause.

systems and the software they utilise will improve.
but if manufacturers have to invest heavily in

or DVD transport, Exposure has built its own
bespoke unit around aSony laser. Now, while this

This review covers the company's current ' lead
in' line-up of 2010s CD Player, 2010s Integrated

multi-channel

sort

Amplifier and 2010s Power amp ( A2010s Tuner
is also in the pbel ne for probable summer 2005

Of course, tie musicality of multichannel

R&D and production, you do

wonder if the stereo format will suffer, even
among those manufacturers who outwardly
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of

approach

might

be

expected

in

stratospherically- priced high-end kit, it is alittle
bit of asurprise in a £ 599 product.

but the fact that the option is there shows a

release). With the CD and

Integrated

both

www.hifinews.co.uk
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system

maybe just out- muscled clarity, but it was afinely
judged line and, overall, tonal balance was spot
on right across the frequency range.
Moving on to some vocals with a little more
menace, Ispun up Grand Master Flash & The
Furious Five's ' The Message'. Here, the expected
punch was present in spades, drawing out the
growing sense of anger and desperation via
laser-accurate reproduction of the track's superb
phrasing and scansion. Even at this early stage, I
was impressed how the 2010s CD felt at home
with such diverse material. The key was the
player's neutral performance: it doesn't shout
about any one particular attribute, but this allows
it to be a bit of a sonic chameleon. While not
exactly ' analogue- like', the player was totally
devoid of any digital harshness, which allowed
extended listening sessions with absolutely no
listener fatigue.
If pushed, Iwould say that the 2010s CD erred
ever so slightly towards faster material, but you
would never guess this, listening to something
like Barber's Adagio, which was reproduced with
abeguiling mixture of intimacy and grandeur. Oh,

Exposure

2010s

and those unpluggable digital outputs? Switch
them out, and there is a small but noticeable

system

improvement in focus. Different musical strands
are just a little more distinct and the overall
presentation gains atouch of lucidity.
INTEGRATED AMP: SOUND QUALITY
Replacing the Musical
Fidelity

Ano-nonsense, low-cost CD/integrated amplifier
combination that delivers the goods. Add apower
amplifier for even better results...
retailing at £ 599, and the Power Amp at £ 500,
the range works well as an inexpensive entry into

per channel, via the use of larger transformers
and higher grade output devices.

quality stereo separates. Starting with a
straightforward CD/Integrated set up, the Power

For this review, the Exposure components were
partnered with a pair of Spendor S8e speakers,

Amp can be added when funds allow.

interconnects were Van den Hul First Ultimate or

Although visually close to the preceding 2010
series, the new components show substantial

QED Silver Anniversary or Exposure DMF two.

kWP/kW

combination with the 2010s Integrated was
making ahefty demand on the Exposure amp, but
it acquitted

itself extremely well. The amp

displayed a high degree of synergy with

its

partnering CD and in fact, in overall presentation,
the combination was not unlike a shrunken
version of the Musical Fidelity giants. Yes, the
soundstage was somewhat smaller and the sound
considerably less weighty, but there was the same
sense of naturalness n vocak arri acoustic

Exposure's own, while speaker cable was bi-wired

improvements in both build and sound quality. In
terms of construction, Exposure received some

CD PLAYER: SOUND QUALITY

comments that the 2010 series were alittle ' light

Experience with Exposure electronics in dealers'
demo rooms and at shows had led me to expect

weight' when compared to some rivals. Actually,
these comments may have been alittle harsh, as
the units boasted aluminium casework, which was
substantially more expensive than the heavier
steel normal at their price point. As well as
being non-magnetic, the molecular structure of
aluminium is also much better suited to reducing
case resonance. Nonetheless, Exposure has

the rocking sound the brand is famed for.
However, the first thing that struck me when I
slipped the CD player into my reference system
was the naturalness of the presentation. Listening
to Minnie Riperton's sublime ' Loving You', the
soaring vocal had a wonderful combination of
smoothness and clarity. In absolute terms, high

reacted to the feedback and, for the revised

frequencies might have lacked the ultimate detail

components, a thicker grade of aluminium has
been used, which should improve the units'

offered by high-end exotica, but there was afine
sense of air and lucidity, which even brought the

sound as well as satisfying those looking for a

birdsong in the background vividly to life.

physically weightier product. On a specification
basis, both the Integrated and the Power Amp

Checking out

have had their outputs increased from 50 to 75W

Heather Nova, it was apparent that smoothness

www.hifinews.co.uk

some

further

upper

register

challenges from the likes of Eva Cassidy and

Bi amp later when
funds allow. Handset
is asystem remote
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design

integrity, copious hours of listening and refinement, intelligent

technology
an unparalleled

and

application of

Flawless implementation of design make the M series

experience.

upgradeability.
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instruments and, even with the integrated amp
driving both bass and treble, Exposure's signature

The CD player boasts

energy was plain to hear, tracks as diverse as
Lynyrd Skynyrd's Sweet Home Alabama' and

a 'oespoke transport

Madness's

One Step Beyond' being driven on

with utterly infectious, toe-tapping gusto.
However, putting too much emphasis purely on
the amp's suitability for up-tempo music would be
doing the 2010s a serious disservice. Taken in
isolation ( away from unrealistic comparisons with
the Wembley Leviathans), the Exposure's spatial
performance was mighty impressive. While the
Spendors may flatter this aspect of any amplifier,
the 2010s Integrated provided a capacious
soundstage with a finely graduated depth of
image. Also, the amp built on the CD's natural
presentation, meaning that both unplugged tracks
and classical music were admirably catered for.
The optional m-cphono facility also acquitted
itself very well, conveying a surprisingly high
proportion of the performance of my SME
20/Sumiko Celebration analogue front-end. As an

k
.ee

Paired with the Spendor S8e,
the Exposure electronics gave athrilling
performance that also oozed finesse
inexpensive introduction to the joys of the vinyl
disc, the phono card comes highly recommended.
Of course, nothing is perfect in this world and,
while the Exposure Integrated's 75 watts per
channel is generous at its price point, the loudest
of orchestral crescendos did lead to a slight
muddying of the sound. Of course, this is where
bi-amping might well help so, time to plumb in

11

reliably provides greater control of the speakers.
This cerainly appeared to be the case with the
Exposure pair. High volume renditions of both
orchestral crescendos and rock climaxes were
significanily more controlled, and listener fatigue,
when stretching the SPL envelope, was even
further relieved. The bi-amped setup also seemed

the 2010s Power Amp.

to provide a worthwhile gain in coherence ard
low-levei insight, with voices and instruments
quite far back in the nix gaining agreater sense

POWER AMP: SOUND QUALITY

of presence. Bass also tightened up, with gains in

While the benefits of bi-wiring are contentious,

ooth body and control adding to the Integrated's
already accompl shed rhythmic performance.

most listeners agree that even passive bi-amping

Respectable specs
Exposure's specs may not tell you

adding the optional card at acost

how the units will sound, but they

of £ 89), afull tape loop facility.

show that you are getting good

plus

pie

outs for

bi-amping

Power Amplifier matches the
Integrated's power output, with

CONCLUSION
Ido not have ahuge number of reference points
at the 2010s series' £ 600 price level, but judging
the Integrated/Power combo against its £ 1200
peers, Iwould say the Exposure pair do not quite
have the ultimate speed and exquisite timing of
the Orelle SA100 evo, nor do they quite match
the weight and presence of the Musical Fidelity
A3 integrated. However, what they do have is a
beautifully judged combination of both these sets
of virtues. Iwould say that both the CD and
amplifier are ideally suited to rock music, neither
component ever failing to provide an exhilarating,
turbo-charged ride. But the presentation is also
disarmingly natural, allowing hugely satisfying
reproduction of the lushest of orchestral strings or
the most delicate of female vocals.
Paired with the Spendor S8e, the Exposure
electronics gave a thrilling performance that
also oozed finesse. This might be verging on
audiophile apostasy, but I would favour the
combination of £600 CD, £600 amp and £ 1800
speakers against the vast majority of 'three-way
split' £3000 set ups. The synergy really was that
good. On the other hand, Ialso briefly connected

engineering and all the necessary

purposes. Power outpt is rated at

signal-to-noise being slightly
improved at > 110dB and channel

facilities for your money. Quoted

75W/channel into 8 ohms while

separation up to >80dB.

figures for the CD player are what

frequency respcnse is qucted as

(nowadays, comfortably less than £ 100 a pair),

Dimensions for all three units
are 440 x90 x310 mm ( whC

and the resulting rhythmic drive would have the
hardest-core Naim devotee seriously considering

you'd expect, with a20Hz-20kHz

20Hz-20kHz (± 0.5dEr. Signal
to- noise is said to be > 100dB ( A with the CD and power amp each
weighted) and channel separation weighing in at 5.0 kg, while the
<0.008% 20Hz-20KHz, and a is > 60dB ( 20Hz-20k 1z). The integrated tips the scales at 7kg
signal-to-noise ratio of > 100dB,
(± 0.03dB) frequency response.
total harmonic distortion of

A- weighted. Both coaxial and
optical

digital

outputs

the CD and amp to apair of Mission 701 speakers

the possibility of life outside Salisbury.
Ian Harris

•

Supplier
Exposure Electronics Ltd
01273 423877

are

provided ( with a user- disable

www.exposurehifi.co.uk

feature), while the system remote
control includes track play that is

HI-FiNews verdict

fully programmable.
Meanwhile, the

Still perhaps slightly angled to its traditional 'rock'
audience, but arevelation in terms of presence and

Integrated

Amplifier provides six line- level
inputs ( one of which can be
converted to m- m or m- cphono by

[.k

O4300004o—
O0000coe—
—

finesse. They deserve to be matched with speakers
above their £ 600 price point. Highly recommended.

•
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6 key elements to Contemporary Ar

X-616
'mensionsfw x d x h,cm):65x35x

ERIES

35x65x11

CP-6371
Dimend

The -Sbi:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
. Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
CP-6381
Dimensions(w x d x h,cre35x65x12

• High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
• Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

Usher 6 Series CP-6311 speaker
* 2004 CES " Best at Show" by The Stereo Times
* 2004 " Editors Choice" by THE ABSOLUTE S OUND
* 2004 " Great Sound, Awesome Build-Qualitererrific Value"
by AUDIO VIDEO GUIDE
* 2005 " Editors' Choice" by Audio Art

CP-6391
Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):35x74x12

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherOms11.hinet.net

HIAudio
9 Sovereign Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax: 01443 231458 Mob:07968 272614 Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk
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Etymotic Research

EIR4-P
These tiny earbuds offer
unprecedented access to
your music, but then they
actually enter the ear canal

That's the only downside here, if you can get past

the Sony Walkman Pro, acouple of Panasonic and
Sony personal CD players, and most critically with

tymotic Research's earphones just may be
the first audio product I've reviewed that

the notion of sticking something in your ear. The
instructions are comprehensive, with safety in
mind. One simple test, too, helps to determine if
you've inserted them with equal care: play amono

the user inserts into his or her body.

recording and the sound should be dead-centre.

Etymotic Research ER4-P
PRICE

£199

E

Unlike the ' earbuds' familiarised by the Sony

Unless you have one damaged ear.

Walkman, Etymotic's ER4-P MicroPro Earphone

The Psuffix version is optimised for portables,
with higher sensitivity at the frequency extremes,
while the ER-4S is the more purist version

actually enters the ear canal. Proper insertion
results in a20dB-41dB noise cut, depending on
which cushions you use. The result is incredible
isolation and an air-tight seal that enables the
ER4-P to produce sensational bass. Etymotics
arrive as a kit reminiscent of home medical

without bass enhancement. (There's also an
ER4-B optimised for binaural recording
enthusiasts, for use with recordings not equalized
for speaker playback.) Users of the ER4-P can

my own recordings made on the World's Greatest
Portable: Nagra's ARESBB. Ialso ran the ER4-Ps
off the headphone socket from the Marantz PM-4
integrated, and used it with HeadRoom's superb
Total BitHead portable headphone amplifier.
As one who has apile of super headphones to
hand, along with countless earbud types, and as
one who uses headphones at least two-to-three
hours aday, Ilike to think that Ihave ahandle on
this direct- injection method of listening. No, Ido
not count thousands of hours of listening to
personal hi-fis to be of similar worth, because
most supplied- as- free earbuds suck. But the
Etymotics don't merely up the build quality factor,

The ER4-Ps had aclarity that reminded they sound so fantastic that they warrant the term
- and in the truest sense.
me of Stax's full-blown models, with the 'reference'
How much of it is the near-total isolation, the
the cable, the filter, Idon't know. You can
smoothness of the best Grado designs !, driver,
detect slight bass exaggeration when using these

11

apparatus. Inside the paperback- book sized black
plastic box are the ER4-Ps on a 5ft lead with
3.5mm stereo plug. A Viin plug adaptor is
provided as well, plus three pairs of the flanged
eartips ( one pair pre- mounted), five pairs of foam
eartips which provide better isolation, ashirt clip,

buy an adaptor - ashort cable with socket on one
end and plug on the other - that converts the
ER4-P to ER4-S for critical listening with home
audio components.
Having the P-version without adaptor didn't

a travel pouch, four replacement filters and a

stop me from trying the Etymotics with domestic
audio gear; I'll report later on the differences

special tool for this purpose.

between ER4-P and ER4-S after Iget hold of the

Neither the spare filters and shirt clip are mere

adaptor. For this review, Iused the Etymotics with

conceits nor accessories. The minuscule filters

with domestic audio components, but for portable
use, well, they're the ultimate upgrade. Whether
using cassette, CD or purely digital, compressed
downloads, the ER4-Ps exhibit a clarity that
reminded me of Stax's full-blown models, in
particular the Lambdas, with the smoothness of
the best Grado designs. Amusingly, Igot as much
joy from mono recordings as Idid from stereo,
because Etymotic hasn't solved the ultimate
headphone dilemma, that of the sound being in

protect the drivers from earwax and they must be
replaced when clogged. The shirt clip is

Cleanliness is next to...

mandatory because the ER4 suffers unbelievably

Joking only mildly, HeadRoom inserted instructions about ear hygiene into the package. I
picked up the Murine ear cleaning kit they recommend, sold by chemists all over the USA, and

from the microphony of the cable rubbing against
your clothing (or your flesh if you listen naked).
You hear a whacking great, thunderous scrape
every time the cable is moved. Judicious use of
the clip helps - though I don't recommend

recommend it is an effective home- maintenance method. But if you are serious about the most
important component in your system, it wouldn't hurt to have your GP arrange for proper
syringing of your ears. The effect is astonishing, like adding asupertweeter. Trust me: do not
even attempt to picture what Etymotics look like after asession in dirty ears.

clipping it to bare flesh.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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McIntosh 275 valve amplifier.

SME Model 20/2 turntable.

This modern re sure of their classic

One of our best sellers, this turntable

1969 amplifier has robust, full bodied

and ami combination produces

sound with smooth high frequencies.

atotally different listening

Ahealthy 75wpc will drive most

experience in terms of tonal

speakers easily and can be bridged

accuracy and transparency.

to give aconservative 15owpc. £ 2750.

Model 20/2 £ 3841. Series Varm
£1697. Also on demonstration

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid
amplifier. Apopular amplifier
with great looks and sound. £2750.

the exquisite Model 30/2A.

Dail Helicon c
l
oo loudspeaker.
A 21/2 systen with unique -ibbon/
soft dome tweeter artangen ent.
Bel Canto Pre 2 & eVo2 amplifier.

Easy to drive, capabit of procrucing

Avery transparent sound with good

abig sobndstage and

tonal balance and precise imaging.

top end. Excellent appearance and

Although adigital amplifier, the

cabinet quality. £ 331o.

e very

open
Nottingham Analogue Space Deck.

sound is reminiscent of their valve

With the new, thicker platter and

heritage. Pre

upgrade kit it produces an even

2 £3999.

eVo2 £ 2899.

more neutral and stable image. £ 1417.

Also on demonstration, we have
their integrated amplifier eVo2i
at aremarkable £ 2799.

McIntosh MA69oo setidstate
integrated amplifier.
This, solid state ampli:ier with
ttansformer coupled output has

Audio Physic Loudspeakers.

sourd that is close to their classic

We are please to be demonstrating

valve amplifier designs. The very

the new range from this highly

reasonable zoo wpc output will
drive into any speake, load. An
all- in- one solution win ahigh end
sourd. £4240.

Wadia 302 CD player.

•

respected manufacturer. Very

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player.

accurate imaging and tonal

The improved sound with the new

balance with great styling.

drive is astonishing. £ 2950.

Virgo 3 (shown above) £ 3999,

One of the most musical players

Tempo £ 2199, '
jara £999.

at this price. £ 3950.

ACCUSTIC

ARTS • AMPHION

EAR/ YOSHINO •

ART • Aucic Binrsic •

EXPOSURE •

LYRA

RESOLUTION AUDIO • ROGUE AUDIO •

SME •

MC6NTOSH

AVALOM •
MONC

SHUVLING . SHUN

BEL : ANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON • DALI • DARTZEEL
PULSE.

M DDK •

NORDOST

•

NOTTINGHAM

ANALOGUE •

PAGODE •

PATHOS '

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Cilleva Park, Aldermaston

Demonstrations by appointment,

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes

Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

drive from either Junction

12

on the M4 or Junction 6

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

QUADRASPIRE

SLGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION » UNISON RESEARCH • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

T 0118 981 9891
E inforrpaudioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

AOHFN/24
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DVD2one

Remaster

APC program for Microsoft Windows that aims to improve
the sound of CDs by re- authoring them as DVD+Audio,
through upsampling and resolution enhancement
Eximius DVD2one Audio Remaster
PRICE

0

ne of the reasons for the revival in
audiophile interest in CD in recent years
has been the development of upsampling
CD players, DACs and outboard processors. One
of the most intriguing examples of the latter has
been Perpetual Technologies' P- 1A upsampler
because as well as upsampling it applies
proprietary ' resolution enhancement' to improve
the sound still further. This process may sound
like wishful thinking, and it doesn't help that
Perpetual will say very little of what it actually

slick looking) Gear DVD for this purpose, which

enhance music, not test signals. Of course Ican
make an algorithm that measures fantastic, but

name that

costs around £ 50. A demo version is available at
www.gearsoftware.com if you wish to try before
you buy, and combined with the DVD2one demo

DVD+Audio is yet another disc standard but in
fact it's asoftware equivalent of the P- 1A: now

then it will never improve the sound quality.'
Examples of DVD2one's measured performance

you can process some sample files and burn atest
disc or two for next to no outlay.

less-snappily- renamed DVD2one Audio Remaster,

are given in Figs 1and 2, which show the results
of processing alkHz full-scale dithered sine wave

DVD2one — the interface of which is simple but

this is a Windows program that upsamples and

and a 19+20kHz twin tone. In both cases the

not, Ifound, particularly intuitive — was written by

does. But numerous reviews attest to its efficacy.
You

might

imagine

from

its

However it works, DVD2one produces
some alarming results if you measure it
using conventional distortion tests

resulting spectrum (obtained by recording the
output from DVD-V via S/PDIF to hard-disk for
analysis, using a Pioneer DV-939A player and
Lynx L22 soundcard) is littered with closely
spaced spuriae which rise in level towards 24kHz
and then decline again above that. In the lkHz
case

the

individual

spuriae

are all

below

—100dBFS in amplitude up to 10kHz, but in the
19+20kHz instance the level is significantly

enhances 16/44.1 source material to 24/96.

Erwin van den Berg, creator of the DVD2one DVD

Actually it will do more. You can upsample to

higher, reaching about — 70dBFS by 20kHz. Using

backup program. Iexchanged emails with him

48Hz and select between 16-, 20- or 24- bit

music programme instead, the in- band distortion

asking for further details of what DVD2one does
differently to conventional sample-rate conversion

is hidden within the signal but the same distortion
process clearly remains at work because

algorithms, but he keeps his cards close to his

ultrasonic spuriae can still be seen ( Fig 3).

chest. ' Our method is both more straightforward

Whether or not these distortion products are
responsible for the sonic imprint DVD2one makes

output, or generate MPI or MP2 compressed files
instead of linear PCM. But it is the 24/96 option
that will be of most irterest to audiophiles.
Once the input files ( WAV) and output format

(although

very

calculation

intensive)

than

have been specified, DVD2one creates the VOB,
IFO and BUP files required to author aDVD-V. It

documented

does not generate an output WAV file, so you

sound quality is not in the higher sample rate but
in the resolution enhancement.., which

cannot, for example, use DVD2one to prepare
24/96 files for one of Minnetonka's DVD-A
authoring packages. To write the output files to
DVD-R/-RW, you additionally need DVD burning
software that can write adisc in DVD-V format ( ie,
UDF), creating the necessary AUDIO_TS and
VIDEO_TS folders. I used Gear Software's
versatile and easy to use (although not notably

www.hifinews.co.uk

in

DSP

literature

and

100%

musically correct,' he says. ' The increase in

effectively lowers the noise floor and recovers
details lost in the quantisation noise on the CD.'
However it works, DVD2one produces some
alarming results if you measure it using
conventional distortion tests. This is something
van den Berg accepts, countering that ' Our
algorithm is made to upsample and resolution

on processed files is amatter for conjecture, but
there is no doubt it has adistinct effect on sound
quality. Apparently some listeners consider the
changes to be an improvement; having listened to
a wide variety of back-to-back comparisons in
carefully controlled conditions, Ihave to say I'm
not one of them.
To allow quick, valid comparison between the
original 16/44.1 and DVD2one 24/96 files, Ifirst
recorded all the processed tracks — classical, jazz
and pop material — to hard-disk via S/PDIF from

HI-FiNews APRIL 2005
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Fig 1. Result of processing full-scale IkHz sine:
nota closely-spaced spray of added distort.on

Fig 2. As, Fig 1but for a19+20kHz signal: here
the distortion spuriae are increased in amplitude

Fig 3. Processed music si
pattern of distortion beyond the signal bandwidth

the Pioneer player. Then Iburnt a DVD-A, using
Minnetonka's DiscWelder Chrome software, with
the original and processed versions of each track

changed in away that removes some warmth and

should be ignored. But an advantage of software
over hardware is that you don't have to accept my

intimacy from the sound, and the stereo image is

side by side. In this way it is possible to eliminate

— perhaps as aconsequence — slightly recessed.
Some listeners might mistake th sdrier delivery

many potential variables in the listening, since

for greater resolution, but Ifound the processed

the comparisons can be made using the same
player and the same media throughout. Listening

sound to be less well resolved than the original in

barely more if you use DVD-R. The perennially

key respects. In particular, Ifound it emotionally
distanced, with rhythmic and dynamic inflections
conveyed less tellingly.

curious will need no more invitation. •
Keith Howard

was conducted using an Arcam DV89 DVD player,
passive pre-amp, Exposure XVIII mono power
amps and B&W CDM 1NT loudspeakers.
The only adjustment needed between each
comparison was a small change to the replay
volume to account for the fact that DVD2one
applies a 1.6dB attenuation in the course of
processing, to make it less likely : hat the
upsampled signal will exceed OdBFS.
My

listening

notes

record

the

DVD2one

processed tracks as sounding drier and more
distant than the originals. Tonal balance is

45> your

All :old the experience was very different to
upsampling and resolution enhancement in the
style of the P- 1A, which delivers asound that's
not only more finely etched than the 16/44.1
source but also more vibrant.
The conclusion is obvious: DVD2one Audio
Remaster is not a piece of audio software Ican
recommend. Its measured performance is
disconcerting and its sonic behaviour does

head instead of around and in front of it. I

reason

why

manufacturers

of

Eximius
vvww.eximius.ni

1-11-FiNews verdict
Wndows-only PC program that converts CD music
to 24/96 format with proprietary resolution
enhancement', to re-author as

DVD+Audio'; but

measured and subjective results failed to impress.

previously accessible via headphones. The sound
of acoustic guitar on Antonio Forcione's CDs was
conveyed with a wonderful woodiness and

bu: the

richness reminiscent of Sonus Faber Homage
series speakers. But Ikept going back to ancient

As for my sta wart Sennheiser 414s — certainly
among the greatest headphones of all time — the
ER4-Ps make them sould slightly veiled in
comparison, with less impact.

Supplier

nothing to convince me that those measurements

still fnd the in-the- head-effect enough to make
me prefer loudspeakers every time,
Etymotics are seductive.

judgment on this: as Ihave described, you can try
DVD2one before you buy, and the experiment
need cost you nothing if you burn to DVD-RW, and

mono recordings to hear more Louis Prima, more
Johnny Ray. The Etymotics prised out details like

But there's a

an archaeologist with adental probe.

conventional

You can acquire Etymotics from UK- based UAS

headphones needn't ever fear the Etymotics:

Enterprises Ltd. Thanks to the weak dollar, UAS

they're not for everybody. Some will simply find
them too creepy to use. The act of inserting them
in the ear, having to clean off the wax periodica'ly

£199. And HeadRoom Corporation has wonderful
package deals with its range of cool headphone

recently announced a reduction from £ 230 to

(sorry to seem coarse, but it's part of the Etymotic

amps; visit the site at www.headphone.com and
see if you can make the hammered greenback

"Voices take on arealism that will have
you turning your head, ripped from your
reverie to see who entered the room

work your way. Whatever method you choose, you
can expect to reassess completely your approach
to neadphone listening. •
Ken Kessler

ie

experience), the fidcly insertion technique — it's a
world removed from the comfort of HD-4:4 or

the room. Transients are super- crisp, with no

newer, folding models like the PX-100.
If, on the other hand, their direct- injection

retrieval of ultra-fine cetail is without peer.

overhang, sibilance doesn't seem to exist, while

ier
UAS Enterprises Ltd
01425 475563
www.pjbox.co.uk

Even familiar material yielded surprise after
surprise, so they'll help you to decipher mysteries,

Hi-FiNews verdict

without apair. They're the closest thing so far to

like sotto voce mumblings on the Beatles' White
Album. With Joss Stone's two CDs, the ER4-Ps let

Their detail, realism and clarity make these earbuds

being directly wired to your sound source. Voices

you hear the very textures in her voice that fooled

take on arealism that will have you turning your

listeners Mto think she's not a17-year-old English
lass. With Kodo drums, you hear bass not

intimacy appeals to you, the sense of isolation
closing out all intrusion, you will never want to be

head, ripped from your reverie to see who entered
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the nearest thing so far to being directly wired to your
sound source. The ultimate upgrade for portable use,
provided you don't mind components inside your ear.

www.hifinews.co.uk

New Showroom
Opens 21.02.05.
41114

The stunning 3D accoustics Omega drive, a visual masterpiece
and an audible delight; words cannot describe how good this is.
We also have the entire Shanling range available for you to audition

rg

Audio Consultants

The entire Musical Fidelity range is on demonstration including the amazing
KW500 integrated amplifier and the highly reviewed M1 turntable that sounds as
good as it looks. Also available is the X series, which has cleaned up in every review.
As a Wilson Benesch Major Stockist, where else can you visit and hear the entire range?
The finish, design and performance of these loudspeakers are breathtaking and start at only
£2100 for the award winning ARC.
Like many people, you've probably read about Croft's amazing
Transvalve Technology. If you've never actually heard one, now is
your opportunity. This new range of integrated and pre/power
combinations will re- define your views on how much

/REM
•.

exceptional amplification should cost - on demo, truly amazing.
Turntable heaven!! We have on demo no less than 10 turntables from the world's best, including
the amazing Radius 5 from Roksan, the incredible Musical Fidelity Ml, multi- award winning
Roksan Xerxes x10, Wilson Benesch Full Circle, Origin Live's amazing Aurora Gold and many more.
We have the best phono stages including the Whest . 20, the amazing new Trichord Diablo with
'Never Connected PSU' and the best cartridges from Ortofon, Roksan and many others.
The incredible new Unison Research Performance integrated amplifier on first
glance seems like a substantial investment at £ 5000, that is until you hear it's

1
•

breathtaking performance - it may then seem like a bit of a bargain!. It is on demo so
you will be able to form your own opinions rather than just take our word for it!

If you were fortunate enough to read one of the many recent reviews on the Triangle Magellan Concerto,
you will be aware that this is a very special product indeed! When we first heard these with Nick Green
of UKD who is the UK distributor - we said, ' We have to have these, they are amazing' and amazing they are!

We have these on demonstration along with most of the Triangle range. 5 Stars and Editors Choice are all
expressions synonymous with this range of superbly built, incredibly efficient and stunning loudspeakers.

1
3'

2

Bel Canto is another manufacturer that simply re- define our performance
expectations of products at a price point. Simply put, you need to come

in, sit down, then prepare to be wowed by the musicality and the emotion it conveys.

Carefully selected pre-owned equipment.

CD Players
Heart CD 6000, boxed £495
Audio Analogue Paganini, boxed £475
Audio Analogue Maestro, boxed, ex-dem £ 850
Meridian 508/24, as new £ 895
Primare D30.2, boxed £ 895
Sony SCD-1 SACD player £ 1795
Marantz SA- 1SACD player £2495
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CD £ 1695
Electrocompamet EMC1 24.192 £ 1295
Unison Research Limo as new £ 865
Amplifiers
EAR V20, boxed £ 1595
Audio Analogue Maestro £ 1295
Unison Research S2 £ 575
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta £ 395
Unison Reasearch SR1 £ 895
Krell KAV 3001£995
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista Integrated £ 1695

Amplifiers Cont'd
Chord SPM 3300 with integra legs £ 3495
Pathos Classic One Mk1 £ 795
Cyrus 8, boxed £495
Musical Fidelity A308 £ 995
Primare A30 1. boxed £ 795
Roksan Caspian £ 795
Musical Fidelity A3 2 £ 695
Loudspeakers
JM Lab Micro Utopia with stands £ 1995
Audio Physic Virgo Ill cherry £2895
Wilson Benesch ACT 1 £ 3995
Wilson Benesch Actor £2295
Triangle Antal ES £ 595
Triangle Antal 202 - best buy award £ 595
ATC SCM 50 ASL, boxed £ 3295
Martin Logan Aerius i£995
Opera Super Pavarotti MKII, boxed £ 995

BEST PART- EXCHANGE PRICES

Visit our website for full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products
our extensive used listing, links to reviews, technical information and much more.

STOCKISTS OF THE FOLLOWING SELECTED EQUIPMENT
Audio Analogue Graaf Unison Research Pathos Triangle Townshend Audio Shanling
Musical First Audio Physic Bel Canto Croft Blue Note Musical Fidelity AVI Origin Live
Wilson Benesch Audionet Vertex AQ Roksan Pro-ject Ortofon Whest Trichord Ref 3a
Aurum Cantus Plinius Black Rhodium Custom Design QED Soundstyle Stax Opera Goldring

Turntables
SME 10, boxed £2495
Linn LP 12 Ittok, very high spec £ 795
Michelle Gyro SE. boxed unused £ 795
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec £695
Kuzma Stabi / Stogi S £ 995
Michelle Orbe SE, boxed £ 1395
Pro-ject RPM 9 ( non acrylic) £695
Miscellaneous
Stax SRS 4040 tube system £695
Ortofon Jubilee - low hours £ 795
EAR 834P de- luxe phono stage £495
Ecosse Legend SE 1m Interconnect £ 195
Trichord Dino £ 199
Please visit our website as used
equipment listings are updated daily

Shadow Audio Consultants
21-22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes
Fife
KY7 6RU
T: 01592 744779
F: 01592 744710
E: info@shadowaudio.co.uk
W: www.shadowaudio.co.uk

•

Wilson Bpxiesch

rile

With the brand's trademark high-tech
design and superb finish, the Curve is
ahead-turner, but how well does it
perform? David Berriman investigates
Wilson Benesch Curve
PRICE

£5000/pair

T

he British hi-fi industry includes
more than its fair share of small
innovative companies, often referred

to as cottage industries'. But it is these very
establishments that have given us some of
the finest and most original world-class
products over the years. Sheffield, rich in
engineering heritage, is perhaps just the
place where you might expect to find
companies that take engineering — even
audio engineering — seriously and render
that 'cottage' label obsolete. Sheffield-based
Wilson Benesch is one of the few small
British audio companies that fits the bill, as
it undertakes government-funded research
into new audio technologies.
The first Wilson Benesch product was the
ACT1 turntable, which pioneered the
company's use of composite materials. Later
came the Full Circle turntable, for which the
company received aDTI grant of £25,000.
This enabled two engineers, one of whom
worked on the Rolls Royce RB211 carbonfibre research programme, to develop the
use of carbon-fibre for this application. The
ACT 0.5 tonearm with its one-piece carbonfibre tube and headshell came ayear later. It
comprises no less than 25,000 fibres and it
is claimed to be so well damped that it does
not require additional vibration damping.
Wilson Benesch has applied the same
carbon-fibre technology to loudspeaker
cabinets, A further £25,000 grant was used
to develop its first (and. WB claims, the
world's first) carbon-fibre curved floorstanding speaker — the £9000 ACT One. The
Curve is aprime example of this technology.
Wilson Benesch's Tactic drive units, also
seen for the first time in the ACT One and
now used in the Curve, were developed
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Lab Test,
loudspeaker

with the help of DTI SMART funding of
£110,000. The primary focus of this project
was to improve low-frequency sound
reproduction by matching the dynamic
behaviour of the woofer and midrange unit
to achieve ' seamless integration' between
them. Tactic drivers may also be coupled
together as acomposite driver in what WB
calls a 'clamshell isobaric'.

Ripple and bubble- free, the
one-piece curved
back- and- sides section
comes in a range of finishes,
applied by asupplier of
dashboards to Rolls Royce

NO-ONE BENDS IT LIKE BENESCH
The cabinet here provides avisual sign of
monocoque construction, based on Formula
1motor racing technology. Wilson Benesch
calls it Advanced Composite Technology —
hence ACT. Each cabinet employs no fewer
than 24 different materials and is available
in a wide range of finishes, including
virtually any colour — and awide range of
real wood veneers from sustainable sources.
The one-piece curved sides-and-back
section has the most amazing mirror smooth
finish, ripple and bubble-free, which has
taken the company some two years to
perfect. Apparently it's very difficult to
achieve this with just epoxy resin and glass
fibre. Cosmetically great, the curvature also
stiffens the panel, pushing resonances
higher in frequency than is possible from
any wood-derived panel.
The sides, however, are only part of the
story. They are fixed onto a strong
supporting welded-steel frame by a lossy
adhesive that helps damp resonances in
panels or frame. Likewise, the front baffle —
acomposite of MDF and steel — is similarly
bonded. You might expect aspeaker using
carbon-fibre to be light, but paradoxically,
due to the use of steel, MDF and carbon
fibre, this form of construction is weighty.
Each loudspeaker weighs a tendonstraining 48kg and stands some 910mm tall.
For its Tactic drive units, Wilson Benesch
developed ways of forming loudspeaker
cones from a novel material — Isotactic
polypropylene. This is polypropylene,

might as well form the cone from
homogeneous sheet material. But when a
sheet of pre-treated isotactic polypropylene
is heated and moulded it retains its fibrous
structure within, yet the outside layers melt
to form skins, and the fibres inter-link
forming a fibrous core with good internal
damping properties.
Wilson Benesch's clever combination of
unusual material and forming technique
apparently gives the cone good damping,

uSheffield
•is just the place you'd expect
to find companies that take engineering
—even audio engineering — seriously
chemically treated in such away that it will
withstand five times the usual temperature
for normal fibrous polypropylene.
Fibrous structures are often good for
speaker cones — paper cones are still
exploited today for their excellent internal
damping, which is enhanced by the flexure
and relative movement of the internal fibres
to dissipate unwanted energy as heat.
Normally when polypropylene fibres are
heated they simply melt together and form
asingle layer. The fibres disappear, so one

www.hifinews.co.uk

stability and stiffness — all worthy qualities
for loudspeaker cones.
The Curve is atwo-and-a-half way design,
which means that the two 170mm diameter
Tactic woofers operate together at low
frequencies, yet only the upper woofer
operates up to the midrange. A single aircore inductor rolls off the lower woofer. The
upper woofer has no electrical filter at all,
relying solely on the unit's natural low-pass
roll-off. With no high-pass filter connected
either, this unit is literally coupled directly

to the amp via the speaker cables — and you
can't get more direct than that. The tweeter
has asecond-order network, with air-cored
inductor and polypropylene capacitor.
The Tactic drive units have been designed
with very slender chassis ribs, as viewed
from the rear, but which make up for their
strength by adeeper cross section as viewed
from the sides. Also, Wilson Benesch has
designed the chassis with afreely ventilated
rear spider and neodymium/iron/boron
(NeFeB) magnets. The thin cross sections
and compact magnets ensure the smallest
possible reflective surfaces behind the cone,
allowing free ventilation under the spider to
reduce pressure build up and resonances —
all of which Wilson Benesch says improve
both measured and subjective performance.
The two woofers operate into separate
reflex enclosures, with the upper unit
venting out to the rear via a50nun diameter
port while the lower woofer has its own port
venting downwards out of the spiked base.
A 25nun hand-painted silk cloth-domed
tweeter is made for Wilson Benesch by Vifa.
The crossover network is located in the
top of the loudspeakers, in a small sealed
enclosure behind the tweeter. Internal cable
is all military-spec silver-plated copper with
Teflon insulation. All in all, an impressive
collection of leading-edge technologies, but
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Lab Test

loudspeaker

Two sets of speaker terminals ( above) see the tweeter driven from the upper set and the two woofers
from the bwer one; the Tactic driver ( top right) was developed with the help of funding f
-om the DTI

innovation doesn't come cheap — the Curve
costs £5000 apair in standard finish, while
the wood finish option is £5352.50 apair.
SOUND QUALITY
With such an unusual mix of technologies,
it is perhaps not surprising that the Curve
sounds quite extraordinary. And it must be
said that not all its attributes would be
instantly appreciated by a potential
purchaser. In short, the Curve is aspeaker

alignment is so clean and well damped,
there is virtually no bass boom or bloom —
again in contrast to those loudspeakers
which employ overhang to bolster the
impression of bass. Conversely, those
seeking plenty of bass may be disappointed.
The Isotactic drive units and tweeter are
clearly also lacking (though not entirely
without) delayed energy. So, it's no surprise
that the Curve sounds very precise, totally
in control — and almost inevitably — quite

it was ' obsolete' vinyl which brought the
Curve loudspeakers fully to life with
micro- detailing, freshness and vitality if
with asound that grows on you. Its quite
critical of ancillary equipment, and
especially cables, all of which need careful
matching to extract the best performance.
For sure, the carbon composite monocoque
construction provides avery stable platform
for the drive units. The cabinet is highly
inert when playing music. Though sound
comes through the curved sides, it is at a
low level, relatively clean and lacking in
coloration and distortion — in contrast to
most wood-based loudspeakers (from
which there is generally adefinite 'peaky',
'squawky',
noisy signature). The bass
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'dry'. Overall, the sound balance is fairly
neutral — though the small on-axis rise in
treble over the marginally dished midrange
response may enhance the 'dry' tendency.
Given abright or hard source, the Curve can
tip the sound further in this direction.
Iended up partnering the Curve with the
Townshend TA 565 multiplayer (for SACD)
and Musical Fidelity A5 or Audionet ART 2
CD player sources, coupled with either
the Musical Fidelity kW500 integrated amp,
or Audionet ART Prel G2 pre-amp and

sound were solid silver Audioquest Onyx
interconnects (no longer available), and
Townshend Isolda cryogenically-treated
loudspeaker cable. Eventually, Itoed the
Curves in by about 12° to smooth the treble
rise in the first arrival sound, improving
tonal balance and perspective.
The smoother sound of SACD seemed to
suit the Curves better than CD, the speakers
responding to the enhanced resolution and
detail very welL The Curve's resolution is
something that will not necessarily be
initially apparent, but before long one starts
to hear all manner of musical nuances.
Take an old analogue recording, like
Beethoven 5with the Leipzig Gewandhaus
Orchestra conducted by Kurt Mazur.
Originally recorded in multi-channel for
quadraphonic release by Philips Classics in
1972, this has recently been re-mastered
onto hybrid SACD (stereo, and original fourchannel) by Polyhymnia [Pentatone
Classics 5186 1431. This is a gorgeous
transfer of a superb recording. The Curve
did the deep wide perspectives full justice,
and the orchestral textures were well
reproduced: even string tone (which can
become alittle dry hard and wiry with the
Curve
and
CD).
The
monocoque
construction
clearly works, as the
soundstage separated from the loudspeakers
completely thanks to low levels of cabinet
talk. It was a bit like the sound of an
electrostatic — but with the dynamics of a
very good moving-coil loudspeaker. Oh, and
they play load too!
Claire Martin's voice, on ' Something's
Coming' from her hybrid SACD Too Darn
Hot [
Linn Records, AICD 198], was suitably
silky with an intimate presentation. Piano
sounded very solid and clean, cymbals

Amp ll monoblock power amplifiers. The

shimmering clearly and slightly to the fore.
Via the SACD layer the Curve sounded clear
and dynamic and the music swung. The

cables chosen for the smoothest, richest

double bass was set further back than usual
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Lab Test
loudspeaker

speaker cable, using the Wilson Benesch
Circle turntable, arm and cartridge, plugged
into the MF's m-cinput. Irrespective of the
lean-to-bright balance of this combination,
the sound exploded into life, rewarding me
with a rich range of harmonic detail,
dynamic shading and rock-solid pitch and
timing across the frequency and loudness
scales. The Curve goes loud, while retaining
its tonal balance, and without hardening.
Playing vinyl LPs, including the 1962
Karajan Beethoven 5with the Berlin Phil on
DGG [SKL 1041 and the Miles Davis/Gil
Evans Porgy and Bess [
CBS 621081 from
1959 drew the same conclusions. Ironically,

ris connected directly to the amp
and tightly controlled — no excess boom or
bloom here. No one could accuse the Curve
of being bass heavy, yet maybe it would
have been nice to have atouch less control
—abit more bass and low-range warmth.
Finally, just as Iwas putting this review to
bed, Ipartnered the speakers with aMusical
Fidelity kW 500 amplifier and Isolda

it was `obsolete' vinyl that brought the
Curve loudspeakers fully to life with all the
subtle micro-detailing, freshness and
vitality carried by those black grooves
Neutral in balance and noise-free it may not
have been, but the clarity was not in
question. It was a seat-of-the-pants ride in
more ways than one. One could say the
turntable and loudspeakers could have been
made for each other — and they were.

reproduces orchestral dynamics, and
controls its output in a rare and
surprisingly effective manner — revealing
much detail that is often hidden. Yet
resolution is a double-edged sword. The
Curve is like asonic zoom lens, at its best
tantalisingly analytical and intoxicatingly
exciting — particularly with Wilson
Benesh's own Curve turntable. On the
other hand, with ill-chosen equipment
and bright recordings, the sound could
become stark. Going for the Curve would
definitely be a decision to be based on
much listening, with the help of a
sympathetic retailer and auditions in your
own listening room.•
David Berriman

Supplier
Wilson Benesch
01142 852656
www.wilson-benesch.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
Wilson Benesch's high-tech driver and cabinet
design brings outstanding clarity, resolution and

CONCLUSION
Here is afinely engineered and performing
speaker that tackles unwanted vibration.

detail. But the Curve does need careful matching to
give of its best, so careful auditioning is advised.

—
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Fig 3: impedance and phase response

Fig 2: off-axis responses

Fig 1: on-axis response at 1m

'

2.7kHz decay was faster at —20dB. The 800Hz peak

frequency

The off-axis curves in Fig 2indicate how the outputs

response, as shown in Fig 1, measured smoothly,

of woofer and tweeter vary above and below the main

in the axial curve was associated with some energy,

within narrow ± 2.7dB limits over the range 50Hz to

listening axis [ red = on-axis; blue = 10° above; green

which dropped to — 15dB in the first millisecond.

20kHz. Sensitivity averaged at around 82dB (for

= 10° below; magenta = 15° lateral; grey = 30°

In-room response was tested with third-octave

2.83V at 1m), which is lower than found typically

lateral]. Above-axis output is more critical to real

pink noise RTA plots ( not shown). Output below

The

composite

anechoic/near-field

these days. On-axis, the frequency response dipped

listening conditions than

is

50Hz was bolstered by room gain, rising slightly

slightly at 2kHz, where the woofer crosses over to

smoother. Above axis, the tweeter output integrated

here, while output over the rest of the frequency

the tweeter. The low-frequency part of the curve is

well with the woofer, with a slight rise in output

range was quite smooth, exhibiting asmall peak at

based on near-field measurements, blerded with the

above crossover. Below axis, the dip ( at just over

800Hz, as seen in the axial composite anechoic

anechoic curve at around 300Hz. The curve rises by

3kHz) was deeper and broader, indicating a slow-

curve ( Fig 1). A slightly dished response around the

2dB at 80-100Hz, but this rise was due to the

rate acoustic crossover with some bass/treble

crossover region did not show up here, due to room

near-field mic position. So, in effect, the far-field

interaction. Horizontally off-axis, the responses were

reflections and averaging, so while the third-octave

4- pi bass would more likely be approximately flat.

even, with less of atreble rise, and no increase in

curve had a gentle downward tilt, the subjective

below axis,

and

The outputs from the woofers and ports were very

crossover dip, indicating good horizontal dispersion.

well integrated, giving afine overall low- frequency

The delayed energy waterfall curves ( not shown)

impression will more accurately reflect the anechoic
curve shown in the composite response in Fig 1.

performance: not exceptionally deep, but without

indicated rapid decay in energy after the signal had

The modulus of impedance and electrical phase

peaking, and falling away smoothly. The large lower

ceased. Energy at 14kHz fell fast by 25dB in one

plots in Fig 3show aminimum value of 4.8 ohm at
134Hz, placing nominal impedance at 6ohm ( IEC).

floor- firing port is broadly tuned :o 50Hz, with millisecond, while 4kHz-5kHz the drop was less
.
,
output witnin Dab or maximum rrom 33-0311Z. m e rem to —1D013 '-"
Ian areas nanalea maurny uy me

clectrital

smaller rear port radiates less over awider range.

to — 13°, abenign result.
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Hot Tubes JD1
PRICE

£8000

B

rowsing the show corridors for some
convincing music replay last year, I
paused at the Quadraspire room
where they were demonstrating the obscure
art of supporting a mains cable connector
block on their matching micro stand.
Anyone who can demonstrate such asubtle
effect under show conditions deserves
applause. Iwas intrigued, so Ilooked at the
system. The speakers were certainly OK —
JM Micro Utopias — with reputable Spectral

'.-NN'Nets‘s
JD1 is not
made in large
numbers though
committed dealers like
Steve Harper and the
Audio Works have recognised
quality here. Jackson's associate

Greg Dowling has provided finance and
also commissioned the industrial design.
Apparently, the pyramid-like, ' ziggurat'
styling and monolithic simplicity of this

.
It's in the life, the drive and musicality
aspects where the Hot Tubes amplifier
truly makes its mark

pre-amplification and atop Accuphase CDP.
The cable block was by Music Works and all
supports were provided by Quadraspire.
But Ididn't recognise the valve power amp.
And the sound was just about the fastest,
most foot tapping and expressive replay
from the smaller demonstration bedrooms.
'Who makes the power amp?' Iasked. 'It's
mine,' said demonstrator Steve Jackson, 'or
rather, my design.' At £8000, the Hot Tubes
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all-stainless steel amplifier has benefited
from some 'architectural' input. Ifelt it was
worth our attention.
A two-man lift, the JD1 employs acentral
ground but is otherwise built as a double
mono unit, constructed on astereo chassis.
It has gold binding posts, spade and banana
capable, with gold-plated phono sockets for
SE signal input connection and two WC
power cord sockets, one per channel. If tube

failure
engages the
protection the
relevant fuses are
accessible from the back.
Using fixed bias, a small
removable plate under the glass
cover array gives access to the bias
adjusters and voltage sensing terminals.
Each output valve tube may be set, allowing
for even moderately mismatched devices.
Both KT88 and 6550 (GE NOS if you feel
like investing in the best may be used with
little change in fundamental performance.
In this respect, it's both stable and tolerant.
Two small-signal double triodes serve for
input gain, phase splitting and drivers, of
easily available types, ECC81 ( 12AT7) and
ECC83 (12AX7). The input is quite sensitive
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Lab Test,
amplifier

Hot Tu bes

JD1

Born of apassion for the way music should
be reproduced, this eye-catching tube amp
proves to be apowerful, generous- hearted

and highly engaging performer

and has a
kind input
impedance.
Output is of
moderate
impedance and
is
satisfactorily
load tolerant, here
set by the factory to a
4 ohm match. Fo_
speakers with a higher
impedance, more voltage
swing and thus deliverable
power is available via dealerset 8and 16 ohm settings.
There is nothing peculiar about
this power amp. It has moderate
negative feedback to stabilise the
gain and match well to typical speakers. It's a classic push-pull Class AB
ultra-linear design, like so many before it,
with fixed bias helping to underpin asolid
bass line. There are absolutely no compromises shown in the size and quality of the
audio output and mains transformers, nor
the supply reservoirs and other passive
components. No regulators are employed.
The JD1 is rated at 80W per channel into
amatched load, and it allows hard driving
to give unexpectedly high sound levels.
SOUND QUALITY
Steve Jackson demonstrates irrepressible
enthusiasm for the way music should be
reproduced, and this is directly expressed

www.hifinews.co.uk

in the sound of his power amplifier. He has
struggled long and hard to bring this design
to as close to perfection as possible and I
found the promise shown at the hi-fi show
was realised by the JD1 at home.
Contextually assessing a standard size
valve power amplifier needs some thought.
Put it up against my reference 900W/ch
Krell dreadnought in my larger room, with
4-6 ohm large speakers of moderate
efficiency, and the Krell is likely to come
out on top. But despite this initial caution,
there was no need to worry about the Hot
Tubes design. The JD1 proved to be agutsy,
powerful amplifier that punched far beyond
its weight and clipped so well that modest
overdrive is forgivable, sounding more like
150W than the rated 80W per channel.
The JD1 was set atop the near vestigial,
acrylic-shelved Quadraspire, a doublespiked platform, and carefully wired up, the
latter due to the fact that the amp's speaker
binding posts are rather close-set. It was
powered via the supplied Music Works

lt

In a classically orientated system these
qualities, when associated with its highly
natural timbre and open-sounding and wide
wide frequency response, would certainly
satisfy acritical listener. But there is rather
more to this design. It's in the life, the drive
and musicality aspects where this amp truly
makes its mark. The remarkable harmony
and spatiality of the Cary 805 monoblocks
had made a deep impression on the Hot
Tubes designer, as did the pure, wide
bandwidth accuracy of an Audio Research
tube amplifier like aD150. Now add in the
further ingredient of the relentless grip,
speed and rhythmic drive of aclassic Naim
device. Jackson wanted agood measure of
all three. At first sight, quite how all this
was accomplished in a classic Class AB
push-pull design was hard to comprehend.
However there are precedents: both Jadis
and Conrad-Johnson tubed power amps
have performed well over the years in this
particular broad musical context. But these
classics have lacked some of the sheer verve

rowning all this was the strong sense
of rhythm. This is one of the most
rewarding valve amps I've tried

connector block and Music Block power
leads, and sailed effortlessly into my
system, happily partnering components of
comparable performance and expense.
Make no mistake, this is an audiophile
product capable of deep soundstages with
fine layered perspectives and agreat sense
of both focus and presence. It made good
use of the new Conrad-Johnson Premier
ACT2 pre-amp and the Naim CDS3 source.

and musical expressiveness that is so
clearly demonstrated here. This is awarm
hearted, generous-sounding design. In the
low frequencies it may not be of the super
crisp, very dry, solid-state variety but the
bass was nevertheless gutsy, fluid, informative and punchy. In fact it was as punchy as
Ihave ever heard from avalve design. Better
still this valve amp sounded 'live', like you
were at amusic venue and hearing clean, if
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Johann Sebastian

The Kontrapunkt series from Ortofon.

would-huye been very yroucl.

Named as a sign of respect for possibly the

greatest, and the last, of Johan Sebastian Bach's works - The XIXth Contrapunctus.
From around £400 and available from most quality HiFi stores.

Distributed by Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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The Phantom B-44 has arrived.
The Phantom B-44 utilises the new Magnag,lide stabilisation
system. Graham Engineering have crafted atonearm that
creates incredible dynamic pictures, coupled with irresistible
musical properties.
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Lab Test
amplifier

amplified, bass. There was absolutely no
issue with bass evenness or extension; this
amp really digs deep and yes, it shows that

Lab Report

it can really be done with valves!
Likewise there was no loss of treble
energy or high-frequency balance. The
treble performance matched the bass for
quality and was both clean and articulate,
with no fuzzy edges, having negligible grain
or softness. However the midrange was the
heroic component of the set, and could well
wean many solid-state owners off their

Being preset for 4 ohm matching the JO1 ought to

-0.5dB

produce rated power into 4 ohms - and it did. For

3Hz to 33.2kHz. It

better than

asubjectively tolerable 1% clip point it delivered a

beat 1Hz for -3dB

comfortable 90W per channel,

and reached to

both channels

driven. In fact, rated power was delivered over the

66kHz. What's

whole rated bandwidth, 20Hz to 20kHz, which is

more,

exactly as it sounded. This is one valve design that

lkHz square

doesn't go soft at the band edges!

wave

With a moderate level of designed negative

the
was

excellently flat,

feedback such as this some inaudible distortion

confirming

silicon crystals, reversing into the era of
1950s glass bottle amplification. The mid

may well be present in the upper power range. For

extended bass and

example, at rated power the 20Hz distortion value

negligible

reached towards the very best available
having well-sculpted vocals and highly

was -38.7dB - that is, a little worse than 1%. At

phase shift, which is

20kHz Inoted a 3% distortion level on pure sine

rare in tube designs.

believable balance, being as good as some of

waves but the harmonics here are inaudible, being

the best tube designs can sound.
Crowning all this was the sheer drive and
strong sense of rhythm. Upbeat, involving
and well timed, bands played in unison, in

present at 40kHz, 60kHz, 80kHz, 100kHz etc.

the right order and at the right level, coming
in at the right time.
Jackson explained how he was driven to
make the music reproduction have meaning

distortion products which are folded or differenced
back into the audible range. Here the 1D1 was fine,

power [ 4 ohm tap].

heading towards a negligible 0.35% of distortion

Unweighted,

and even better, to 0.008% at acruising 1W power

was then a trace of

and Ithink he's succeeded big time with the

level. Likewise the 1W power results for pure sine

mains

JD1. It is one of the most rewarding valve
amplifiers I've tried to date and judge it to

wave distortion were up with the best of the class at

impairing these figures by about 5dB. As little as

-63.5dB ( 20Hz), -62dB ( 1kHz) and -47.3dB at

500mV input provided full power and with the kind

score apace-setting 50 marks.
You also need to bear in mind that a
more modestly sized room and achoice of

20kHz. Midband channel separation was fine at a

100k ohm input impedance, even passive volume

typical 75dB. Meanwhile, peak current was right

controls would be compatible.

somewhat more sensitive speakers would
have suited the JD1 still better.

the
bass

access to the bias adjusters

signal-to-noise ratios

and voltage sensing terminals

More important was the result for full- power

these were more than

high- frequency intermodulation where multiple

satisfactory at 78.2dB

frequencies,

A-weighted

for

1W,

or

for

full

if distorted, can present audible

A plate under the glass gives

When it came to

98.2dB

there

harmonics,

for the genre at nearly 5A, with benign current

Good compatibility was also seen at the output.

clipping. As for the balance between the channels,

Set to 4 ohms its output impedance was 0.4 ohms,

this was held - accurately - to 0.15dB while the

a value which won't affect the innate frequency

frequency response was really wide, in fact for

response of your speaker unduly.

CONCLUSION
The JD1 has been a struggle to get into
production but it has been well worth the
effort. It's a powerful-sounding, wholly
musical amplifier with an impressive
ability to involve the listener in the replay.
It was great fun to be with and yet has
sufficient innate resolution and clarity to
distinguish between even state-of-the-art
sources and pre-amplifiers. With 80 watts
per channel, going on 150W, this design

10

10

10

03

00

00

70

»

Fig 1. distortion at 2W, lkW stimulus

has a grip and impact that rivals many
high-grade solid-state models, and has
superior dynamic expression than most of
them. While not perfect, its colorations are
of the nicest valve variety, being musically
harmonious. It has cracking bass and a

still-purer, more natural tonal colour and

4è*

/

Fig 2. frequency response ( red);
distortion vs frequency ( 1W)

'

convincing dynamic range.
Built on a heroic scale and quite
uncompromising in terms of the designer's
painstaking development for sound
quality per se, the soundness of its design
is borne out by the impressive lab results

overlook. It's trump card is undoubtedly

its ability to deliver rock rhythms, really
satisfying blues and a strong sense of
upbeat, uplifting involvement. Scoring at
the audiophile level the Hot Tubes JIM
justifies its substantial cost.
Martin Colloms

Supplier
Hot Tubes

[see above] that point to atruly wide open
frequency response matched to a good
input and output compatibility. You will
need to seek out this impressive valve

0161 480 4830

power amp, but it is certainly not one to

One of the great power amps, the 1D1 is ajoy te

www.hot-tubes.com

FIFFINews verdict
listen to. It sounds powerful, fluid, informative and

1-

www.hifinews.co.uk

Accessible fuses and a

punchy while boasting the grip and impact of many

power socket per side

high-grade solid-state designs. Easily recommended-
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Audio ( In)Sanity

We are on a mission to bring you the best value, best performing audio equipment the
world has ever heard. An outrageous claim? We think not. Take a look at these two
products which have been recently launched and are receiving rave reviews.
SDA Power Amplifier
More than enough power ( 2x200W into 8 ohms, 2x375W into 4 ohms) to drive even the
most difficult of speakers, this star features balanced and unbalanced inputs, over- sized
power supply, a fully balanced topology, very high signal to noise ratio (> 117db) and
impeccable build quality.
SDAi Integrated Amplifier
This model houses the same power stages as its brother, but also offers an extensive
array of features, essentially combining aworld- class preamplifier and power amplifier.
Features include 7 inputs ( 1balanced, 6 unbalanced) each of which can be separately
programmed ( level and balance), pre-out ( balanced and unbalanced) and tape loop.
Software updates can be loaded via a computer as they become available.
Performance and Value
Specifications and features are worthless unless these amplifiers perform. Well, they dol
Transparency, depth of image and agility are overwhelming. Music simply flows with great
ease, grabbing your attention and not letting go. And the prices?
The power amplifier is £ 775, its integrated brother £ 990
We wanted to bring some sanity to the audio market, our customers
and many dealers think we have gone insane with these products.
You judge - either way, we are proud.

sales: 0870 9 100 100
brochures: 0870 9 100 109
web: www.tactaucho.co.uk

AVTech Statement

ech

Home entertainment â'Avi—
powered by

T

hose readers left wondering when
AVTech was launching on the Web
need wonder no longer, for the
spirit of our quarterly supplement is
now distilled, instead, into this
monthly toast to all things AV. Flying
under the flag of convenience that is
'Home Entertainment', our reviews
are still backed by a regime of levelmatched listening and viewing and
reinforced by unique multichannel
audio and video lab tests. The original
AVTech
page
on
my
website,
www.milleraudioresearch.com, is now
updated with in-depth lab reports
from this and all past issues of the
supplement.
Every month we'll bring you
examples of cutting-edge DVD replay,
AV processor
and
display
technologies,
a promise
firmly
anchored by the almost- immovable
AVC-AlXV AV amplifier from Denon

and exclusive, semi- pro Mercury HD
projector from DPL. We kick-off with
the long- anticipated Naim DVD5
player, originally previewed way back
in May 2004, after David Perry talks
us through the eyeball- popping sights
that punctuated his trek through this
year's CES in Las Vegas.

Denon's monster amp gets afull lab test

64

Naim DVD at last

Nairris long-awaited player is now in production,
but there are still some surprises

66

Denon's monster

Nicknamed 'the Behemoth', this is easily the
biggest. beefiest AV amplifier we've ever seen

72

Paul Miller, Editor, AVTech

Brit-built DPI projector

Exclusive: DPL's Mercury HD, aUK- made highend projector using three-chip DLP technology

THIS MONTH'S HOME CINEMA VIEWING: The Chronicles of Riddick, King Arthur - The Director's Cut, Spider-Man 2, Troy, U-57I.

New Display Technologies seen at CES 2005:
Definitely very big and very clever, says our reporter David Perry
6

1

each RGB sub- pixel is aCRTlike device in its own right, the

f less is more, think how
much more more will be!' So
said Kelsey Grammer from a

major difference is in the

classic episode of Frasier where,

electron emitter system and

in a typical moment of excess,
he also succeeded in summing

lack of adeflection yoke.
Toshiba's first production model

up the mentality of the CES.

will be a 50in 1080p design in

The Consumer Electronics

late 2005. Toshiba also

Show is all about scale, with

demonstrated full colour OLED

1.5 million square feet of floor

displays on prototype personal

space, 140,000 attendees and
2500 exhibitors showcasing

media devices, whose small
screens lacked contrast but

everything from miniscule

showed great promise with

gadgets to the truly enormous

smooth, easy on the eye images

show-stoppers. All the major

are making real headway, the

that could be viewed clearly

brands vie to out- do one

remainder of the LCoS industry

from any angle.

another with attention-grabbing
booths. If ' booth' is asuitable

is struggling to deliver practical
products to an expectant world.

cornucopia of display sizes and

term for individual stands

The long-touted ' big LCoS

technologies, including a

occupying half an acre.
'1080p' was the buzz word in

splash' in the CE display pond

flexible LCD made from plastic

of 2004 never transpired and it

and another using new Flat-

the display zone, with plasma,

seems the best we'll get by late

Fluorescent Lamps ( EEL) or

LCD and DLP all shown at true

2005 is agentle ripple.

HDTV 1920x1080 progressive

SED or Surface-conduction

resolution. Curiously, there were

Electron-emitter Display is a

a multitude of flat- panel and
RPTVs sporting 1080p, but

joint development of Toshiba
and Canon. This cutting-edge

precious little front- projection in

product uses nanotechnology,

that format and no firm

although the principle behind it
is similar to the venerable CRT

development plans that Icould
uncover. It was up to LCoS

(Cathode Ray Tube), realizing a
flat panel display with CRT- like

technology, sponsored by JVC

deep blacks, smooth motion

and Sony, to step into the
breech. While these two brands

www.hifinews.co.uk

Samsung's booth was a

Slim RPTV from InFocus

and grey scale. In fact, while

Samsung's flexible 'wraparound' LCD
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DIVA
MASTER CLASS
Rarely in the world of home cinema can you experience the level of video and audio reproduction these talented
divas can deliver.
The DV79 and AVR300 offer that elusive combination of afull feature set with the finest performance in its class.
DV79 highlights include an HDMI video output offering stunning digital video for use with the world's finest
displays as well as reference quality audio from movie and music sources.
The AVR300 features exceptional performance on both stereo and multi- channel playback. The massive
amplifier section delivers 100 watts per channel into all seven channels and 120 watts into two channels
with the kind of audiophile reproduction you'd expect from Arcam.
Book your front row seat at your nearest Arcam specialist to see and hear these exceptionally talented divas
for yourself.
For the inside story on the Arcam DiVA master class visit www.arcam.co.uk/diva

ARCAM
DiVA

Bringing music and movies to life.
Tel: 01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk

AVTech Show Report
digital video source helped it

Don't buy that
'Hi-Def' TV unless
it sports this logo...

step-out in style, delivering
some serious eye-candy.
At the same booth, Samsung
caught the imaginations of

HD

many with its prototype 67in
1080p DLP RPTV. This used
much of the technology in the
TI demonstrator but still looked
superb even with its ' regular'
MPEG2 HD feed. Super slim
61in DLP sets by
RCAfThompson and InFocus
made an appearance, both
using the latter's light-engine
with asuper-wide angle lens
Samsung's 102in plasma display: the largest TV in the world?
,Aate'

On 19 January, EICTA, the

and Total Internal Reflection

European industry

(TIR) prism array behind the

organization representing

screen for acabinet amere

consumer electronics sectors,

6.85in deep. Image quality was

announced the minimum

admirable at 720p. Still more
innovation was evident in the

specifications for any display

form of three ' instant theatre'

labelled ' HD Ready'. The

'I nstant Theatre'
DVD/DLP system

DLP front projectors from HP,
Optoma and Cinego, each

label will allow consumers to
differentiate between display
equipment capable of

from Optoma

sporting built-in DVD players
and sound systems. Just plonk
it down, power it up and you

processing and displaying
high definition signals and
those that won't. The EICTA

are away! Even more awesome

press release stated ' It is

was Mitsubishi's battery
powered, pocket-sized DLP

critically important that the
public is informed about the

projector utilizing LEDs for its

capabilities of home displays

LEDs as back- lighting. These

Quality Video ( HQV). As

light source. The pictures

to provide high definition

and other major advances in

witnessed at CES, the Realta

weren't very bright but it does

television. The " HD ready"

LCD performance meant

HQV ( essentially amassively

fit in the palm of your hand.

attendees weren't likely to be
left wanting, unless you include
the funds to actually afford the

parallel super-computer-on- achip), exhibited arguably the

things! Further exploration

label provides consumers with
the guarantee that displays

So which company gets the
last laugh in the ' mine's bigger

from different manufacturers

processing Ihave seen in a

than yours' bragging rights
contest? If you were thinking

are genuinely future- proof
and fully compliant with

revealed adozen different DLP

real-time consumer system.

Samsung with its Z-102, 8.5ft

agreed technical standards

RPTVs that had crowds

Realta HQV will appear in the
new Denon flagship DVD player

leviathan, then you'd be wrong.

for High Definition

Instead, enthusiasts all, please
be upstanding for the audacious

broadcasts.'

and no doubt in many more

world of plasma display panels

products soon after. It's

folk at LG for constructing the

Minimum 'HD Ready' Specification

awaited those who could tear

definitely one to watch out for.

world's largest display

*Native reach:Win'
wide aspect ratio.
*Analogue and Digital c
the latter through HDCP- corn
or DVI.
•HD inputs must support 1280x72048
511,60Hz progressive ( 720p)
and 1920x1080 50r80Hz interlaced
(10801).

engrossed in stunning HD
images at 720p and 1080p. A

most impressive video

sets. Impressive products with

hard to impress upon attendees

suspended 90ft above the
Fremont Street Experience

obvious performance gains, but

the advantages of its DLP over

shopping area, just two minutes

we'll reserve judgement on the

rival PDP and LCD

ride north of CES, is a 12.5

touted 10,000:1 contrast ratios

technologies. One very good

megapixel, full-colour LED

and 12- bit grey scales.

example of this was in a booth

goliath some 2000 times the

An elegantly curved partition
wall guided me into the midst

styled like a large living room

size of Samsung's mere

with subdued lighting. Here TI

trinket!

themselves away from the DLP

Texas Instruments worked

of a large crowd, all seemingly

had built a 70in RPTV,

undergoing some sort of
religious experience before a

showcasing the quality
achievable using its latest DLP

giant black monolith And the

wizardry. The set included the

nature of this slab? A truly aweinspiring 1080p plasma display

xHD3 1080p chip with
SmoothPicture, DynamicBlack

whose 102 inch, single glass

processing, top quality optics

substrate might otherwise have
yielded four conventional 50in

and latest colour wheel designs.
The results were astounding,

PDPs. Silicon Optix hopes its

with mammoth contrast and

logos will become as ubiquitous

dynamic range capabffity, rich

as the Faroudja DCDi mark. The

clear colours, deep inky blacks

The other extreme:

company advertises its Realta

and superbly sharp detailing.

Mitsubishi's remarkable micro' projector

chip as achieving Hollywood

The near D-Cinema standard

www.hifinews.co.uk
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As previewed last year: but only now
has the DVD5 gone truly ' multichannel'
An in-depth update by Paul Miller
Naim Audio DVD5
PRICE

£2350

A

VTech was way ahead of the game il offering
a technical preview of Naim's DVD5 player
hack in May 2004. Nearly one year cm, and the
•launch ' version ol this £2350 DVD player is now
thoroughly polished inside, even if its rugged matt
black alloy aesthetic remains unbowed. As the key
components of the player — the Crystal MPEG video
decoder, the Sage-branded Faroudja deinterlacer and
Conexant video processor — remain intact, Iwill refer
readers to the inside-shot of the DVD5 in AVTech May
2004 for adetailed description of its nuts and bolts.

plus edit compensation algorithms applied by the
video de-interlacer driving this progressive video
output. The ' audio format preference' within the DVD
playback menu includes DTS, Dolby Stereo and Dolby
5.1 in addition to PCM stereo. This might give the
impression the DVD5 will output Dolby Digital or DTS
from the £250 multichannel option (if fitted).
In fact this retro-fittable 6-channel card can only
output multichannel audio from DVD-A discs because
the DVD5 is not equipped with a full DD or DTS
decoder. This is where the AV2 processor comes into
piny, even to the extent of relaying OSD and control

The bespoke menu is flexible and very easy to
navigate with options for the video output format,
black level (PAL defaults to 0.0), SCART configuration,
aspect ratio and lip-sync adjustment. The 'high def.
setup' refers to Naim's five BNC connections (RGB or
YPbPr and H/V sync) for analogue video Strictly
speaking, 720p is generally accepted as the minimum
for HD resolution [see p63] while the DVD5 offers

64

480p/576p, depending on format. A 1080p scaler
option will be available for the DVD5 later this year.
Either way, Naim's ' HD setup' offers some

Once Naim's optional multichannel board is loaded into the
player, the setup menu automatically updates to accommodate

adjustment over the film mode and 30fps detection

the additional speaker configuration options

APRIL 2005
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commands back to the DVD5 via Naim's NABUS RJ45
connection. In practice then, the DVD5 is really one
part of atwo-box solution.

Since our preview of the DVD5, Naim has added a small

PERFORMANCE
Two-channel performance bests the multichannel
board in this instance, if only for its superior 192kHz
DAC configuration, delivering crisp, articulate and
punchy-sounding music, even while falling short of
dedicated CD players like the CDS3. There are parallels
here with its analogue video output where black levels,
colour and geometry are all improved, ensuring the
DVD5 delivers crisp and punchy-looking images

assisting any adjustment to the colour balance, contrast and

suite of video test patterns to the player's setup menu,
gecmetry of the partnering display

On the Bench with AIIITech
The internal descrip•ion of the payer offered in May ' 04
remains largely unchanged, but the spikes in video noise are
eliminated and the analogue video response is low stretched
out to - 0.1dB at 6MHz, guaranteeing pin- sharp detailing with

through its component video outputs.
Digital video also looks that bit cleaner, with none of

the very best display systems. Tie multichannel ana'ogue

the faint haziness once detected across The Matrix;
Reloaded '
Freeway' sequence. Nevertheless Naim has
retained its slightly ' contrasty' image quality,

'Sound Plus' series. This is a6-chainel 24bit/96kfIz devize so

emphasising detail in very dark areas of the image to
great effect. Moreover, don't let anyone tell you that all
digital bitstream outputs sound alike, for the DVD5
makes for quite the best DVD transport we've heard.

the multichannel AMd S/N ratio is — 106.5116 and cistortion

Just as its DVI output reveals every crease, fold and
reflection in the slick black macintoshes of U-571's
American crew, the digital bitstream output carries
every creak and moan of the submarine's tortured
frame, percussive snaps and shots that ring around the
room with breathtaking energy. The momentuous
thuds of the depth charges hammer out in acacophony
purpose-designed (by Universal's sound engineers) to
mimic the disorientation experienced by submariners

has squeezed 24bit/48kHz jitter to just 65psec of data- related

in WW2. The point is that the DVD5 is in control, never
once allowing this ` precise' cacophony to homogenise.

Ill;

All movies succeed or fail by the ability to suspend
disbelief and the DVD5's ability to sustain such
atmosphere. tension and presence in its soundfteld is
all but unmatched when partnered by a quality AV
rocessor like the AV2, Arcam's AV8 or the EAD 880().

AVTECH SAYS...
While it's tempting to major on the DVD5's fine
two-channel performance it is, after all, not aCD player
but aDVD player and avery fine one at that. The fact
that its multichannel analogue card remains an option
is smart thinking on Naim's part, for as fuel for its AV2
processor, the 'basic' DVD5 is all you'll need to front an

output is driven from a single PCM1601 from Burr- Brown's
any two- channel

192kHz DVD-A is accommodated

by the

default stereo outputs. Performance is limited by the device, so
ranges from 0.001-0.016% across the 20Hz-20kHz atad
The 96kHz DVD-A response rolls away (
sensibly) to — 3iB at
32kHz and —9.1dB at 45kHz. Via its two- channel outputs, Nairn
patterns — agreat result ( see graph, below).
>or v.,. oar nuarnm1111.1% enamel tau »arum mums
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Supplier

furnish RGB/YPbPr

Naim Audio

component video

01722 332266

with horizontal

www.raim-audio.com
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and vertical sync.

verdict

The two 5- pin DIN

Improved technical performance and a retro-fittable multicnannel

sockets increase

board sees Naim right on the button with this player. The reborn DVD5

the channel count

offers crisp, articulate and punchy- sounding music, detailed and

to 7.1, provided

contrast- rich pictures with an atmospheric 5.1 channel sound.

the multichannel

all-Naim home cinema. And what acinema that is! MI

board is installed.
To the far right.
the SCART offers
ROB while the DVI
socket supports
HDCP-encrypted
digital video at
480p/576p.
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PRICE

£ 39 J.9

A

s flagships go, Denon's £3999 AVC-Al XV ( already
nicknamed The Behemoth) is undoubtedly the Queen
Mary of the fleet. Its mighty 44kg displacement is

largely accounted for by a vast, linear power supply
and heatsinking for no fewer than 10 individual power
amp stages. No switchmode power supplies or Class D
amplification for Denon, for the AVC-AlXV has about
as much regard for fuel economy as a Hummer. Its
construction is both massive and luxurious, concealing
key functions behind adrop-down flap (more of aslab,
really) while the first two lines of its basic, text-based
OSD are revealed on a bold fluorescent display. You
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the most extravagant execution of its type in aAV amp,
this auto calibration routine attempts to compensate
for different speaker sizes, phase, relative delay, level
and crossover frequencies at numerous listening
positions. If your system has assymetrically placed
speakers and at least one or two plant pot holders in
your line of hearing, this could prove akey feature.
Performance, features and future- proofing are
dearest to the '
A1XV's heart where multiple HDMI
(with v1.1 multichannel audio support) and DVI inputs
rub shoulders with IEEE1394, Ethernet and Denon's
proprietary D-Link serial interface. Up to 16 preamplifier outputs are offered along with every
conceivable decode mode for Dolby, DTS and THX
post-processing. Our rear panel shot tells its own story,

can drive the '
AlXV from its motion-activated and
fully illuminated IR remote or via the ' system/

for the AVC-AlXV is the mother of all AV amplifiers.

surround' control dial on its front panel where Denon's
omni-directional microphone is also plugged in. This
is used with the ' MultiEQ XT Technology' licenced by
Denon from Audyssey Laboratories to drive its
automated room and speaker equalisation facility. In

GRAPPLING WITH THE BEHEMOTH
So what's the purpose of those 10 amplifiers?
Distribution is the key, using Denon's Channel Setup
menu from the Options palette to allocate either 9.1,
7.1 or 5.1 channels to the Main Zone and what's left as

APRIL 2005 Hi-FiNews
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AVTech Definitive Test
AV amplifier

Denon

AVC-A1X11
With ten monstrous channels of power
serving every AV format under the sun,
Denon crushes its competition with the
heaviest gauntlet yet.
Paul Miller narrowly avoids ahernia

stereo or mono channels to Lone 2. The remaining
Zones 3and 4only offer mono or stereo operation. So
you can drive two 5.1 home cinema systems (or
multichannel DVD-A music systems) in two rooms
independently or use the 'AlXV as a multiroom hub
and send separate stereo feeds to four different rooms.
Speaker configuration varies by Zone. The main
Speaker Setup menu offers full bass management for
5.1 through to 9.1 channel operation with independent
control over subwoofer crossover frequencies, channel
delays and levels. The 5.1 channel speaker
configuration for Zone 2is asubset of the Zone Setup

moae

later on, your analogue inputs will still be

digitised (see On the Bench).
HDMI, even for multichannel audio applications, is
configured in the 'Video Setup' menu where HDMI 1
through 3 (along with the single DVI) may be assigned
to an existing input. Set the HDMI Audio parameter to

II No

Class Damplification here, for
the AVC-Al XV has as much regard
for fuel economy as a Hummer

menu where tone control adjustment is also provided
for the remaining stereo Zones 3and 4.
The Audio Input menu allows any of the optical and
coaxial (S/PDIF) digital connections to be assigned to

'Amp to hear DVD-A piped through from acompatible
player. Finally, it's also possible to set the

the various CD, DVD, TV, etc. inputs. The IEEE1394/
FireWire/I-Link inputs may also be assigned but, more

upconversion of composite and S-Video to component
along with the de-interlacing and scaling of 480i/576i

importantly, this is where the routing for any
multichannel analogue inputs is established. Leave
the ' EXT-1' or ' EXT-2 inputs in DSP mode and,
regardless of whether you set the amplifier to Direct

inputs to 480p, 576p and 720p (plus 1080i) courtesy of
an integrated DCDi solution from Faroudja.
By default, the Denon AVC-A1XV adopts a THX

www.hifinews.co.uk

speaker configuration with large front but small centre
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20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

RaVv Lucy r‘VdnUe, L.)idCUI , LJMUILISFItit, UX1 1

www.rts'audip.co.uk

www.silteçhcables.com
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Functions are hidden
behind drop- down flap

to ' Large' regardless of the stature of the partnering
speakers (unless they're pint-sized satellites). Also bear

can sound big and voluminous without
force. Music fills the room while the
amplifier never gives any suggestion of
anything more than merely ticking over
-no mean feat with 6.1 B&W 800-series
speakers at the end of its cables.
Watching movies via the HDMI

in mind that with all channels set to anotional ' OdB',
the sub output is still +10dB higher than the front,
centre and surrounds with Dolby Digital material.

loop-through would occasionally cause
the projector to mute during fast video
searches, presumably because the HDCP

and surrounds whose bass is blended into the sub
channel below an 80Hz crossover frequency. The level
of each surround channel is also some -3.5dB below
that of the front channels in this mode. My preference
is to avoid any bass management and set all channels

PERFORMANCE
We evaluated the AVC-AlXV as a6.1 channel amplifier
in my media room, driving six B&W Nautilus
loudspeakers plus an ASW850 sub and fed from a
number of players, including the Arcam DV29
reviewed last month. Both DVI and HDMI connections
proved compatible with the Marantz VP12-S3 and DPL
Mercury HD projectors in addition to Pioneer's
redoubtable PDP-435XDE plasma. However, the AVCA1XV does not respond to E-EDID data carried by
HDMI or DVI (see AVTech Feb 2004) and so cannot be
forced, for example, to pre-scale the video output
'demanded' by the protocol of apartnering projector.

authentication was intermittently disturbed. Compared
back-to-back, S/PDIF bitstreams still have the edge
over those routed via HDMI where the uplifting but
unforced quality of the amp was, again, immediately
obvious. Movies with very intense-sounding chapters Spider-Man 2is an example - have the ` AlXV raising

the rafters. Just take care that your speakers (or ears) are
not cooked before the Denon shows any signs of strain.
Once you accept that aman with no shoulders can

extending the physical connection distance achievable

wield the mighty Excalibur, then King Arthur Director's Cut finds the 'A1XV in its element. The

channel configuration and type of incoming data from
any HDMI v1.1-equipped player. Thus the 3/2/.1 PCM
channel configuration of David Gray's A New Day at
Midnight DVD-A is indicated regardless of whether it's
sourced from Denon's DVD-3910 or Arcam's DV29. The

IR remote handset:
lights up the room
but eats batteries

Denon 's AVC-A1XV proves as
potent apartner as any knight of
the Round Table

Whether this blocks E-EDID communication between a
display and DVD player is uncertain, nevertheless the
switching facility offered by this amplifier is useful in
between source and panel or projector.
The HDMI input has the benefit of revealing the

Motion-activated,
fully illuminated

set-piece battles are spectacular and this amplifier had
our panel spinning its collective head as special effects
whirled about the room. The mismatched battle
between Arthur's band and the Saxons on afrozen lake

Ten channels of
amplification, with
aDVD for scale!

has every detail painted in

sound of the HDMI/DAC/amplifier chain within the
AVC-AlXV is itself revealed as both smooth and
relaxed - surprising, perhaps, in view of the high jitter
but not in the confidence bequeathed by its massive,
multichannel power output. Vocals sound clear and
unhurried, if a little ' two-channel' in focus perhaps,
but with the same clarity and purpose you'd expect
from avery high-end multichannel solution.
Percussion might even be described as lazy if the
'AlXV were not so adept at illustrating the rise and fall
of every stroke, the shimmer of every cymbal, resonant
decay and sense of 'touch' on every ivory key. The
vaguely haunting, reverberant quality of December is
lifted clear into the room by the 'A1XV at very modest
volumes, always asign that an amplifier has mastery of
the speakers without 'raising its voice'. No, the '
AlXV

www.hifinews.co.uk
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seamlessly and/or invisibly into your
home we have dedicated teams who do
this to the highest standards. Call us for
advice on how you can enjoy music and
films all round your home.
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63 joint years in business. But please
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much fun as listening to it!
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AVTech Definitive Test
AV amplifier
exquisite strokes of multichannel audio. The clatter of
arrows

Navigating the back panel

falling short contrasts with the percussive

detonation of the ice sheet as it cracks and shatters,

Anyone who runs out of sockets on this monster needs therapy. Five pairs of

sending

the

4mm speaker binding posts flank each side for each of the 10 assignable power

heavily- laden

Saxons

plunging

into

freezing water. And, all the while, a massed chorus

amplifiers. As for the rest of those ins and outs, from the top we have three

weaves an added tension into the scenes just as the

switchable v1.1 HDMI inputs ( digital video and multichannel audio, excluding

hoarse, shouted dialogue rings clear as bell across the

SACD) and one DVI ( digital video only) connection with HDMI/DVI monitor

mêlée. The strong supporting cast and great effects

outputs ( excluding the OSD). There are 6 component video inputs ( one with

carry this film, unlike the implausible leads, while

BNCs), two component video outputs and a third for Zone 2. No less than 8

Denon's 'AlXV proves as potent apartner as any knight

Composite and S- video inputs are provided with four outputs ( plus amonitor) for

of the Round Table.

the Main Zone and one each for Zones 2 and 3.

AVTECH SAYS...

with separate 10 and 6- channel EXT analogue inputs and preamp outputs. Zone

I am not entirely convinced that the AVC-AlXV is

2 has its own 2 and 6- channel pre- outputs while Zones 3 and 4 have stereo pre-

aimed

at any particular customer, although as an

outputs. Below this range the 6 coaxial and 5 optical digital inputs, 3 optical

exercise in ' willy-waving' at the likes of Pioneer, Sony

outputs, 3rd- Edition Denon Link serial interface ( digital multichannel DVD-A),

and Onkyo, Denon, courtesy of D&M Holdings, is

IEEE- 1394 loop- through (
SACD and DVD-A) and Ethernet port ( for software

There are also 7 stereo analogue inputs in addition to 5 VCR/CDR/Tape loops

proving that it has the time, money and engineering

updates). An additional set of AV inputs are squirreled away on the front panel

resources to do just about anything it wants. If you can

while,

lift it across your living room, you'll never match its

RS232

power and flexibility with separates for under flak.

triggers complete the

back
and

here,
multiple

O

I.

-M

system integration.

Supplier
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Denon UK
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01234 741 200
www.denon.co.uk
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Denon's monster

verdict

•

back panel:

Performance, features, future- proofing and an input for every

more sockets

occasion marks out this new Denon amplifier from the crowd. With the

than you can

capacity to drive two home cinema systems at once, the AVC-A1XV is

shake astick at

00000000000.'

dli

•

-

-

r.

.
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not only amultichannel but also amultiroom product.

On the Bench with AVTech
All the measurements included here, and reports

5,08aa

posted on the AVTech website, were conducted at

AO.

-raucous

11.1 rftemere

sPersi

lattl
10

demonstrates that Denon's choice of Burr- Brown's
PCM-1792 DACs are true to - 120dBFs or nearly

NI « WM

my independent lab facility. In practice, this back-

20bits of dynamic range while distortion hovers

breaking lump achieves some 6x195W/8ohm and

around a low 0.001% through bass and midrange

6x310W/4ohm, increasing to 250W, 455W, 430W

(re. - 10d BFs).

(14.7A) and 130W into 8, 4, 2 and lohm loads,

Denon's in-house bass management is effective

respectively, under dynamic conditions. The lohm

but boosts the sub output by + 10dB even when the

result is limited

by electronic protection

but,

sub channel level is set to OdB along with the front,

•16

centre and surrounds. An extra +8.3dB is directed to

overall, this performance is comfortably within
Denon's own 170W/8ohm specification that will be

1k
FREOUENCY >>

quoted verbatum in other magazines.
Analogue distortion is below - 0.0012% up to
130W/8ohm and even as low as - 0.0006% from

0.00
1110k

lik

you'll need to wind-down the sub level before

Fig 2. Unless Denon's DSP is disabled in the setup

experimenting! Finally, do avoid using the AVC-A1XV

menu, analogue inputs are sampled at 96kHz...

with the sub channel switched off ( an unlikely
configuration, granted,

but one that's available

the - 46kHz limit in response ( Fig 2) suggests they

nonetheless)

here

are sampled at 96kHz, not 192kHz.

channels are lifted +4.9dB ahead of the centre

10-50W/8ohm, figures which are on apar with the
best performance obtainable from

its digital

processing section. Do take care during setup,
because even the multichannel analogue inputs
may be routed via ADC's which, judging by

E
.

15».t IN». Or»o»,.....»....»

:=1

NIP
10

150
DYNAMIC POWER OUTPUT »

450

the sub if all main channels are set to " small" so

Of all its inputs, the switched HDMI v1.1 ( with
support for HDCP-encypted multichannel

the

front/surround

channel unless compensated for in the level menu.

PCM

audio) is arguably the most exciting. Fig 3 is a
unique

because

illustration of jitter performance with

term arm LT CIF. WITS 111./2.1:1A1A 11..1 IOW vl 1•10.0

711

4:111=111111

né1

96kHz/24bit LPCM audio received and processed
by the AlXV's new HDMI v1.1 digital inputs. The

-es-

1660psec is very high and doesn't even include the
uncorrelated clump of noise that dominates the
graph. The S/PDIF input is cleaner at - 1300psec of
jitter with stereo 96kHz/24bit data, confirming that
audio clock recovery from HDMI is particularly
tortuous. D- Link should be cleaner still.

-2000 - 1000

But, of course, the technical performance of this

k

1000

..1FTTER FREOUENCY

2000
»

3500
11.3i

Fig 1. Upto 455W is avaiIable per channel under

amp has more than adusting of superlatives. The

Fig 3. Jitter from 96kHz/24bit multichannel audio

dynamic conditions into 4ohm speakers (green)

96kHz/24bit

transmitted over HDM I
v1.1. Ouch!

www.hifinews.co.uk

linearity

sweep ( see

website)
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DR Ltd

Mercury HD
Only partially domesticated, the Mercury
HD is a3- chipper from the professionals.
Paul Miller looks on
DIGITAL PROJECTION MERCURY HD
PRICE

£18,795 + Lens

D

o not think that as a new kid on the domestic
block, Digital Projection ( International) is wet

behind the ears. Quite the contrary, for as the

recipient of an Emmy for technical achievements in
broadcast engineering and the first company to
implement TI's now-ubiquitous DLP technology in its
products, DP remains a key player in the high-end
professional scene. It provides massive 2K systems for
digital theatres, screening rooms, post-production
houses and even includes afew exceedingly wealthy
Hollywood types among its clientele.
72
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Back in the real world, DP's first stab at the domestic
market, in 2003, with its relatively modest, single-chip
iVision range, was more successful in the US than the
UK. So, DP's return with this three-chip Mercury HD
model represents a distinct shift to the high-end of
home cinema. This ' entry-level' model started life
when DP removed one lamp from its two-lamp
Mercury 5000 HD system, improving both its colour
performance and contrast while dropping the
maximum brightness down to alevel more appropriate
for adomestic environment. The Mercury HD chassis
costs £18,795, plus the choice between some six lens
configurations. These glass lenses are built for DP by
Minolta, although the company itself makes no
particular fuss about this association. There's one fixed
www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature Review

you read this, DP will be fitting FTP (Fast Transit Pixel)
DMD's into this Mercury HD at no extra charge,
although existing models cannot be retrofitted. The
optical block is specifically designed (ultimately by TI)
to work with the 12° tilt of these DMDs, minimising
light leakage while capturing the swing of the mirror in
its full ' on' and ' off' positions. Hence the very high
contrast claimed and, indeed, measured for this
projector.
DP's setup menu is, quite sensibly, divided into
'Basic' and 'Advanced' subsections, the former offering
standard picture brightness and contrast adjustments,
selection over the various analogue and digital video

11 ... the sheer 'whiteness' of the
outdoor shots from Spider-Man 2
seem truly dazzling...

lens at 0.64:1 and five others with zooms ranging from
1.2 to 5.6x. Prices vary from £2109 for the fixed lens
and £1051 to £ 1757 for the zoom lenses. Once the
lenses are installed, then zoom, focus, horizontal and
vertical shift are all motorised and adjustable either
directly from the projector or via remote control.
Ceiling mounts are available at £523 to support the
25kg bulk of this projector provided, of course, the
ceiling itself will take the strain.
As our main picture shows, all the Mercury's
analogue and digital video inputs are on the front of its
utilitarian cabinet. These include composite and Svideo plus five BNCs configured for either RGB/YPbPr
and horizontal and vertical sync. Digital video is
accommodated by a single DVI-D input which is —
necessarily — HDCP compatible. The two (blank)
option slots will accommodate a separate RGB card
that hnndles progressive analogue inputs from PC or
HD scnirces up to 720p (50/60Hz). The other, SDI, card
handles both Standard and non-encrypted High

inputs, picture position aspects ( 1.25:1, 1.33:1, 1.78:1,
1.85:1 and 2.35:1) in addition to Normal and Eco lamp
modes. It's the 'Picture Management' sub menu where
the unwary should fear to tread, for here it's possible to
set any of six gamma profiles (the peakiest labelled
'Presentation', the flattest ' Movie'). The user profile, as
its name suggests, allows you to further define the
gamma correction, colour temperature and white
balance by tweaking the individual brightness and
contrast of each Red, Green and Blue DMD. The
intermediate Yellow, Magenta and Cyan hues are
adjusted under ' color correction'. Even with test gear
worth tens of thousands, it took us afull day to achieve
the results detailed in 'On the Bench...', so Iwould not
recommended tackling this beast unassisted.
LIGHTS OUT
Aside from its slightly weak reds, it's not entirely
useful discussing the colour balance of the Mercury

Illuminated
controls allow the
Mercury's setup
menu to be
navigated from the
rear of the box.
Other controls give
direct access to the
motorised lens
shift, zoom and
focus adjustments.
The 3D Reform'
facility offers
geometric
correction for all
manner of keystone
effects and curved
screen systems.

Cau.
MI • de nol °been
Da> ma, be *nod lor Womb °pull.

ken, ben oll,ouer

wi 15 mum

Definition digital inputs from, typically, non-domestic
sources. Inside the box, DP's deinterlacing regime is
not aFaroudja design but acustom ASIC (Application
Specific IC) with bespoke software, conceived in the
Far East. This software also caters for the projector's
scaling options, contrast enhancement (Sweet Vision),
gamma correction, re-sizing (DigiScale), 3-2 pulldown
and motion adaptive processing (DigiView).
At the business end, there are three HD2 Dark Metal
DLP chips with a1280x720 native resolution, one for
red, one for blue and the other for green. By the time
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Are you someone who is not easily satisfied? Someone who demands the very best, the
latest or perhaps the purest? Then you are going to love seeing what Unilet have in store.
Whether you are looking for aturntable or a state-of-the-art
home cinema set up, or perhaps that elusive speaker cable
that you read about in an American hi-fi magazine, you are
likely to find it at Unilet. For years Unilet has been the place
for the serious audiophile.
tucked away off the High Street, opposite
Waitrose in New Malden, Surrey. We're
acouple of minutes from the A3.

020 8942 9567
or check us out on the web:

www.unilet.net

So why not come in and see us? You'll find us

just yards away from the BR station and

For a copy of our latest
price list please call:
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Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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Feature Review
HD, as this is so readily modified from its menu.
Otherwise, properly set up, the combination of a

On the Bench with AVTech

realistic white balance, smooth gamma and penetrating

AVTech's Recommended Settings will achieve an almost perfect 065 colour

contrast are essential hallmarks of this impressive
design. Iused the Mercury HD variously for over three

temperature ( 6517K, to be precise), ensuring whites are free of tint while still

months with players ranging from the Arcam DV79/29.
Naim DVD5, Pioneer DV-868 and Ayre DX-7, during
which time it was more than capable of dissecting the
performance of these top DVD player solutions. It's

tracking is very uniform indeed and we achieved the highest contrast ratio yet

achieving abright 22.2Foot Lambert output off a10' matt white screen. Greyscale
measured at 2067:1 — wider still than that from either of the Marantz and
Screenplay 3-chippers EAVTech Nov 20031. Nevertheless, these great results are

unlikely that the Mercury HD will prove to be the

tempered by our slightly skewed colour gamut [white trace, Fig 11 which offers
fully saturated blues, greens and yellows but slightly washed-out or orangey-

weakest link in any home cinema.
Spider-Man 2is as good amovie as any to illustrate

[Fig 21_ This is because DP uses a 250W HID ( High Intensity Discharge) lamp

the Mercury's potential. The supremely wide contrast
achieved by the HD is realised in its ability to pull out

looking reds. The reduced red output is also obvious from the spectral purity plot
rather than the Xenon lamp used in its Professional systems to achieve .a blinding
6-7000 Lumens output and truly crimson reds. The cooling engine uses multiple

details from the inky-black water lapping about inside

Papst DC fans and while there's some slight light- leakage to the sides of the

Dr Ock's lair as easily as the texture of the charred
timbers and light playing off the dull metal of his four.
animated tentacles. Then, as the scene switches to
bright daylight outside the bank, just prior to his
audacious withdrawal, the sheer ' whiteness' of these

enclosure, this heat-exchange system is both efficient and — for its Size
reasonably quiet at — 36dBA at 1m. This is more of agentle ' whoosh' than ahighpitched whine and far quieter than the — 55dBA roar of aprofessional DLP system.

Fig 1: CIE Chart

outdoor shots seems truly dazzling. The subsequent
fight between Spider-Man and his new foe and, ill
particular, the rapid changes both in scale and
movement, are resolved by the Mercury with
absolutely no smearing or other processing artefacts
associated with lesser (cheaper) projectors.
The freedom from rainbow flashes is taken for
granted — this is a3-chipper after all — but the freedom
from grain and contouring ensures the images are both
sharply focussed and genuinely deep in appearance.
Few projectors will realise the broad, sweeping pans
employed by Raimi in his direction of Spider-Man 2,
but the Mercury HD does and, in turn, successfully
captures the slick changes in movement that permeate
most of the very convincing, CGI-dominated action
scenes. This is, after all, aprojector by professionals for
aspiring enthusiasts.
AVTECH SAYS...
While top-end models from the likes of ScreenPlay,

04

SIM2 and Dreamvision have clearly been crafted with
an eye for domestic harmony, the agricultural aesthetic

05

Fig 2: Spectral Purity

of this Mercury HD model could not be more
contrasting. Sleek lines are rather less of apriority in
the professional sector where performance, and
particularly high lamp outputs, win the day. What the
box looks like in order to achieve these results is not
really an issue. Perhaps the Mercury HD will find
sanctuary in the home of film and cinema
professionals themselves, who will have confidence in
abrand they know and trust in the field. Otherwise,
and for all its technical merit, the HD faces very stiff
competition from existing brands who have a better
appreciation of the domestic scene. But if you can hide
it, you'll never regret it. U

Onr

AVTech's Recommended Settings for the DP Ltd Mercury HD
Advanzed Menu

Digital Projection Ltd
0161 947 3300

Adjust Source

Picture

Brightness
Contrast

-3
+80

Picture Management
User
Ref. Adjust
Ref White Balance

Contrast Red
Contrast Green

www.digitalprajection.co.uk

Hi-FuNews

Bass Setting

Setting

Contrast Blue
Ref Colour Correction

verdict

25
41

Red + 13
Green - 51

If you can look past the industrial design, then DP's Mercury HD

Blue

provides more than aglimpse of professional- quality cinema in a

Yellow + 23

- 27

Magenta - 30

domestic setting. Ironically, by reducing brightness for home use, the

Cyan

projector's contrast and colour performance has actually improved.

+ 18

Colour Gain
Lamp Sedings

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Las Vegas: the high end
Audio in transition at CES: the 'Specialty Audio' sector has had to embrace
the iPod, but there is still plenty of cost- no-object kit. Ken Kessler reports

G

rimace though you might to
hear this, the 2005
Consumer Electronics Show

front panel. Its a2x50W CD

front, rear and side channels, an

receiver for under £ 1000 that could

MCS1 for the centre channel ard

'iPod' is incurable, arid that it's best

do for the financially-constraired

four lkW SS4 SmartSub subwoofers,

to be an immune host. It's bad

acknowledged that tne cancer called

in Las Vegas belonged to the iPod.

what the NAD3020/Dual 505 did for

an 18x12ft JVC DLA-QX1G high-

enough that iPoc owners are

You may have hated cassettes, CD,

them same sector 25 years ago. But

resolution video projection system (at

satisfied, for non-headphone

digital radio or other rivals to LP, FM

it's tha: hole ir the front that makes

aquarter of a -nillion dollars...), 4kW

listening, plugging their iPods into

radio and reel-to-reel tape. But

it so ' now'; Ihope others follow suit.

of Theta Digital amplification from

At the far side of the high-end

six Citadel Moroblocks, Theta

their computers or, worse, the rather
vile, plasticky dockirg stations out

Casablanca Ili Digital Music &

there for $49. Wouldn't you rather

how music playback is perceived and

(emulating the iPod demo last year
in the Wilson Audio suite) was the

Cinema Controller with Six Shooter

acquired, they're insignificant. Two

Thiel/Theta demonstration in the

6-channel ana'ogue pre-amplifier

see them hooked up :1:J real hi-fi?
The Thiel/Theta (and 2004 Wilson)

compared to the impact that the
iPod has had on listening habits and

indicators at either extreme will tell

ballroom at the Alexis Park. This is

you that — finally — tne specialty

the toilet of amotel where CES nides

and the Theta Cornpli Universal
Player, all wired with high

audio sector is taking notice. (And
remember: I've been whining for a

the high-end audiophile brands, and

performance Alpha-Core Goertz

it's with no warmth that the peop'e

cables. And an Apple iPod.

couple of years that they've been

over at the Convention Centre call it

sitting on their thumbs...)
First is Arcam's Sao, astunning

'Jurassic Park'. But Thiel and Theta

ACKNOWLEDGING THE iPOD

Summit, agorgeous new floorstander

How it sounded isn't important. What
is crucial is that, at ast, the

at around £ 10k per pair, the Audio

product even without the iPod-

used amegabucks AN system using
6.4 channels for surround with five

friendly 3.5mm stereo socket on the

of Thiel's CS7.2 loudspeakers for

ostriches in the hign-end have

stayed in that room for ahalf-hour!),
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demos show that it's viable at worst.
On amore pleasant rote, the
show was positively bursting with
stunning toys. My own ' wants list'
would consist of the lidartiniogan

Research Reference 3pre-amplifier ( I
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Show re Port

I
1: McIntosh fits the sound systems
to Ford's new GT - the reissue of
the 6140 - so they parked oie
outside their suite at Alexis Park
2: Sutherland's new $ 3000 mainspowered Director pre- amplifier,
replacing the battery wersion
3: Reminiscent of the EarMax
headphone amp, atiny all- valve
m- cstep-up from Communiqué
4: Metal Sound Design's Moon II
sports atweeter that can be moved
back and forth in 5mm increments
3: TEAC takes Esoteric to a new
level: here's the P-01 SACO
transport, feeding apair of mono
(yes, mono!) D-01 DACs. Throw

in

aseparate clocking unit, power

supplies, etc, for anu ti- chassis
front-end costing nearly $ 70,000
6: Move quickly: Shanling will
make only 300 of this amazinglooking CD player te CD- T300.
Hand- made, it features a Philips
CDM-4 transport, eight Burr- Brown
PCM1704K DACs, balanced output
and outboard power supply
7: Probably the wildest- looking
turntable/arm combo at the show,
Continuum's Caliburn with The
Cobra' tonearm. Boasts loads of
new technology, i
icluding atrue
zero-cogging motor, new
proprietary bearing, achassis

monoblock using four of KK's fave
valves, the 845. £ 17,500 per pair
9: Cary's Dennis Had with the Cary
SIP 05 Balanced Vacuum Tube
Preamplifier: two XLR or three RCA
inputs, bypass for use in home
cinema systems, an m- m and m- c
phono stage with variable loading
and more, for $ 8000

8: Yummy! The Unison Research

10: MartinLogan's Summit has a
pair of woofers in its compact bass
module; slightly smaller than the

Reference, a70W Class- A

Ascent, it sounded breathtaking

using ceramic alloys aid more

the Shanling CD-T300 CD player and

including the MCA70 seven-channel

microprocessor design and high

the Continuum turntable, which I
believe is from Australia. Other can't-

power amp with 350W into 4ohms,

current/low impedance output stage

the MCA50 five-channel version, the

as the two-chassis unit. Fully-

MCA30 three-channel edition with

wait-to-hear-them arrivals included
AvantGarde's first pre/power

400W/ch and the stereo MCA20,

balanced operation, top quality parts,
and asimple circuit topology with

combination, Rogers' LS3a speaker,
the new baby Wilson two-way, apile

also delivering 400W into 4ohms.
New surround processors include the

low negative feedback are said to
'yield asonic result very close to the

of new PrimaLuna tube amps, te

7.1 channel SSP100 and SSP80;

TL-7.5, which audio reviewers have

production edition of the Manley
Skipjack source switchei, the Krell

each comes with aHalcro UTSR1

dubbed 'the ultimate preamp'.

universal touch screen remote.

Evolution pieces, Conrad-Johnson's
multi-channel products, the scary J- L
sLbwoofers, Sonus Faber's new entry-

ANOTHER WINNING PRE-AMP?
VIL introduced asingle-chassis

level Domus range, the MEL Audio

flagship pre-amp to march the

NV integrated amp, and more valve
amps than Iever creamed wouid be

Siegfried power amp and its

launched in the 21st Century.

descendants. The TL-6.5 Signature
Preamplifier is asingle-chassis

Halcro has gone big-time into
multi-channel with aselection of

version of the TL- 7.5 employing the
same fully- regulated ard shielded

pm-amp/processors and power amps,

power supplies, low-noise

www.hifinews.co.uk

TAD, which has been showing a
sublime but costly floorstander with
its own propr etary coincident source
(think: dual concentric) driver
showed ahandsome small monitor
called the CM- 1. This places aTAD
driver in an enclosure only 19.9in
tall, with and 11.5x14.2in footprint.
T+A arrived with two different
versions of the 1245 optical disc
player, one for home cinema types
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11: McIntosh's 2kW, the threechassis 01 monoblock heart of the
new high-eni system. $24,000
each, 2000W as the name suggests
12: Meldran had acentre-chanrel
speaker too new to have literatuie!
Its badge sa :d DSP5200, implying a
relationship with the new DSP5230
floorstanding lcudspeaker

and one for purists. The SADV1245

on their activity. Suffice to say, the

consists of three chassis and

R plays CDs, SACDs and all DVDs

stuff will be interesting. Also back in

delivers 2000W. The XRT2K

except DVD-A; the SACD 1245 R . s

top form, after making its comeback

speaker competes the package, a

an SACD/CD-only player.

under new ownership, was SOTA,

line array containing six 12in

with afull range of turntables; at

aluminium woofers fronted by a

with afull line of electronics under

rival TH.E. Show, SOTA shared a

vertical section filled with 64 2in

the EMM Labs banner, his new range

room with the ebullient Joe

titanium mids and 40 3/4in

including the DAC5e six-channel DIA

DePhi lips of Discovery Cable.

titanium tweeters. At $ 60k for a

The legendary Ed Meitner is back,

converter, DCC2 d ital control

pair of the speakers, which - it

13: Von Gaylord's wild water-cooled
triode Uni amplifier wasn't a hoax:
we actually leard it playing for real
this year and it sounded wonderful!
200W each, $48,000 per pair
14: An allermat ve to Tivoli's PAL,
the SongBcok ' world' clock-radic —
rugged, portable, with AM/FM, presets and seek function, in seven
colours. Another sure- fife hit

centre and CDSD transport. A

MAC ATTACK CONTINUES

must be sa d - can be tri-amped,

number of rooms were using these,

McIntosh continued its attack on the

you're looking at aset-up that

15: TivoliS all- in- one IV usicSystem
for those Nhose space imitations

and it's abranc to watch.

extreme high-end with acomplete

starts at $ 130,000. I, for one,

can't accommodate the separates

system. The three-chassis 01000

can't wait to see atri amp system

in absentia is audiophile deity

pre-arep consists of amain controller

with 18 amplifier chassis...

Another returnee after far too long
Be Yamamura, new consulting for

and achoice of either ( or both!)

Acrolink cables and Oyaide. No, I'm

solid-sta:e and valve pre- amps. Cost

Alexis Park was positively funereal

However gloomy the outlook -

16: Thiel's in Thiel eulaining the
niceties of the company's SmartSub
subwocfei .s

not going to recant on my natred of

of all three sections would be around

while tie Convention Centre was

17: Bow Technologies is back, after

cables, but I'll be visiting Be and hs

$23,000. These feed the 2KW mono

jam-packed - there's no shortage of

colleagues in 2005, and will report

amplifier ($ 24 000 each) which also

truly great equipment due out in

aquiet perod. Bo Christensen said
the Wazoo and Wizard would be
available for a limited time before
the new models arrived

THE WEIRDEST NEW ACCESSORY AT CES

2005. Ijust hope there are enough
of you out there to appreciate it.

•

CES is always good for freaky stiff, hut Golden Sound's Intelligent Chip
takes the cake. It looks like an SD card from adigital camera. It sells
for $ 16 for the " 0- use version or $40 for the 30- use version. What you
do is place it on too of your CD cr SACO playe - direct 'y above the
transport section. lisert the CD or SACO to te ' upgraded' and play the
disc for a minimum of two seconds. That's it Apparently the chip
removes slight click fluctuations, and the clarge is instantaneous and
permanent. I've been given one that will work en 10 discs, so I'm saving
it for an audience, and Iwill use it on new discs cf which Ihave two
copies. Mearwhile I've tentatively reserved aspace for it in a box
marked Belt/Shun Mook/Harmonix/Bullshit'
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Show re ort
18: Eventus Audio's three-way

power amps. This is the 450W
Evolution One Monoblock, and word

control, for vinyl- only purists

Nebula features the multi-aly SACC
technology of the smaller designs in

on the street is that it's astounding

23: Ambient is the name of this

a 135kg, 1300mm-tall enclosure;

sleek new spinner from ClearAudio,

sensitivity is quoted as 91 dB

21: Mel Audio of Italy showed this
pre- production version of its

with acrylic platter, digital speed
read-out and a price- tag of around

19: Linn Classik — watch out! This is

first- ever multi- channel WV
processor/amp, the ANI. It contains

£2500 less arm; the blue display
hand-held azimuth checker!

digital radio. Nice touch is a 3.5mm

two channels of amplification at
150W each, plus three channels

socket on the front for iPods, etc.

with 70W each.

24: IAG re- launched Audiolab with

20: Krell introduced a new look for

22: Musical Surroundings' ultra-

nearly identical models to the previous range — previous owner Phil

its flagship Evolution models, which

compact SuperNova phono stage —
three inputs and asuperb volume

Swift even gave it his blessing! Seen
here is the 8000S integrated amp

Arcam's Solo, aCO receiver with
2x5OW and both analogue and

include multi- chassis pre- amps and

matches that of ClearAudio's new

Confusing signals from the software

words: the same will happen this year or

brigade: everyone seems to be pessimistic

next with Blu-ray vs HO OVO. We are the

about the future of SACO and/or OVO A

guinea pigs in an industry that just doesn't

whether they like the formats or not, and

know how stupid it is.) One bit of good

yet there was aflood of new titles. Well,

news was the announcement of anew

SACDs at any rate: they outnumber the

label from mastering maven Bernie

OVO As, or at least they did at CES, while

Grundmann, who cuts the discs for Classic

vinyl continues to flourish. If Iwere a

Recordings. He launched Straight Ahead

betting man, I'd say that both OVO A and

Records with a Hugh Masekela title,

SACO will die quietly over the next two

including aversion on DualDisc, aformat

years, and Iwill dance on their graves for

that's much less derided in the USA than

all of the chaos they've caused. ( Mark my

rumour would have us believe.

CISCO
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Doc Watson: Home Again I
VSD-792391
180g LP

John Lennon: Mind Games '
UDC° 7611 gold

CHESKY

John Lennon: Plastic Ono Band

David Chesky: Area 311SACD2881
Multi- channel SACO

[MFSL 1-2801180g LP, Gain 2

CO, Ultradisc II

The 52nd Street Blues Project: Blues &
Grass ISACD2861Multi-channel SACO

S&P RECORDS
Nat 'King' Cole: Just One Of Those Things
[S&P- 508I 180g LP

Carlos Franzetti: The Jazz Kamerata
ISACD2871 Multi- channel SACO

Roy Orbison: Greatest Hits IS&P 2-5071
double LP, 180g LP

CLASSIC RECORDS
Patricia Barber: Live — A Fortnight In France
DP50071200g Quiex SV-P double LP

STRAIGHT AHEAD
Hugh Masekela: Almost Like Being In Jazz
[SA101] 200g Quiex SV-P double LP

The Who: Who's Next IDL791821 200g
Quiex SV-P LP

Hugh Masekela: Almost Like Being In Jazz
ISA1011DualDisc CO/OVO

MOBILE FIDELITY
Patricia Barber: Café Blue IMFSL 3-45002]
45rpm, 3LP version

TELARC
Various: A Love Affair: The Music of Ivan
Lins ISACD-634961 multi- channel SACO
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THE ROAD LESS
TRAVELLED

ONCERT GRAND
MIDI

RPM

The Jadis Orchestra Reference
Integrated amplifier 4 x KT90 tubes

Concert Grand

Agencies:
Audio
Research,
Krell,
Jadis,
Koetsu,
Sonus
faber,
Martin
Logan,
Dreamvision, Oracle, Unison Research, Pathos,
Prima
Luna,
Copland,
Lyra,
Transparent
Audio, The Chord Company, Futureglass, BCD
Engineering, finite-elemente

Before you buy any too end speaker system,
you must listen to the Concert Grand's.
"Music rarely gets this good"

•

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
of Winchester and Taunton
Suppliers of the finest music for the home

WINCHESTER 01962 776808
TAUNTON 01460 54322
MOBILE 07860 351113
Tel. 01892 539245 Fox. 01892 616383

e-mail

brianriv@mac.com

www.metropolis-music.co.uk
6 London Rood. Tunbridge Weis. Kent TN1 1DP

ACOUSTIC ZEN I
ADVANTAGE ¡ BAT I
BOULDER I
HOVLAND I
TENOR
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
W

riting this on New Year's eve 2004, Ithought it
would be interesting to attempt asummary of two
vital audio events whose 80th anniversaries occur in
2005. They are the birth of commercial electrical recording
and launch of the first practical moving-coil loudspeaker.
Taking speakers first, the manner in which amoving-coil
(m-c) device could work was already well understood, having
been set out before 1900. But no suitable amplification was
available, while quantity production using contemporary
materials and techniques — plus the need for aDC-energized
electromagnet — posed many problems.
But regular radio broadcasting started in the 1920s, and
with expanding audio prospects in view, the ( US) General
Electric company's CW Rice and EW Kellogg eventually
achieved abreakthrough,
patenting aspeaker in 1924.
This was unfortunate for the UK's
Paul Voigt who attempted to do
the same for his own m-cspeaker
two months later. But the die was
cast, and the Rice/Kellogg design
was demonstrated in 1925.
It was fed by an amplifier able
to deliver watts rather than
milliwatts and the speaker's

Those cramped,
dynamically stifled
sounds of tightly
packed musicians
were the accepted
norm in 1925

commercial version was equipped
with abuilt-in amp, thus
comprising what we'd now call
an ' active' device. Later, as amplifiers in general got better,
m-cdrivers were adopted in place of the previously favoured
balanced—armature type, often with the magnet's field-coil
doubling as asmoothing choke for the associated amplifier
or radio power-supply. But the need for energized magnet
was still anuisance, prompting much attention to raising the
field-strength of permanent ones for use in ' PM'
loudspeakers, the first of which appeared in 1928. Magnet
technology has never looked back since, while the m-c
speaker still marches on.
This year's other 80th birthday concerns something that
generated agood deal more heart-searching, involving as it
did avast consuming public. Despite what we now see as the
gross limitation of pre-electric technology ( albeit making an
exception for solo vocalists at their recorded best), those
cramped, dynamically stifled sounds of tightly packed
musicians were the accepted norm, while any need to
replace playing devices would affect millions.
But the idea of employing electromechanical conversion at
the disc-cutting stage had been around for decades, and the
first openly public recording event using aset- back
microphone to produce the necessary electrical signal
managed to anticipate my 1925 date by five years. This was
when Guest and Merriman captured the Westminster Abbey
service for burial of the Unknown Warrior in 1920, relaying

the mike's output via telephone lines to ahome- built

www.hifinews.co.uk

disc-cutter in anearby building. The subsequent record
achieved only tiny sales, but the simple fact of its
production triggered HMV and ColLmbia (then unconnected
rivals) into secret experiments with ar eye to the future.
An electrically oriented frame of mind was also in
evidence across the Atlantic, where the Bell Telephone Labs
had launched aresearch programme in 1919. But this
covered only the recording side, as they then still saw
acoustical replay as the better bet. In 1924 they even
produced asupposedly no-compromise domestic console
containing afolded horn fed from arefined yet essentially
traditional needle-activated diaphragm, believing that this
could faithfully reveal the superiority of their now perfected
electrical recording technology.
However fine that console may have been, potential
licensees were initially unconvinced by recordings attributed
to the new Western Electric system (WE being the
production-cum-marketing wing of Be.I Labs). There then
ensued afarrago of arguments, financial jugglings, further
cems, backroom bargaining, etc, involving all the big names
in the business. Finally, though, as 1925 wore on,
agreements were signed permitting use of the new system,
while GE anc Brunswick convenierdly launched an
all-electric player. So the scene was set for recorded sound's
future, and by the end of that year electrically mastered
'Red Seal' Victor discs had started to appear in US shops.
Back in the UK, despite their own research efforts. HMV
and Columbia had also signed up to use the WE technology,
and were soon making microphone-sourced recordMgs.
Tnese included Tchaikovsky's 4th Symphony, the very first
complete major orchestral work to be thus honoured, with
the discs on sale by December 1925.
This is not to say that there were no problems, as the
euphemistically named ' new recording' process was disliked
by many at the start, including sone eminent record critics.
However, difficulties were mainly due to frequent inability of
the well-nigh ubiquitous acoustic gramophone to cope with
the higher modulation levels and wider frequency range, and
the tide eventually turned as decent pickups, amplifiers and
speakers came into use and the first steps on the road to
high fidelity were made by ahandful of enthusiasts.
But 25 more years were still to pass before arrival of the
LP, providing hiss-free sound for rather more than the
long-endured four minutes at atime. •
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First RCA ' Living Stereo' SACDs

Tippett centenary reissues

with Billy Taylor and Paul Bley

Stereophonics and The Killers rock out

Classical

encyclopedic Furtwangler package

MAHLER

Joan Baez and Dido on vinyl

to go back to the beginning again, before even starting
the second disc. ( Incidentally there's 14s of silence

Symphony 2 Resurrection'
Lorraine Hunt Lieberson, Isobel Bakraydarian,

Symphonies 1-4

San Francisco SO and Chorus/
Michael Tilson Thomas

before any music is heard on either disc.) The final
descent into the abyss [ Fig 27] is taken slowly as in
Rattle's CBSO recording: Tempo 1as Mahler

NYPO/Bruno Walter
Sony Classical 517187 2

SFS Media 821936-0006-2
88m Ois ( Especial) two discs SACD hybrid

prescribes. In the event Irevisited the whole of Bruno
Walter's NYPO ' Resurrection'; it stands the test of time

151m 50s (£) two discs mono
WDR Orchestra Köln/
Semyon Bychkov

Beautifully paced, Tilson Thomas's opening
movement is so persuasive that I
found myself wanting

very well and may also have had aformative influence

BRAHMS

upon Tilson Thomas- both adopt aslower than usual
tempo for the second movement and marginally

Avie AV 2051

quicker compensatingthird.
Lieberson is very fine in the ' Urlicht' although I
rather

169m 30s (£special)
three discs SACD hybrid
Ancient and modern. The 1951/53

missed the warmer style of Christa Ludwig ( Decca,
with VPO/Mehta). The whole of the concluding part is
tellingly paced and builds towards asuitably roof-

Brahms cycle Bruno Walter
recorded with the New York

raising conclusion. Mahler really did bleak the

Philharmonic has been out of the
catalogue for many years ( replaced

boundaries of symphonic composition here, with farreaching perspectives with off-stage brass, solo

by his Columbia stereo set) but

soprano rising from the chorus, then at times
chamber- music like scoring. Tilson Thomas, aided by

MICHELE CLEMENT/SFS0

returns at superbudget price.
Although no longer principal
conductor- after his 1947-49
tenure Walter was followed by
Mitropoulos- he retained close ties
with the orchestra. These fiery
readings counterbalance the
'Indian summer' image we have of
Bruno Walter and show the NYPO in

asuperbly transparent recording, illuminates this very
well. The only element missing, pernaps, is the
ruggedness of Klemperer's Mahler 2. GB
PERFORMANCE CONVINCING READING, SUPERFINE PLAYING
RECORDING EXEMPLARY RANGE AND TRANSPARENCY

peak form. One needs to increase
levels to focus the rhythmic figures

stubbornly unilluminating cycle:
like acombination of the worst of

BRAHMS

words may be matched:

Symphony 4

but the mono sound is quite good, if
rough in places. First- movement

Karajan ( beauty of sound) and
Celibidache ( pretentious

LSO/Bernard Haitink
LSO Live LS00547

'Chris-topher-Rob-in is say-ing his
prayers...') to swamp the upper

repeats are ignored.

mannerism). Bychkov drains all the

Bychkov observes them in Avie's
multi-channel productions involving

natural flow from the music in, for
example, the finale of Symphony 4

41m 24s (££) SACD hybrid
Also available as abudget- priced

an extra disc. If there's one good
thing to say about his cycle it is that

between 3m 1ls-5m 44s; he tends
to distend the music, slowing at the

CD ELS000571, this is the crowning
instalment in aseries more variable

parts - the tune cures into its full
glory much later in the slow
movement ( 87). Celibidache has his
own individual take on this passage!
Tnis ranks with such classic

every strand is clearly defined -

end of sections ( contrast the natural

than Bernard Haitink's studio- made
Boston cycle ( Philips). There, the

although occasionally by postproduction to judge from the

transition made by Walter in 2(iii) at
the Presto); 1(ii) I
can only describe

Fourth was disturbingly dour. Afine

version from 1951. CB

collaborative effort between

timpani balances. But this is a

PERFORMANCE VERY SATISFYING

as narcissistic. I
should add that

conductor and players, this is a
more positive reading with alovely
contribution in the finale by

RECORDING 1!) LAYER PREFERRED

principal flute Paul EdmundDavies, and with the timpanist Nigel
Thomas ( quite prominently

Piano Trio Op.90 ` Dumky'
MENDELSSOHN

Celibidache's Brahms
symphonies, recorded
with the Stuttgart Radio
Orchestra between
1974-76, are certainly
worth hearing [ DG 459
635-2, with rehearsal
bonus]. CB
PERFORMANCES THE ART OF
BRUNO WALTER REDEFINED
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balanced in Neil Hutchinson's live
recording) adding tensile strength to
the performance.
Haitink is one of those conductors
most sensitive to the writing from

Fourths as Kleiber's, Karajan's with
the Philharmonia, Toscanini's NBC

DVORAK
Piano Trio 1 in D minor
Beaux Arts It io
Warner 2564 61492 2
66m 54s (£££)
The Beaux Arts Trio has had various
string players- currently Daniel
Hope is violinist, Antonio Meneses

RECORDINGS MONO,

bar 41 in the slow movement

SOME ROUGHNESS
PERFORMANCES LEADEN

(3m 48s), like Toscanini but unlike
Walter or Karajan, in not falling for

RECORDINGS ADEQUATE
BUT NOTHING SPECIAL

the temptation of allowing the cello

(much admired oy Karajan in the
early 1980s) is cellist - but
Menahem Pressler,81 when these

melody ( against which AA Milne's

recordings were made, is afounder

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Classical

RCA ' Living Stereo' SACDs
Did you know that not only the Mercury recordings

coupling, these
programmes are

were three-channel but so were many of RCA's Living
Stereo' session tapes? ( I
am told that with some CD
remasters the centre track information was ignored.)
So, like the recent Mercury SACDs, RCA's first batch of
mid- priced hybrid reissues contain front signals only:

exactly the same

relating to others is speculative. The
second of the concertos here is for
violin and piano, with von der Goltz

as in the early

engaging in vivid dialogue with

1990s CD edition

Staier in awork of charm and

produced by
John Pfeiffer.

either DSD stereo or [asterisked items below]
left—centre—right. The six in this roundup (all with

Listening to the

82876 prefix) Ihave chosen for audiophile' interest;
each booklet contains technical information on
session equipment and the latest remastering. With

CD layers shows
that these

Fritz Reiner and the Chicago SO: Bartók Concerto for

been cleaned
up', smoothed to
amore modern

recordings have

Orchestra, Music for strings, percussion and celesta*
and Hungarian Sketches* [
82876 61390 2, 76m 07s,
rec.1955/58]; RStrauss's Also sprach Zarathustra and

standard.
However, the

Ein Heldenleben [
61389 2, 75m 40s, rec.1954];
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition* and Night on

remastering has
been sensitively
done and is
nowhere as

Bald Mountain*, Borod in's Polovisian March* ( Prince
Igor), GI inka's Ruslan and Ludmilla overture*,
Kabalevsky's Colas Breugnon overture*,
Tchaikovsky's Marche Slave* and Marche Miniature*

interventionist as

from Suite 1 [61394 2, 70m 57s, rec.1957/591. With
Charles Munch and the Boston SO: Ravel's complete

JVC's Extended

Daphnis et Chlbe [
61388 2, 54m 29s, rec.1955]; HiFi
Spectacular— Debussy's La Mer*, I
bert's Escales*,
Saint-Saens's Symphony 3*
[61387 2, 73m 04s, rec.1956/59]. And Van Cliburn's
recordings of Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto 1* ( RCA
SO/Kyril Kondrashin), new to the Living Stereo' series,
and Rachmaninov's Second* ( Chicago SO/Reiner)
[61392 2, 69m 02s, rec.1958/62]. Apart from the last
disc, where Beethoven 5was the Rachmaninov

Resolution' engineering. Although I
feel there's a
certain diminution of openness, and I
like the more
raw 1990s transfers, I
could live happily with either.
That said, the classic Daphnis ballet supersedes
early digital transfers. In general, the SACD stereo
layers are marginally more spacious but reveal some
distortion, edits and studio noise. CB
PERFORMANCES AMONG RCA'S BEST (BUT NOT THE RACHMANINOV)
RECORDINGS VERY WELL REMASTERED AND WITH ORIGINAL
'THIRD TRACK' INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME

intimacy. The Gmajor is amore
robust piece than the popular
concluding Dmajor; in all these
works Staier properly joins in the
tuttis and the accompaniments
(strings alone in : 4and : 6) are as
lively and committed as we have
come to expect from the Freiburg
Baroque Orchestra. CB
PERFORMANCES ALL VERY ENGAGING
RECORDINGS GOOD

MOZART

Piano Sonatas — in
A minor K310 • in F
K533/494 • March K408
• Courante K399 •
Rondo in A minor K511 •
Gigue K574
Richard Goode
Nonesuch 7559 79831 2
59m 32s (£££)
Richard Goode makes out agood
case for Mozart's writing for solo
piano — not least in the engaging C
major March ( ararity), distinctly
superior to the sort of pieces
Beethoven composed. The Gigue

member and he remains the

point, although this Warner Classics

dominant musician. His fingers are

debut CD is, I
think, principally for

still supple enough for Mendelssohn

Beaux Arts devotees. CB

and his lead in the Dvorak is

PERFORMANCES FOR BEAUX ARTS DEVOTEES

unmistakable. These two works

RECORDINGS VARIABLE IN QUALITY

have been in the trio's repertoire
since its formation back in 1954.
The ' Dumky' was written as six
movements in slow—fast form; much
enjoyed by audiences it's not that
rewarding as an entity — unless the
players have Czech music in their
blood. Hope is not particularly
flattered by the recording here
(his playing can sound scratchy)
and his portamento playing, albeit
done with gusto, registers as

HAYDN

Keyboard Concertos —
in G Hob.XVIII:4 •
in F : 6 • in D : 11
Andreas Staier, Freiburg
Baroque Orchestra/
Gottfried von der Goltz
Harmonia mundi
HMC 901854
64m 20s (£££)
'Basically, nothing but an exercise

somewhat foreign if you compare,
for one, the excellent Guarneri Trio

for composers and instrumentalists,

Prague on Supraphon. The balance

vague pleasure to the ear' was one

with no ambition other than to offer a

is more forward and the acoustic

18th century theorist's comment on

sounds less dry in the Dvorak.

the concerto. Of the 24 composed

Meneses's playing is consistently

by Haydn, today we hear few other
than the two for cello and the D

attractive and enjoyable.
Anyone with the earlier Philips
recordings may like to investigate
the differences: the fifth Dumky
movement makes agood sampling

www.hifinews.co. uk

MARCO BORRGREVENVARNER CLASSICS

is like aflurry of snow, reversed to

major for keyboard, with its
'all'Ungarese' finale; in many cases
the manuscripts are lost and the
compositional circumstances

THE CURRENT BEAUX ARTS TRIO ANTONIO MENESES, MENAHEM PRESSLER AND DANIEL HOPE
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black. But the highlight of this
programme is the Aminor Rondo:
afar cry from the pained
deliberations of Arrau's, with
Goode's treatment of the
decorations reminding us of his
authoritative Bach. Just as he is
richly imaginative in the two sonatas
(although K310 lacks Lipatti's
supreme elegance), here his
reading gives aremarkable picture
of the music unravelling after it
suddenly reaches new material at
1m 49s, almost never finding its way
back to the plain opening theme.
More elaborately conceived,
broader in scope than his
Tanglewood colleague Mitsuko
Uchida's Mozart, Goode's new
recital comes with handsome, full
sound, courtesy of his long-time
producer Max Wilcox. CB
PERFORMANCES DON'T COME MUCH BEIM

TIPPETT

M ICHAEL TIPPET1

Symphonies 2 and 4
BBC SO/Sir Michael Tippett
NMC D104

e

¡If

Nineteen years
later he
completed the
Fourth, a
'life to death'

71m 21s (££)
This midpriced reissue of a1995 BBC Music

continuous piece

magazine cover- mount CD marks Tippets centenary
year ( an enhanced disc, it takes web browsers to

(its 16 sections
tracked

www.nmcrec.co.uk/tippett); the booklet notes include

discretely) which
'expires' with

recollections by producer Martin Cotton of the fraught
but good-humoured 1993 sessions - in the freezing
ambience of All Saints Gospel Oak, where noisy gas
heaters could only be fired during breaks. Towards the
end of his life Tipped was recording with Nimbus but
no-one asked him to conduct any of his four
symphonies: Sir Colin Davis first undertook 1-3 with
the LSO and Solti the Fourth ( a1977 Chicago
commission). The 1967 Argo recording of the Second
sounds rather crabby on CD and although there's
plenty of resonance in this BBC SO alternative it does
sound better.

breathing sounds
-Tippets own
umbt ng asesbluli qu4. ai uareserved on the tape.
This is the more ambitioLs symphony(if ultimately less
convincing than No.2) and Tippets own reading
retains the Englishness missingfrom Solti's Wagnerian
impost on on the score. ( Credit is due, however, for his
decision to make arecording at all.) The BBC version
is also more naturally balanced - contrast the timpani
at 45s and 5:s into tack 10. pulled right forward in the
Decca recording engineered byJames Lock.

RECORDING GOOD SOUND

Sparked by hearing the pounding bass Cs' of a
Vivaldi string concerto, Tippett cast his Second

NMC has also marked the cerotanary with adisc of
narticu ar interest to historical col ectors

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

Symphony (the greater of the two works on the disc) in
traditional four- movement form with subsections

[Remembering Tippett, D103, 75m 16s (£££)]
comprising private recordings made in 1941/43 of the

within the finale, one chaconnelike. Richly rewarding,
the music is full of delicacy, wonder and energy.

Fantasy Sonata for piano ( Phyllis Sellick) and
Concerto for Double String Orchestra (
cond. Walter

Capriccio espagnol •
Suite le Coq d'Or •
Russian Festival Overture
BORODIN
Prince Igor — Polovtsian
Dances
LSO and Chorus/Antal Dorati
Mercury 475 6194
67m 06s (f.£) SACO hybrid

Goehr); the 1947 Decca record rig of :he Second
String Quartet ( Zorian Qt); and Tippets own 1948
HMV recording with the Morley College Choir of Tallis's
Spem inalium. At onetime Walter Legge thought
Tippett rnight be persuaded to form achorus for
recoiding purposes with the Philharmonia,
notwithstanding his famous lack of technique. Tippett
as choral conductor composer and colleague is
described in an insightful 18- page note by Anthony
Burton : ncluding reminiscences by Alexander Goehr,

Antal Dorati was wide-ranging
conductor and temperamentally
well suited to colourful scores like
these, recorded at Walthamstow in
1956/59. The solo violinist- was it
Hugh Maguire?- should have
received acredit for Capriccio

JohlArnis, Antony Hopkins and others.
The acoustic is horribly dry for the Ovate
recordings. The Tallis illustrates something of his
inspirational qualities witn singers, however unclear
his technique may have been. CB
PERFORAVINCES or SIGNIrICANT DOCUMMARY VALUE

Espagnole, abrilliant performance
and recording, with afew very high
frequency whiskers. The LSO wind

RECORDUIG GOOD BALANCE BUT VAST ACOUSTIC

principals were every bit as good as
Beecham's RPO! But perhaps

ICHAE TIPPFTT

PERFORMANCES (NMC 01)3) ARCHIVE MIMES'
RECORDINGS HeORIC

Dorati shows more efficiency than
sense of atmosphere for the
Russian Easter Overture (
better
done by Stokowski and
Temirkavov). His experience with
the Ballets Russes tells in the suite
arranged from the opera Le Coq
d'Or: clearly aquarrying ground for
Stravinsky's Firebird! This is avery
attractive reissue. CB
PERFORMANCES BRILLIANT WORK BY THE LSO

L111-20.)
1

MERCURY
LIVING PRESENCE

WIAL ML1TI
Rentiv-kresekert
Ames. Lean
Awns.. ¡
Amu. no

1r

LAArAe,St ,rebrqA

OnEtheer,

RECORDING CD AYER VERY GODO RID;
SACO RETAIL CHANGES MERCURY CHARACTER

SHOSTAKOVICH

Symphony 5
LSO/Mstislav Rostropovich
LSO Live LS00550
46m 58s (a) SACO hybrid
In anote for the first of his two
Washington National SO recordings
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of this symphony ( DG, 1983)
Rostropovich described the finale's

Rostropovich 'sis an interpretation
with acapital ' I', emphatic and

Witold Rowicki made an austerely
objective, powerful recording of

heavy. With the LSO ( this was
recorded live last July) he is able to
do more, which is not necesarilya

which is worth seeking out; on the
other hand, Previn's for RCA, much

good thing: the phrasing asked of
solo violin in the scherzo, and at the

Symphony 5with the LSO for Philips

admired in its day. now sounds well-

coda the oboe, is excessively
mannered, although it's virtually tne

broportioned. we) performed but
quite lacking in ' ate'.
Leonard Bernstein may not have

same in Rostropovicl's first
recording; and the sheen of the

the composer as Rostropovich,

playing runs slightly coJnter to the

Sanderling or Mravinsky, yet his first

conducting, although textures are
beautifully weighted in the

NYPO Fifth ( currently available in
The superb Sony ' Original Jacket

had the same personal contact with

shrilly repeated ' A's as ' like a

ruminative passage 6m into ( iv) and

Collection' at 3 giveaway price) is an

spearpoint jabbing in the wounds of

enduring recommendation and still

someone on the rack... a " triumph"

string pianissimi ethereally lovely at
the start of ( i). This release invites

for idiots'. Very different from the
unconciliatory Mravinsky's,

parallels with Barbirolli's BBC SO
Eroica recording.

sounds well CB
PERFORMANCE BLUNTLY EMPHATIC
RECORDING SACO LAM HAS MORE IMPACT

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Classical

R STRAUSS

'Des Helden Gefâhrtin' — Alexander

Ein Heldenleben

Kerr's playing is especially lovely

RCO/MarissJansons

when ' Pauline' returns at the end of
the work but to my ears, unlike

RCO 04005
45m 27s (££) SACD hybrid
Recorded live in the Concertgebouw
last September this is the second
SACD hybrid ( 5.0 Surround) on the

Krebbers's portrayal, she rather
outstays her welcome in ( iii).

TRUDE FLEISCHTAANNITAHRA

Naxos (8.110161]. His successor
Van Beinum made no recording but

this new performance, which is at

Hebrides, The Merry Wives of
Windsor, Euryanthe and Oberon.

best in the love music before the
Battle. Reiner's cleaned- up 1954

photographs spanning from
childhood to his last year.

RCA reissue reviewed this month is
also far more compelling. CB

Setting aside the 'conscience'
aspects, there's little doubt that he

Christian Thielemann's early
recordings were promoted, perhaps
unwisely, on the basis of a
conductor seeking to restore

PERFORMANCES SURPRISINGLY LOW KEY
RECORDING SACO STEREO STILL SWIMMY

was avery great musician: you only
have to listen from about halfway
through the slow movement to the
end of Beethoven's Symphony 4, in
the 1953 Munich recording here,
for proof of that, although the 1951
Bruckner 4disc is to my mind a

Kirsten Flagstad,

writeoff ( poor sound, wilful
conducting). The closing scene

RAI OrchestraNPO/
Wilhelm Furtwângler
Tahra FURT 1090/93

from Gdtterdâmmerung has singing
by Flagstad ( Rome 1952) whose
intensity and stamina would be rare

256m 53s plus bonus
CD-ROM ( Especial) mono
With awhole evening given over by
BBC Radio 3to mark the 50th
anniversary of his death (a
throwback to the elitist style of

today. This set doesn't make the
ideal introduction to Furtwangler —

classical music presentation),
numerous reappraisals and
reminiscences in at least three

qualities central to the musicmaking of Klemperer and
Furtwângler. There were some dud
symphonic recordings with the
Philharmonia. But here you have
the Vienna Philharmonic at its most
focused, with endlessly absorbing
detail. Thielemann only nowand
again gilds the lily, but his
attentiveness to, for example,
subsidiary wind voices certainly
gives these versions individuality; he

better to look to DG for Schubert 9,

comes into his own in the heady
Wagner overture.
AMidsummer Night's Dream was

Haydn 88, Schumann 4 — but for

recorded separately; it has a

those passionate about his artistry
it's asuperbly produced
compilation. CB
PERFORMANCES HISTORIC
DOCUMENTARY VALUE EXCEPTIONAL

Haitink's 1970 version for Philips,
wit') leader Hermann Krebbers, is

recent music magazines, not to
mention ( on DVD) Ronald

hardly challenged — not even in

GERMAN OVERTURES

Harwood's stage play Taking Sides

by Marschner,

terms of stereo engineering — by

in film version, Wilhelm Furtwângler
—who thought culture might save

Wagner and Weber

Jarsons's. His is acuriously muted
account: not heartless like

Freischütz), Wagner's rarely heard
Rienzi and four old favourites: A
Midsummer Night's Dream, The

interviews

hisArnsterdam orchestra; their
recording made during the
OccL,pation, in 1941, is available on

human worlds, too close to Der

Additionally, the 59- page booklet
has awonderful gallery of

No, Haitink's Ein Heldenleben
stands head and shoulders above

Works by Beethoven,
Bruckner and Wagner

tracked separately on the disc) was
jointly dedicated to Mengelberg and

packed with biography, concert and
record listings, LP sleeve facsimiles
(albeit poorly reproduced) — a

(1833— Mendelssohn turned down
the project as he felt the subject
matter, aclash between spirit and

virtual Furtwangler encyclopedia,
compatible with PC or Mac.

FURTWANGLER
IN MEMORIAM

orchestra's own label. Strauss's
symphonic poem ( its six sections

Celibidache (whose views prove the
most interesting); there's also adisc

Mendelssohn, Nicolai

Germany from the flood of Nazism —

VPO/Christian Thielemann

Thèlemann's with the VPO, but
surprisingly lacking in excitement or
bra. iance. The CD layer is rather

has to be the most discussed of all
conductors. Tahra's tribute
comprises not only live

DG 414 5022

blurryand unclear, except in ( v)

performances but speech

where Strauss quotes his other tone
poems; the violin solo is disturbed
by platform noises from 26s-33s in

recordings and commentary from
Karajan, Menuhin, Kubelik,
Jochum, Schwarzkopf, Kletzki and

71m 20s (£££)

sumptuous, rich sound. The six

Something of athrowback to the
programming days of LPs, this
collection of Musikverein recordings

other overtures reflect amore

made in late 2002 has one rarity,
Marschner's overture Hans Heiling

PERFORMANCES WONDERFUL PLAYING

MSTISLAV ROSIROPOVICH WITH SHOSTAKOV
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

resonant setting yet closer
balances. CB
RECORDING SUMPTUOUSLY RICH SOUND

AND ( LEFfi CONDUCTING IN WASHINGTON
BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

KEN KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE NI-Fl NEWS CD SERVICE
Tel 01234 741152 •

www.hifinews.co.uk

£££ full price: ££ mtdprice: £ budget Especial POA
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Finance available
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Eichmann Technology
Lyra
A
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'brand new listening lounge'
202 Findon Road,Worthing.West Sussex. BNI4 OEJ
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ADVERTISEMENT
many 5.1 stereo surround systems when you have
experienced awell set up and balanced 2channel
stereo system. We urge you to listen to the amazing
STOP PRESS!!!
Bel Canto digital amplifier with either Audio Physic or
A Practical EVOLUTION... ART loudspeakers. The Bel Canto eVo2i is the first
integrated digital amplifier that has dropped our jaws
in hi-ti...
in disbelief. Imean, digital is supposed to sound
harsh isn't it? Not this one, an incredibly quick and
ART Loudspeakers, Unison Research,
nimble amplifier offering extended and controlled
Audio Physic, Border Patrol, Triangle,
bass response. What's the catch.... We don't know. It
Bel Canto, Townshend, Lexicon,
is abeautifully designed and elegantly executed
SUGDEN, Pathos, Graaf and much,
product with more than 100 Watts of clean power
much more...
per channel on tap. Oh, and at under £3000 offers
absolute value for money.
nstock and on demonstration. Book an appointment This amplifier is special.
low.. .There is anew home in the North West of
Come on in and check it out. Now!
England bringing the very best names in hi-end
audio to you, the discerning music lover. Practical
Of course, we also love the old school of amplifier
HiFi PLUS can be found at 88, Bridge St.,
designers too, and have the full range of SUGDEN
Warrington, and although the shop is already very
including Masterclass on demonstration. Many have
well established it is now evolving in anew and
mistaken these as being valve amplifiers due to their
veryexciting direction. Boasting 4superb demonstra- warm, lucid and comfortable sound reproduction.
tion suites, we are able to put together the very best
Not so, all SUGDEN amplifiers tend to use bi-polar
sounding systems offering total synergy and harmony, transistors biased toward Class Aoperation. Thus
giving you many years of listening pleasure.
achieving amusicality found in so many valve
designs, tonal qualities that belie the price, performWe believe that music reproduction should be more
ance that is nothing short of exceptional. Real world
than just " listening to music", it should move you
designs, hand made in real world Yorkshire... Again
emotionally. When asystem is working well, it should please book ademonstration to audition these most
disappear, leaving you with an invisible but totally
musical products.
believable illusion that the music is ... real. Played by
Unison Research, Border Patrol and Graaf are names
real musicians with real (and natural) voices in your
that are synonymous with super hi-quality valve
room, sound should emanate from above the speaksound. The Graaf GM50 is perhaps the sexiest valve
ers, behind the speakers, underneath and in front of
the speakers. Indeed you may question the validity of integrated ever, (and yes Iknow Ken Kessler is abig

Practical Hi Fi PLUS

APRIL 2005

fan) but none the less, Ido have to agree with him
on this one. The GM has asound that is typical of the
KT88, strong and bold, delicate and airy. Costing less
than £4000, this amplifier wil; and does outperform
many pre-power combinations casting twice as much.
Again you should check it out, ard take it very seriously. Adefinite upgrade to most systems. Single
ended valve amps are always something of
acompromise! Asweeping (and now inaccurate)
statement perhaps! But nonetheless one that many
believe is true. Not now, I
would urge those of you
who want 3-d imagery along with areal tonal presentation to take aserious listen to Unison Research or
the Border Patrol range of valve amplifiers. OK perhaps the system is not as mainstream or flexible as
other types of amplification can allow, but if you want
to build adedicated, single minded kinda system that
rings your particular bell, then perhaps the singleended route is the path you should take. We have the
very best on offer, so you can decide.
Oh, and for those of you who require the ultimate
home cinema experience wecio all that too! Yes
Practical Hi Fi Plus really does have alot to offer,
so give us acall, you'll be glad you did...
Meanwhile enjoy the music
David W.Speirs
Practical HI- F1 Plus
88, Bridge St.
Warrington
Cheshire
(01925) 632179
www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Jazz

Jazz
E
IntlY MOO TRIO

Synthesizer Showand Paul Bley&
Scorpio— Bley embraced the
synthesizer, the new instrument
which was raising eyebrows and

by his wife Annette Peacock with
bass/drum backing by various

with his instrument's limits— didn't
quite unleash the torrents of music
Hession is capable of.
Hession is Britain's nonpareil
drummer, with adeft violence and
intuitive harmonicism which is

personnel you don't really notice. It
sounds like ademonstration record,

hair-raising. However, to tap these
considerable resources, he must

and has none of the ingenuity of Don
Preston's contemporary synth work.

need something more than what
Gjerstad can offer on his own. The
trio with Stephens had both poise

selling records in the early ' 70s.
The first consists of tunes written

The second is Bley's famous trio
with Dave Holland on bass and

THE BILLY TAYLOR
TRIO
Warming Up!
Milestone M47103
74m 31s (£££)
Originally released as Warming Up!
and Interlude, these two piano-trio
LP programmes were recorded in
New York in March 1960 and
January 1961. Warming Up! was
designed for broadcast on US radic,

duo encounter, Gjerstad's approach
—an extraordinarily flexible dance

Barry Altschul on drums. Their
intuitive rhythmic esprit is so deft
and subtle, you don't really need the
electronics ( Bley subsequently
returned to piano). Amixed bag, but
fascinating nonetheless. BW
PERFORMANCES GOOD IN PARTS
RECORDINGS APT AND SKILLFUL

FRODE GJERSTAD/
PAUL HESSION
May Day

and discursive breadth: this sounds
thin and annoying.
Gjerstad's harmonic
transgressions require some
benchmark (abass!) to be

name from aFrank Zappa song
(Freudian innuendo and all).
They're aseven- piece from Poitiers,
France, and this is their fourth
release. They follow their idol in
threading punchy onstage rock with
musical and political intelligence,
hot solos and unexpected events. At
Zappanale # 13 in MecklenburgVorpommern in July 2002, I
watched their leader Christophe
Delbrouck hack apart achicken
carcase in protest against having to
vote for the despicable Chirac to
keep out the Nazi Le Pen. Like the
Muffin Men, their lowly status as a
'Zappa covers band' conceals
brilliant musicianship and fine

appreciated, and though Hession is
always impressively determinate
and exact (alesson in how freedom
is not about flailing), here he never

Monjauze on keyboards and
Vincent Boisseau on bass clarinet.

quite seems to connect with the
horn. Norwegian and Yorkshireman

the French jokes and obscenities,
their rustic playlets convey aweird,

don't quite hit it off: a

wine-spattered charm. In one
sequence, they make ' Peaches En

and consists of 12 short tracks

FMR Records CD144

disappointment. BW
PERFORMANCES AVID BUT UNSATISFYING

(most less than 3m). Playing tunes

58m 37s (£££)

RECORDING CLEAN AND VIBRANT

soloists — especially Jean-Yves

Even without being able to catch all

Regalia' sound like it's from Roxy &
Elsewhere, atransformation to wow

written by his wife Teddi Castion,

Having seen Erode Gjerstad (alto

Taylor packs in as much musical
event as he can ( including some

sax, clarinet, bass clarinet) and Paul
Hession ( drumkit) play brilliantly

Bach- like canons). It all sounds a

NASAL RETENTIVE
ORCHESTRA

with Nick Stephens ( double bass) at
the Klinker Club in September
2003, Ihad high hopes for this CD,

Live

aband! — where instrumental

Pickaboo Records NR0004

virtuosity signals disobedience and
fun. Uncommon indeed. BW

little forced. Bassist Henry Grimes
(who made his name with Albert
Ayler, and resurfaced in 2003 after a
35-year absence from the scene)
and drummer Ray Mosca also
sound rushed and superficial.
Interlude is in adifferent league.
Recorded by Rudy Van Gelder with
Mosca on drums and Grimes
replaced by Doug Watkins, it's an
album of ballads. Taylor is much
better when it comes to slow tempi.
This is asuperbly relaxing set ( 10
originals Taylor wrote over two
decades), with reflective
modulations stirring deep currents
unknown by cocktail froth. BW
PERFORMANCES PERFECT WHEN NOT RUSHED
RECORDINGS YOU'RE ALWAYS OK WITH RUDY

PAUL BLEY
Circles
MILESTONE M47102
78m 26s (£££)

recorded in Norway in May of that
year. Unfortunately, on this initial

58m 12s (£££)
If you hadn't guessed, the Nasal
Retentive Orchestra derive their

Hope, Future and Destiny

Chicago- based, aprize product of AACM
(Association for the Advancement of Creative
Musicians), Nicole Mitchell has received many
awards and grants, and performed round the world.
She's an inspired bandleader with an ability to realise
the individual qualities of her musicians. There's no
Berklee-School academicism here, and more than a
whiff of street funk. Tunes often develop aCaribbean
lilt ('Wanna Make You Smile' is worthy of Jerry
Dammers), and Mitchell's flute solos are melodic
and eloquent. The Ensemble suggest awarped hotel
band from Barbados, which is in their favour. From
this angle, Sun Ra's Arkestra isn't really so
mystifying: it's amodel for every Black arts collective
in the States. Violinist Savoir Faire and trombonist
Tony Hererra are the kind of originals every big band

On the two LP programmes given
digital release here (
all tracks except

PERFORMANCES HOT AND LIVE
RECORDING WARM AND LIVE

Dreamtime Records 007
64m 47s (£££)

Classically trained on piano from the

Don Cherry as sidemen in Los
Angeles in 1958.

and passionate music making— yes,

NICOLE MARGARET MITCHELL'S
BLACK EARTH ENSEMBLE

age of eight, Paul Bley has aknack
for locating jazz innovation. He
played with Charlie Parker in
Canada, with Jackie McLean in New
York in the ealy 1950s, and
employed Omette Coleman and

Zappaholics everywhere.
Meanwhile, this is simply sincere

needs: if you love Gatemouth Brown or Rico, their
solos will be your ticket to bliss. My sole reservation is
Mitchell's hippie-dippie lyrics (' Age of Aqarius'?
'Love everybody'?): it's as if the punk '80s, the
harmolodic '90s and the post-Seattle '00s never
happened. Great band, though. BW
PERFORMANCES INVOLVED AND TOUCHING
RECORDING SOFT AND ABSORBING

'Mr Joy') — The Paul Bley

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Mod

Golden

Dragon

Model 3

They're now considered
essential as far as I'm
concerned, and bring new
meaning to the term
"simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Hi- Fi+ magazine issue 28.
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Rock
JOSH ROUSE
Nashville
Ryko RCD 10679
39m 38s (£££)

STEREOPHONICS
Language. Sex. Violence.
Other?
V2 VVR1031012P
43m 37s (
Us)

I
caught Rouse on the acoustic

Their last album was called You
Gotta Go There To Come Back, and

stage at Glastonbury last year. I've
heard all his albums and liked them.

this one could prove that very point.
When Stereophonics first

but I
tend to think of them as

swaggered into earshot in 1998, it
was with aseries of fresh, vibrant

pleasantly lightweight. On stage,
though, he whipped through one

pop- rock singles that marked them

great song after another, reminding

out as future superstars. Three

me of amore mainstream version of
Wilco's Jeff Tweedy.
This new album is acorker. To

consecutive Nol albums followed,
but by 2003 they had succumbed to

call it Nashvilleis abold move as
he's inviting comparison with
Nashville's best. But Rouse lives up

the Travis Syndrome, steering
towards the middle of the road with
limp, facile, easy- listening singles

to it, without pandering to any of

like Have ANice Dayand Handbags
& Gladrags. Happily, having gone

Nashville's cloying sentimentality or
crossover schlock. Songs like the
featherlight, almost jazzy ' My Love

there, they have indeed come back,
because this album sounds like the
band they always promised they

Has Gone', or the sublimely wistful
'Streetlights', with its gorgeous

could be. Opening track

orchestration, have to be taken on
their own terms, because they
resemble Nashville product only in
the purity of their songwriting and
the quality of their performance.
'Saturday', adiaphanous slice of
yearning soulfulness sounds, in
fact, more like something out of a
Memphis studio. JB
PERFORMANCES SUBLIME TUNESMITHERY
RECORDING AIRILY SPACIOUS

JILL SOBULE
Underdog Victorious
Artemis ATM-CD-51563
42m 04s (£££)
Jill Sobule, known to the wider world
only for her 1995 lesbian-chic
anthem'I Kissed AGirl', has
become asecret delight for lovers of
the finer things in pop. She has
absorbed all the best elements of
Carole King, Janis Ian, Laura Nyro
ai
lone , '') sin

'Superman' is gutsy, slinky, sinuous,

along with all the thrashy energy
they've lacked in recent releases.
The first single from the album,
'Dakota', sums up the whole thing in

microcosm, boasting great guitar
hooks, driving rhythms and a
powerfully punchy chorus.
Welcome back, boys. JB
PERFORMANCES DYNAMIC ROCA
RECORDING SUBTLY ELECTROMC

her own quirky individuality. This

Thief) have produced an

Gordor Giltrap's light as air acoustic

album, her sixth, has aloose thread
running through it in that the songs

extraordinary piece of work. Much
of the album falls into an

seem to be chronological and

ambient/electronic vein,

version of George Harrison's ' Here
Comes the Sun' and Harpers own
deeply moving string quartet,

autobiographical, dealing with her
experiences growing up in the
1970s. Most telling, probably, is
'The Last Line', abeautifully written
regret-filled song about alove affair

reminiscent of early ' 70s German
bands like Neu, or of avant-garde

The Great Auk'. So digin, elloy

artists like Terry Riley, but there are
also spookily beautiful songs such

yourself and maybe you'll save a
penguin. JB

as Communique', where asombre

PERFORMANCES THOUGHTFUL VARIETY

piano booms out against what

RECORDITIG VARIED CHARACTERISTICS

every track has its own point to

sounds like an icy wind whipping
across arctic wastes. Those who Ike

make about human frailty, about the

KILLERS

their music to unfold itself slowly will

pitfalls of the glamorous life, about

take this to their hearts. JB
PERFORMANCES EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONICA
RECORDING ANALOGUE WARMTH

falling apart under the strain of
recreational cocaine abuse; but

the abuses of misguided religion
and more. If that sounds like hard
work, fear not, because listening to

'Passing Away— For The Dodo And

Hot Fuss
Lizard King LIZARD011 •
(46m 41s) (FCC)
I
was sent this several months back
and had it earmarked for a
gobsmackingly glowing review

Jill Sobule feels like having a

VARIOUS

conversation with an old friend over
aglass of wine at your favourite
restaurant. It's only later you realise

The Wildlife Album
Market Square MSMCD134

how smart your friend really is. JB
PERFORMANCES FLOWING LYRICISM

For all those who believe, with some
justification, that's there's no valid

Just acouple of days ago I
head the
strains of the fabulously erthemic
'Somebody Told Me' reverberating
through the walls of my son's room.

RECORDING MELLOW

reason for the ongoing existence of

Aha! Mystery solved.

ACOUSTICS

music journalists as aspecies,

What makes Killers so special is
that theytake aclassically American

JOHN
FRUSCIANTE
AND JOSH
KLINGHOFFER

77m 49s WM

here's aproject by Colin Harper, a
highly respected Belfast- based

when, mysteriously, it vanishec.

example of the breed. The proceeds

attitude to producing very British
rock, writing songs that swagger in

A Sphere In The
Heart
Of Silence
Record Collection
9362-48949-2
38m 23s (£fe

from this jam-packed compendium
of superb music will go to swell the

the way Oasis only ever imagined
they did, and hit lyrical targets tnat

funds of the World Wildlife Fund.

bands like Pulp and Blur tended to
just miss. As I
write this, Ikeep

Frusciante and his
mate Klinghoffer

Giltrap to record tracks and then
added acouple of his own very
lovely compositions. Highlights

(sideman for Beck and
PJ Harvey, and
member of The Bicycle

www.hifinews.co.uk

full of understated, menacing,
power. Next up, ' Doorman' rips

Harper convinced adozen artists
including Ian Anderson of Jethro
Tull, Bert Jansch, Fairport
Convention, Cara Dillon, Roy
Harper, Jan Akkerman and Gordon

include Cara Dillon's gorgeous
opening cut 'The Other Side',

jumping out of my seat to dance
along with 'All These Things That
I've Done', which makes it difficult to
proceed at any speed.
Buy this now or I'll come round
your place and puta hex on your
potted plants. JB
PERFORMANCES HUMUNGOUS TUNES
RECORDING nVERBERATING ROCK
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Music Choice
Auffiophile [ Ps

ALdiophile
lac1
4\1iAEZ IN CONCER I
/

Led Zeppelin to ' Dazed and
Confused'. Agrandiose take on
what started out lean and mean and
rootsy, but certainly worth owning if
you rated any of the post- Dylan New
York folk set. Paupers fans note:
Skip Prokop gets aname check. KK
PERFORMANCE EARNEST
RECORDING FLAMBOYANT

THE LOOT

JOAN BAEZ
IN CONCERT
Cisco/Vanguard VSD-2122
(esoecia 180g vinyl
Pretty much standard Baez fare, but
with an enthusiastic, well- recorded
audience. Dating from 1963, this is
early eno.igh to not be Dylandominated. It's just Joan, her guitar
andstupendous songs like 'What
Have They Done To The Rain'. But
it's OK to vomit copiously when the
dire, embarrassing ' Kumbaya'
arrives. Yes, I'm serious: ' Kumbaya'.
Gygevalt KK

Singles A's and B's
Radioactive RRLP057
(especial) 180g vinyl
At last, Radioactive unearths
something obscure with more than
mere rarity value to justify its
pressing. This is prime 1960s
BritBeat that didn't deserve to get
lost in the shuffle. Everything was
right for them: they look like a
generic British band, eg the
Tremeloes; they had the semicultish appeal of ageneric British
'collectable' band, eg mid- period
Pretty Things or the Creation; and
they even had afamily tree twiglet or
two, with links to the Troggs. This

RECORDING CAVERNOUS

collects everything they recorded,
and it will delight Anglophiles of a
certain age and geography: Yanks
who read Trouser Press. KK

DIDO

RECORDING: CHURN ' EM OUT,

PERFORMANCE FUELLED BY GRANOLA

Life For Rent
Classic Records RTH-2015
(spec al)
200g Quiex SV-P ynyl
Dido's easy-on-the-ears 2003 effort,
now abit overshadowed by the
gerre she helped to unleash.
(Think Melua, etc.) Neither
spectacular son ically nor musically,
but obviaisly of great worth
commercially, this is Classic
Records oaying the hills, which is
fine by me if it finances stuff like
Greendale. At worst, this is
inoffensive, gentle pop. At best, it's a
quality effort from start to finish.
Better th.s than Britney or Atomic
Kitten, eh? KK
PERFORMANCE SWEET
RECORDING TOO GOOD FOR IPODS

JAKE HOLMES
A Letter To Katherine
December
Radioactive RRLP104
(especial) 180g vinyl
So utterly and entirely of its era, this
could only have been issued in '67,
one a' those LPs on tie cusp of
folk-turneg-to-rock-turning-topsychedelia. It's easy to hear why
col eciors will kill for this, his second
_I', ever though it's Holmes's
preceding release that introduced

www.hifinews.co.uk

PERFORMANCE: EAGER AND ENTHUSIASTIC
LARRY PAGE-STYLE

OTIS SPANN
The Biggest Thing Since
Colossus
Pure Pleasure/Blue Horizon
7-63217
(especial) 180g vinyl
One of the very best LPs to emerge
from the British Blues Boom,
when every blues legend seemed
to produce sessions with some hot
UK band. This time, it was the
.
genre's finest-ever pianist, Otis
'Spann, backed by three members

SARAH MCLACHLAN

NANCY WILSON
Son Of A Preacher Man
Pure Pleasure/Capitol ST234
180g vinyl
One of those LPs to make your heart
go pitty-pat, from asublime ( and
severely under- rated) stylist of the
classic school, going funky as was
then the thing to do. Here's Wilson in
1969, with aselection of killer blues
and soul tracks such as ' Trouble In
Mind', ' Little Green Apples' and the
knock-out title track, delivered with
such panache that you wonder why
this ever went out of print. Time for a
rediscovery, to nestle alongside
Mesdames Vaughan, Holiday and
Fitzgerald. KK
PERFORMANCE WORLD CLASS
RECORDING CAPITOL IN IDEAL RETRO-

Afterglow
Classic Records RTH-2013
(especial)
200g Quiex SV-P vinyl
Anon- prolific audiophile's fave,
McLachlan enied asix-year hiatus
wth this 2003 elease. It's asafe,
same-old-same-old set that will
certainly satisfy her core of
devotees, run-of-the-mill singersongwriter fare that washes over you
like any one of ahundred distaff
efforts. It's not that it's bad; it's just
not gripping, liKe an Aimee Mann
effort. Put it another way: it's the
female vocal equivalent of aBob
James album. KK
PERFORMANCE: DESERVES TO BE ACHICKFLICK SOUNDTRACK
RECORDING: GLOSSY

VARIOUS
Blues Jam At Chess
Pure Pleasure/Blue Horizon
7-66227

of Fleetwood Mac in New York in
1969, afollow-up of sorts to Blues
Jam At Chess [
see below]. Spann
clearly enjoyed working with this
trio of reverent Limeys, along with
his regular drummer, SPLeary,
and the results make up for some
of the less-accomplished cashins, when the delegated white
boys couldn't rise to the occasion.
This time, they certainly did. KK
PERFORMANCE AUTHENTIC
RECORDING CHUNKY

of the minds, when the genuine
blues heroes performed with the
white kids that rediscovered them in
the 1960s. Ordinarily, these sets
were, like the Spann sessions
above, asingle artist backed by a
given band — like the Groundhogs or
the Yardbirds— but here all of
Fleetwood Mac are joined by Honey
Boy Edwards, Willie Dixon, Otis
Spann, Walter Horton and others for
amemorable double LP. Even a
purist can't grumble. KK
PERFORMANCE THIS IS BETTER THAN YOU
WANT TO BELIEVE
RECORDING SURPRISINGLY POLISHED

BUES ofl:tsti'ac
—
JAM
CHESS
Willie Dixon
Shokey Horton

ou

Suitor Bulgy
Honey liovIdwonts
S.P.Leay.
;.

(especial) two discs 180g vinyl
Along with Muddy Waters' 1969
release Fathers & Sons, this is one of
the most impo-tant of the meetings
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fyot. reac avariety of audio magazines, you will sometimes
encounter statements along the lines of: analogue systems
such as LP have infinite resolution and can reproduce

infinitesimally tiny details of the audio', or that digital
systems like audio CD (CD-A) have alevel of distortion
that rises when the audio signal level falls below about
—60dBFS'. If true, these statements would mean that LP
has agreater ability to record and replay details than
CD-A. This, of course, would be quite significant. So

" It is simply incorrect to assume
that areal analogue system like
LP has infinite resolution

the case by using asimple example.
Consider two music waveforms that are almost but
not quite identical. These are represented by the
waveforms A and B in Fig 1. Each waveform is used to
make seme LPs. We then play back two of these LPs
when they arrive from the pressing plant, but they are
only identified as LP1 and LP2. The factory has lost the
paperwork, so we don't have labels on the LPs that
identify which was produced using which initial
waveform. Can we tell which is which? Indeed, can we
tell if we have copies of both the original waveforms?
When we play the two LPs we get results like those
shown in Fig 2 [see over]. In each case the replayed
sounds are accompanied by random noise which tends
to obscure small details of the waveforms. As aresult,
we may not be able to decide which LP was made from

what exactly do the above statements mean and, more
importantly, are they accurate?
If we look in typical relevant textbooks and at papers

which original signal. Some of the noise occurs due to
random (thermal) motions of the atoms and electrons
in the LPs, and in the cartridge and amplifiers used to

in academic journals on information theory or
communications theory' we can find formal

play them. Some of the noise has been 'built into' the
recordings due to similar random variations that
occurred during the cutting, stamper manufacturing.

mathematical proofs that show the first statement to be
92

either misleading or plain false. We can see why this is
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Feature
enemy and we would wish to reduce it to as low alevel
as possible. Surprisingly, this isn't always the case.
When making digital recordings the presence of noise
can be beneficial. It can provide adithering effect that
washes away the problem known as quantisation
distortion. Iwon't look at this in detail here as it has
already been discussed in the past in this magazine'
and I've also dealt with it on the web'. These two
references show how dither noise can be used to
remove quantisation distortion. The result is to allow
digital systems like CD-A to behave like analogue ones.
Small signals do not become distorted, but as they
become smaller they eventually become buried in
noise. Provided dither is used correctly, there is no
need for CD-A signals below —60c1BFS to show any
distortion. They just sit above the noise as they would
in an analogue system. Of course, if we fail to ensure
that the digital samples are correctly dithered then the
results may be distorted.
These results are illustrated in Fig 3. This shows a
spectrum analysis of a —70dBFS computer-generated
sine wave as asimple example, recorded as aseries of
CD-A format sample values. The red line shows what
we get when no dither is present; the blue line shows
what we get when the input waveform was
accompanied by some random noise, or we
deliberately add this just before sampling. In the

Does the LP offer greater
detail in absolute terms than
adigital replay system, or is
it simply that background
distortion and noise act
upon this detail to make it
more audible? Jim Lesurf
looks at the evidence
etc, that were involved in making the LPs. From the
physics of our universe, all of the real processes at each
stage in an analogue system like LP will suffer from
some level of these random effects. The precise details
of the signal and the noise will vary according to the
circumstances but the fundamental result is that as
details of the intended signal become smaller they tend
to become buried under the noise that is unavoidably
present in all real systems. Hence we find that it is

former case there is considerable distortion visible; in
the latter, the signal is distortion free. If we now
remember that noise is a natural, and essentially

might expect that, for high
fidelity, noise is always the
enemy. This isn't always the case
unavoidable, accompaniment to any real- world sound
recording, we can regard the red example as
remsenting an unnatural situation. Thus, although we
can use acomputer to generate anoise-free sine wave
and set of samples (red line), this is an artificial test.
The distortion-free result shown by the blue line is
what we can expect (or arrange) to get when making
audio recordings with due care.
In standard engineering terms the dynamic range
(DR) of a signal-carrying system is the ratio between
the highest signal power the system will carry without
significant distortion and the noise level. For CD-A,
using noise or dither with a white spectrum just

simply incorrect to assume that areal analogue system
like LP has infinite resolution. Tiny details will, once
they are small enough, become undetectable.
DYNAMIC RANGE OF CD
In terms of information theory, the vital point here is
that for two possible audio signals to be recognisably
different, we have to be able to distinguish them
reliably one from the other. Alas, at some level the
noise will obscure the details that allow this. In
practice, no real-world system can have infinite
resolution. Noise sets alimit on the smallest details we
can expect to record and replay. From the above we
might expect that, for high fidelity, noise is always the
www.hifinews.co.uk

Fig 1. Two slightly different music waveforms
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Power Conditioners

This Tempo flies!
A major upgrade for a
legendary loudspeaker
from Audio Physic ...

lirnpo
fuoLL .
"The Tempo is asuperb loudspeaker... capable of almost
holographic stereo and reproducing
subtle musical detail." Hi Fi News.
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If you are considering loudspeakers
in the £2k region the new Audio
Physic TEMPO is amust- hear and a
new reference at its price.

2004 Whet HI- Fit

2004 Meek

In 1986 the first Tempo set new
mid- price standards for clarity, pace,
dynamics and the Audio Physic
Speciality: HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING.
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Always setting new standards
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Classic One
the unorthodox approach

The new Tempo 5 is neat and svelte
with stunning performance, drawing
on the research and design work
done for another landmark speaker,
the £8k Audio Physic AVANTI.
The cabinet is amasterpiece of
elegance combined with RIGIDITY to
curb colourations from resonance.
Curved side panels minimise
internal standing waves that muddle
the bass and blur mid- range detail.
Audio Physic has brought its clever
"PUSH- PUSH" design from larger
models to the Tempo, in which bass
drivers are mounted back-to-back
in the SIDES of the cabinet.
Vibrations are cancelled out and the
front baffle is narrower, for better
appearance and wonderful imaging.
Well aware of the damaging effects
of unwanted vibration, Audio Physic
have included aDAMPED TERMINAL
PANEL to block energy being
transmitted through the speaker
cables back into the system.

The
Right
Note

tut' he)inc•

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

•

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.

13 A

You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

01225 874728

music along the way and save money in the

long run.

J
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or

NEW
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0845 230 7570
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Feature
in Fig 4 indicate that the overall noise level of CD-A
can be expected to be lower than LP. However before
we can draw any conclusions about DR we have to take
some other points into account:
• The spectra have different shapes. Since human
hearing is more sensitive to background noise at some
frequencies than others, we should take this into
account in deciding how different the noise levels may
be in audible terms.
Playback LP "1"

Playback LP "2"

Fig 2. Playing two LPs made from waveforms A or B. Note how
addition of noise obscures differences of the original waveforms

powerful enough to remove quantisation distortion
sets the noise level to be around —93dBFS (ie —93dB
compared with a full-scale sine wave). Ideally, CD-A
recordings are arranged so that the maximum recorded
signals never exceed the OdBFS level, above which
signals would become clipped. On this basis we can
assign a DR of around 93dB to CD-A. (Values of
90-96dB are often quoted.)
BACKGROUND NOISE
Although vinyl LP still has some enthusiastic users in
the hi-fi fraternity, so far as many professional
engineers are concerned it has been adead duck for a
decade or two. As aresult, very little original research
seems to have been published on the basic properties
of LP systems in recent years. But atrawl through the
archives yields some interesting results, which seem to
have been largely forgotten.
Perhaps the most interesting of these are acouple of
papers written by engineers at CBS' and RCA' that
report measurements carried out on the characteristics

• With CD-A the OdB reference level is normally
regarded as the maximum possible signal level that is
allowed. However the OdB reference level for LP is not
a strict limit. Higher level signals may be (and often
are) recorded on to LP. Hence we have to allow for this
when trying to compare DRs for the two media.
•The above assumes that the noise/dither on CD-A
has aflat spectrum. This is not always the case. So this
may also need to be taken into account.
In audio measurements the noise level is usually
quoted either as a flat result, which gives all the
contributions over the 20Hz-20kHz range equal weight,
or the A-weighted value which tends to emphasise the
effects of noise at frequencies in the range between a
few hundred Hz and afew kHz, and reduces the effect
of noise at higher or lower frequencies. The flat value
indicates the total noise in the audible range; the
A-weighted value indicates the relative audibility. If
we work out these values for the CD-A and LP
examples shown in Fig 4 we get the results shown in
Table 1 [see p97]. As already noted, CD-A can do better
than shown above by employing a technique called
noise shaping but we will ignore that in this article and
assume the CD-A noise or dither has a uniform
spectrum of the kind shown.

of lacquers produced on LP cutting lathes, and the
performance limits of vinyl LPs pressed from stampers

MAXIMUM LEVELS AND DISTORTION
With vinyl LP systems we find that as the signal level

made from these lacquers. In terms of background
noise, their findings are illustrated in Fig 4. This shows

is increased we tend to get rising levels of distortion.
At the standard OdB reference level used for LPs it is
quite common for the record and cartridge to produce

With vinyl LP systems we find
that as signal level is increased
we get rising levels of distortion d
the power spectrum of the background noise of
carefully made LPs pressed using excellent vinyl
material. For comparison, the figure also shows the
nominal noise spectrum for CD-A dither with a flat
spectrum. Note that in each case the plot shows the
noise power per Hz. To obtain the total background
noise power we have to add up the noise contributions
across the audible range.
The results shown here represent the optimum or
best results indicated by the CBS/RCA test pressings
when played via the standard RIAA/IEC equalisation
system. The performance of the cut lacquers is better
than shown, but degradation occurs during the process
of making stampers and then pressing actual LPs. The
results for some (many?) commercial LPs may well be
worse than shown here. Alas, anyone who recalls the
era when LP was the standard commercial medium for
music will recall that all too many LPs had faults
which the above results overlook. The spectra shown

www.hifinews.co. uk

between 0.5% and over 1% distortion (equivalent to
levels from —46dB to worse than —40dB). As
background reading for this article Ichecked back over
anumber of old reviews of cartridges and those that
quoted distortion values tended to show two general
distortion properties for the LP/cartridge system:
• Distortion levels tend to be around four times
higher for vertical (difference or L-R) modulation than
for lateral (mono or R+L) signals.
•Distortion levels rise rapidly once the signal level
is increased beyond the OdB level.
A nominal advantage of the LP system over CD-A is
that it can make use of the headroom above the
OdB level to increase the DR it offers,
whereas in CD-A the OdB level is
conventionally regarded as a strict
upper limit that should not be
exceeded. However, the headroom
available to LP has to be exploited
with care. This is because of these
rising distortion
levels. By
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referring to research from places such as Polygram'
and Shure Brothers', the CBS/RCA work mentioned
earlier and the results in many cartridge reviews, we
can say that that nearly all good-quality LP/cartridge
combinations show distortion levels that rise in similar
ways. In part this is to be expected as many of the
distortion mechanisms involved are essentially
geometric (one example being linear tracking error,
which Keith Howard has recently examined 8). Fig 5
illustrates how the noise plus distortion level tends to
vary with signal level for agood LP system (blue line)
and aCD-A system which is dithered with white noise
(red line). The OdB level represents the maximum
permitted level for CD-A, and the 5cm/sec recorded
velocity reference level for LP. The red line assumes
that CD-A levels above OdB are forbidden so this is
represented by the abrupt vertical cut-off. The solid
blue line assumes we are considering frequencies

8. 0
1

10,0

12 .10

14.0

160

1E10

20 .10

Frequency kHz

kHz

Fig 3. Example of alow-level CD-Asignal recorded without
(red trace) and with (blue trace) dither noise

Fig 4. Background noise spectra of LP and CD-A

distortion levels of around 3%. This implies we can
allow for + 10dB peaks with LP. Combining this with
the noise level of around -60dB therefore implies that
LP potentially has auseable dynamic range of around
70dB. Choosing a higher level for the permitted
distortion might increase this towards about 80dB but
this means allowing distortion levels of perhaps 10%
or more, and may risk stylus mistracking on replay, so
it is questionable if this would be acceptable under
most people's definition of high fidelity. In contrast,
the CD-A system shows a dynamic range of just over
90dB, ie, over 20dB greater than LP.
Given the above we would have to conclude, on the
basis of the standard engineering definitions of DR,
that LP cannot be argued to equal or surpass CD-A in
terms of the ability to resolve tiny details. Hence many

around 1kHz or less, using agood stylus/cartridge with
an optimum alignment. At higher frequencies,

of the apparently technical claims about the superior
resolution of LP, which you may read in
various places, have to be treated with
scepticism. But is that really the end

particularly near the central part of the disc, the
distortion levels may be somewhat higher. Also, above

of the story?
At this point I'd like to refer back

about 10dB the stylus may begin to mistrack and cease
to follow the groove. These effects are indicated by the
light blue region with the broken line boundary.
In information theory terms we can say that our

to a couple of articles Iwrote in
HFN some months ago'-'° which

ability to resolve small details will eventually be
blocked by the presence of noise. At higher levels the

Nearly all quality LP/cartridge
combinations show distortion
levels that rise in similar ways

looked at the implications of
recent discoveries about the
nonlinear properties of the
physiology of human hearing.
These may tie up with
suspicions that various people
have had for many years about
some of the characteristics of
analogue systems like LP.
In terms of genuinely tiny
details of the original signal,
CD-A may well offer better

presence of distortion may also affect our ability to

waveform resolution and DR

recognise details of the signal pattern. To represent
this, the plot in Fig 5shows how the level of noise plus
distortion varies with signal level. In conventional
engineering terms the DR value indicates the ratio of

than LP. But is this really what
fans of LP are talking about

the largest undistorted signal level to the background
noise but in any practical system some small amount of
distortion might be present at any level. Hence in
functional terms we have to define ' undistorted' to
mean an amount of distortion that may easily be
measurable but which is felt to be acceptable in use.
For the sake of example, I'll assume we can accept

96

LP (OdB ref 5cm/sec)
CD-A (OdB FS)
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when

they

discuss

LP

performance? Perhaps the real
answer is no and that they are
using
words
employed
in
conventional audio engineering to
describe something that is subtly
different. To illustrate this, consider a
situation where both an LP/analogue and
CD-A/digital recording are made of a musical
www.hifinews.co.uk
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PN

100 %
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dB

10 %
3.3 %

Noise + Distortion

1 %
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0.33 %

'flat'

0.10 %
0.03 %
0.01 %
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-46dB
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P, dB
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Fig 5. Noise plus distortion versus signal level for LP and CD -A

event. In each case the recorded waveforms are
nominally identical within the engineering limits
shown by Fig 5. In each case the waveform may
contain details which — although tiny — are large
enough to be above the noise-plus-distortion levels of
both systems. Now consider the possibility that some
of these details might go unnoticed by those listening
to the music, but the systematic analogue distortions
and noise alter the details in a way that sometimes
makes them more audible. In such a case the result
might be that some small details of the music become
noticeable with the distorted LP/analogue version, but
remain unnoticed with the CD-A/digital version.
When people refer to being able to hear tiny details
on LP, or it having better dynamics, maybe they aren't
really meaning that it has the ability to record
smaller details than CD-A or literally
provide a higher DR
Perhaps
what
is
happening is that
background noise
or distortion that
occur with LP act
upon the complex
physiology
of
human hearing
in a way that
allows
some
listeners
to
notice details in
the music which
otherwise
wouldn't.

they
Dither

noise can be quite
useful in improving the
performance of CD-A, and
the results may depend upon
the details of the patterns used
as had been indicated by Keith
Howard". Might it be that,
under the right circumstances,
noise or distortion enhances
perception in some ways? At this

Might it be that, under the right
circumstances, noise or distortion
enhances perception?

II

point, that can only be speculation. Some relevant
experiments would be needed to test the idea. But this
alternative view might square the circle of the claims
some people make about LP with its measured
performance expressed in conventional engineering
terms. Maybe both sides are right in their own way
after all, and have just been arguing using different
meanings for the words they use. Perhaps LP is more
'dynamic' than CD-A precisely because it has asmaller
dynamic range! I
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No expense spared in the search for adeck
free of distortion, but is noise the real enemy?
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Table 1: The relative noise levels of LP and CD- A,
both flat ( total noise) and A- weighted ( audibility)
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The QC
Suite

automated testing for a multichannel world

The last decade has witnessed an unprecedented expans,on in the
Linctionality of audio and AV equipment, from relativel}
straightforward two-channel CD players and integrated amplifiers
to highly complex multichannel DVD. SACD
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and universal players with partnering AV
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processors and receivers.
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So why use test gear desig led for stereo
systems? Instead, the QC Suite offers a
unique, multichannel solution for the
development and Quality Control testing of
modern AV equipment. The station
combines configurable analogi,e and digital
outputs plus six channels of 24bit
acquisition ( expandable to 12 channels).

•
•

Intuitive, drag- and-drop interface with pop-up menus.
No programming required - Test parameters are configwed
and Pass Fail limits selected at the click of a mouse.

•

Integrated learning IR remete and serial comms allow for fully
automated, hands free .multichannel Test Sequences.

•

Customised automated report generation, graphical analysis
and printing options.

•
•

Statistical process control enhances functional testing on the

Still testing multichannel equipment with one or

production line.

two- channel test gear? Then book an appointment

Automated Dolby confcrmance testing for OVO players and AV

with the QC Suite and drag- and-drop your way to

processors*.

enhanced productivity.

Only available to Dolby Digital liceincee.s.
"Dolby" is atrademark of Dolby Laboratuies
Licensing Corporation.

MILLER AMMO RESEARCH
Gelling the measure of sound Quality

For more information and to contact us, please visit www.milleraudioresearch.com

Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ • email: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

Supertweeters: who needs ' em?
Your contributors have reviewed several Spendor

reasonably extended system response from

'S' class loudspeakers, and Igather your staff

source to speaker to listener is desirable. But if

like them. You mention in your reviews that all

you compare two identical high- linearity

the Spendor S' speakers use acustom version

systems in which only the high frequency

of aSEAS tweeter. But you do not mention

(tweeter) characteristics are different, audible

whether it is the Excel class of tweeter.

differences are surprisingly small. Our ears
simply aren't very sensitive above about 18kHz.

Iam curious because SEAS rates the

In the real world most tweeters which boast

frequency response of the Excel class of
tweeters up to 25kHz, but the manufacturer of

output to 30kHz and beyond have severe (nasty

the speakers, and your magazine, appear to rate

sounding) peaks and dips in their frequency

it up to only 20KHz. Your pictures in the articles

response both below and above 20kHz; and this

resemble the Excel tweeter.

is clearly audible. Some people are attracted by

It is important because today's multichannel

the artificial 'ambience' and 'detail', others

recordings, and old records, would have plenty

prefer the cleaner more natural sound of the

of energy above the standard rated 20KHz. Yes,

resonance- free system. So be very careful when

Iam aware that Imay not hear those higher

making sound quality judgments as you will

frequencies, but they help reinforce higher

rarely be comparing like with like. If the sound

harmonics which may enrich the listening

is good, chances are the whole system has a

range'. Inotice adifference between records

smooth and resonance- free frequency response.
It has always been standard practice in

and CDs, for example. But you are the experts!

professional recording (both today and

Rene de la Garza, email

especially in the past with vinyl LP recordings)
• Philip Swift, MD of Spendor, responds: The

Spendor's much- praised S6e: the company

to ensure that no spurious 'noise' is recorded

Spendor Sseries loudspeakers use a2/mm

believes resonance-free performance is more

above 20kHz as it can lead to all sorts of

soft dome tweeter manufactured to Spendor's

important than extended treble bandwidth

audible problems.
However, some turntable/cartridge

specification by SEAS. It is not the Excel
model, but like the Excel tweeter it has a

bandwidth. Although we don't specify it, the

combinations and some D/A convertors do

damped and vented rear acoustic chamber to

response actually extends smoothly beyond

generate high- frequency 'rubbish', but our

eliminate internal reflections and to ensure a

20kHz up to about 25kHz.

advice is that your music and multichannel

very low natural resonant frequency.

There has been agood deal of discussion

films will sound much better if you do not hear

about the effect on sound quality when a

for expose your amplifier) to any non-music

because it has avery smooth (resonance- free)

loudspeaker has its frequency response extended

related artefacts — whatever some marketing

frequency response across its whole operating

beyond 20kHz. In principle, asmooth, flat,

people may tell you!

Our tweeter was specifically chosen

Good old Quadraphonic

like to have again the real ' old' quadraphonic

in China ( and elsewhere, like Korea and many

Ashort reply to ' Retro', HiFi News (
p3, Jan]. It

surround-sound with the new media.

other ' little tigers') work much longer hours than

is true, that Quadraphony was afailure — for

Dietrich Rasch, Quadro Action, Hamburg, Germany

we do in the UK and for much less money.

different reasons — but it was the first home

(www.quadro-action.de)

surround- sound, already in the 1970s, and it has

Equally obvious, the governments in many
countries including, but hardly limited to, China

fans till now. Most new surrounders don't know

The China Syndrome

how well quadraphonic music can sound. And by

In response to Mr Ian Dixon (' The China

Mr Dixon and consider the purchase of Chinese

listening to some of the new surround recordings,

syndrome hits hi-fi'. ' Views', Jan:; firstly,

hi-fi as contributing ' to the suffering of afellow

we connoisseurs of the pure four-channel

Shanling is IS09001 cerified and UKAS

human being' we must stop buying almost any

surround of these days, we must say, that

accredited, which implies adherence to certain

goods imported in whole or in part from outside

discrete Quadraphony ( CD- 4records and

minimum industry standards for production

the EU and some of the EU countries as well.

four-channel tapes) will go further in satisfying

quality and quality cortrol. These standards are

by clear, well separated and powerful information

rather incompatible with ' sweatshop' conditions.

in all channels. That is the opposite of some of

Secondly, many brands of hi-fi equipment are

have apoor human rights record. If we agree with

Certainly no more oranges from Israel or
Morocco, no fuel obtained from oil sources in the
Middle East, Africa ( Nigeria especially, but also

the new surround recordings, often with too little

made in China in this Jay and age, including the

Libya and Sudan) or South America. No clothes

information in the rear channels, too little

lower cost lines of many ostensibly ' British'

from countries in the Far East where they are

channel separation and too much reverberation,

manufacturers, all the way to the sub-£ 50 DVD

made under often appaling conditions. Nothing

which produce asmearing sound. So we would

players sod in superrrrkets. Obviously, workers

from Turkey please, given the Kurdish issue. No

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order fo -m.

Back Issues order form
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Address

Postcode

Tel
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I
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£5
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help you to look after your copies of Hi Fi News.
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Back Issues Department.
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Views
brand- name coffee or chocolate ( except FairTrade

'comprehensibility' of dissonances such that they

perhaps). No cloth made in the EU from cotton

became the equivalent of consonances.

imported from countries where the human rights

He graciously granted that while for the time

record is not on the green. In fact one would

being this aim 'seems to increase the listener's

virtually have to avoid buying anything that is not

difficulties, it compensates for this deficiency by

fully manufactured and the raw materials reliably

penalizing the composer' in making his task

sourced from certain EU countries.

more difficult too. But such ' compensation'

And also what happens if one does not agree

hardly helps the poor listener bridge the huge

with the war in Iraq and the treatment of

aesthetic gap between Mahler and Webern. And

prisoners? Should he stop buying American and

as if to emphasise that gap in amanner hardly

British goods as well? Such astance is

suggestive of gradualist continuity, Schoenberg

admirable, if alittle extreme - and if the person
holding such views about hi-fi purchases actually
has no qualms about buying supermarket food,

rules out octave doubling because ' even aslight
Latest gadget? Revox B77 open-reel tape deck

high-street clothing/shoes and drives acar such

Bravo for B77

astance becomes hypocritical.

Currently showing on the Bravo channel is a

On the other hand one might argue that the

reminiscence of... tonal harmony would distract
by creating false expectations'.
So, bearing in mind Schoenberg's own later
tonal compositions, and his advice to pupils

programme entitled Gadgets, Gadgets,

concerning Beethoven, Mozart, etc, Isuggest his

Gadgets' which focuses on new technology and

thinking reveals something more like musical

elsewhere in China contribute significantly in

ideas. I's atouch incbngruous, however, that

schizophrenia than the workings of acreative

raising the standard of living of the people who

their stage set is decotated primarily with a

spirit pursuing an unbroken logical development.

work there and that western investment has

Revox B77 two-channel reel-to-reel tape

At one moment he erects an impregnable

resulted in the Chinese government having

machine, first introduced to the UK market in

iron-curtain between pre and post-serial regimes,

become somewhat more accountable, so that

the late 1970s...

expressing horror that the old might contaminate

excesses seen in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s

Graham RCrawford. Musselburgh, Scotland

the new, then blithely nips across the barrier as

factories in Shenzhen ( like Shanling) and

(when China was largely isolated internationally)

if it were mere hallucination.

are unlikely to be repeated. We believe that

charming set of characters throughout - absolute

greater, not less, trade with China will eventually

icirg on the cake - and so athoroughly good

lead to improved internal policies and conditions

McLover experience for anewbie owner.

for our 'fellow human beings'.
Matthew Jameson, Real HiFi (importer of Shanling)

Audio Classics delight
Well, Ken got it right again, this time in the

The morning and ( post- Mac) afternoon visits to
the shop itself offered everything Ken had said -

Rob Lichfield, Dartford

DualDiscs Downunder?
Isee once again any chance of DVD-A sales
getting off the ground in Europe have been

and more of course. The variety and age range

almost wiped out by the patent problems with

were phenomenal. As fcr the purchase itself, the

the DualDisc format [' Patent problems halt

nformation, organisation and packaging and

DualDisc releases', Feb]. Here in Australia there

November 2004 issue. The Audio Classics article

shipping were totally professionally carried out. I

is almost an obsession with new products yet you

was sheer bait to any potential McIntosh person,

an now about to begin what may be amarathon

would be lucky to find any stores outside the

and by the time Ihad seen Ken's photos and

trialing session! My highest commendations to

main centres stocking SACD/DVD-As and these

text, Iwas off to the website.

Audio classics and to Ken for showing this path!

are not exactly selling well whereas the sales of

Richarl HBarton, New Zealand

CDs continue at asteady pace. Most people own

This is agreat website, including apeople
gallery of the staff! Ilooked at the equipment. I

systems where the advantages of these formats,

chose Frank Gow as the McIntosh-question

Schoenberg serial

contact. He gave me advice perfectly tailored to

Referring to the letter about Schoenberg from JL

appreciated. The few who own top quality

my situation... and Ibought aMcIntosh MC275

Wilson in the January issue, Ihope that Mr

systems, which could take full advantage of

-by email. This was arelatively big financial

Crabbe will respond [
see '
Views', Feb - Ed]. But

these new formats, would also be able to achieve

decision for me, as aquasi-academic.

there is one aspect of the matter I'd like to raise.

better results than average on normal CDs. The

This is that the composer's own explanation of

systems which produce the best results from CD

work would unexpectedly take me to Washington

the 12-tone philosophy as set out in his 1950

are usually highly priced and out of range for

DC and New Jersey the following week. An

book Sty!e & Idea fails to fit JLW's notion of an

most music lovers. For example, the Nagra DAC

immediate offer was made, of not only ahosted

unbroken musical progression.

referred to in your February edition shows how

Quite by chance, alittle later Imentioned that

shop visit, but afull tour of the McIntosh

In defiance of his declaration that there was

apart from the 5.1 option, could never really be

few achieve the full potential of CD making one

factory! Too good to refuse! Frank organised

much good diatonic music still to be written.

wonder if these new formats really have much to

accommodation and tours; Iflew in to

Schoenberg stated that the expansion of

offer in terms of improved musical quality. Iown

Binghamton ( home of McIntosh), and taxied

chromaticism had freed dissonance to the point

aMeridian 598- based system and Meridian is

($18 puny dollars, via the colourful autumnal

where 'aradical change in compositional

very much behind the DVD-A format yet without

countryside) to Vestal, NY.

technique' nad become ' necessary', and that

suitable software available Ihave to rely mainly

works in the new style ' differed from all

on CD purchases for music listening. Iknow

tour de force technically, as well as afascinating

preceding music, not only harmonically but also

SACD sales are greater but even these have not

and pleasant recapitulation of history and

melodically, thematically and motively.' Also, the

really made agreat impact with the majority.

quality-oriented technical advance.., with a

aim of such works was to promote the

1EWatkins, Australia

The McIntosh factory tour that afternoon was a

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using email are
asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be pub'ished) Letters seeking advice will be answered, resodrces permitting, and at our discretion, but we regret that
we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We -egret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
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The New B-250 Preamp From Densen
The new reference preamplifier from Densen is perhaps

Technical features:

the most advanced stereo preamp available. It is filled

-Line inputs: 4 sets + 2tape loops

with advanced solutions, which all share the goal of

-Preamp outputs: 4 sets

giving you even more musicality. The volume is controlled

-Power supply size: 3x20 VA

by on extremely precise attenuator made of

-Storage capacity: 100.000 uF

Vishay

metalfilm resistors, which is switched by relays controlled

-Output stage: 6watt class A amp with zero

by the microprocessor. This type of volumecontrol is

feedback

superior to any ordinary volumecontrol. The attenuator

-Upgradeable internal CPU unit

cont3ins no less than 200 steps!

-Upgradeable to surround with add-on board

New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230

-Ready for Densen's DP-03 & DP-06 phono stages
Flexibility and upgradeability are keywords for the B-250.

-Ready for the Gizmo system remote

It contains socket for the SA Board for surround which

-Ready for multiroom

expands this high end stereo pre amp to have a 7.1 input

-Ready for intelligent communication via the

and o 7.1 outout. Now you can connect a SACD player

DenLink cable

or surround processor directly. You can also expand with

-Upgradeable with external power supply

MM and MC stages and an external powersupply. The

-Available in black with gold or chrome buttons or

amplification stages are all completely new designs,

albino silver chassis.

based on advanced class A circuitry, which have been

-Lifetime warranty

encapsulated on the board to avoid any kind of
inter'erence with the delicate signal. All this results in an
unsurpassed precision, refinement and musicality which is

3,000
LIFE IS TOO SHORT FOR BORING HI- Fl

truly outstanding by any standards.
Densen - Lundeve' 10 - 6705 Esber . 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk - www.densen.com

Competition

Have you won this stunning

£12,500 system?
Check your lucky number on the cover to find out!
WIN this dream system!
We've chosen an absolutely mindblowing
LP- playing system as our £ 12,500 First
Prize. We've put together acombination of
the most charismatic brands in the business
to create ahigh- end system that will be the
envy of everyone who sees it. In fact, it's a
classic system in every department.
Oracle Delphi Mk Vturntable (£ 4000)
Arguably just the most elegant turntable
money can buy, developed over 25 years and
now in Mk Vform, in this case complete with
the latest optional Turbo power supply.

SME Series IV tonearm (£ 1184)
Superlative engineering is SME's trademark:
Visually and sonically, the silver- finished SME
IV is aperfect match for the Oracle deck.

Ortofon Kontrapunkt B cartridge (£ 750)
Ortofon pioneered the moving- coil principle for
phono cartridges; the Kontrapunkt range has
won the Danish company's universal acclaim.

Krell KAV 400xi (£ 268)
Compact by Krell standards, the sleek and
urbane- looking KAV 400xi weighs in at 14kg
and puts out abeefy 200 watts per channel.

Krell Standard KPE phono pre (£ 1150)
Actually part of Krell's Class A series, this
phono stage is built to the usual Krell
'battleship' standards.

MartinLogan Clarity speakers (£ 2498)
MartinLogan has managed to turn high- end
hi-fi loudspeakers into style icons. The Clarity
combines the clear, effortless sound of
electrostatic panels with superb design.

Your chance to win a £ 12,500 hi-fi system is only a
phone call away. HiFi News is offering acomplete highend system from some of the world's leading hi-fi brands

Interconnects and cables (£ 220)
The system will be completed with basic

How to win

IF YOU'RE A WINNER: write your name and

To check whether you are awinner, phone our

interconnects and speaker cables.

address on asheet of paper then attach it to a

hotline 0906 205 2469. Listen to the list of 12

photocopy of your HiFi News front cover featuring

numbers that will be read out. If your number

your winning numbers code. Send it to: Winning

£2300 RUNNER-UP prizes!
Runner-up prizes offered are three Ortofon
Kontrapunkt A m- ccartridges each worth
£500, plus eight prizes of £ 100 in cash.
And ten callers will each receive ayear's
subscription to HiFi News.

matches one of the first 8 numbers to be read

Numbers, HiFi News, IPC Media, PO Box 531,

out, you have won arunner-up prize of £ 100

Croydon, Surrey. CR9 2ZA, to arrive no later than

cash. If your number is one of the next three

7May 2005. DO NOT send the original cover, as it

numbers, you have won a £ 500 Ortofon

will be needed later for verification purposes.

Kontrapunkt Bcartridge. If your number. printed
on the cover of this magazine, matches the final

DON'T DELAY: phone lines open at Barri on 25

number to be read out, you have won £ 12,500

February 2005 and close at midnight or 30 April

worth of hi-fi equipment. If you don't have a

2005; all claims to be received by 7May 2005.

winning number, leave your name and address

For afree front cover write in by 2April 2005.

details at the end of your call and we will

List of winning numbers available from 25

randomly select 10 callers who will each win one
year's subscription to HiFi News worth £45.60

February 2005. Calls cost £ 1per minute and last
approximately 2.5 minutes. Texts cost £ 1per
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist
Here's our vital buying guide section —
HFN's listing of the finest components that
we've reviewed, updated every month. You'll find
the emphasis here is on real value for money — which doesn't
always mean the lowest-cost options — but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that genuinely justify their
sometimes frightening price tags, by offering a true advance in
sound quality for the audiophile. Listed are the issue date (month/
year) where you can track down the original review, and the author's
initials. To track down the full-length review contact our
Back Issues service, 01733 370800, mvw.mags-uk.com, or check
out our review reprints service by visiting www.hi-finews.co.uk.

CD players

Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

I

An improvement on the CD23, but now using mu tiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While

Arcam CD33

— multi-format

Arcam Diva
CD73
Cambridge
C340C Azur

machines st.uggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off
here with acomfortable, smooth arid civilised sotnd . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the

£250

904
AH

most challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

'7 02
AH

concluded, ' It's not its lushness aridd smooth ride tat make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£700

703
DB

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

£5000/
6500

2,99
All

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sour owholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

Inca Tech
Katana SE

£995

2154
DA

cextenty and energy that truly b-ings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust- listen concluded DA.

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£20110

Ina3
DA

sound quality that you'd swear these were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£899

8/04
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

£7050

0/03
MC

Top-of the-range two-box CD ieplay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or
otherwise- according to Marlin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

£825

004
.aids

many listeners this translatas into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.

$1100/
$800

1/01
JA

musicians. The P- 1A is the Idler. used as an interpcdating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonty in UK

Rotel RCD-02

£380

'002
ads

receivers, it hasn't forsaker CD/:wc-channel users If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

dCS Purcell/
Delius

Naim CDS3
Naim CD5i
Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

/03

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,
Purcell is aD/D converter that 'upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced output•àto boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price- point thanks to thrilling vocals and a

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Na im's most affordable player excels in the areas fi7 which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
Rotel has long been respect1 for its UK-designed. Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV

-

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinytthrough atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam
DV79

£1000

04
/01

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

03
PSI

Made an excellent impression against, some heavywéght contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent

£850

903
PM

Smooth and natural-sounding on bcth DVD-A and SACO, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video

£1500

11,02
PM

Pioneer
DV-868AV'

£1000

02/04
PIA

scaler providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting . mages. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

Sony
XA9000ES

£2400

05/34
PM

sound with the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.

Denon
DVD-2900
Marantz
DV8300

hifinews.co.uk

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Its depth of field, fine eye for deta il and subtle textures place you in the thick of the action while sonically this player offers just about the most
convincing multichannel DVD-Audio performace heard to date. Rises to meet the challenges of the very best display systems, to boot.
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price. but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
performance. Lacking the propriet&y Denon digital Ink of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV- 747A, but with added Maranta touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Despite prosaic looks, technob& on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD
Sonys current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced
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Naim NAC 202/NAP 200

buyer's shortlist

£1400/£1385
If you've only ever dreamed of owning a Naim pre-/power
amplifier, take a look at this under-£3000 pairing. A
well-executed design boasting excellent musical and
rhythmic abilities, as we've come to expect from this
brand. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more
than compensates, ensuring that music is both involving
and hugely enjoyable. Bomb-proof build and offers plenty
of user-friendly features.

Turntables
Make/model

Price

Tested

Avid Diva

12/04

Clearaudio
Champion

03/01

Linn LP12

10/97

1H

AH

KK

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

£2413

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

Pro-lect
RPM 9X
Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

Price

Arcam DT81

£650

Creek T43

£400

Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£3750
£600
£330

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stabilily., the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhytlrnic groove' and pace. With black acrylic base
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC mctor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tignter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply. and with either Akito or Ckos tonearms.
Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supplythat offers the best of both worlds : nthat it brings the pace arxi toe-tapping tirringof
the company's AC-powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC uràt.
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm ano Ortofon n- m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccic bass, just clean, ratie crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, eke DebLt Pfrono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).
Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesydan acrylic platter. Result is apresentation rovirggreater flow, air and lucidity with improved

TB

definition beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with originatmodel along with complete banishment of grain.

u7/04
DA

2004

£850

the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger mocielt, and tie sound is not far behind them either.

09/04

A ards

Tuners

Magnum
Dynalab MD106

07/00
TB

KN

Rega P2

Make/model

AH

12/99

SME Model 10

Roksan
Radius 5

01/05

How we rate it
Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and ever to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to

11/03
AH

Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA,the M Vcan still show some very costly dec:ks r• tniFig or two, and suspension tuning problems
are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks grea:hui costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of theclassic Sees Vtonearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK. 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replayvia vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the nusic and nothing elm'.
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was te usual ,:
lioice for those who couldn't afford aLim.. Design principle; are unchanged
(there's still no subchassis) but the P2 remains

good

bUy i
ryour sonic

priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.

Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksar deck offers a ' Isten-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect real dynamic
contrast and timbre I
colouring, with nature Ily-saunding frequency response without treble Ift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Tested How we rate it
1/02
AH
9/01
IA
2004
Awards
9/01
IH
7/03
AH

With better controls than previous mocels, the DTB1 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, cetittct way of opening up abroadcast makes Ihis arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality,wrth atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and ON. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and sta be.. excellent value.'
Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital syntresiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive for
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as-AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'

I

Three wavebands and RDS; for IH the soundwas 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellentclepth of image' it aIdle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but Sounds SU perb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner ¡
ri the .;ame package. USB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themse.ves — atop-d'awer product.

Michell Orbe NC

£2413

Michell Engineering's top deck is now
sounding better than ever. The longrunning and much- loved Michell Orbe
turntable has received an effective revamp
courtesy of a new Controller NC (' Never
Connected') DC power supply. Careful
comparisons showed that the new version
offers the best of both worlds — it brings
you the pace and toe-tapping timing of the

106

APR IL 200

company's original AC-powered unit yet
retains the greater realism and naturalness
gained by the DC unit which preceded the
Controller NC. And if you already have an
Orbe with VC power supply, it can be
upgiaded to the new spec: the cost is
£235 ( for decks which already have a DC
motor) or £835 (where an AC synchronous
motor has to be replaced).
www.hifinews.co.uk

Amplifiers
Make/model

Arcam FMJA32
ArcamA85

Price

Tested

£1100
£100

rA

VS110

""""

Audio Research
Ref Two
AS Passion
Ultimate

nn,

£10,000

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

B ryston 3B- SST

£1725

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2
COnrad-Johnson

Premier 350
Croft Vitale

£5000
£8000

£1500

GRAAF GM50F3

£395u

Icon Audio
Stereo 40

£99 0

Krell Km_

300i1

KrelIKAV 400xi
Music First
Audio Passive
Musical
Fidelit A3.2
Musical
Fidelity kW 500
Musical
Fidelity X-150

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the
most of

roj

speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

Remote-contro185W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

All

Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

1/03

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

DEI

spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

v09

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-of-

MC

the-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

;
el

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to

MC

"
Pc°
AG

q/03
GA

light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

99
i

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SPM1200C uses aswIched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

All

transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

icg

mc

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2,
detail was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

11114

First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced,

riic

fluid midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

/
,
,jo
KK

...

134
0

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation
offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
This gorgeous- looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market
thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

£390.

.;,,
o4
B
1
pi
KA

Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

£2698

'
,04

This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch

1)B

drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

U

E1

, ,,,,
i,'04
An

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.
TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
have ever heard from the
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I

utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added
features from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

£1000

,,, /
03
bx

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

£4000

,
,,,
a
,g
DB

with no loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

£80 "
,

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1400/
£1385

Naim NAC 552

£11,150

Nairn NAC
112/NAP 150

025/
£750

Naim NAIT 5

£800

,
,/(1,1

im

.
09
KB

i
/
104
B
'UO3
1G
03/02
AB
ovoi
AH

Pass Labs X350

£9950

Pathos TT RR

£3250

Primare A30.1

1/02
AG

£350

EAR 864

it

£1500

Quad QC
24/11-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

um/
£350

TacT Audio
RCS 2.2X

£3195

www.hifinews.co.uk

02/00
AG
08/99
KH

(hi%
AG

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality tco.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push- put monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8016 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb-proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W ( we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion ard accurate channel balance throughout its range.

u

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (
40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Cg/03

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
If

08

,.,

DAM

inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the
l
istening

position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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Loudspeakers

Make/model

Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£1,
50

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Avalon Eidolon

£23 ,
000

B&W
DM603 S3

£600

£180

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£ ,n

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has hom-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

Sil

sensitivity of 1C0dB/W.SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

/o3
MC

I2/ca
12/01
AG

(m/01
AH
01/02

Jamo

£1500
£11 , 000
£1995

f,aroi
noi
:...unis
rj5/95
MC

ri5/02
AG

02/04
AG
01/05
DA

£635

£8910

MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500

PMC DB1+

£625

PMC GB I

£995

11/01

£4000
£500

Ruark Etude
Ruark
Prologue

£950

£22,000

Spendor S6e

£1495

TannoY
Dimension TD12

„, nn
In

31"

£840

Totem Arro

£120

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

Wilson WATT/
, £22 500
Puppy System i
'

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' Only

by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with

the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth
and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.
One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly
natural and transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.
Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,
when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

MC

,
.,8/03
DA
11/04

Km
10/04

1/00
1
' 1«

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals
reveals BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.
PMC builds on the success of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few
compromises when it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.
Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

j5/02

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

AG

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

'woo

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

,,4104
MC/Oil

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry

11
/04

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange

MC
imi
MC
ougg
AH

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the suba 150W amp and 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

£5000

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

Ail

AG

Sonus Faber
Cremona

simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

dill()

DA

Quad ESL-989

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

£1300

MartinLogan
Prodigy

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

08/00

Ha rbeth
Compact 7ES

Linn Katan

music in most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.

£2460

£500

Leem aAcoustics
Xavier

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

AG

1Mla b
Utopia Alto Be

with the tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technoloe,are of the highest quality.

TB

£150

Epos MI2

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics

'''"

KK

Energy
Encore 2

How we rate it

ii5/00

AG

B&W DM303

108

Tested

of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
performance was especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around
the speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the sea mlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

,/ol&
12/01

An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG

,1 6/ 0
3

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open

All

10/99
AG

and his panel thought its strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
midband and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

2/02

Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more

MC

dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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VISION
With over 30 years experience,
SEVENOAKS Sound & Vision is one of the

NEW STORES

largest and most respected AudioNisual
retailers in the country.

ABERDEEN

ABERDEEN ( NEW)
BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store stocks a

BRISTOL
BROMLEY

57 CROWN STREET 01224 252797
Situated on Crown Street, the store has three

wide range of quality products, covering all
categories of specialist home entertainment,

CAMBRIDGE

fantastic demonstration areas where you can audition the very best in
home cinema and hi-fi. Easy parking available at the rear of the store.

from Hli-Fi separates and systems to DVD
recorders, widescreen plasma televisions and
projection systems.

CHELSEA

SWINDON

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD 01793 610992
The Swindon store has reopened after ashort break with an improved
range of the best in hi-fi and home cinema. The excellent facilities and
quality of service remain the same. The store is close to the town centre
with parking nearby.

NEW

YAMAHA introduces a
revolutionary home cinema
system, the YSP-1 Digital
Sound Projector.
Featuring an array of 40
drivers and two woofers driven by
digital amplifiers with steering logic,
the slim, wall- mountable YSP-1 delivers highquality surround sound, making it an ideal match
for flat panel displays in home cinema installations.

Our fully trained installation experts can neatly
and seamlessly integrate ahome cinema or h-fi
system into your home. All electronics can be
hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted
either in the wall or ceiling and the complete
system operated via remote control.
Whatever your requirements, Sevenoaks Sound
& Vision has adiverse range of products and the
expertise to advise, demonstrate and guide you
through the home entertainment jungle.

CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY
CROYDON
EALING
EDINBURGH
EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH
KINGSTON

• THE BEST PERFORMANCE

LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN

• THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH

• THE WIDEST RANGE
YAMAHA
Y5P-1 f799.95

CARDIFF

NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD

...AND TOTAL PEACE OF MIND

PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE
PRESTON

NEW ARCAM SOLO ALL- IN- ONE MUSIC SYSTEM

READING

SOLO represents the best of Arcam music technology housed in one sleek,

SEVENOAKS

easy-to-operate system. Featuring an audiophile CD player, a 50 WPC
amplifier combined with a DAB digital radio and a high quality FM tuner,
the SOLO music system will captivate all who listen.

SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWINDON ( NEW)
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WILMSLOW ( OPENING SOON)
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON

49 STORES NATIONVVIDE

vvvvvv.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
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MULTI- ROOM AUDIO
Cyrus Link RANGE

fCALL

Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE

CALI.
fCALI.

DVD PLAYERS
MALE N MODEL

Arcam

REGRIN IMULTI REGIOG

VA DV78

Arcam
Arcam

£699.95 £ 699.95

DV79 .
DV29

Cyrus . D8

£999.95 £ 999.95
£1599.95 £ 1599.95
£1199.95 £ 1199.95

Denon DVD-1710
Denon DVD-1910

ECALL
ECALL

ECALL
ECALL

Denon DVD-2910 Universal £ CALL

ECALL

Denon DVD-3910 Universal
Denon DVD-Al 1
Denon DVD-A1xv

ECALL

ECALL

£ CALL
fCALL

ECALL
ECALL

Harman Kardon DVD22

Goldring

Marantz ' ' . jO

iRl

£ 139.95

Linn

fCALL

Michell
Project

SE/9B300
rbut Phono SB
.

Project

but Ill ( Black)

Project

.

Xpression

Roksan , idius 5 (Wood)

£ 1049.95
£ 169.95
.

£ 129.95

.

£ 209.95

..

£ 749.95

TUNERS
Arcam DIVA 161

......

.

Arcam DIVA DT91 DAB/FM
Cyrus FM X
Denon TU260L MKI

£ 229.95
£ 449.95

£ 499.95
£ 99.95

Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/AAVFM . £ 249.95
Marantz
Pure
ILS DAB

£ 99.95
£ 189.95

Pure DRX-702E5 DAB/FM

£ 269.95

CD PLAYERS
Arcam DIVA CD731
Arcam

,VA

£ 399.95

CD192

£ 849.95

Arcam MJ CD337
Cyrus CD6
Cyrus CD8 X
Cyrus DAC X

£ 1349.95
£ 599.95
£ 999.95
£ 1099.95

Denon DCD485
Linn
IGE
Marantz

05400

£ 119.95

Meridian \ MGE
Musical Fidelity X-Ray

£ 119.95
E CALL
£ CALL

.

Musical Fidelity A5

£ 899.95
£ 1499.95

Quad 99 CD-P

£ 999.95

Roksan Kandy KD1 MKIII
£ 649.95
Roksan Caspian M
£ 1099.95
Rotel RCD32
Rotel RC

£ 379.95

D1072

£ 594.95

..

ECALL
£ 399.95

Musical Fidelity X-150

£ 799.95
£ 549.95

Quad 999 Power

£899.95
£ 649.95

Roksan Caspian M
£ 999.95
Roksan Caspian M Pre/Stereo Power . £ 1999.95
Rotel R0-31
£249.95
32

£ 349.95

Rotel

£ 499.95

Rotel

Rotel 3A-1062

£ 594.95

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One .
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

£129.95
£249.95

Acoustic Energy Mite Two
Acoustic Energy Aelite Three

£449.95
£749.95

Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII
AVlGrutjr,iV

Cyrus tus

£ 599.95

Cyrus 8vs
Cyrus Pre X vs Pre

£ 799.95
£ 1099.95
(Each) £)' 199.95
£ 169.95
fCALL

Marante PM4400

£ 139.95

fCALL

Pioneer :,' V668Av Universal

ECALL

fCALL

Pioneer DV868Avi Universal

fCALL

fCALL

Yamaha DVD-S550

ECALL

fCALL

Yamaha DVD-S1500

FCALL

fCALL

DVD RECORDERS
MANENMODEL

ONION) MOLLI REGION

Panasonic DMR-E55

£ 199.95 £ 219.95

Panasonic DMR-E65 . .
Panasonic DMR-E85
Panasonic DMR-E95
Panasonic DMR-E500
Pioneer l'OR220 .

.

fCALL

fCALL

fCALL

£ CALL
ECALL
fCALL
ECALL
£199.95 £219.95

Pioneer ..
,VR-320
Pioneer ,VR-420H .
Pioneer )'JR520H
Pioneer ) VR-720H .

ECALL

fCALL
fCALL

ECALL
ECALL

£ CALL
fCALL

ECALL
fCALL

ECALL

fCALL

AN AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS
Arcam AVR250 AN Receiver

£ 1999.95
ECALL
ECALL
fCAL..
CALL
£ 129.95
£299.95

Monitor Audio Giver S6
Monitor Audio Giver S8

Denon AVR2105 AN Receiver
ec
Denon AVR2805 NV Receiver
Denon AVR3805 AN Receiver

E
ECALL
CALL
ECAL

Harman Kardon AVR330 AN Receiver
Harman Kardog AVR630 AN Receiver

£ CALLL
£ CALL

£ 199.95
£ 299.95

Harman Kardon DPR2005 AN Receiver
Lexicon
•

£ 99.95
£ 799.95

Marantz . 11500 AN Receiver
Pioneer .' SX-0814 AN Receiver
Pioneer . SX-2014i NV Receiver
Pioneer ,' SX-AX5Ai AN Receiver

£ 379.95
£499.95
£ 894.95
fCALL
£ 179.95

HI-FI SYSTEMS
lo Ex Speakers ..
1Ex Speakers
I
01 Ex Speakers

Denon ' 131 Ex Speakers
Linn

kMusic Ex Speakers ..

£999.95
f479.95
£299.95
£189.95
E
CALL

DVD SYSTEMS

CALL

Monitor Audio *onze B2 AV
Monitor Audio Gonze 64 AV

Rotel RSX1056 AN Receiver

ECALL

Quad

les

£ CALL
£ 1899.95

Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP
Yamaha < SP- 1Sound Projector

£499.95
f799.95

SUBWOOFERS
B&W
•
'
Ml Acoustics RANGE

£949.95
£ CALL

M&K • • ...GE
Quad LSeries

CALL
ECALL

REL Q150E MKII (Brittex Black)

£.499.95

REL Q201E ( Brittex Black)
REL 0400E ( Brittex Black)

£724.95
f999.95

REL Quake ( Brittex Black)
REL Stampede (Black)

£ 349.95
£ 549.95

REL
5 (Brittex Black)
REL • • • rV (Wood Finishes)

£ 699.95
£ 999.95

Wharfedale Diamond SW150

f249.95

PLASMA
Fujitsu

ANGE

ECALL

Hitachi

2PD5200 32"

ECALL

Hitachi l2PD5200 42"
Hitachi 5PMA550TE 55"

ECALL
ECALL

Panasonic TH37PW7B 37"

ECALL

Panasonic TI-142PVV7B 42"

£ CALL

Panasonic TH37PE3OB 37"

£ CALL

Panasonic TI-142PE3013 42"

CALL

Panasonic TH5OPV30B 50"
Pioneer ,DP435FDE 43"

CALL
CALL

Pioneer

,DP435XDE

43"

Pioneer PDP505XDE 50"
Toshiba • 2VVP46 42"

£ CALL
CALL
[ CALL

£ CALL
ECALL

Panasonic TX26LXD1 26"
Panasonic TX32LXD1 32"
Sharp Aquos LC-26GA5 26"

ECALL

Sharp Aquos LC-32GA5 32"
Sharp Aquos LC- 32G01 32"

£ CALL
E
CALL

Sharp Aquas LC- 37G01 37"
Sharp Aquin LC-37GA5 37"

ECALL
ECALL
ECALL

Sharp Aquas LC-45G01 45"
Toshiba RANG E

ECALL
[CALL

11 ECTORS
Screenplay SP4805 DLP
Screenplay SP5700 DLP

£ 1199.95

ECALL
E799.95
£949.95

Monitor Audio Radius
Mordaunt Short Genie

f CALLL

FCALL

EGALL

Mission ' rote e82 7.1 Package

( CALLL
£ CALL

Pioneer VSA-AX10Ai AN Amplifier £ CALL

ECALL

Screenplay SP7205 DLP
Screenplay 51)777 DLP

£ CALL
CALL
CALL

Sharp XV-Z91E DLP
Sharp XV2200/201 DLP

fCALL
CAL
E
CA

Rotel RSX1067 AN Receiver . £ 1799.95
Rotel RSP1098 AN Processor . £2294.95
Yamaha DSP-AX750SE NV Amplifier
CALL

Sharp XVZ2000 DLP
Sim 2Domino 18 DLP
mino 20-H HDMI DLP

££ CALL
£ CALL

Yamaha DSP-Z9 AN Amplifier
Yamaha RX-V550 NV Receiver
Yamaha RX-V650 AN Receiver

ECALL
CA
EE CALL

Sim 2 ,, nino 30-H HDMI DLP
Sim 2i3T300E DLP

£ CALL
ECALL

Yamaha RX-Vl SOURDS AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V2500RDS AN Receiver

ECALL

ThemeScene H30A Cinema DLP
ThemeScene H57 Cinema DLP

ECALL

\` SF"-« ERS & PACKAGES

Denon [' HT-500SD Inc 5.1 Speaker

ECAL..

Acoustic Energy Evo 38
Acoustic Energy Aego P5A1

Denon DPIT-550SD Inc 5.1 Speaker P.,

£CAL..
£CAL..

Acoustic Energy Aelite 5.1
Artcoustic RANGE

KEF KITICO Inc Speakers

CALL
£ CALL

Marantz , R5500 AN Receiver

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10
£ 799.95
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 60 .... £ 1999.95

Arcam
Denon
Denon

f999.95

Mission '. 1Cube AV Package (ex stands)

LCD TV

Wharf edale Diamond 9.1

£849.95
£ 1199.95

fCALL

CALL

CALL
fCALL
fCALL

Hitachi '),1D5200 28"
Panasonic TX22LX2 22"

Monitor Audio Bronze B2
Monitor Audio siver Si

Ruark - IGE

Arcarn DiVA A90
Arcam FMI A32

fCALL

£ CA.LL
CALI.

m&K
Mission . 130 AV Package
Mission '. 13i AV Package

Arcam AV8/P7 AN Processor/Power £ 5749.95
Cyrus AV8 AN Processor
£ 1099.95
Denon AVC-A1XV AN Amplifier
£ CALL
Denon AVR1705 AN Receiver
ECALL
Denon AVRI905 AN Receiver
CALL

Mission
31i
Mission - 34i

£479.95

£ 389.95
£ 599.95

1370

fCALL

REF KFIT5005
KEF Q7 AV

£ 249.95
£ 299.95
£ 899.95

Meridian RANGE

£.199.95

Arum DiVA A65 Phis
Arcam DiVA A80

..

£299.95

REF KHT2005.2

Arcam AVR300 AN Receiver
£ 1299.95
Arcam AVP700/P1000 AN Processor/Power
TBA

KEF D RANGE
REF ,(
C) RANGE
Linn ' ,.% GGE

Pioneer PDR609 CD-RW

AMPLIFIERS

ECALL
fCALL

£849.95

REF KHT1005

FROM £ 1699.95
£499.95

DA4b01 53
B&W DM602 S3
B&W 705
B&W 703

fCALL
£ CALL

Pioneer DVR-920H

SPEAKERS

Yamaha CDR-HD1300/II

Cyrus Mono X Power
Denon PMA355
Linn RANGE

£ 1499.95

Quad 99 Power

Quad
Quad
•
Quad

CD RECORDERS

£239.95

Roksan K3ndy KA1 MKIII

fCALL

Marantz
Meridian RANGE

Pioneer .7575A Universal

Meridian , E
Musical Fidelity X-80
Musical Fidelity AS

fCALL

£ CALL

Pioneer

Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to
confirm or visit wvvw.sevenoakssoundandvision before travelling.

TURNTABLES

CALL

Harman Kardon DVD31

B&W VM1/A51

£679.95
£ 449.95
E1894.95
ECALL

Sim 2

Sim 2HT500 Link DLP

ECALL
£ CALL
fE CALL
CALL

ThemeScene H77 Cinema DLP . .

REMOTE CONTROLS
Marantz .11 5400

E399.95

Marantz < 9500

£799.95

Philips ', Tito RU1000

£1399.95

The Magnificent Seven

Visit the special offers page on our website for some fantastic
savings on new and ex-demonstration equipment,
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click-on Special Offers

L

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our

The right accessories can

0

prices are highly competitive.

make or break your hi-fi or

In the event you can find the sane

home cinema system.

products and excellent service at a

Our carefully selected range will

lower price, please bring it to our

ensure you get the very best

store managers' attention.

performance from your sys-.em

PRICING
POLICY

%

FINANCE
OPTION*

Spread the cost of buying.

Some products/brands are not available

0% finance option' is available on
the majority of products we stock

visit our website before travelling.

•10frittien dotent en mitent,. Licensed credit
bruitera. Minimum balance 1400. Sulitect to

2

PLEASE
NOTE
at all stores. Please
'Added Value Offers

call to confirm

or

From range available

in-store Not in coniunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 07104/2005, E&OE.

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks HiFi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the leading
independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a reputation for
outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting our commitment to the
emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound
& Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land stocking abroad range of exceptional
equipment and accessories.

How to shop at Sevenoaks

ABERDEEN 01224 252797 NEW

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

•57 CROWN STREET OPENS-MAY

•69 HIGH ST, CrTY CENTRE OPENSUNDAY

BEDFORD 01234 272779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

•29-31 ST PETERS STREET

•19 NEWGATE STREE

BIRMINGHAM 0121 233 2977

NORWICH 01603 767605

•ARCH 12, LIVERY STREET

•29-29A ST GILES SWEET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

•57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

•597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very same discs
or records, That way you can readily compare levels of performance. However, if you prefer,

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

OXFORD 01865 241773

we can supply aselection of demo discs - current mainstream entertainment that serves to

•928 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

•41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

highlight the capabilities of the equipment.

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

•39A FAST STREET

•36-38 PARK ROAD OPENSUNDAY

•JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies available, or
would like more information about installation options, simply let us know and our staff will

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011

•17 BURLEIGH STREET

•107 CORNWALL STREET

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899

POOLE 01202 671677

•104-106 ALBANY ROAD

•LATIMER HOUSE, 4z-46 HIGH STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

PRESTON 01772 825777

•403 KINGS ROAD

•40-41 LUNE STREET OPENSUIDAY

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

READING 0118 959 7768

•14 PfTTVILLE STREET

•3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPFING CENTRE

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

•32 THE BOULEVARD °
MUM«

•109-113 LONDON ROAD

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

•369-373 LONDON ROAD °MUM«

•635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELLY OPENSUNOu

EALING 020 8579 8777

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

•24 THE GREEN °
KOSKI«

•149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

•5THE GRASSMARKET

•33 LONDON ROAD

EPSOM 01372 720720

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

•12 UPPER HIGH STREET °
memo,

•79-81 CHASE SIDE

EXETER 01392 218895

STAINES 01784 460777

•28 COVVICK STREET

•4THAMES STREET °
MUMMY

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

SWINDON 01793 610992 NEW

•88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD °Kristian,

•8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

•738 NORTH STREET

•21 NORTHWAYS PDE, FINCHLEY RD OPENSUNDAY

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543

•144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

•28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

WATFORD 01923 213533

IPSWICH 01473 286977

VVEYBRIDGE 01932 828525
•43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT OPENSUAVAY

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

WILMSLOW 01625 419747 °"G

•43 FIFE ROAD OPENSUMY

ION
•3-5 GROVE STREE - • SUBWr TO LEGAL COMPLET

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1THE GROVE CENTRE

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE

road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing the products in
action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to help you choose. To get
the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience, simply follow this checklist:
•ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve sound or
picture quality, or are you looking for amore fundamental and comprehensive upgrade?
•BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU - To ensure you get the most from the

be happy to help you out.
•TAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so please
take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.

HiFi & Home Cinema
Guide - 2005 Edition
Pick-up acopy of our New 72 Page Guide
at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order acopy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you (UK mainland
addresses only) free of charge.

Custom Installation
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the
integration of ahome cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and
seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away,
speakers discreetly mounted
either in the wall or ceiling and
the complete system operated via
remote control.
Our installation experts are fully
trained to the highest standards
in all areas and provide a
prompt, reliable and professional
service. Whether you're looking for amulti-room system, adedicated
home cinema installation with aretractable screen and built-in speakers or
an integrated control or lighting
system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has
adiverse range of products available to
cater for all your requirements.

•478 ST ALBANS ROAD OPENSUMAY

•12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

•62 NORTH STREET OPOISUNDAY

When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for actually

FREE
CUSTOM INSTALLATION BROCHURE
available now from your nearest store
or via our website.

Sevenoaks VVebsite

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group

•29-30 CLEVELAND STREET OPENS/AMY

and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. In addition, there are hundreds of
SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide -

LINCOLN 01522 527397
•20-22 CORPORATION STREET (
OFF IMNSIREE7)

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366
•96 WEEK STREET MUMMY

many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit
www.sevenoalcssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers

OPENING HOURS:
PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL
Insert store locationlesevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

vvvvvv.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS

COVER YOUR DECK
With its much-appreciated range
of high quality turntable covers,
ClearCover filled areal market
need - but the company has
unfortunately gone out of
business. Now the Accessories
Club, in conjunction with SRM,
has responded, with two covers
designed tofit most current
turntables, piusa custom
building service for other sizes.
The covers sit over rather than
on the turntable. Made from
4mm clear acrylic, the design
includes a20mm cut out across
the rear lower edge for cable
routing and small ' Bumper' feet
at each corner. The Size One
Cover measures 510mm wide,
400mm deep and 200mm high,
and suits Michell Gyro and Orbe
models, Nottingham Analogue
I
nterspace and Spacedeck
turntables, Project and SME
types and many others. Size Two
measures 520mm wide, 440mm
deep and 260mm high and is
suitable for Nottingham
Analogue Hyperspace and Dias

FLUXDUMPFR ' Magic Brick' for valve amps
£30
HFN 002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'
£25
HFN 004 BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer
£140
HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel
£12
HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
£85
LP Store: 120-1P, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(r£
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
£99
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
£99
HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
£85
HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150,150x3mm
£13
HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£12
HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£12
HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
£18
HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
£10
HFN 0311EC LINE SOCKET
£8
HFN 032 SORBOTHANE FEET 40mm hemispheres ( each) £4
Blue ( Soft) 0-4kg per set of 3
£ 12
Red ( Medium) 5-8kg per set of 3
£ 12
Black ( Hard) 9-12kg per set of 3
£ 12
HFN 001

designs, most VPI models and a
larger turntables. Price for either
standard cover is £ 185.00,
including delivery within the UK.
Shipping on export orders will be
chargable at cost. All dimensions
are internal: for overall size, add
8mm to the width and depth,
4mm to the height.
The custom building service
can supply any size of cover up to
amaximum of 1000mm wide,
1000mm deep and 500mm
high. Simply let us know the
required size and we will confirm

VALVES AND VALVE ACCESSORIES
SOVTEK/EH 300B Triode matched pair
£200 E
SOVTEK KT88
£35 O
SOVTEK 6550WE
£25 O
SOVTEK KT66
£25 O
SOVTEK 5881
£12
SOVTEK 6SN7GT
£8 Cl
SOVTEK EL34
£8 O
SOVTEK EL34WXT
£12
SOVTEK 6L6WXT
£15 D
SOVTEK 9134
£18 ID
SOVTEK EL84M
£16.50 D
SOVTEK EF86
£13
SOVTEK/EH ECC81/12AT7
£12
SOVTEK/EH ECC82/12AU7
£12 O
SOVTEK/EH ECC83/12AX7
£13
SOVTEK/EH ECC88/6922
£15 D
PEARL COOLER for small signal tubes, with damper
£7
PEARL COOLER for output tube
£9

price and delivery by return.
Contact us by email
(info@hifiaccessoriesclub.co.uk,
by phone (+44(0)1234 741152)
or by fax (+44(0)1234 742028)
for aquotation. The accuracy of
the measurement is paramount.
Our custom covers are built to
very fine tolerances, but please
note that the responsibility for
correct initial sizing must lie with
the customer.
Size One Turntable Cover

£ 180

Size Two Turntable Cover

£18017

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
MICHELL 4mm banana plugs per 4
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Stuall, per 3
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Large, per 3
FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clamps, 6mm, per pair
FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clamps, 6mm, per pair
KONTAK Contact cleaner
DE-0X11 Contact cleaner
PRO- GOLD Gold contact preservative
ROCKBASE V2 Rock Music Database CD
FM ANTENNA Powered indoor antenna
ROTHWELL Attenuator, per pair
AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair
GRYPHON EXORCIST System Demagnetiser

£12
£10
£14
£12
£14
£15
£14
£14
£39
£25
£39
£45 E
£100

BOOKS
FOR THE FULL LIST of audiophile books available ( well over 50
titles) contact the Accessories Club by phone or email or
justvisit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

Visit www. hifi accessoriesclub.com — e-mail orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Post code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for
Accessories Club'

or

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

Card Number

1AL II
Expires ( date)

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200. Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will

OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com

be subject to additional shipping at cost.

OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50
£ 20
LP GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25 £ 20
LP INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100
£ 12
LP INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100
£ 15
LP INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
£ 10
LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 100
£ 10
DECCA 2+21 Record- cleaning brush
£ 13
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge
£ 24
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g £220
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
£220
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1
£400
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk IKit
£225
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk II
£450
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk 11 Kit £255
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Pro £ 500
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre £ 17.50
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres £35
RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat
£ 50
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat
£ 70
RINGMAT LP Blue Statniat/Statcap £45
RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue £ 145
NAD PP- 2Phono stage, m-nt/m-c
£ 50
LAST Power clean LP cleaner
£27.50
LAST LP preservative
£27.50
LAST Record cleaner
£ 15
LAST Stylast stylus treatment
£27.50 O
LAST Stylus cleaner
£15
GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser
£100 O
CARDAS Sweep LP
£25 O
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
£37.50 O
MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Regal
£67.50 O
MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Regal
£25 D
MICHELL Unicover ( universal
£44 O
KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source
£75 D
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Rega) 1.281
£115 O
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( universal) 1.2m
£169 D
INCOGNITO VTA ADJUSTER (Regal
£25 O
INCOGNITO CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold
£18
INCOGNITO ARM WIRE 5colours, per metre
£25 O
INCOGNITO ARM PLUG JLS 5-pin
£12 D
INCOGNITO ACRYLIC PLATTER (Regal
£45 D
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Rega)
£30
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Linn)
£35 D
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Thorens)
£48 O
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Roksan)
£48 O
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Manticore)
£43 O
SRM FELT TURNTABLE MAT
£9 D
SRM SILICONE TURNTABLE MAT
£25 O
SRM TURNTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL
£15 O
SRM PRO CARTRIDGE MOUNTING KIT
£6 D
MFSL GEODISC cartridge alignment gauge
£40 D

CD/DVD CARE & PROTECTION

Tel ephone

'HFN

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
THE FULL RANGE of Ben Duncan's mains conditioners, wiring
and other products, is available: call for more details.

APRIL 2005 Hi-FiNews

Please contact

CD 'JEWEL' CASES
Standard Sin complete, pack of 10
£6.50
Maxi- single slimline, pack of 10
£6.50
Slim double, pack of 5
£6.50
Standard double, pack of 3
£6.50
Sin PVC protective sleeves, pack of 30
£6.50
DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser
£10
DENSEN DMAGIC DVD demagnetiser
£25
AYRE System Enhancement Disc
£16
CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD
£15
CHESKY ULTIMATE DVD 5.1 setup disc
£22
ULTIMATE Stereo Hearing & Equipment Refresher
£15
STEREOPHILE Test CD1/2/3, set of 3
£30
XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD
£24
BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer £ 12.50
BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit
£ 15
SID Sound Improvement Disc
£ 18
SID Sound Improvement Disc
£ 18
BEDINI CD Treatment System ( handheld) £ 70
RINGMAT Statrnat Mk II CDi
£ 18.45
RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue
£37.50

www.hifinews.co.uk

GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( OSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE
TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable

GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m.

quantity of homogeneously fine high quality ferrite powder is extruded
around the copper conductors. GNLM cables are further protected with

GNLM 05/04

a foil shield and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End

£58 for 1.0m. £72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables
are available off the reel and for
export

audio use.

NEW for 2004 CSM Analog, Digital and Video Interconnects, with extruded ferrite - £ 75 for 1m pair. RCA
or XLR
Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug
Cable is also available with our all steel

4, 6 and 8way distribution blocks.

ACOUSTIC SOLID

We can internally rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra
st option. Refer to our web site for details.
OCC balanced

speaker cable

stranded, silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance. Mylar infill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI.

LAT INTERNATIONAL - USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price
•have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with an
usual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the garbage
tcontaminates your components. The difference you hear
h our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes advantage
silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse
nductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with PTFE. the
st insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK

LAT AC- 2Power cord

ughplug.. 60cm £ 62. 90cm £ 75. 1.2m £ 88. 1.5m £ 101.

compare with products

m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel 4, 6

costing ten times as
much, then decide

d 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
,Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains

Small Royal. 60cm aluminium

ribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished

platter,topped with a 6mm acrylic platter
and leather mat. Nylon thread belt -

black and fitted with highest quality 13amp sockets. It has
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers.

weight 25kg, rrp £ 1280 without tone- arm.

istors, capacitors. LED's. on/off switches, chokes, regula-

(TT shown with Type Two Stand)

s, just fitted with 1m of AC- 2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4
y, £ 198. 6 way. £ 229 for 8 way. Interconnects IC- 200, IC0. 1080. 1050. Video Vi- 6. VI- 6 Component. Digital - DI-20,
eaker SS800 and SS1000

tuottibtufFF
S/5000e.
Bosendorfer, One to One. Acoustic
Active Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the world. Models 1. 2.

7, Wall

• .---memilimilmum7

2 x250w
power
amp

and Centre - finishes include piano
black, hand matched veneers, white

mom

and with Swarovski Crystals

_-

Stasis
pre amp

WWW.AUDUSA.00
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

>cartridges
lyra
ortofon
sumiko

It

>cables
chord company
nordost
-- headphones
akg
beyer
grado
stax
>hardware
atC

audio pro
ca basse

BRITISH

DESIGN AND
ENG ,NEERING

creek

ITS BEST

AT

epos
harbeth
harman/kardon

After 35 years, Michell is still a family run business

lexicon

with a team of dedicated and proud craftsmen,

michell
m+k

producing quality turntables and accessories

naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
pairasound
primare
sme
something solid
spendor
trichord

hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswich ( o 14 7 3 )

Orbe SE
The Michell flagship for music lovers
who are not prepared to compromise

fax ( 01473 ) óss, /)
signals
bucklesham
ipswich
w
w
w
.signaiS

65

w eeffolk

IPio -oDY
."- uk.com

(1-romeScaye 'AV

Audio Specialists - Another Vision

Gyro SE
The classic Michell turntable, refined
over many years of development to
its current level of performance.
el)

e

o

6

TecnoDec
Entry level turntable incorporating
features from the classic Gyro

All items available for home demonstration only by prior arrangement.
Cables are also on asale or return basis, as cables are always system dependent.
Home trials are essential to get the right purchase.
An advise line on our website to exchange and share views is also available.
Home demos within the greater London area will be most welcomed.

AFTER SALES SEHVIC
Most items will be dealt with directly ' pending on location" or collected
by couriers and promptly dealt with.

MICHELL ENGINEERING
J A Michell Engineering Ltd
2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood,
Hertfordshire, England, WD6 4SE
Telephone: 020-8953 0771
Fax: 020-8207 4688
michell-engineering.co.uk
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PART EXCHANGE
Will be considered depending on the age and condition of equipment
and the item required

Email

joseph.gallart@ntlworld.com or
parm chema@yahoo.com
phone
020 7565 2979 or 07956 141819
mobi'e
07811 594 587
opening hours We never close
All manufacturers products that we deal with, can be viewed on our website

www.homescapeav.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

•

Even the reviewers are tired of
the same old copper or silver
wires dressed up in new colours
'and selling on the basis of hype.
ren
Of cou
udio cables do
make
ce.
To demonstrate the point, we
assembled the Unity) CD player,
integrated amplifier, and Zingali
Prelude 1loudspeakers (
system
cost £3,295, wires thrown in
e
for "free"). Then we substituted
interconnect, loudspeaker
cable and two AC power cords
which doubled the system
cost. Did the all-JPS wire loom
double the sonic performance?
It completely redefined the
music system and promoted
the status of each component.
Undermined the logic of leaving
"as much as!" 10% for cables.
IFS has been tried and trusted
by serious users and reviewers
for many years. Uniquely, the
starting point is AlumiloyTM is
the only metal designed and
patented as asignal conductor.
Through the full-range of audio
interconnects, speaker cables,
digital and video links full details
of the individual technologies
employed can be learned from
our award-winning website.
From the use of high-tech
kapton insulator material to the
aluminium particle technology,
nothing has been spared to
preserve the signal (detail and
dynamks) and exclude external
distortion and interference.
While most manufacturers are
satisfied with good or excellent
audio mains cords, ¡
PS applies
its in-house technologies as most
•effective to each application.
One cord does not best fit any
one application until you reach
the state of the art products like
our Kaptovator and Aluminata
mains cords. Counter intuitively,
just one of our AC power
cords eliminates the need for
expensive and in some
counter-productive power
plants that many amplifier
manufacturers now advise
against using.

.ad•

lurch the galaxy
and you'll only
find one company
who designed a
metal to conduct
signal. AlumiloyTM

ÉlP

www.jpslabs.com

From our budget products to
our latest reference products,
tr-yone, and you will finally b
r
connected to your music.

Range of Finance facilities
available.

Call the Audio Salon on 0141 333 9700
iuseaudiosalon.co.uk Iwww.audiosalon.co.uk

-

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

W

inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award
new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system

"T
The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

O
RIGIN

LIVE

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
0E1 from - II
21

Demonstrably better

I

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Full information on web site

www.originlive.com

Hazlemere Audio
LIC S
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
Amplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power suppl
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

Vim I
Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829'
art, oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
116
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Whyfi
Convincing arguments

Beauhom, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,
EAR/ Yoshino, Experience, Filtration, Final,
LFD Audio, Lyra, Music First Audio,
Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos Acoustics,
Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun
Mook, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.
Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

www.hifinews.co.uk

OHM P17 STAX

price cable

1/2

when you buy aPowerBlock
PLUS FREE UK Mainland Delivery
The FL

What's new this month at simply-STAX.

(or PurifierBlock)

1. Important news for Naim owners:
Unique BLACK finish to the SRM-006t
Energiser. Only 2C units available
globally in 2005 from STAX Japan. We've
bought the lot. ND price premium.

Irews

"...capable of making afabulous
difference to clarity and stereo imay,

•

that needs to be heard to be appreciated

•

Brings out the best in your system;
makes adifference that can't

•
,‘

•

2. We have the UK exclusive on a
remarkable STAX item - the
SRM-717 pure class- A Energiser.
It outsold the standard Omega
Energiser ( the SRM-007t) 3to 1
here in 2004. Curious to know
why?

•
•

easily be obtained by

SAVE
at least

£.49.50!
PowerBlock
PurifierBlock

3ft Reference

f251
f401
. If Pre,

P
ower K
or dTM „199"
with RA I6A plug.

Other cable lengths in,ailabk

Offer Terms • Conditions: I. Offer ends 14 ' April 2005, 2.Not ra be used,n
contuncnon yeah any other tee; 3.11 you detede ro return the Power/Pun feerfillaek
within the 60 Day Horne Trial peerod you must return ale cable in orienai merlon to
gel aOdl refund 4.0ur usuoi terms end conditionr apply • see our catalogue

more offers online at

Russ Andrews
Reference POsverKard' .

www.russand
0845 3451550

rcall UK Local Rate

•
quote ANEW

3. The buyer/seller price
guide for heritage/
discontinued
equipment is now
live on our site.
Now you'll know
what to ask, and
what to pay.

www.simpl-\STAX.co.uk

Exclusive UK Retailer for

KIM3ER KABLE

0208 4478485

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd,
FREEPOST NWW881A, KENDAL LAB 9ZA
TeI:n 44 1539 825500
Fax: + 44 1539 825540

'Ate

(

Solutions for better music & movies

Award Winning Retailers...

Audió
Cast ,
Cyr
KEF
Marantz
Meridian

ckers

The North of England Hi -Fi Soecialists

Michell
Mission
MJ Acou
Monitor

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Monrio

Widest choice in the area

NAD
Nordost

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Opera

Over 35yrs experience

Qualitied staff

Origin

Comfortable dem rooms

Superb showrooms

Ortofon

Man road location

Pathos

Major can parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Pickenn

Service Dept.

Primare

Uo to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

Pro- Ac

Carriage Free Mail Order inc. credit)

Project
QUAD

.

Delivery & installation

REL

Open 10:30am - 5 30pm

Roksan

Visa. Access, Switch etc

lb

only 20'. deposit
Osubject h status

Part Exchange
6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Shanling
SME
Sugden
TAG Mc
Tannoy
TEAC

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Tnchord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfed

Yamaha

www.hifinews.co.uk

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967
Hi-FiNew
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite -

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearrn, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
£ will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade fitz wire is also offered at an additional £ 70 and external
rewiring is also £ 70 further increasing the performance.

at 75

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

Tt2tetittrl

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL Iarm ( manufactured
by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4times as mirgh or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £175
Upgrade DC 200 motor -£129 with kit

Stiletto Cinema

www.origi nI
ive.com

... take an art lesson!

want to really listen? ...

e;

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Acoustica, Chester

01244 344 227

Acoustica, Stafford

01785 258 216

Adventures In HiFi, Wigan

01942 234 202

Audio Consultants, Reading

0118 981 9891

Audio Salon, Glasgow

0141 333 9700

Audio with Vision, Ayr

01292 260 149

Divine Audio, Market Harborough

01858 432 999

Griffin Audio, Birmingham

0121 224 7300

Fiazelmere Audio, High Wycombe

01494 865 398

HiFi Corner, Glasgow

0141 226 5711

HiFi Corner, Edinburgh

0131 220 1535

HiFi Corner, Edinburgh

0131 556 7901

HiFi Corner, Falkirk

01324 629 011

Moorgate Acoustics, Sheffield

0114 275 6048

Practical HiFi Plus, Warrington

01925 632 179

Sounds Perfect, Dundee

01382 226 592

The Audio Republic, Leeds

01132 177 294

The Audio Room, Hull

01482 891 375

The Audio Works, Cheadle

0161 428 7887

;
(
-5

Sti letto
art
i

oudspeakers

tel/fax + 44 ( 0)1292 319 416
contactgloudspeaker-art.com
www.loudspeaker-art.com
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overseas ( ANJ International Ltd. Hong Kong)
tel 00 ( 852) 2418 0088
anji@yardway.com.hk
www.hifinews.co.uk
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

West Midlands

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI-FI

Fi

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-ti and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B8cW, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,

)/\

Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL
TEL 0121 429 28i , FAX 0121 434

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
TEL 0121 742 0254 FAX 0121.742 3471

3298

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,
SUTTON COLDFIELD,

9MARKET STREET,
STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB
TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 4
,
44968

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL,

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD
TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354

1H

London

M IO'
Brien Hi
-Fiee

SI ( HUN
toc ts.

Est

1966

•AK G • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • SEVER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • GENOA • DENSER • DIAPASON • OYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO
•ORARE • COLORING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • XE • MICHELL • MONRID • MOON • MYRYAO • MAD • N/JM • OPERA • ONKYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • 0E0
•RESOLUTION • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONIA WISER • STANDS • UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUCRER • TRAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR
•20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Juno 10 • Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
WAS
NOW Creek A50iR ( new)
£594 £
449 Sonus faber Conceden ( new)
f599 £
425
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre (s/h) £625 £
395 Gryphon Pre m/c phono•PSU's (S/it) • £
1000 Sonus faber Concerto ( new)
£999 £
849
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (es) £595 £
450 Martin Logan Aeon (ex demi
£ 150 £
1750
Sonus faber Grand Piano ( new)
£ 1699 £1449
Audio Analogue Puccini (ex/dem) black £495 £
399 Monrio Asly ST amplifier (50 Watts ex dom) £450
£
269
£450 f229 Sugden masterclass CD (new)
£2700 £2200
Audio Analogue Puccini SE (new) £895 £49 Monrio AsW amp (ex dem) black
£1550
£995
Sugden Bijou system (new)
£2647 £2149
Audio Analogue Maestro CD (nevO £1700 £
945 Moon 5080 (i3) (ex/dem)
Audion 3000 SE Silver night Integrated (eh)
£
375 NAD L55 CD/DVD (new)
£ 49,9 £249 Sugden Masterclass amp (new) £3150 £2250
Audion 30013 Silver Night -Mono's
£
375ea NAD L70 AV DVD/CD processor ( new)
600
£700 mu Theta Data 11 CD (
new mech) £1500 £
Copland CDA822 (ex dem)
£ 1598 £
1049 NAD S500i CD (new)
£1200 £
995 Transparent MusicLink Plus ( 1m) new £299 £249
Copland CDA288 new mechanism's/h) £ 1799 £
645 Quad FM4 Is/h1
£
225 Unison Unico (
new)£ 1195 £945
£1195 £995
Creek A52SE power amp (silt)
Sequence SW120 ultra slim sub woofer (o/ir) £299 £
125 Unison CO (new)

AI IWO ( 5 ( I01.1

Ir!, Weald Finance Available

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 02089461528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifloo.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhiti.com

Devon

UK Wide

PAudio Destination

sound cinergy

BUILDERS WITH

PROVIDES

THE

NM. ague

HIGHEST QUALITY

seas

%MOW

C

SpecJahs. in home 6/..11,11CIII

SPEAKER

PARTS AND ADVICE.
•AS/MC,IFY Cr.••••01

mg»

on request

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

M ADISOU ND

Devons Audio Specialists

Written details

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Nolen Inductors

b,C Solen Fast Caps

reIl
.Lrjl
i
2"-•
-,
\‘Skaaning
Loudspeakers

linn
naim
Cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research

Fostex

•HI Fl • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of: Audia, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Avid, Bel Canto,

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Chapter Audio, Chord, Exposure, Isol-8, Monitor Audio, Moon,

,morel

McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Thiel,
Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.

i‘W,‘

Mks

FREE ADVI
CE IN A RELAXED AND FR IENDLY ATMOSPHERE

FINANCE AVAILABLE. 2DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION

• 0%

Tel: 01884 243588 Mon - Sat io.00 - 5.00pm

Vd
e a

UK Wide

2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH

NÔ.RDOST

tel

WOW

I vl
AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE

"
EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly
www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656

www. hifinews.CO.Llk

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA.

open monsat 9a m -6p.m

For the sweet sound from asingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand.
For more information

TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-B31-3771
Lmadlsound corp
MadISOLIPC

014132 1391375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD

scan.speaK
AV INTERNATIONAL LTD

biSom
spendor
jm lab
the audio room

M IKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

328 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EXieS 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

sonus faber
pathos

Phone

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
www.laidback-audio.co.uk
01905 640028. Fax 01905 641596

To advertise in this section
Callt

020 8726 8323
Hi Fi'.
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Surrey

Cables

Stockists of: ARC.% ‘1 • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICRONIEGA • NAPS] AUDIO* NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TRAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n

i

uent

indecently good hi-fi

Norfolk

High End Cable

The Old School

..--

Your friendly cable store

yY

le Tel: (01508) 570829
Basically Sound of Norfolk

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system with quality new cables
and power accessories from

9High Street. Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thames.
Stine, KTI 40A Eel: 020 8943 1510
Open; Toes - Sat 10am - 6pro

Cartridges
Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

Chord Company - Full range
Stereovox - Studio and Reference
Nordost UK
Black Rhodium - Deep Cryogenic Treatment
Tenney
van den Hul - Full range
1SOL - 8

www.basicallysound.com

Stan earspeakers - Full range
Ortofon - moving coil cartridges
Acoustic Zen
Turbosound personal headphones

Suffolk

Ayre CD
and many more

atC
cabasse
creek
epos
harheth
harman/kardon
lexicon
m.k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.
For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson
01775 761880 or better still visit

112TRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

www.highendcable.co.uk

Plus cartridge re-tipping service

www.cartridgeman.com
thecartridgeman(à btinternet.com

Web Site:
Email:

020 8688 6565

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

www.servicesound.com

nottingham
Primare
sme
spendor
trichord

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245
To advertise in this section

Specialists in Valve and

Call 020 8726 8323

reel to reel tape recorders

làkSchool Road, Bracon Ash
lit Near Norwich, Norfolk

•

signals
hi-fi for grown-'

I
pswic
fax ( 01473)

w w w.

,

(01473) 655171
1
7/
signa
55
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MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
90% of"1 month home trial" customers keep our valve amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £ 650 or £ 1,400 " Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £ 200,000
am pl ¡fiers (
integrated,pre,power,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil
1 Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end7 valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £350 or £ 650 transformers are bigger.
2 You do not have to muck about with aseparate power supply,
if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a " typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2.800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the COSt of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £100 3006
valve or £40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is adifference between " High Price" and " High End"
and " King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave arave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine
described it as "slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers.
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre Ipower/ monoblock against our £650 "Triode Connection"

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Even our " standard
transformers
are

Eg powerful
EL34
valw>s

Buy direct & save 11£
Free UK delivery

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

120
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£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

American

5670 valves
Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £750 £ 850 £1,000

Larger
transformer
'huge
transformer

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
watts
watts

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
2years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most valves of ? high?end? amps

Triode
Connection

Larger
transformer

Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
2or 6
distortion ( 1% to 3%). Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers pieces
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion of silver
capacitors
and audible compression of 100 watts of bass into a5" or 6" drive unit ?

Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

40 watts
+ 40 watts

£500

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £50 for carriage
+ £50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600 £700
www.hifinews.co. uk

Naim Audio Specialist

Hertfordshire

The largest selection of mint,

simaudio moon
47 laboratory
avid
shahinian
lavardin
electrofluidics
living voice
sonneteer
border patrol
neat acoustics
isoblue
resolution audio
tom evens audio
dnmireson
ltd audio
audio physic
slinkylinks

pre- loved Nairn Audio
components on the planet.
12 month g
Help 8. advice
Dem faclii
Mail order
Open 7 day
Products te

tom tom au

THE
DIRECT
DISC

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+afull range of sought after
compact discs.
Extensive search service for
wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page
full catalogue available at £ 1.50

4

o

thesoundpractice
Tel: 01727 893928

stalbans: 01727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

HIGH END SALE
KRELL-FPB-600
5500
KRELL SHOWCASE proc 3300
MAFtANTZ SA-12 (
unused)
1500
KRELL KAV-300i1
2000
KRELL KPS-25sc
POA
TRANSPARENT CABLE (
various)

Dynavector's SuperStereo puts you in the same room as the music
without affecting the signal to the front speakers.
Simply add 2small sub- speakers to your system fed by aDynavector SuperStereo Adapter.

All units mint with original packaging,
accessories and manuals

"Superb"

HiFi World

"Produces astonishing results from stereo recordings" HiFi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" HiFi Choice
Make the most of your LP's & CD's with an Adp-2 (£895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44 + (0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectoreonetel.com
Web: http://web.onetel.com/-dynavector

To advertise in this section please
Call 020 8726 8323
6Grosvenor gardens St neots Cambs PE I91DL

Tel:0148 021 6039
www.hifidelityaudio.co.uk

Offrande

Twin mk-3

Trente

30hz-2200C
£2.495.00

55hz-22000
£550.00

45hz-22000
£1,300.00

By appointment, at your convenience

HI FIDELITY AUDIO
Specialising in Custom Home Audio
Paul Letteri - Proprietor
Jean Marie Reynolds( loudspeakers, est 1967
"Superb - very natural and well balanced." Read the reviews - listen
then decide! All Jmr loudspeakers are tested and built one at atime in
house. 3way 2driver proprietary drivers, dual magnet structures, dual
voice coils, triangle transmission line loading for the woofer system to
extend the bass. " Read the reviews - let your ears decide"
Best In class World Wide.

Electronics Cables Accessories • Audiologic
A.V.I

Specialising in:
Monitors • Amplifiers
•Cabling complete
systems for over 25 years

Audience

B.A.T • Blue Circle • Inca Design • DH Labs - Gamut

Stello * Unison Research • Voodoo Isolation Systems
sJean Marie Reynaud • Merlin • MJ Acoustics
hifinews

Audio Analogue • Audio Valve
Pathos • Rogue Audio

Loudspeakers- Diapason
Opera

Vandersteen
Hi-FiNews
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MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

£ 75

Audio

SR- 80

£ 90

Technica AT OC 9ML

SR- 125

£ 140

Goldring

SR- 60

Does This Seem Familiar?

TEL/
FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

AT 110E
1006

EXCHANGE
£28

N/A

£330

£295

EX

N/A

£76

£62

GEX

£52
£67

£17

SR- 225

£ 175

1012 DX

£95

£76

GEX

SR-325

£ 265

1022 DX

£124

£100

GEX

£86

GEX

£100

Reference RS- 1

£ 635

1042

£143

£114

RS- 2

£450

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available

Ortofon

See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

Grado

STYLUS

£34

N/A

MC 15 Super 11

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

£22

DL 110

£79

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

£40

£27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

£700

EX

N/A

£110

£73

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

Prestige Black
Prestige Gold

Shure

510

M97 XE

£98

£58

£304

£213

V 15 V MR

N/A

£158

V 15 Ill MR

N/A

£112

V 15 V xMR

Sumiko

0 0 0

STYLUS

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Loud

£30 per parr
red. To order, call
Rothwell: 01204 366133 or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, HiFi World,
HiFi Plus ard on the web at www tnt-audio.com

•
lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the vseffly Cones
Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call

OVA e

for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008

Am
\ ...7

01376 521132
07709 260221

Way too Loud

The cost is only

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £. 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Too Loud

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now asimple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expeller, equipment.

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Canterbury's First Vintage Audio Fair

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsford, Essex

PRE-DM NED EQUIPMENT
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS-BUYER COLLECTS-IMMACULATE £2895
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER £1195
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£
549
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£
595
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£
299
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE LOVELY CONDITION
£
349
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£
599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£
399
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £
649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£
1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£
695
LOEWE ACONDA 32 FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£
1195
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£
495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£
399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£
895
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£
349
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 18 CD PLAYER BOXED AND MINT
£
399
NAIM NAP 250 BLACK FRONT 1985 BOXED VERY NICE CONDITION
£
795
NAIM NAP 135 BLACK FRONT 1988 BOXED, MANUALS, STUNNING
£
1695
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£
349
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDITION
£
695
NAIM INTRO 2BEECH JUST AFEW MONTHS OLD IMMACUALTE BOXED
£
695
NAIM CDS WITH CDS POWER SUPPLY TOP LOADER BOXED IMMACULATE
£
1695
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£
595
PROCEED AVP AUDIONIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DIS, THX,DPL (NEW £4700) ..£ 1495
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT (NEW £5500)
£
2495
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£
279
QUAD 66 CD PLAYER WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £399
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDITION
£
249
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£
995
QUAD 606 MK1 LOVELY CONDITION WITH MANUAL
£
499
REGA ELA BLACK FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS MK1 LOVELY £ 199
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, RB3(10, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
REGA RADIO RREMOTE READY TUNER BLACX BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£
229
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
ATC SCM50 PASSIVE RICH MAHOGANNY VENEER SUPERB
£
1995
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£
449
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£
299
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK I
£
2295
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MC/I:MED
£
1495
THORENS TD 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED
£
279
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£
1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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Vintage, Valves & Vinyl
The first annual Canterbury Vintage Audio Fair
Located in the centre of the city, with ample parking
60 tables available - £ 25 each
Bring and Buy
Open to the public from 10 am until late afternoon
Dealers, Manufacturers, Enthusiasts
Rare hi-fi from around the world
Rare/audiophile/second-hand classic vinyl
Ken Kessler signing copies of
Quad - The Closest Approach
Bob Marriott's Nagra display
Paul VVhatton and the LS3/5A
Westgate Hall, Canterbury
E-mail: info@vintagevalvevinyl.com
www.vintagevalvevinyl.com
Phone: 01304 821 787 ( 6 pm to 8 pm only)

Sunday 20th March 2005
www.hifinews.co. uk

Heatherdate
*audio limited

DRIVERS:

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 Oil

w- AUDAX

• ATC

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available

• ETON
• FOSTEX

Visit our Web Page www.hestereacorn

• LPG

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Asmall selection of some of our used den
Advantage PI /A30 pre fpower amps
£ 170:
Castle Durham 3speakers brand new
£ 19
Cyrus Pre X pre amp new silver
£ 64 ,
DCS Purcell upsampler ( non 1
394)
1' DCS Purcell upsampler ( 1394 DSD compatible) DCS Delius DAC ( 1394 DSO compatible)
Krell KSA5OS power amp
£ 1,6L.
Lumley Lampros 100 speakers oak. ex dem £ 150
Monitor Audio Radius 360 sub new
£20
Monitor Audio GR60 speaker black
£150
Monitor Audio GR1 0deluxe silver
£65'
Musical Fidelity A3.2 cd/3.2pre/3.2 power £ 120
Pass Labs X150 power amp
£220
Proac Response 2.5 speakers mahogany £ 140:
Rega Xel speakers rosewood
£49'
Revel Ultimo Studio speakers rosewood £599'
REL Strata 3walnut new
£49REL Studio 3Sub ( oak) ex display £265'
TAG PAIO pre amp with MM/MC new
£29
Theta Data Basik 2/DSP Pro Basrk3 trans & DAC £270
Yamaha NS2CK) speakers cherry
£ 19

• VIFA

See www.liretone.co.uk for a full listing

w VISATON

• VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £5,700)
£2,950
Eltax Floor standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£ 140
Audio Note Jspeakers (excellent condition, boxed). £626
Tannoy 15" HPD drivers with cross overs
£396
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails
£35,000) £16,995
Audio Physics tempo speaker

SEAS

7
,
- SILVER FLUTE

SPI1AKERS

Lintone Audio

r». PEERLESS

w- SCAN- SPEAK

Spectral DMC 12 line pre-amp, Spectral DMA 90 power amp
MH 750 3m Speaker Cable, 4x MIT-330 Interconnect
All boxed d mint
Cost new £10,870 Our price £4,995

ATLAS Cables

w- MAX FIDELITY

1.- MOREL

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

£995

Contact us for the

PRE- AMPS
Audio Research SP14 Pre- amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

free Solen CDROM

£ 1,495
£ 1,395

Catalog.

fleet

AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson ML432 (400watt) Power Amp
(ex demo, 5years warranty)
£5,495
Krell KST 100 Amp
£1,495
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£895
Accuphase A20V class A amp (as new)
(retails £4,000)
£2,950
Advantage Integrated Amp
£ 1,495
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks,
superb condition
£4,995
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
£3,495
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
£695

---„

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450 443 4949
Email: solen@solen.ca
Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

CD PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
£895
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW £1,495

Absolute Demos

DACS

B&W 800 Diamond

Lab 47 Progression DAC (as new)(retails £2,270) £ 1,695
MISCELLANEOUS

/
,

Audio Note AN-S2 moving coil Cartridge step-up
transformer, copper wired (new) ( retails £499)
£450
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) £ 17.50

"r,•.Eowcr: F. Wifkins.el
e-

•

'

P.C1r. anaudio, /Ye'
or A odic . 1 '1:

r-,PJAD,
firle r!

ficufilus 800. 1'- ', Quad and more__

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARES
Air Tangent 2002 tone arm (as new, retails £6,900) £4,250
Pink Triangle with super Zeta Tone arm
£625
Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted) (as new)
(retails
£600)... £425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new) £2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge ( as new)
£2,750
Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge (as new)
(retails £2,900)
£ 1,995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new) ( retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new)(retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-A1 with rotary headshell
(as new) ( retail £850)
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

7-

1IPark Lane Gateshead NE8 3JW
www.lintone.co.uk
info@lintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

Ii

Audio Physics Tempo Speakers (were £995)
f795
Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers (were £275) . . £249
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in Lancaster size cabinets (were £795) £ 595
Orchid PLL1 Speakers (were £2,495)
£1.995
Exposure 11812 Pre-amp 8PSU (were £650)
f595
Nairn Nac 92 Pre amp 8NAP 90/3 power amp (were £700).
£ 595
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre amp (were £3,995)
£3,495
Audio Nero Monoblocks ( were £5,995)
£5.495
Mark Levinson ML30.6 DAC 8ML31.5 Transport
Ex Demo ( were £ 17,995)
£16.695
Shunyata Aries interconnects 1m pair (ex demo, retails £850)
£ 150
Shunyata Aries interconnects 2m pair (ex demo, retails £1,275). £675
Vpi Aries turntable with cartridge fined (as new, retails £1,800) . £995
Zyx Airey 2X cryogenic co per coils as new. retails £1,500
£995

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Atlas

-

Evenings

Email:

=
i

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
WWW.

hifinews.co.uk

O

Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
3499.00
£
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
California Audio 051- CD Player
£349..1X1
00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
720.00
£
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
f650.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
£ 1099.00
Copland CDA288 - CD player HDCD
fl099.00
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier £ 1400.00
Jadis
Orchestra - CD Player£9999.00
£999.00
Krel KAV250P - Preamplifier
1599.00
£
Krel KRC3 Preamplifier
£2000.00
Krel ( PE Reference - Phone Stage
f1099.00
Krel KPE-PS - Power Supply for above
£465.00
Krel ( SL - Preamplifier
Krel LAT 2-Loudspeakers
£12
£8°°
650..00
00
Marlin Logan Quest - Electrostatic Loudspeakers £2400.00
Mar in Logan Script - Electrosatic Loudspeakers £ 1225.00
Mar in Logan Theatre- Centre channel £ 1499.00

O

Mar in Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic Speakers

9.
0

O
•

E

£21.
r26
9
5 00

f6999.00

4: McIntosh C200 - 2chassis Preamplifier £4200.00
o Mcintosh CR16 - Multizone control system £21279199:r0
:
13 Mcintosh MC5B - Amplifier
£
04

o
o
tr.

McIntosh
McIntosh
PS Audio
PS Audio

• Sorts

MC202 - Amplifier
£ 1999.80
MHT200 - Home theatre processor £3700.00
Ultralink II - DAC
£989.00
Reference Link - Digital Preamp £ 1999.00
Faber Concertino Home Wurtspeakeis
£429.00
£
£ 2999.00
4739.00

:12

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver

11
O

Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black
£ 5499.00
Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black
f5400.00
Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer
£ 1850.00

rr

£2900.00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

Premier Audio
Now demonstrating

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

--

Audiogram MOI.
Auchogram
MB2- Amplifier
Integrated Amplifier

0
0

ej
„
lei, Theta Digital David
Dreadnaught
II - CO/OVO
- 5chDrive
amp

CLEARANC . ITEMS

Lintone Audio

00

.S.sem

2

Dcs Eiger, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Minna L1)1 id &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, lsotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands

Audio Acre, Audio Synthisis, (rira Pm & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, lsotek Sub Station P/S
\who Synthisis - Audio Phi sirs • Audio Arm - Absolute Sounds
LX'S - Kam - Minios - Siltech - Ardu BOA - Pink triangle
Asid Turntables - Project - Ortolan - Van den Hull - Mirage
'PAC weome 1-fome dimonstrarion qood
, setea-ion '71-SA-Carla
We are 10mins J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045
Colin Grundy
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Surrey

REALITY AUDIO

ESL 57

Are you hearing all there is on your CD's.
From budget to high end systems

CilOKING

can be dramatically improved with

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

the right treatment of CD's,
player and leads. For a demonstration
of just what can be achieved
call 01306 885793 (
Surrey area).
£45 a visit ( as long as it takes) but I
expect to be with you for some time,

as

you'll want to hear more and more

of

your music as you've never heard it

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

before. Just prepare to be shocked and

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
UBES

I'll leave you with a smile on your face.

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

Nottingham

f

(215) 862-4870 • fox 12151 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http:_//www.fotwyre.com
email: totwyre@fotwyre.com

THE
CABLE

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"
A

compnrw

fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
And, Iota, PrimaLuna (valve), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,
Sonos Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryad,
Michell, S.M.E, Rotel, Denon,
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

New

Now

B&W 804 Speakers, red cherry, boxed (ex dew) £2,500 £ 1,695
138JW 805 Signature, boxed,
mint, red tiger eye
leo deal) £2,500 £ 1,750
Meridian DSP 5000, rosewood, boxed (ex dem) £4,540 £2,295
Meridian 5000 centre, boxed (ex dens) £2,150 £ 1,195
Acustat Speakers, sub and
electron active xover
(s/h) £4,350 £ 1,250
Linn Clossik, black, boned
(ex dens) £1,000 £685
Rote) RSX 1055 AV amp, silver, boxed
lno-dem) £1,19.5 £ 95
Rotel RSP1066 AV Proc/pre, silver, boxed
lendens) £995 £695
Please contact us for afull list of ex-dem equipment
lo see our full up to date listings ga to www.rhantryaudio.com

125 Union Spare, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

shunyata research

FREE PARKING

atesslonal s reference

AUDIO ATMOSPHERE
ta 01785 711211 sluang,0007508.pnere can

www audioatmosphere corn

‘4/..j:0
,4),
V,4tel;%e4^
4

(el,'I,rotiott

Dot atdo

nf

Sound

of the
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS (
0113) 264 9458 (
evening calls welcome). Generous part
exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include Alt • AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • Lexicon
For Inendl) adt ice or to arrange ) our demonstration of some

•Nordal • Primly Systems • Red Rase • REI, • Spendor • ft ikon itene‘ch
•The Proft,ional MOnilor Co • %ethos • Wodia and tnatt more.

â

PIRIMAIR1

C çii°1W4e/

• R EF-) R C_SE
GamuT

O

Phone:
Fax:
WeMa
bse:
itl:
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OeneSCh
LEEDS (0113) 204 9458
(0113) 253 3098
info@audioreflections.co.uk
w.audioreflections.co.uk
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Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

14.
L

WI
AUDIO

OUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS
LOUDSPEAKER

. Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt,
Vifa-Scanspeak, Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale,
Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc, Rogers,
TDL plus many others.
. Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland Musicap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
. UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
Phone nod ay lor your FREE FULL COLOUR Caralonne
or check gilt our vrebylle

WILMSLOW AUDIO

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: Active & Passive. Components. Accessories,
New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.A./Professional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available — Contact for details.
Dedshete back in stock

COMPONENTS
h

41Pp

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Electronics, Basically Bowe

16-18A Eldon Street, Tunford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile (017771 870437

Yorkshire

Spares and Repairs

hnp://wwwfalcon-acoustics.co.uk

-

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

SPECIALIST
LE 1

Fa1cÇAeott1cs Ltd

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts
EASY ACCESS

QUAD

Staffordshire

NB. At Ex Dens items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full rnonufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.
...RR., Mod Order Available

1111

To advertise in
this section
Call 020 8726 8323

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
NEW Values:- 3.0mFd 400v 5% & 9.ImFd 250v 2.5%
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.ImFd. to I
Omfd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non- Polar);
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power,
Super- Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 — I.25mm wire;
IRON DUST. I
mm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in I
mH steps &
0- I
mil in 0.ImH steps
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass
Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 to 2004 sear sets on CD- Ronly

Focal Unit Range

Price List ‘).: 'Tees FREE on Well

SOLID SILVER
Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25mm at £ 12/m or 0.037mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2per order
CSS, 12 Willow Walk, Cambridge, CBI ILA
www.silverwire.demon.co,uk Tel:01223 501833

mai able in .pdf format

Winter Sale extended
till spring
10% off all Focal Units; Publications & Software.
(Ref. PL31, Stock items only)
on all orders received during March & April 2005
Sl RIVERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL31: Just send alarge S.A.E.
(.47p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas, Europe USSI bill or 3
International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:- ( Dept HEN) Unit
12 Damgate Industrial Estate. Damgate Lane. A('I.E.
Norm ich, Norfolk. NRI3 31)J Tel ( 0)1493 7511110

www.hifinews.co.uk

The HiFi Company's

The leading reseller of carefully used

Trading
Station

and mint condition hi-fi components
and systems.
Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

www.hifitradingstation.com
The Trading Station
35 Cowgate Peterborough PEI ILZ
Tel: 0870 608 8211

email: info@hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS; Tues - Sat: 10am - 5,30pm

CLOSED MONDAYS

BUY NOW PAY IN 2006
PLEASE EMAIL FOR
DETAILS.
ALL SECONDHAND
PURCHASES IN JAN & FEB
SUBJECT TO 25%
SALE DISCOUNT

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTER • NEU DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE ' COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

QUALITY HI-FI WANTED Cash — Trade-in ... Commission Sales
11. Vinyl
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH E8101
£ 275 £ 148
CHORD REF Phono stage
2000
1195
CONRAD Johnson Premier 15 Phonostage £3750 £ 2275
DUAL CS506 ( Black)
£ 175 f 80
DUAL CS 505 Silver
£ 150 £ £ 88
DUAL CS503-1 Concept
£ 180 £ 88
ETALON 3Box Phonostage
1300
595
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FRT-4 ( Phono Trans)
£500 £ 198
GARRARD 401+ SME 300911+ V15111 £ 950 £595
LEHMANN Audio Black Cube
500
195
LINN Axis/Akito/Ortolon MC15
£ 795 £ 445
LINN Basik Turntable £600 £ 345
LINN AKITO TONE ARM EX DEMO £ 600 £394
LINN LP12/LINGO/AKITO/DYNAVECTOR
10X5 EX DEMO
£ 2899 £2094
Inock/Ortofon Kontrapunkt
Lingo Power Supply
£5000 £ 2228
LORIAN Transformer £ 700 £356
LUXMAN PD282 ( Rosewood) £595 £320
MANTICORE Mantra
£ 895 £395
MICHELL Gyrodec
£870 £ 740
MICHELL ISO/HERA Phono Stage £ 895 £448
With Transfiguration cartridge
4000
2225
ORACLE Alexandria £ 1500 £650
Pink Triangle Anniversory/Sumiko
2000
1695
PROJECT 6.9
£600 £300
PROJECT Debut 1
£ 150 £ 98
PROJECT 1Xpression Ex Demo
£ 210 £ 174
PROJECT 2Ex Demo
£ 300 £254
REGA Planar 2 ( No arm)
£ 200 £ 75
REGA PLANAR 3/REGA ARM
375
158
ROCKPORT Cabello II ( no arm) £ 10,500 £3996
SME 10A with 309 Tone Arre
£3410 £ 2896
SME20/2A
£5273 £ 4486
SME30/ varm Bern Ref micro can
16500 10798
THORENS TD 318 ( black lacquer) £350 £ 195
THORENS TD160 No cover
£ 279 £ 160
THORENS TDISO Rare
£ 190
THORENS 001608 MKII
350
158
TRANSCRIPTORS Saturn
n/a £395
UNISON Phono 1 4- PSU
£ 850 £478
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle £ 1995 £ 1495

al Digital Sources
ARCAM Alpha 8CD
£ 450
£245
ARCAM Delta 2500Iack Box 50
£875 £395
ARUM Alpha 6CD
£350 L125
ARCAM Alpha 7CD
£349
£195
ARUM CD72
350
198
ARCAM DIVA CD82 EX DEMO
£620
£504
ARCAM DIVA CD93 EX DEMO
900
784
ARUM DIVA 88 • DOD
PLAYER EX DEMO
999
796
ARUM FMI CD33 EX DEMO
1350
974
AUDIO ANALOGUE MANNINO PLAYER
1000
626
AUDIO AERO CD Player
£5000 £3296
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM
£ 1400 £595
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM,DAC £ 2300 £898
AUDIONOTE DAC 3Signature £ 2100 £1495
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO COD CD PLAYER
300
96
DEVON DCM270
250
88
DEMON 001600 DVD Player Ex Demo
500
414
DENSEN Beat 400XS CD
1350
1496
DCS Purcell
£ 4500
£1995
EA.D T8000 ID CD Transport
3950
948
Enlightened Audio by Design ( CAD) / box DAC 2495
598
EXPOSURE CD Player
£999
£629
£179
KENWOOD DP7090 CD Plyr
£399
KENWOOD DP.X9010 Trans
£ 400
£199

1,111.enn. FC.Wp111,11 UM,

GIVVV

.470

KRELL KAV250CD
£3500 £ 1698
KRELL KPS25
24996 10996
KRELL KPS28CD ( Ex Demo)
8998
7196
LINN Rank CD
£ 1850 £998
LINN Numerik DAC/Korik CD Trans £3350 £ 2296
LINN UNIDISK 2.1 UNIVERSAL MAYER EX DEMO 4500 1904
LINN IKEMI CD PLAYER EX DEMO
2200
1424
MARANTZ CD67SE
379
198
MARANTZ CDI7
£895 £598
MARANTZ CD85
£ 450 £ 195
MERIDIAN 103 DAC
£ 499 £228
MERIDIAN 596 DOD PLAYER
2350
1296
MERIDIAN 507 CD PLAYER EX DEMO
1195
996
MERIDIAN 508 24 BIT CD PLAYER
1995
796
MICROMEGA Stage 2
£ 750 £396
MICROMEGA Duo DAC
£ 499 £ 196
MICROMEGA Stage 3
£ 1000 £ 398
MUSICAL FIDELITY E600
L600 £ 275
NAD £521 BEE Ex Demo
200
174
NAD ( 542 Ex Demo
300
274
MAIM ( DI
£ 1999 £ 848
ORELLE DAIOT Trans
£900 £375
PINK TRIANGLE DeCopoinc: DC power supply £ 1500 f795
PIONEER DVR7000 DOD recorder EX DEMO
1799
696
P£RFILTUAI leohndcgies P3A CAC Es Demo
795
596
PROCEED PDT3IPDP3 TransiDAC
f3999 £ 1800
QUAD 66 CD
£ 295
REGA Planet
£500 £350
ROTEL R(D1070
£495 £295
SHANLING CDT100 CD ( Ex Demo)
1650
1396
SONY SCDX 940 SA CD
£ 700 £335
SONY NS900V DOD SACD
£ 450 £ 298
CD Player) £699
f395
TEAC VEDE 10 (
THETA Carmen
£ 4000 £ 1996
THETA DATA Basic Trans
( 2400 £ 749
THETA Miles ( Bali
£2100 £ 1148
THETA Progeny DA(
£ 1395 £ 796
TRICHORD Pulso ( Series 1)
£ 1900 £ 998
WADIA WDT3200 TRANSPORT
5000
1496
WADIA X-64 DAC
5000
1496
SIDE WS2 CD Player £ 1000 £398

Amplifiers ,
otid statc
ALBARRY AP3 Passive Pre
ARCAM A75
ARCAM P75
ARUM DIVA 865 rINT AMP EX DEMO
ARCAM DIVA 070 MT AMP EX DEMO
ARCAM DIVA A90 INT AMP EX DEMO
ARUM DIVA 000300 AV REC E( DEMO
ARCAM DIVA P80 POWER MAP E( DEMO
ARCAM FM) 631 INT AMP EX DEMO
ARCAM FM1 AV8 AV PRE EX DEMO
ARUM FNU P7 MULO CH. NAPE( DEMO
AUDIONET SAM Int Amp
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini ( blk)
AUDIOLAB 8000C Pre
AUDIOLAB 800010
AUDIOLAB 80005
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400
CAIRN IZO Int.
CHORD SPM900
CHORD SPM600
CYRUS II
CYRUS Pre
CYRUS Power
COPLAND CSA8 Int
CYRUS One Int
DEMON PMA 150
DENON DRA455
DEMON AVR-1804 Av Roc Ex Demo
DNM Pre
3PSU
DNM Pre2/PAI
ELECTOR MEL Pre

£29S £ 175
300
128
L435 £296
390
314
620
504
850
684
1300
1044
430
344
1200
864
3150
2274
2600
1874
1200
1696
£650
fASS
f595 £355
£495 £ 195
£650 £ 455
£800 £395
£3498 £ 1998
£995 £595
£1550 £ 798
£2200 £ 1195
£275 £ 125
£700 £345
£700 £358
£995 £596
£195 £ 128
£200 £95
100
78
400
314
£2000 £ 498
£2800 £ 898
£500 £ 148

1
.
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LIZ.

1.44,

KENWOOD LO7C Pre
£500
£155
KRELL KST100 Power Amp
£2995 £1596
KRELL KSA 505
3500
1695
KRELL KCT PRE ( EX DEMO)
9998
7996
KRELL KSA80 POWER AMP
3000
1796
1696
KRELL KAY 150 POWER
1498
KRELL SHOWCASE 5POWER
4999
3996
LEAK STEREO 30 ,
148
LECSON 0(1/API
£475
LED LSI Pre
£1000
£375
LINSLEY HOOD 75
125
LINN 1.81
£194
£450
LINN 1.K2
£299
£550
LINN 10280
£398
£600
LINN LX280,Sparks ITS.
£698
£1100
LINN MAJ1K : NT
975
378
LINN LK100
378
600
LINN 1K140 ( X3)
815E0 496 EA
LINN CAIRN
1400
896
LINN 5103 AV PRE AMP E( DEMO
2124
3285
1164
UNN 5125 DI DEMO
1803
LINN KOLECTOR PRE AMP EX DEMO
575
374
UNN U(140 POWER AMP E( DEMO
564
875
UNN U035 POWER AMP E( DEMO
354
545
UNN WAKONDA PRE AMP El DEMO
995
644
MARANTZ ( orig) ShI10 Power 110voIt £ 700
£295
MARANTZ PM66SE
£295
£195
MARX LEVINSON No33
£ 15500 £2995
McINTOSH MC7108 — 8Channel Power El Demo 2549
1496
McINTOSH C200 ( 2box pre amp)
£7500 £ 4498
McINTOSH 1701 monoblocks
£15000 £ 10698
McINTOSH MA6900 Int ( Ex Demo)
£5600 £ 4296
McINTOSH MCI?? Power ( Ex Demo)
1250 £896
McINTOSH MXT100 A/V Rea ( Ex Demo)
5500
4126
MERIDIAN 10IB Black Pre
300
f146
MERIDIAN 501.2 Pre
£780
£ 476
MERIDIAN 551 Int.
£698
£900
MERIDIAN 565 Processor
£3300£ 1796
MERIDIAN 601 DSP Pre
£995
£2700
MERIDIAN 541 Pre/processor
£1250 £ 498
MERIDIAN 555 Power Amp
998
696
MERIDIAN 568 Dig. Processor
3700
1496
MERIDIAN 562V2 Pre Amp
1295
696
MICHELL Argo
£395
£575
MICHELL Argo/Electro Mono's
£2495 £1496
MICHEL Alecto
£1989
£898
MICROMEGA TEMPO 1
f795
£395
MICROMEGA Tempo 2
L750
£398
4500 £2196
MUSE ( 300W) MONOBLOCKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR Pre
£1500
£698
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR
£1500
£678
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 Pre
£1500
£595
MUSICAL FIDELITY EIO
£300 £195
NAD 302 BEE MT AMP EX DEMO
174
220
NAD 320 BEE INT AMP EX DEMO
220
174
MAIM NAC 42 Pre
£400
£125
NVA AP30 Int.
£350
£175
NYTECH CA302
£198
ONKYO TX- DS 656
£1500
L395
PARASOUND HCAI506 6Chn Pwr
£2995 £1296
PS AUDIO IV Pre Incl. MC- MM
£295
£600
PLINIUS 2900 Int. Amp
1696
2500
QUAD 33 Pre
£95
£200
QUAD 405 Power Amplifier
£350
£198
QUAD 606 Power
£398
£695
RED ROSE Spirit Int ( as new)
£1200 £896
RED ROSE 2POWER
3500
1798
RED ROSE 3PRE
3500
1798
REGA CURSA PRE EX DEMO
344
548
ROKSAN Caspian DSPAV Pre
£900
£548
ROTEL RB985 Power Amp
£900
£498
ROTEL RMB-I 075
£850
£598
SPECTRAL DMC12 PRE
£4200
7948
SPECTRAL DMA 1005 Power
£4200
1948
SPHINX Project 2Pre
£1600
£798
SPHINX Project 12 mono,s
(3000 f1498

wrcr7c> (vigligi )
SONY VA333ES (AV System)
SOW TAE-1000ESD Pre
TAG McLaren F3 Prozor
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm
TESSERA( Pre
THETA Casanova Pro, Processor Ex Demo
THORENS TTA 2000 Power Amp

tOOO

t£70

£799
£495
(I500
£650
£1500
4478
L1000

( 495
£ 248
£648
£ 375
£598
1496
( 498

• Amplifiers

• Tuners Tape
546
184
326
296
134
1344
596
£196
£166
£198
1195
3995
1496
£1148
£348
£298
(398

ti/O

LIMN INIA/I U

ln/fill

ODU

014

£498
LINN NINKA EX DEMO
1100
714
£595
LOCKWOOD Majors Studio Monitors
£548 ( 15' Tonnoy Dual Concertino) ( 1500 £898
3995
MAGNA PLANAR lc Imp
£ 1400 £595
£198
MAGNA PLANAR MG 1.5 ( Oatmeal) £ 2950 £ 1498
(395
MAGNAPLANAR MG3.3
3500
1796
166
MARTIN LOGAN Aeon ( As new)
£3200 £ 1196
MARTIN LOGAN ( ISII ( walnut) £6700 £ 2995
Martin Logan Prodigy ( Mint)
11998
8996
MARTIN LOGAN Cinema ( centre) Ex Demo
1898
1296
MARTIN LOGAN Odyssey Ex Demo
6798
796
ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100 Hybrid electrostatics £ 1500
(578
McINTOSH ML- 1(‘ Rare ( circa ' 65) £500 £ 298
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE120
(800 f295
MCINTOSH 13340 ( EX DEMO)
4500
3376
Al ACOUSTICS Ref I ( odive sub) £ 700
£495
McINTOSH CS360 Centre Ex Demo
2495
1326
AUDIONOTE ESP ( Inc stands) £ 18S0 £1098
McINTOSH 15320 Ex Demo
1998
996
AUDIO PRO B250 Sub
£ 1000
£356
M & KV125 Subwoofer Ex Demo
849
645
AUDIOSTATIC ES300 Electrostatics £ 1500
£578
MERLIN TSM-SE (
Mint)
£ 1600
£998
AUDIOPLAN Hybrid Ribbon
3000
996
MERIDIAN D5P33C DIG CENTRE SPEAKER EX DEMO 1425
1146
BOW P4 ( Cherry but marked)
£700 £349
MERIDIAN DSP5000 CACTIVE CENTRED( DEMO
1995
1664
8 & W Matrix 801
£5995 £ 1998
MISSION 774
500
345
B & W FCM8 THX ( R.L. ACentre)
£2400 ( 696
MISSION 111E
£ 195 ( 135
8 & W DM1400 ( Oak)
£495 £ 298
MISSION 773 ( 1.0ak)
£ 295 £ 195
BKS 107 II Hybrid ribbons
£1750 £ 995
MONITOR AUDIO R252 ( Teak) £ 195 £ 98
CELESTION F20
£249 £ 148
MONITOR AUDIO Studio12 £ 1200 (596
CELESTION A3
3000
998
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14 ( Marked) £900 £ 299
1995
1448
CHORD LS 3/5/12a ( Piano black)
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 5EX DEMO
450
194
CYRUS ( LS50 Incl. Stands
£378
MORDAUNT SHORT Ci ( centre) £ 295 £ 145
DALI 400
£1000 (356
MORDAUNT SHORT 40i
£650
L295
KM Time Windows
£600 £ 245
MORREL Bass Master Oak ( Marked) £ 1600 £ 599
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 3.3
3500
1798
MUSE IS OAK SUBWOOFERS (
2)
5000EA 2148EA
DYNAUDIO SDA 2.8
£800 £ 378
MAIM SEL
£ 1500 £898
ENSEMBLE Primadonna RARE
£10,000 £ 2,995
OPERA SPI Speakers Ex Demo
525
416
GAMMA ACOUSTICS Epoch 5
£3000 £ 495
OPERA Super Pavarotti Ex Demo
1295
896
HALES Signature System 2
£4000 £ 798
PINK TRIANGLE Ventricol £ 1500 £ 750
HECO 10 SH
£150 £88
PROAC
Tablette
2000
£649
£
495
HEYBROOK H132R
£279 £ 125
PROAC Super Towers
£ 1000 £595
HEYBROOK Heystock ( Rosewood)
£500 £ 196
PRO- AC Studio 200
1000
995
HEYBROOK Halos
£450 £ 278
ONR Monitors ( Black)
£ 1200 £369
IMPULSE H7 ( Black)
£1000 £ 299
QUAD ESL- 63 ( Teak)
£ 3000 £ 1295
IMPULSE H6
£1200 £ 448
QUAD
211
695
495
181. TIAN Speakers Ex Demo
2249
1695
QUAD 211 EX DEMO
695
424
Jamo Concert II
3000
1496
RED
ROSE
83
£
3500
f
2228
181 TLXI2
£250 £ 128
REL STORM
750
498
JPW AP3 ( Block)
£295 £ 175
REGA NAOS EX DEMO
998
694
J.R. LPA Subwoofer inc. X- over
£600 £298
REVOX Elegance ( silver) £450 £ 376
1WS Quinty ( Blk)
£300 £ 175
ROKSAN Ojan 3Block
L995 £398
REF Reference Model 1 ( Burr/walnut)
£1295 £695
SMELL III Inc. Stands
£378
REF Ref 101/2
£500 £ 155
SMELL 13 High Sensitivity Monitors
£770
£349
REF Ref Mod 1
£1300 £ 798
SONUS
FABER
Eerie
Amato,
II
REF Ref Model 1.2 ( black)
£1500 £ 898
Inc. ironwood stands
2800
1796
KEF Cube ( EC) Box)
£700 £ 246
SONOS FABER Guorneri ( black stands)
5400
1996
300
KIF QI
148
SOUNDLAB Dynastots £3200 £ 1100
REF 055.2
550
248
Soundlob Al electrostatics
250
REF 01 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
174
(solid cherry/white grilles)
13500
7498
KEF 0205 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
400
344
SPENDOR 53 Speakers
£ 650 £ 455
REF 04 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
400
274
SPENDOR C3 Centre Speakers £ 450 £ 400
KIF OS SPEAKERS EX DEMO
600
404
SPENDOR S8 EX DEMO
1700
1195
REF 06 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
150
104
TANNOY EDINBURGH
4000
2776
REP 09( SPEAKERS EX DEMO
250
174
TANNOY Buckingham £ 5000 £ 1495
REF 001 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
999
674
TANNOY M3
£200 £ 75
1999
1334
REF 005 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
TANNOY DC2000
£200
£95
REP MODEL 3.2 CHERRY
2500
1596
KRELL RESOLUTION ? EX DEMO
TDL STUDIO 1
1000
395
6497
4996
THIEL CS2.2 Discoloured veneer £ 2500
L896
KRELL RESOLUTION 3EX DEMO
3200
2496
KRELL RESOLUTION C ( CENTRE)
2980
2496
TRIANGLE Icare
£ 1500 (345
LEAK ( orig.) Sandwich 12 ohm 12"
£400 £ 148
TRIANGLE CELIUS SPEAKERS EX DEMO
1095
896
LEAK Mini Sandwich(8 & 15 ohm versions)
£98
TRIANGLE TITUS 202 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
345
176
LEAK Sandwich 200 Block
£250
£95
WHARFCIALE 519
£ 275 £ 95
LEAK Sandwich 2030 Black
£175
75
WHARFEDALE ROSEDALE
395
198
LEAK Sandwich 250
95
WHARFEDALE PACIFIC EV30 EX DEMO
649
495
£200
LINN Nexus ( Black — stands)
£500
£239
WILSON PAU(
43000 19997
LINN Kober ( Rosewood) ACTIVE
£2500
£896
WILSON SOPHIA ( EX DEM)
11991
9296
LINN KALEIDH ACTIVE ( ROSE)
1125
796
WILSON GRAND SIAM XI (SERIES II PLATINUM) 69000 39998
LINN EKWAL SPEAKERS EX DEMO
795
514
YAMAHA NS- C80
£ 120 £ 75
LINN ESPEK SPEAKERS EX DEMO
2500
1614
ZINGALI Colosseum Sub/Sat
770
568

a Loudspeakers

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 Monos
£ 1200
L598
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 MkI 1
£ 1500 £ 688
AUDION Sterling Monoblodis- £ 698
AUDIONOTE ANKORU ( 70 Watt S.E. Triode) £ 14995
£5998
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25MKII
5795
3998
AUDIO RESEARCH VSII0 ( EX DEMO)
3999
3396
AUDIO RESEARCH 9160
1995
1395
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60
£ 3300 £ 1795
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 Mk1 Pwr £ 5500 £ 2996
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55 POWER
1699
7196
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIN PRE
1999
1596
AUDIO RESEARCH VT2001 POWER EX DEMO 11981
9587
AUDIO RESEARCH 1316 MKII
3000
1996
BEARD M70 Monoblocks £ 1800 £996
CARY CAD300SE Monoblocks £ 5000 £ 2498
CONRAD JOHNSON PV 10 Pre
£ 1600 £ 845
CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre
£ 1950
£998
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 7B 2130X PRE
10000
5698
CONRAD JOHNSON Prem 8Monos
£ 16,000 £ 7996
CONRAD JOHNSON PV141 ( Remote) £ 2200 £ 1596
CONRAD JOHNSON PV! DL
£ 2000 £ 1296
COPLAND 504 Power
£ 1995 £ 995
CR DEVELOPMENTS Correcto ( Pre) £ 900 £345
GRAFF Venticingue Ex Demo
2250
1197
Graff VT5 35.5 ( 5Channel Power Amp) Ex Demo 2500
1397
HOVLAND HP 100 — MC Phono
£5750 £3496
JADIS DA30 Integrated £3500 £ 1746
JADIS Defy 7Power
£ 2498
LAMM 1.1.2 PRE
4000
2198
LUMLEY Ref 120 Monoblocks
f3500 £ 1998
MANLEY REF VIE MONOBLOCKS
6000
2898
McINTOSH MC2700 Gold ( New)
5500
2898
McINTOSH MC2000 limited Edition
12500
9998
NAGRA PIP Ex Demo
6995
4996
PAPWORTH TVA50
£ 2000
f998
PM COMPONENTS 845 monos
£3000 L1295
PATHOS IN CONTROL PRE ( HYBRID) EX DEMO 3250 2696
PATHOS IN POWER MONO'S (HYBRID) EX DEMO 7000
5796
QUAD 22 Pre
£ 145
TRILOGY VTi Integrated
f2500 £ 1398
UNISON Mystery One
£ 1750 £998
UNISON SRI
f1250 £ 895
UNISON RESEARCH 3001, Manes £ 4200 ( 2995

ARCAM DIVA DT 81 DAB Tuner Ex Demo
699
ARUM DIVA T6I Ex Demo
230
EARMAX Pro Valve Headphone Amp Ex Demo 425
EARMAX Valve Headphone Amp Ex Demo
375
LINN ESPEK STANDS EX DEMO
195
LOE WE ACONDA 9281 32 EX DEMO
1599
MERIDIAN 504 TUNER
799
NAKAMICHI 480 black
£495
NAKAMICHI 48IZ ( Silver)
£495
NAKAMICHI 600
£400
NAKAMICHI DRAGON
1995
6995
PIONEER PDPSO3HDE Ex Demo
PIONEER SD-T5000 ( 5:4 ratio 50') Eu Demo
5000
REVOX SSeries System
£1550
REVOX 03.5 ( Reel to reel)
•
REVOX 836 ( Reel to reel)
•
REVOX Pro HS77 ( Reel to reel)
£950

melt
t/OU
REVOX 877 2track
£ 1000
REVOX PR99Il 2track ( 7.5/15ips) £ 1500
REVOX 8910 Pro cassette deck
£1500
RUNCO CL500 DIP PROJECTOR EX DEMO
5499
TEAE 111500 ( Reel to reel - 7" spools) £400
TRAC 3340S
£ 795
TDS Audio Transformer Ex Demo
349
KLVUlk All d IrOMIKeel 10

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
Vesitot ilisiespeaffer nits . tre professionally
designed and fully tested , nGermany. incorporating highly specified drive units which
complement each other to achieve maximum
perfognance. All kits are supplied with fully
assembled crossovers using top quality
components. Everything is included to build
asuperb pair of loudspeakers and Impact
Audio also supply finished cabinets for all
designs in arange of real wood veneers.

A., 2

U

State of the art drive units

Huge range of accessories

MHT 12 Ribbon tweeter

13

13

oi. o

Il

ice

-

..
ime

IAN EDWAIRDS

Me 13Q

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Transmission line lots

High End Kits
Home Cinema and surround sou

Visaton make some of the
best drive units in the world.
and are used in some of the
best systems around. They
also offer great value f
money and total reliability,

Tel:" 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 7052a9
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Ofé Chef
282 Skipton Road
Harrogate, N Yorks
5-(G1 3HE

IMPACT AUDIO

syww.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshi re - CW2 5PPVISAT*1

Hi Fi & Music Collectors Fair
Wolsey Hall Cheshunt
Sunday 17th April 2005
10:30am to 3:30prn
£3.00 Admission at lü:30a .
tt
£10.00 Admission at 9:30a:n

BIGEARS AUDIO

for full listing please visit www.bigearsaudio.org.uk updated daily
VALVE PRE/POWER AMPLIFIERS
AUDION EL34 STEREO POWER AMP
£899
AUDION 300B STEREO POWER AMP
£1999
GRAAF PURIST VALVE AMPS ALL MODELS"
.
S.P0A
PATHOS ACOUSTICS HYBRIDS ALL MODELS"
3P0A
AUDIO INNOVATIONS MODEL 700 VALVE AMPLIFIER
1475
PATHOS New Classic One, integrated, 70 watt (NEW)
£1326
PATHOS Logos, integrated, 110 watts (NEW)
£
8750
UNISON RESEARCH AMPLIFIERS ALL MODELS
1P0A
Unison Research Unico Line (hybrid, integrated, 80 watt NEW)
1900
Copland CSAl4 hybrid valve/transistor
£625
Consonance MlOOS plus integrated 300b valve amp, remote control,
push-pull, 25 watts
£1595
Black Cat Electronics PX4 valve MONO blocs (Lowthers/Tannoy)
31850
Beautiful ARION Class A integrated AMP uses 5881 valves
1650
Papworth M100s (boxes as new) two mono blocs EL34s
..S2250
SPEAKERS
'fDL ELECTRONICS REF STUDIO 4HUGE FLOOR STANDING MULTI-FACED SPEAKERS
(seven units per cab, in black) £7500
£1995
FULL RANGE OF OPERA handmade Hardwood speakers
1P0A
HORNING loudspeakers
£P0A
Lowther dual position Acoustas PM7As
3775
Lowther Acoustas PM6fes MINT
3425
QUAD ESL57's gold, one owner, since new!! original packing boxes
.5660
Tammy Canterbury's 12" silvers, beautiful
.S3600
'Pannoy Canterbury's 12" reds nice
£1250
Klipsch KG4 Floor standing Oak speakers (seriously good)
3375
Snell speakers JII's
£415
Snell speakers K's
£325

Wolsey Hall, Windmill Lane
Cheshunt, Hefts EN13 9AA
Local Trains Cheshunt & Theobalds Glove
Buses at The Old Pond
Roads M25 Jct 25 & A10
Stalls £ 30.00
For Stall Booking and Enquiries Contact Paul or Ray 01992 714
Fair@antfarmstudios.cD.uk
www.antfarmstudios.co.uk
Ant Faint Studios unit 19-20 southend Farm Southend Lane Essex EN9 3SE
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CD PLAYERS
HEART CD60000SE LE
£750
SHANLING SCD-T200C (NEW)
.2150
SHANLING CDT100 VALVE cd player (NEW)
£1650
SHANLING CD-T80
£650
SCD-S200
31000
Consonance reference CD2.2 W 24bit/192hz valve CD player wood cover £1295
Unison Research Unico triode valve CD player
£1195
Audio Analogue CD. half width
£475
Audio Analogue Paganini 192/24 bit Cd
£950
Audio Analogue Maestro Cd
£1750
CABLES: ONE METRE PAIR OF SILVER INTERCONNECTS, REALLY OPENS OUT THE
SOUND, WONDERFULLY DYNAMIC £85 (
OTHER LENGTHS MADE TO MEASURE)
BIGEARS SILVER SPEAKERS CABLE 4METRES TERMINATED £185

ehrisbirehley@btinternet.com - tel: 01736 740421
www.hifinews.co.uk

buy your hi-fi

Ilmo Mr» 4111 lE Mt Mule facility
ITN er
maul Iv our £711.15,
or MI ter UMW.

he

sell your hi-fi
trade-in hi-fi
we collect your hi-fi
uk next-day delivery
all major credit cards

h o p

no grey imports
no phantom products
all equipment tested by our engineer
six month warranty on all used hi-fi

Please visit www.hi-tisnop.com for a complete up-to-date list as the
list changes daily. Why not subscribe ( free) and receive our complete
list by email every Monday.

g.

MRP
RRP

Bargain Basement

sEm
65oo

ooM
gglEo

95 030£s1

sbi

9 5£ •
39s

9!3,£0 1£1

9535 127£
9,5w
£
0£1

Aucam AJpha lo Integrated (black)
Audio Note CDT-One Transport
Cura CAr Loudspeakers (black)
Cyrus DAD 3Q24 CD Player
KEF ConcertoOne
Linn Keilidh Speakers (walnut)
Micromega Duo CD Transp & Pro Dac
MISSIOrl Cyrus 2, PSX

MRP

RRP

Amplifiers
BOW Warlock SE Pre(inc phono stage)
Cary SLP-so Pre-amp (silver, gxdcond)
Gary SLAM soo monoblodcs par (siNer)
Cyrus Pre X (silver)
Cyrus Mono XPair (silver)
EAR 864 Pre (silver/gold)
EAR litgo Power (silvered)
First Sound Prerrice Pre (black) - two tsox
Gryphon XT2-box Pre-amp (black)
Krell KI2C HC Pre-amp (sep psu)
Mark Levinson 38o Pir-anrip (mint)
Parasound iCi Morsobkxit Power (Pair, silver)
Shanling STP-8o Integrated (tiny mark)
Sugden MasterClass Pre-ampler (silver)
Unison Research Absolute 845 Int Amp

exd £1995 £
1 ,995
s/h
Lib% £1,200
steh
1S4C0
12.400
s/h £1,000 £700
V1.1
£2400 £1,600
exd £
1,89t,
£
11150
exd £,075 £ 1,850
65,goo
Elsoo
s/h £1
,5
00
£
1,79D
el
14949 £2,990
s/h £4,495 £
11
850
exd
15,200
£ 250
exd (1,3ocs
Nice
exd £
2300 £
1,545
01
f12.5o0
19,995

el

Digital
BOW ZZ-Eght 16-bit CD Player (black)
BOWZZ-Eght 24/92 CD Player (black)
BOW Wizaad 2CD Player 24/92 (silver)
Copland CDA-2.77 CD Player (silver)
Manky Reference (Professional) DAC
Mark Levinson 31 CD Transpcd (mint)
Perpetual Tech PA-3DAC, PA-1A
Upsamper 8KFtsever Plant PSU (silver)
Pink Triangle Da Cap° Transport, DAÇ and
Battery Power Supply
Sugden CDzi (new, sealed box)

new
new

14,995

11,750

£
s495 £3.250
sel
£t4/;15 £1,850
Vh £1,649
1619
exd
sAl
sieh
511

£ 3,250 £1495
£2 ,995 £1195
61,990 £950
Elmo

new

Hi%

£141.49 £650

Home Cinema / AV
Krell/pa/3 k-channel Power Amp
Primate SPA2o Digital Controller Amp
Primate. V25 DVD Player
Proceed PR PMDT-PVP DVD Transport

s/11
exd
exd
s/11

14698
b,000
EL000
£
7,490

£2,590
bows
1650
11995

below 101ii" ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery
sharp price"...

Hi HChoice June '04

"Editors Chaim- Award Winner
In HI 111 News far 2nd Year
Awarded Hi Fi News lifilors Mice 2003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to agood standard"

Hi Fi News Feb '04 said...

"
ample, deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble "'lliked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

No One else gives you all Ms value
•
•

Beautiful see through valve cover (Included In the price)
Over 32 variants of Stereo 401 from £599 to £1079

•
•

Choice of Mullard. Ji, EH & Svetlana va;ve upgrades
Switchable Triode Mode (40i&SE) highly praised in reviews

•
Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD-R and home cinema
•
Tape out (essential for any kind of recording)
• 'Soft Start', protects from switch on 'power surge'
•
HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra)
•
Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•
Part Exchange facility for your old equipment. ask us!
We are absolutely delighted with the smooth refined delivery
from the venerable KT66 130w1. Those who like to rock harder will

Speakers
ART loudspeakers Impression 2.
ATC SCM12(cheny)
ATC SCM35 (cherry)
Audio Physic Virgo (b1,3c15/ -1
saliogany)
Audio Physic Avantis Speakers
(abaste Colorie 135
Martin Logan ',
ems (oak)
ProacFutuir 2 (walnut) Ribbciii Speakers
Pro ¼ D25 (ebony, as new)
Quad ESL-63 (recently serviced)
Zingali Overture 35 Omniray Horn Speakers
Zingali Overture 2s (VValmut)
Zingali I-kx ne Monitor tis (VValut)

not be disappointed by the KT88s ability to party 24/7 (45w).
Good old fashioned technology built to last, easy to maintain. We
guaranteed you can listen all day without "listening fatigue"
Features include: All Triode front end Hand built Point to Point wiring. Tape monitor
circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. Gold plated terminals Audiophile
components by Solen. Rubycon. Si'ver audio cable. Stainless steel & alloy plate
construction Soft start Plexiglas valve cage included Upgrade options.
leiterec.

401

EL34 40w(19 triode) integrated £899.95*

Stereo 401 SE KT66(retro)orKT88(Svetlana) £ 799.95*
Stereo 401e EL34 40 watts integrated
£599 .95*

Other
BOW Wand Remote Control (silver)
Stax Omega Ref MIX- (
SR ow fk 512M-oc9t)
Si ryien Bijou FmMaster Tuner

plenty of depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass

yh
exd
new

£
329

£149
£2495 £9595
Essig £649

Stereo
LA 3
NI Et 25,

0

EL84 15 watts integrated
£599.95*
Triode Line Level pre amp
£599.95*
300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr) £1799.95

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment

le

WSA

110

Beware of Imitations! Other amps may look similar, hut our circuits are unique
to us adesigned for UK 240v operation. Full roe aafter sales in Leicester UK.
*Try for 30 days refund if not delighted! ( UK only. conditions apply)e&oe

Call ou-i333 9700 today or
visit www.hi-fishop.com
The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6Ax
Reg office and showroom.

www.hifinews

Visit our new website at www.lconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•
LC-1374-

•
CAILCII0-

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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Special Offers

New KT66 & KT88 Versions available now!

"The Stereo 401 sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with

audioplay

Electronics for those who prefer music....

"I've never been so taken with any speaker.
et any pece point as Ihave by the /54 Gen Ill
special edition Ito wry contention libe thi, product
will redefine what other manufacturers wit have to
beat at 520.000 and lone.'
Greg Weaver • The Stereo Sines

"The involvement level of the LL2
ko intense. so
deep and so much like music that my words
end up getting in the way - which of G0,59.
makes wrung a review apretty daNcuil tasx"
Todd Warnke Soundstege

2 100w

cA mOno

et

'Von Schmeikert Audio
Call now for pricing, literature andfto arrange a demonstration / consultation either at bumo or at our
business premises

-Pass Labs Aleph 3 stereo power ( 30lwpc aure classA)
-Conrad Johnson Premier 140 slereo,po.sr ( 140wpc push-pull pentode)
-Graal GM100 stereo power ( 100wpc.balanced)
-Rogue 88 meg stereo power (60vmmultra Imear/ 40wpc tnode)
-Rogue 90 mag stereo power (60wpmultrc l,eer / 40wpc tende.
£500 extras roc tungsol 6550's wbt soot peo input lacks and tube dampers)
-Kora Galaxy Ref power (50wpc pusti-pulktrrode)
-Audible Illusions Modulas 3a Pre (line dnintomc) silver or black face

-Ven Schweikert VR-1 Ref monitor (hmelwood xdemonstration)

£2250
£7500
£7500
£2000
£2500

£ 1095
£4495
£3495
£995
£ 1595

£4500
£2500

£2495
£ 1395

-Ven Schweiked VR4 Gen Ill hse Refloorstander (Black xdemonstration)

£880
£5095

£745
£0795

•
VVadia 16 (dig, volume output. 4digital inputs/outputs crnk4 VRDS transport)

£7509

£2395

-Cardas Golden Cross interconnect 15m idea
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra 8" tyvkve wades

0977
£2700
8807
£357

-Transparent Music Wave Ultra intercannezt 1m R.
-Transparent Music Premium PDC dim-lint

£545
£ 1195
£350
£ 195

Dealers of new and previously owned high end audio
buy. sell. source, exchangsr design. repairs and upgrades Demonstration by appointment
Simon Phipps - .44 (
0)207 3596962
Agents for

Von schweikert

Ianon

mob .44 (
0)7966 101971'
Renalssanc,

AMPLIFICATION

NI,111
wow vonschwerkert coin

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

DEMONSTRATOR AND

Verhatrrn Cahle

USED

ITEMS

Digital

Denses Beat400+ x- demo
Accuphase DP77V CD/SACD player S/H
Audio Note CDT Zero/DAC Zero 2 box valve S/H
Audio Research CD3 S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
dCS Elgar+ DSD 1394 Version S/H
dCS Purcell DSD 1394 Upsampler
dCS Verdi SACD/CD Transport S/H
Mark Levinson No3I.5 Transport S/H
Mark Levinson No360s DAC S/H
Meridian GO8 CD S/H
Primare VIO CD/DVD Player x-demo
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic 11 DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H

1295
7600
998
5490
5999
9500
4999
9000
9999
7500
2250
795
6290
2990

979
4999
499
2999
2995
4500
1999
4995
4999
2999
1899
499
2299
1195

795
2800
1030
950
550
N/A
1075
N/A
500
N/A
650
225
1400
1999
3500
N/A
3840
N/A

599
1699
699
679
395
1399
499
479
249
75
449
149
950
1399
1999
795
2799
250

625
5495
1089
1200
4200
6950
598

499
2999
599
799
1999
4999
429

695
1050
3995
9998
14989
1189
1200
1500
2000
1000
548
4295

479
729
1799
6999
8995
599
879
995
1299
649
399
2250

1650
3250
499
3999
249
6700
875
7500
5600
749
1299
14000

1999
2399
375
1699
99
4295
499
5799
3799
579
449
8799

550
1299
599
425
319
2370
105
800
1400
599

375
699
375
199
159
1499
55
499
799
299

Analogue
Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New&Boxed
Clearaudio Accurate MC x-demo
Clearaudio Victory MC New&Boxed
Dynavector XX2 MC Cartridge 100hrs S/H
Heed Quazar 2 box MC/MM Phono stage new
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New& Boxed
Linn LPI 2Cirkus/Black Ash S/H
Linn LVII Tonearm S/H
Linn Clyde MC Cartridge S/H
Linn basik LVX Tonearm S/H
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed
Musical Fidelity XLPs MM/MC phono stage S/H
Naim Aro Tonearm S/H
Trichord Research Delphini 4 box phono stage S/H
Triplannar Series VI Tonearm S/H
Roksan Cognescenti Xerxes XPS3/Tabrizi/MC25FL S/H
SME20/2 turntable without arm 6 months old S/H
Systemdeck X 11900 / RB250/Denon103

Pre Amplifiers

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier X- demo
Hovland HPIOOMC Preamplifier S/H
Naim NAC IO2/K Preamplifier S/H
Primare PRE30 x-demo
Spectral DMC12 Preamplifier S/H
Spectral DMC 30s Preamplifier S/H
Regs Cursa Preamplifier Black x- demo

Amplifiers

352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON CRO 7AF

TEL: 0208 654 1231 / 2040

Loudspeakers

SPEAKERS

CROYDON'S
KII1ABERLEY
AUDIO 8( VISUAL

Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier X-demo
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers X-demo
Audio Research D100.2 Solid State Power Amplifier S/H
Audio Research VT200 MkIlValve Power Amplifier S/H
Krell FPB 700cx Class A stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Nairn NAPI80 S/H
Primare A30.2 Poweramplifier x-demo
Primare A30.1 Integrated x-demo
Primare SPA20 Multi channel x- demo
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x- demo
Rega Maia Power amplifier Black x-demo
Spectral DMA100s Amplifier S/H

SOUTH LONDON'S DEALER

Cables and Accessories

• QUALITY HIFI SYSTEMS

• MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS

ROOMS
• HOME DELIVERY
• CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
• QUALITY SERVICE FROM OUR

CABLES & TABLES

& HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT

• COMFORTABLE LISTENING

ATC Active 10 SL x-demo
ATC Active 20 SL x-demo
ATC SCM7 Cherry x-demo
JM Lab Micro Utopia Anigre with Stands S/H
Mordant Short 902 S/H
Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7months Old S/H
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
Peak Consult Incognito Rosewood x-demo
Sonus faber Guaneri Homage with Stands S/H
Regs ELA Cherry X-demo
Roksan Ojan3X Rosewood S/H
Verity Parsifal Encore Black lacquer x- demo
Cardas Neutral Reference I
m RCA-BNC S/H
BCD 1000 3tier stand S/H
BCD Amplifier Stand S/H
'rem Isopower 6way distribution Black S/H
Madrigal MDC 2 I
m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-demo
Siltech SPXIO 0.5m mains cable New Boxed
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
Transparent Music Link Super I
m RCA S/H

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Magnum Dynalab FT- R Remote Switcher for FT 101A/Etude
(new & boxed)
Ropa radio 3Silver X- demo

450

279

398

279

Midland Audio X- change are looking for Audio Research, Krell ,
Mark Levinson, Maim Audio, SME,Wadia.
WWW.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

EXPERIENCED STAFF

Stockists of: ARCAM, ATC, BOSE,

DENON, KEF, LEXICON,

LINN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, PIONEER, PRIMARE,
PROJECT, PURE, QED, QUAD, REL, ROKSAN, SENNHEISER,
TEAC,

TUBE

TECHNOLOGY,

VIENNA

ACOUSTICS,

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA AND PRODUCTS FROM H TACHI,

JVC, LOEWE, PANASONIC, SONY & TOSHIBA
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible.
We achieve this using s3rne of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others

turntable world'

•

Like to audition anumber of different decks in one place?
Love to compare amodified lonearm with the original on the same deck?
Want to hear anew cartridge for yourself before you buy?
Never found anywhere interested enough to do it for you?
For some time now its been nigh on impossible to make informed choices about an logue products because while reviews
are agreat start point, no reviewer has your individual listening preferences - let alone your very own personal ears!

Our inventory includes tne tantalising KSL Kendo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line. M7 Phono. M77 Phono. the New° Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge. the Kuzma Airline. Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearms.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stab, Reference.

We are here to offer every customer the chance to decide for themselves what they like, by offering genuine choice and service in what we call ' turntableworld'. Our dedicated dem room is available now and filled with selected products from the
manufacturers you have come to know and love
Whether its time to spend scary money or not. you'll still be talking to someone who is genuinely interested.
..• tibleworld has selected items from,
Audio Technica, Clearaudio, Dynavector, Goldring. Grado, Graham Slee Projects.
G FCHadcock. Lyra. Michell Engineering, Moth, Nottingham Analogue. Origin Live. Ortolan,
Project, SME. Sumiko. Transfiguration. Trichord Research and Wilson Benesch
...all on dom right now!

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX - R2
More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life,
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call LIS for an inforrnal chat or to arrarrrjo an

Plus our own range of accessories including agreat wall shelf with twin level acrylic platform
and two superb digital stylus pressure gauges from just £29!
We can also offer Home dems by appointment and full set up of lust about any deck in your own home

New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

New

£ 6500

£19000

DCS Elgar / Purcell / Verdi / Verona / Firewire / Uncle Tom Cobley and all £ 16000

£24000

Musical Fidelity Tn-Vista Integrated. 12 months, boxed, spotless. Big knobs

£2700 £4000

Sonus Faber Musica Integrated amplifier. Elegant wood facia, tacky gold trim

£700 £ 1050

Living Voice Avatar Mk2 Cherry. Scrumptious

£2100 £ 2700

Living Voice Avatar Mk 1Cherry. Also scrumptious

£1700 £ 2700

Living Voice Avatar OBX-R1. Very scrumptious indeed

£3000 £4000

Aloia two box line pre- amp. Look it up on www - rare, boxed, perfect. V. good

£1400 £ 2800

Art Audio PX25 power amp. Fea power for horn users, like Lowther fans

£2000 £4500

TEA() Micro Groove standard. Moving coil phono stage ( 0.8my / 1Kohm)

£300 £ 450

ATC SCM7 - very cute mini monitors on shiny stands. Perfect condition

£400 £ 700

Ruark Crusader 2loudspeakers. Black. Very nice condition.

£600

Eastern Electric Mini- Max. Valve rec' valve line pre- amp. Sweet, new. boxed

£400 £ 800

Revox B77 Reel to reel tape machine with aload of black tape reels.

£400

Canary 303 monos. 300B push pull. Lovely, beefy and very nearly new cond.

£3500 £ 7250

Canary 309 monos. 300E1 parallel push pull Very beefy, 6months use only

£4500 £ 10000

Canary 301 300B stereo power amp. Very nice sound. 4years old. revalved

£2250 £ 5400

Canary 801 line pre- amp. Nearly new, very good.

£2250 £4500

Croft Charisma X line pre- amp Nearly new, excess stock

£2100 £ 2850

Canary 608 integrated amp. HE. Product of the Year. Great sound

£1900 £ 3000

Revolver 45 floorstanding speaker. New. unused. Cherry

£1200

Audio Note Japan M7 line pre- amp. 10 years. classic, just serviced

F300n

0115 973 3222

internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax:

Alchemist
Linn
Linn
Wilson Benesch

Bragi phono stage and Forseti p/s - vgc, superb flexible stage
LP12/Armageddon/Aro - nr mint, black, boxed
LP12/Lingo/Ekos - ex, black, boxed
ActAct 2 - the best ever 9 Rare as

399
1599
1499
2499

£600 £ 1500

Sugden A21 Integrated with phono. Titanium finish. Modern classic

Tel:

With part exchange upgrades continuing to be our speciality, you'll also have
access to the widest range of used items in the UK - many from manufacturers you'd half forgotten existed. and
still supported by our in house warranty of course.
Current inventory ol over 50 used turntables and tonearms include:

ClearAudio Master Reference turntable / Master Reference TOI Tonearm
Insider Wood Reference cartridge. 5years, one owner, spotless

30b Larchfield st, Darlington - 01325 2418 88
or e-mail us... news fr turntabiriwitrld.ro.tik

0115 973

3666

email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

hifisound

30b Larchfield st, Darlington, DL3 7TE
01325 241888 or email news@hifisound.co.uk
On Demonstration - New goodies In our new dem mom

Acoustic Energy
Audio Analogue
Ofiera
Richard Allan
Roksan
Triangle

New AEI Mk3, Aehte 3. etc
New Puccini. Paganini and Porno items
The delightful Mini
New LS3/5a
New Caspian M Series. CD, Integrated and monstrous Pre/Monoblocks
Selected models including the new version of the highly reviewed Antal
Digital selection

Krell
Micromega
Nairn
Quad
Rotel

CO-DSP - ex. clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning
Trio - ex, the ultimate Micromega
CD5 - nr mint. boxed, remote
99CDP - nr mint. boxed
ROD980 and RDP980 Transport and DAC - ex. very very rare

1499
1449
699
799
449

Amplification
Audiolab
Meridian
Michell
Quad

80000/8000Ms - nr mint, very sought after
501 and 505s with MSR - ex, pre and boxed pair monoblocks
Alecto - ex, Monoblocks
909 - nr mint, boxed

1279
1199
899
699

Speakers
Acoustic Energy
AVI
Quad

AEI mk2 - ex. black ash c/w fluted stands
tiit Neutron - vgc, amazing baby in rare Sobinga w000
Ili nr aunt boxed, Birds Eye Maple

599
299
299

ITEMS TO SELL? CALL US - WE WILL GIVEYOU MORE COMMISSION SALES TOO!

HEARING IS BELIEVING
Exciting and valve-friendly loudspeakers
from the States with ultra-competitive
price-tags featuring patented technological
breakthroughs:
•Lightning-fast "spider-less" midrange drivers
employing "magnetic-fluid damping-system"
•Voice coil-driven "flat dust-caps" reducing
distortion by means of alarger and more
uniform actively moving driver surface.
...ifyou are looking to spendfrom $3,000 to
$20,000 on apair offull rangefloorstanding
loudspeakers, it would be (frankly) stupid not
to audition the HPS-938. Yes, they are that
impressive!!! (Note the three exclamation
points)...
Steven R. Rocklin, "Enjoy the AImiccom"

...some people already have gone on record
as having traded $ 12,000 speakers for these
start-up upstarts...
Srajan Ebaen, "Nnoons.com"

isrefreshing to see genuine breakthroughs L
in speaker design implemented at price points
that don't compete with the cost of anew car '
or cause cardiac arrest..Giant-Killers!
...it

Jim Hannon, "AV Guide Monthr

MAJOR

AWARD

WINNER

The HYPERION HPS-938 is your answer for a
new level of audio experience.

fI
•
info@realhi-fi.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

I

www.realhi-fi.c
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QUALITY USED
THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

EQUIPMENT,

CENTI-UIL
0
AUDIO

BOUGHT, SOLD,
PART EXCHANGED

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
3700
AUDIOLAB CDM/DAX
N/A
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
1400
AUDIO RESEARCH V70
4500
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
2000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE BLACK GATES
3750
BAT 51SE PRE 6 MTHS OLD
7950
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
12950
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
9450
BOULDER 1060 POWER EX DEM
16500
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
1500
CHORD CPM3300 SILVER
6500
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,TQ1 ARM
6020
DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE
5000
DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE
6500
DCS VERDI
8000
DENSEN BX340 NEW
1850
DENSEN 8200 NEW
1000
EAR V20
3500
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
5000
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
400
HOVLAND SAPPHIRE
7000
KIMBER 4TC 2X4 MTR BANANA'S
250
KRELL KAV 250A
3698
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
7639
LFD MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
950
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
N/A
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD
3500
MARANTZ CD7
3000
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
6500
MARK LEVINSON 39 CD
5000
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS I
2500
MARTIN LOGAN SL3
3500
MERIDIAN 209 REMOTE CONTROL
150
MERIDIAN 562V
1300
NAIM IXO
500
NAIM 72 sn147852
N/A
NAIM 250 OLIVE SERVICED
1900
NAIM HICAP OLIVE SERVICED
750
NAIM 112
660
NAIM 92
N/A
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
2400
REGA ELA CHERRY LATEST MODEL
800
REL QUAKE BLACK
360
ROKSAN XERXES X ROSEWOOD XPS5 DS1 5NEW UNUSED 2000
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SONY SCD1
SOPHIA 300B'S VERY LITTLE USE
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
T AND A TALLIS 5 1 NEW UNUSED
THETA PROGENY
VPI TNT HRX
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO PIANO BLACK
WADIA 861SE SILVER 6 MTHS OLD
WADIA 270SE / 27IX

8295
4000
450
1500
4000
2300
2200
1100
9250
8000
10400
19000

NOW
1595
895
695
1595
995
1995
3995
7995
6495
9995
895
3495
3295
2995
3995
4995
1195
650
1995
2595
195
3495
150
1595
3295
495
150
1495
1995
3495
2695
1295
1695
40
395
250
295
895
450
395
95
895
295
225
1395
4995
1795
195
695
2495
395
1295
195
5995
3995
6995
11995

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN . TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

130

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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dave@hifiguy.co.uk
web

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

E-mail:

Erfir-fr exchange Mactr,C,d

Maestro

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
•SME • Sound lab

Website:

brightoni
.

ph
mobil

,

> we are the south coasts
leading stockists of quality
new, used and ex-dem
Hi -Fi equipment

nywhere
the country to puck up
dalivar
ent

01 157
436 180

> we update our website
everyday with used and

ex-dem equipment so
tari
> world-

shipping

JUST ARRIVED
AIRTIGHT ATM2
BATVK75SE POWERAMP
CECTL-IX CD TRANSPORT
CHORD SPMI200 POWERAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOS
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER I
6LS PREAMP
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA MK21NT AMP
LINN SONDEK LP I
2/1TTOK/KHARMA
LINN SONDEK LPI2/BASIK PLUS
MARANTZ MA 22/SC22 PRE/MONOBLOCKS
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 MK2
QUAD 240 MONOBLOCKS
REFERENCE 3A DE CAPOS
REL Q200E SUB
SONUS FABER CONCERTO HOME[PIANO BLACK]
SPENDOR LS35A SPEAKERSII5 OHM]
THORENS TD124/SME3009/SHURE VI
5MK2
1
WISON BENESCH ORATORS

£3,200
£3,500
£2,000
£1,400
£7,500
£3,750
£3,500
£625
£450
£1,200
£750
£900
£1,800
£995
£6
£
45
20
5

E4
£
55
50
0
£ 1,".

ES 000
£8 000
£4 500
LNIA
LI6 000
£8 500
£7.995
ENIA
ÉNIA
£2,800
£2.200
ÉN/A
£3,000
£2,500
£650
£1,200
[N/A
£N/A
£3,200

ALON ELITE SIGN1TURE MK2 s
\ £4,500
£9,000
AMPHION XENON SPEAKERS[AS NEW]
[ 1,8100 £ 2,400
AUDIO RESEARCHVT130SE
£ 2,795 £ 3,000
AUDIO PROJECT AP60 INTERGRATED
£ 400
£1,200
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
£2,400
£3,000
AUDIO RESEARCHVS110
£ 2,500
£4,000
AUDIO RESEARCH VT ISO MONOBLOCKS
£ 2,995 £ 14,000
BATVK 60
f1,900
£4,500
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS I
M BAL INTERC
£ 350
£895
CAT REFERENCE PRE
£ I,900 £ 3,000
CARTRIDGEMAN MUSICMAKER CARTRIDGE
£ 275
£ 575
CONRAD OHNSON I7LS MK2 PREAMP
£ 2,750 £ 5,300
CONRAD OHNSON MF2500 POWERAMP
f1,900
£4,000
CONRAD OHNSON PREMIER 10 PREAMP
£ 995 £ 3,500
CONRAD OHNSON ART 2 PREAMP
£6,000
LI 6,000
CONRAD OHNSON PREMIER II
E1,600
£3,750
CONRAD OHNSON PV8 PREAMP
£ 500 £ 2,000
CROFT CI-ARISMA 3PREAMP
£ 1,500
£ N/A
DEUVELVENUS SPEAKERS
£950 £ I,300
EXPOSURE SUPER 18 POWERAMP
£ 350
£ 300
EXPOSURE SUPER 21 PREAMP
£ 300
£300
EXPOSURE SUPER 15 INTEGRATED
£295
£300
FIDELJTY RESEARCH FX64S/MC702
£595
ÉN/A
GAMUT CD1R
£ 1,500 £ 2,750
GOERTZ AG3 DIVINITY SPKR CABLE 4metres X2
£ 1,500 £ 5,000
FF ROWLAND 871 POWERAMP
£5,995
£14,000
FF ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
E1,900
£5,500
EF REFERENCE is
£600
EN/A
KEF 107 MK2s
£995
EN/A
KHAMA CERAMIQUE CE3s
E1,800 £ 5,000
LONDON SUPERGOLD S3 CARTRIDGE
£ 300
£695
LINN KATAN SPEAKERS
£350
£600
LUMLEY ST7OVALVE POWERAMP
£650
£2,450
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
E1,200
£2,800
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED
£3,500
£6,000
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
£2,250
£4,500
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
£ 895
£2,000
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
£850 £ 1,500
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
£ 295 £ 1,200
NAIM NAIT 3INTERGRATED
£ 325
ÉN/A
NORDOSTVALHALA 1SM SPEAKER CABLE [BIWIRE] f1,700
£3,800
PANASONIC TH42PWS
f1,000 £ 7,000
PLINIUS S100 MK3 POWERAMP
£ 1,700 £ 4,000
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOS
£2,450
£4,400
TOM EVANS THE GROOVE PLUS
£2,650
£:1,11150
TOM EVANS THE VIBE/PULSE PSU
£3,250 £ 4,800
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
£ 1,000
£3,200
WADIA 7&9 REFERENCE 4BOX CD PLAYER
£6,500
£23,000
WILSON SYSTEM 7 [AS NEW]
f15,995 £ 22,000
VAESSEN B.O.X SPEAKERS
£ 1,300
£2,800
VTL 85 VALVE POWER AMP
£ 850
£1,850

rE

We are also agents

, • .

the following products and many others:

en
Border Patrol IBoulder ICabbase
C.A.T
Clear Audio IGamut IGraham IHalcro
Hovlan
Lavardin IOracle IPass Labs IPlinius IReference 3A
Rogue Audio IS.PJ Record Players ITransfiguration IVincent
www.hifinews.co.uk

›lincs

HICAM
WAS

PATHOS LOGOS INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC .

Like new, nothing like the price!

UMSON RESEARCH UNICO CO RMER
ALPHASON AFROS 2SPENCER STANDS BOXED MRET .
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MINIAC REMOTE
A.CCUSTCS ARTS POWER 1IMMIGRATED MP 130WPC
MONRIO ASTI CD PLATER 24/96
DENSER 10005 IMCD CD PLAYER.

www.audiolincs.com

•ADVANTAGE S-2

Pre-amp

Refined yet truly dynamic sound quality tireless listening.

•

Both balanced and RCA in/out. New £2750: As new £ 1495

AUDION Silver Night

Integrated Amp

Silver Night single ended triode integrated amplifier.
New matched pair of E124 valves. Beautiful.
Only £595

•AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 (Phono) Pre amp
Pre amp
•AUDIO RESEARCH LS22
-

Valve fient end with quality phonostage.

Just £995
-

•

A flawless example of this deliciously musical line-level
pre-amp. Hilly serviced. New C3,995
Now just £ 1595

BAT VK-51SE

Pre-amp

Fantastic musical insights, especially with the new
VK-150SE power amps. Wards simply aren't enough!
Bought new late 2004 at £7995

Now £4,595

• BAT VK 150 Valve monoblock power amps

Authority and subtlety a giant leap for the high end.
Bought new in late summer 2004. and absolutely
unblemished. Were £ 15,500
Now £ 10,595

•
• CANARY 300B
• CARDAS Golden Reference
• CARY CAD 300SE
BRYSTON 4B ST

Power Amp

Unblemished silver. 250 wpc. Fabulous. £ 1,495

Monoblocks

Superb amplifiers with latest EH 300B's.

Only £ 1,595

1Mtr XLR

Opens up the soundstage in all dimensions Only £895

Monoblocics

-

Beautiful, brand new matched Electro-Harmonix 300B's.
Special edition were £4,750
Our price £2,295

• CONRAD JOHNSON EF1

Phono -stage

Supremely flexible phono-stage provides for a wide

range of loads and offers three levels of gain. Absolutely
as new. Was £ 1995
Our price £895

•

CONRAD JOHNSON PV-10BL

Pre Amp

Latest version of this class leading valve hybrid classic.
Absolutely as new, boxed. List £ 1295
Now £995

• CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 14L

Pre Amp

Billy remote controlled and you mulct be the first owner.
UK model, mint and boxed. Was £2250. Now £ 1,495

• CONRAD JOHNSON

Premier 17LS-2 Pre

Be the first owner of one of the world's finest pre-amps.
UK model. Boxed as new. Was £5000. Now £3,295

• GRAAF GM-20

Valve Power Amp

Phenomenal bandwidth. 1Hz to 350kHz. Bring on your
super-tweeters! Boni as now %sus C3,450
Now £2450

• HORNING Agathon

Loudspeakers

On permanent demcnstration bemuse Iwon't part with them!
Re- initial information viso httpewww.hominghybrid.com
Latest models in stack. Come and listen
New £6,300

DNA 125
Power Amp
•McCORNIACK
• MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 Pre & Power Amps
CD Player
•MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2
0.5mtr RCA
• NORDOST Valhalla
P 3A / P 1A / P 3B
• PERPETUAL TECH'
Loudspeakers
•QUAD ELS 57
CD Player
• SHANLING CD-T100C
-

Ex dem MAUI, full warranty. Was £1,695

Mint and boxed combination.

As new £895

Unbeatable at £895

Superb performance and value.

What intemonnects?

Now £495

Huge saving at £895
-

Supremely natural DAC system.

-

-

As new £ 1095

Very late examples, the best we've seen. Black.

£895

Pristine 2003 nutlet looks as though it's never been used.
Direct connection to power amp is also passible.

£1,095

Speakers
•SONUS FABER Guarneri
e VERITAS C400/ P400 Pre & Power Amps
Exquisite, to keep forever!

Like new £3,350

Possibly the 'clearest' amps ever and with 400 wpc!
New in excess of £4,500

MINT CONDITION HIGH-END
ITEMS BOUGHT AND SOLD

Tel: 078 2192 5851
01476 591090
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

www.hifinews.co. uk

Like new £ 1,995

•
HIGH- END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE NIP 1A00 REMOTE OSNTWSL
GRAM VBICINOUE 'TRAMP.—
AUDIO MLVE BIM PRE AMP MACE° .
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 208111TERGRATED MAP
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70 •
70WPC
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER MIPS......
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PRONG STAGE WC
ACOUSTICS ARTS DAC 1 32384KHZ DIA CONVERTER
EXIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/SLY INPUT.
ACCUSTICS SOTS PLAYER I24/96
All LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
AUDUSA RUPIN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
All NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONOMAC
AN LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
Al/RUM CANTOS iesuks 35E STANOMOUNT SPIES
MI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
BLUENOTE BALDINOTT1 MC CARTRIDGE
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
BLUENOTE DUCALE REFERENCE QUALITY BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
BLUE NOTE BELLA/ESTA SIGNITURE TURNTABLE
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MIR PR INTERCONNECTS._ ..
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO IMIR PAIR NEW . .
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MTR PAIR
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY IMTR PAIR NEW
HOMO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC . .......
BLACK 11140011114 POLAR ORATORIO 2 IMTR PS
CROFT VITA PRE AMP NEN
CROFT
STAR POWER MIPS NEW FROM
CROFT ONCSHINI ALL VALK POUR AND NEW
CROFT GO IMMIGRATED AMP 40NPC NEW ...
NEW BLACK RIMDIUM DC? MIAOW 2 IMIR PR
DENSON EGO POWER ABS' 200WPCO4 OMAS STUNNING
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POUR COICERTO IMTR PR ...
CLEAR/UDC CHAMPION TURNTABLE .
PROAC FESPONSE ONE SC STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS NEW
CLEAR/LOKI MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE NIANAC
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
UNISON FESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
EAR 834 WT NM BOXED NEW
PFMAC TABLET% REFERBICE 8SPEAKERS
EAR 834P ALIMAC PHONOSTAGE NEW
EAR 890 POWER AlIP 70 WPC CLASSA NEW
EAR 899 INT/FTE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
EMILE INTRERGRATED/PREMAIN AMP NEW .............
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW.
EAR 864 PRE AMP NEW
ELAC CL 3102 JET SP&XERS NEW
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
UNISON RESEARCH UMCO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
ELAC Cl. 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
&MIT 11.11TI TERON COATED INTERCONECTS FICTVXLR
ELM F20 CINDM SPEMI3IS FREESTANORIG/GLASS BASE
GAMUT 03 PRE IMP DALAI.= RUOUT
GAMUT 0200 MK3 POV/ER AMP NEW 200WPC
UMW 14200 MONOBLOCKS 2001/PC
GRADO RS 1HEADWICHES NEW__
HALM DNB PRE MP A/CA/BALANCED
HALCRO DM IS STEREO IMP 180WPC
MALMO MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
LIRA ARGO MC CAITIREIGE NEW
LORA NEURON NC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELTON St MC CARTRIDGE NEW
.......
MIO(GL
LYRA DORIAN
1W P50
MC CARTRIDGE
DC MAI06 NEW
NEW

.000

.025
BAD
lISO
2300

1200
.1499

HE
135
ISO
GO
1095

nvie4

EMUS DPI DAC/PRE 24/192 BILATCED GLASS A
INGELL GYRO SE/R8300 ARIA
MICHELL OR8E SME BOARD NEW
CLEARA.U010 BLUFMOTION TURNTARLE MARS WARRANT ,
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
NOEL/ TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW .
GOLDRING SRI TURNTABLE ON ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
CASASSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 036 MV
TRANSRGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 038 MV
CASASSE 005 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
ST810 11320 INTERGRATED AMP.
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP REMBALANCED
0151.1.0 0200 SISRER POWER AMP 200WPC
GRAAF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
VIRTUAL DYINATICS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG
VIRTUAL ENHAMICS DAVID RCA IMTR PR.....
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MINIX PHONOSTAGE
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS.
ORELLECA100/SP100 PRE POWER NEW
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
ORELLIEOSEVOCDPLUYOREXSEM
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC R/C NEW
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPC10130HMS
PUNIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED.
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
RUBAN PROLOUGE ONE SPK FVW FINISH BOXED USED
RUARK VITA 100 51SPK SYSTEM INC RUM ACITVE SUB
RUARK VTTA 120 51SYSTEM NEW
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
PROAC DIS VARIOUS FINISHES NEW FROM
SED FULL RANGE
RUMB PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEMERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SHE MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES/MM NEVER USED MINT
SHE 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES OMM
SHE ARM EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
VAREWORLD ECUPSE REFFERENCE BIT IMTR NEW
YAFIEWORLD MANTIS 5IMTR INTERCONNECTS NEW
SOUTID ORGANISATKIN FULL RANGE
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR ITAIM OWNERS DIN/OW
STAB SR 0076SRM007 EARSPEAXERS NEW
SIM SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAIR SRS 4040 SYSTEM SHUN/TORE 2 NEW...
SUM/KB BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SUM/NO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo Ill MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IIATR INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINMNG CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HMI 1VTR CABLE
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPITINI MN//NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
TRICHORD DING PSU NEW
NEW TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP WNW INL PIE PSU
AS ABOVE WITH THE NEVER OINT ED PSU
SEDO SI D1SCSAVER COMETS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT HM
SOURI FULL RANGE
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 13 12F MTRS NEW
VNANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1FAIR PR
VARENVORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
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595
895

1695
1998
_1499
1199
1470
970
1570
1970

.500
.995
1695
1695
.900

1126
1615

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi oy enthusiasts

NOW
2750
450
995
30
425
3690
595
1600
675
2350
425
1500
2100
1500
3100
2450
770
2900
2531
2895
1299
POA
1499
1469
995
1499
1400
999
1800
1900
70
95
90
45
795
697
990
1500
3600
1250
160
595
225
810
1199
230
2400
1395
2440
699
715
3075
3250
2690
2275
1850
799
799
599
2499
195
499
3430
3990
6100
750
9480
13550
5100
795
1145
1249
495
315
2531
1128
2413
695
655
700
140
450
690
2250
695
1195
1685
1495
1495
3950
125
380
495
1295
PGA
1325
1199
PGA
1470
970
1570
1970
3750
2250
2250
275
225
450
750
1500
800
1790
POA
1250
159
2643
1000
1400
5273
995
499
149
POS
109
2495
349
995
589
65
239
69

199
425
1270
299
699
1198
35
POA
45
35
29
20
POA
FROM E132
219
149
AGENTS FOR. EAR. TRICHORD. AUDIONOTE. MICHELL MYRIAD. AGI. STAX. LUT ELAC. RUARK
SME. PLINIUS, BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA. SUMIKO. QED, GAMUT. ORIGIN LIVE, ORELLE,
W1REWORLD TRANSFIGURATION. AURUM CANTUS. ACOUSTICS ARTS, HALM). STELLO
C,
k 011 SHUN MOCK CROES AUDIOVALVE, VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes oil A508
For further details

J

Tel/Fax
01604 842379
Mobile
07973 233380
Email. . PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
Website
HICAM.CO.UK

ID

We think we are arefreshingly different hi-fi shop
why not pop in visit our web- site or call us and see if
you agree
Special offers
Below is a small selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers. For more information and
photos or most items please see our website.

Heybrook TT2, Rega RB300 & Sumlko BPS

300

Linn Basile voth Basile LUX srm ( marked lid)
Tag McLaren PPA20 •honosta.e

650

CD Pla ers
Audio Note CD-T1 transport. Ex dem
Exposure 2010 CD player in silyer Ex dem
Rega Planet cast case version
Marantz DV8300 SACD/CD/DVD-A, ex dem

Son SCD -777E8

165

1.100
600

875
455

500

295

1,500

875

stereo SACD/CD pla er

1.275

Tuners

Talk Electronics

Li htnini 1.1 tuner

800

425

Chord CPA2200 SMP600 Pre/Power

5.295

3.795

Consonance Reference 1.1 valve line pre

2.495

1,995

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

800

455

A'

mers

Bryston BP20 & 3PST pre & power amplifier

1.850

Exposure XXI remote controlled hne level pre
Icon LA3 valve line level pre amplifier

650
450

Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

900

Magnum MP300 E. 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks
Magnum A50 monoblocks Factory modified

795
1,200

Marantz PM6010 K.I.Signature in gold New

500

Prirnare A20 line level integrated amplifier
Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage
Rega Mira Cast case integrated

250
350
215

Rega Mara 2000 power amp in Silver. Ex dear

498

Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier
Tube Tech Seer/Unisi svalve pie/power.

795

245
375

898

395

3,000

1,500

Eteauhorn B2 Gold. ATO driver & Vibraplinth

2.895

BC Acoustique Tibre in cherry, ex dem

890

730

Castle Richmond 3, New in various finishes

280

200

Epos M12 speakers in cherry. Ex dem

500

Epos M12 speakers

500

111

dark cherry.

JM Labs Electra 906 speakers in grey/rose

300
300
675

Omega full range Fastes based speaker

2.000

1.100

Piega C3 in brushed aluminium finish

2,600

1.250

ProAc Studio 125 in Maple. Ex dem

1,000

655

ProAc Tablette 2000 in natural Oak

650

495

Quad 11L in Birds Eye Maple.

N eve &

sealed

380

Rega Ela speakers in Cherry

320
270

Rethin ' Second Rethm' serious Lowther host

7.000

TannoyR2inChery

3,999

350

175

1.500

895

Denon DVD-A1 their flagship OVO player
fsad T532 DVD player. New

2.500

1.475
250

Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch tower amp

1,050

Vienna Mozart in Gloss black (Ii.htl

marked)

Home Cinema

330

725

Stands Unique Fathom subwoofer in silver

210

Rega 4tier rack suitable for cast case range

90

Target TT2 mk2 two tier rack

55

Target TT1 one tier amplifier stand

40

Target R1 heavy weight speaker siands

150

NOTEWORTHY DIY
•
Sloetkit superb range of Valve amplifier Irks starting from
£595
.Audio Note Dac Kit. from £550
•
Lowther drive units
•
PHY-HP Drive units
'Wonder Solder
'Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
•
Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
-Irma Gold plated mains plug
-DeoxIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
.0tisleeved 0 5mm Pire silver wire
*Voodoo pure silver plated 4mm plugs
'Slyer phono sockets and binding posts
co.uk/diy fix further details or call to
receive acopy of our DIY brochurs

Visit TIOIeWOrinyaUë10

News
We will be exhibiting at a specialist hi end Hifi
show at Heathrow on the 2-3 April 2005.
where we will be displaying awide variety of
interesting equipment and demonstrating a
statement system.
Please call or visit our website for more
information.
NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Stoeet, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday
Tel: 01296 422224
www.no -.eworthyanidio.co.uk
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ALIUM AUDIO

01273 608332

01273 325901

0f Qu&tyjL

"REFERENCE
SERIES"
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS

"REFERENCE
SERIES"
2.2 CD Player
2.0 SACD Player
24/192 (»sampling
Balanced Solid
State Outputs
6H30 Valve
Phono Outputs

6550 70wpc) P/P
6550 ( 50 wpc) P/P
300B ( 9wpc) SET
300B ( 18 wpc) SET
Remote Control

"CYBER
SIGNATURE SERIES"
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS

"CYBER" SERIES
222 PRE-AMP

300B ( 22wpc) P/P
2A3 ( 1lwpc) P/P
6550 ( 50wpc) P/P
Remote Volume/Input

Using 6SN7 Valves
Remote Control
Switching for
Input/Volume
Matching Monoblocs
available

We are pleased to announce that we will be exhibiting at the " Heathrow High Fidelity Show",
Held at the Park Inn, ( formerly

Le Meridian), adjacent to Heathrow Airport , April 2nd/3rd.

Please visit us in SYNDICATE SUITE 4.

E

r
:M=es@aliuneiaucbsite

www.aliunnaudio.com

Audio
ESTABLISHED TOM WILLIS 1988

Pre Amplifiers from £ 900 - £ 4,000
Valve Amplifiers from £ 2,450 - £ 20,000 hand crafted and built in the UK
QUARTET MONOBLOCKS

VALVES
UK distributor for the complete range including the KT88
reviewed by Chris Binns Hi

Issue 34

"Truly aworthy successor to the esteemed British King"
(THE ORIGINAL MO KT88)
Send for our list of Cryogenic treated valves

Stockists and information
London - Hear Here
Tel: 020 7937 0856 / 07768738372 email: hearhere@onetel.com

Midlands and North - Hear Here
Tel: 0777 4477542 email sam.hillreaches@ntlworld.com

North - Audio Salon
Tel 0141 333 9700 info@audiosalon.co.uk
40 watts/channel pushpull. Valves 845B 8Hz - 45Hz
Black/chrome volume optional

HAVE YOUR AMPS TAILOR MADE IN OUR
WORKSHOPS AT NOTTINGHAM
132

APRIL 2005

Hi-FiNews

Visit our Website at: www.artaudio.co.uk

7
411

,
zitsdia,,,,,„„

62 Vaughan Avenue, Hucknall, Notts NG15 8BT
visit our website at: www.artaudio.co.uk
email t.willis2@ntlworld.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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You can now choose to pay in 2006 at Ki West One
Right now we are offering our
customers the opportunity to
choose any system, or component
upgrade for that matter with the
option to pay just 20% deposit and
then nothing to pay kw 12 months.
We are committed to making it
easier kw you to upgrade to your
dream system.

systems below. All of its at ig take
considerable pride in our
encka% ours to audition and put
together dream systems. We are
fortunate to be able to choose
from the world's finest range of
musical components.

work that well. Our ten featured
systents we know are totally
compatible and will provide atruly
satisfying musical experience.

In the final analysis we do feel
that our guiding criteria has to be
outright performance versus
Whilst equipment reviews are investment.
helpful we quite often find that the
We think we've got it right!
Take alook at our own featured sum of the parts do not actually

SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 2

CYRUS CD8x

£1000.00

ROKSAN Caspian Amp

£999.00

QUAD 99 Power

DYNAU

Spkrs

£399.00

QUAD 22L Spkrs

Normal System Price

£2398.00

DEPOSIT

£480.00

SYSTEM 3

*** *

QUAD CDP

£1000.00

UNICO CD player

£1175.00

£550.00

UNICO Amplifier

£825.00

£895.00

SONUS Concerto Spkrs

£999.00

Normal System Price

£2445.00

Normal System Price

DEPOSIT

£500.00

DEPOSIT

Deferred 12 months £ 1918.00

Deferred 12 months _£ 1945.00

SYSTEM 4

SYSTEM 5

£999.00
£600.00

Deferred 12 months £2399.00
IriaiinXI=smaxamik
-

FEATURED SYSTEM

YSTEM 7
ADIA 302 CD Plyr

*****
T£3999.00

+A V10 Amplifier

£3995.00

****

MERIDIAN GO8 CD Plyr

£2249.00

AUDIONET ART V2 CD

£2299.00

PATHOS Classic 1Amp

£1325.00

COPLAND CSA29 Amp

£1899.00

KRELL KAV400xi Amp

£2699.00

SPENDOR S6E Spkrs

£1499.00

PROAC D15 Spkrs

£1799.00

SONUS FABER Auditor

£2548.00

Normal System Price

£4473.00

Normal System Price

£5947.00

Normal System Price

£7546.00

DEPOSIT

£1190.00

DEPOSIT

£1510.00

Deferred 12 months

£4757.00

Deferred 12 months £6036.00

£195.00

DEPOSIT

Deferred 12 months £ 3578.00

ertist

wOp1anoà equest

SYSTEM 8

SYSTEM 9
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3

£5189.00

PATHOS Inpol 2Amp

£5500.00

McINTOSH ( 2200/NIC2101

£10,000.00

AUDIO RES. LS25/VS110

MARTIN LOGAN Odyssey

£6798.00

WILSON Sophia

£11,992.00

Normal System Price

£30,788.00

WILSON BEHESCH ACT

£9000.00

£2600.00

Normal System Price

£18,982.00

A Perfect Partnership.
With the Wadia 302 at the helm
signalling accurate, detailed information
into the absolutely amazing and
innovative 70 watt integrated valve
amplifier from T+A driving the full range
of micro dynamics through the most
elegant affordable speaker from the
master craftsmen at Sonus Faber. Yes,
we have the perfect partnership. Asonic
alliance at, dare we say. abargain price.
* FINANCE

SUBJECT TO STATUS; WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST

HIGH- END HOME DEMONSTRATIONS BY
APPOINTMENT. PtEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

SYSTEM 10

£4482.00

£12,993.00

Interest Free Optkm on Request

111==11111=--

THETA Compli Uni Plyr

Normal System Price

£10,393.00

******

£1649.00

£4999.00

Deferred 12 months

SYSTEM 6

SHANLING CDT- 100

SONUS FABER Cremona

DEPOSIT

e*****

DEPOSIT

£3800.00

Deferred 12 months

£15,182.00

Normal System Price
DEPOSIT
Deferred 12 months

Interest Free Option on Request

£21,987.00
£4400.00

KRELL KPS28c CD Plyr

DEPOSIT

£17,581.00

£8998.00
£9798.00

£6200.00

Deferred 12 months £ 24,588.00

Interest Free Option on Request

Interest Free Option on Request

KJ W EST O NE
26 NEW

CAVENDISH STREET

LONDON WiG 8TY
Tel: 020 7486 8262/3

West

PETERBOROUGH

(01733) 341755
Ibell'Hild's Tines/
C- 1isiHi1

Full System Reviews featured at

www.kiwestone.com

IAN

HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE NCIIIN QUI!!
£2050
MICHELL ORBE
£1800
MICHELL ORBE SE
£1000
MICHELL GYRODEC
£800
MICHELL GYRO SE
TECNO ARM A"
£340
£175
DENON DL304
f270
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£800
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£585
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
£800
KOETSU BLACK
£1300
KOETSU RED T
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
fP0A
GRAHAM TONEARMS
£1050
RESON LEXE
£475
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD

TRICHORD DINO
TRICHORD DELPHINI
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+
WHEST AUDIO
GRAHAM SLEE
JAN ALLAERTS
ZYX
VAN DEN HUL
GRADO RS!
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+

£250
POA
£425
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
£625
£490
£190
£845
£1975
£3300
£1500
£2200
£350
£625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8. BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 9arn-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7CY
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459

8113

Absolute_A naloguea email.msn.com
n.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

"... one of the greatest
examples of the genre..."
Gramophone Magazine

HI-FI NEWS
AWARDS ISSUE JAN 2004
EDITORS CHOICE
BEST IN CLASS
THUNDER 3.1B cn

"...this preamp rocks"
Hi Fi Choice, February 2005

"This 200 - watt monoblock
delivers awesome dynamics
that verge on the scary.
Better than that though,
it plays music"
Hi Fi Choice, February 2005

Listen and believe
Talk Electronics Ltd., The Old Barn, Higher Park Farm, Halebourne Lane, Chobham, Surrey GU24 8SL
Tel +44 1276 709966 Fax + 44 1276 682843 info@talkelectronics.com www.talkelectronics.com
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Sonus Faber Guarneri speakers plus dedicated stands,

£600, Michell Gyro £ 500, Horning Perikles £ 1200, MF

like new condition with full packaging £3500 ono

Nu-Vista Interconnects 2.5m x2 £ 100 each, Musical

(£5350 new), 1.5 years old, 3m pair of Nordost SPM

15 foot pair £549 ( 1149), Kimber 0.5m Orchid digital

Fidelity Nu-Vista speaker cable 2m £ 100. Tel: 01782

speaker cable £ 1300, 4.5m Quattrofil interconnect with

396931 [CD17]

link boxed, van den Hul Integration 0.8m balanced £85
(£175) boxed, all excellent condition. Tel: 01883

JPS LABS superconductor+ dual bi-wire Cardas Spades,

RCA £ 1100, Tel: +353 91 637745 evenings ( Eire) .

Musical Fidelity A5 CD player, limited edition, 3weeks

IME341

344902 or email: jezzerbooOfreenet.co.uk EDE141

old, boxed, receipts, 23 months warranty remaining,

TAG Mc Laren 601ry integrated amp (Audiolab 8000S

Red Rose R3 loudspeakers, ribbon tweeters and very

brand new condition, genuine reason for sale £ 1150

upgrade) mint, £400, Arcam Delta 70.3 CD player

light use, excellent condition, boxed, pictures available,
priced to sell at £995 (£3500 new), including shipping

ono. Tel: 01384 271571 (West Midlands) [C0141

£200, Musical Fidelity X-LPS phono stage + XPSU

dCS Verdi La Scala transport and Elgar DAC plus, 8

from Dublin, Tel:Barry (00353) 87 2310778 [ ME]

power supply £200. Tel: 01442 344362 ( Herts) [ D8]

weeks old, unused, boxed, cost new £ 19,000, asteal at

Mark Levinson 3905 CD player, mint, boxed £3750,
Tel: 01803 293805/07876 451279 EBD171

£8900, Classé Omega, pre-amp, two- box Mk 3,8 weeks

MF Tri Vista SACD £2250, REL Strata111£425, Ruark
Equinox speakers £750, Stands Unique extended tower,

old, boxed, unused cost £ 13500, sell for bargain price
of £4900, ATC SCM100 ASL, piano black, 8weeks old,

Tel: 01932 886663 ( Middx) [ DE14]

Quad 22JI I
amplifiers, control unit, AM tuner, FM tuner,
ES speakers, spare valves, manuals. Quad 303/33

inc. isolation shelf and shelf support upgrade £425 ono.

mint, unused, cost £9500, sell for £4750, Tel: Sharon
on 07854 120899 [CE20]

Stax 007 headphones and 007t amplifier (£3000), plus

power amplifier, control unit, FM tuner, ES speakers,
manuals, all excellent, offers, Tel: 01243 377692

PS Audio Power Plants, two 1200, one 300, all latest

(Hants) EBD171

spec, unused, boxed, cost new £ 11,000, sell £3900,

sound reproduction from the world's finest headphone
system. Equipment in Al condition £2400. Tel: Peter

Levinson 39 CD player/pre-amp (can be run direct to

valid reason for sale of all components, no brokers,

07709029693 after 2pm ( East London) [ D8]

power amp or through pre-amp), one of best under £ 10k

dealers or time wasters, please phone Sharon on 07854
120899. Be quick to take advantage of all these

REL Q200E sub, 200W, black, 11 months old,

bargains. [CE17]

(£650), no offers. Tel: 01223 511209 (Cambridge)
[D8]

in 2000, detailed, smooth, dynamic, fast. Stellar
reviews. £2450 (£6500 new).
http://www.audiorevolution.com/equip/no.39/index.htm

ATC C6, two Subs, piano black, still crated, unused, cost

I, Levinson 380S pre-amp, special edition classic

£1100, sell £4900, Focal-JMIab 25th Anniversary

pre-amp at bargain price £3500 (£6500 new), rave

Electra 937BE speakers, weeks old, unused, new £390,
sell bargain £2000, B&W ASW 750 sub x2, boxed,

reviews, all boxed, remotes, as new. JM lab 920 Electra,
as new £ 1100 (£2500 new).Tel: 07779 880889

Headroom electrostatic processor (£400), astonishing

immaculate condition, 2years warrantly, only £470

AudioValve PPP45 monoblocks, Eclipse pre-amp
Pioneer PD 91 CD, Monarchy Audio 18B DAC, all mint
condition £ 1200 ovno, AudioValve Assistant integrated

unused, cost £2500 sell both bargain £ 1100.Tel:

amp 30W PD, mint condition £550 ovno Tel: 01252

Sharon on 07854 120899 [CE17]

659058 after 6pm ( Surrey) [ 08]

£1750, worth it for the CD replay alone. Mark Levinson

Classé Delta System CDP-100 CD player, CP-500 preamp, two CA- M400 monoblocks 400W, all only 4weeks

Michell Gyro SE, black + QC PSU + clamp + cover + 2
armboards, SME & Rega £765, SME 309 arm £450,
both boxed + instructions, Sound Org wall shelf £25,
Revox A77, service manual £25. Tel: 01474 326220

(London) [ BD27]
Theta David 11CD/DVD transport, excellent condition
Proceed AVP1, AV pre-amp, excellent condition £ 1250,

old, boxed, unused cost £ 14,000, bargain, yours for

Tel: 07773 374508 or 01538 399347 [ BD171
Meridian 500 transport and matching 563 [20-bit] DAC

£7000, selection of cables for all the kit, 1/3 of price,
Tel: Sharon for details on 07854 120899 [CE17]

in immaculate condition with original boxes, manuals,
and Meridian system remote £ 1200 including high-

Pathos Twin Towers Class A, single-ended hybrid
integrated amplifier, remote control, excellent

quality silver interconnect, Tel: 07764 988486 [ BD17]

£100 ono, Tel: Craig 01279 304671 ( Essex) ( 081

condition, all packaging, manual £ 1795, Tel: 01895

B&W Matrix 800 speakers, extremely rare, high-end

TNT turntable £4200 ono, Koetsu offers, high-end silver

631299 ( Middlesex) (CD14]

leviathans in white, will swap for Revox Scala 3.6

cables, offers around £900, Tel: Mon- Fri, 7-8pm
Janette, 07788 881184 EBD171

B&W Nautilus 801, black, mint condition £4700, boxes

speakers or cash toward buying apair, photos on request

available, will demonstrate, genuine reason for sale, Tel:

by email: amwlondonOtiscali.co.uk

Snell Type N11, Oracle Delphi RB250, Audio Research

Donovan on 07930 396086 [CD14]

Croft Transvalve TS1 amplifier with Vita pre-amp, five

VT- 100/2, TEAC Trichord T-1, Quad ESL-57 with

Avant Garde Uno horn speakers, six months old, perfect

months old, mint and boxed (£2750) £ 1950 ono for

Quadrapod stands, ThorensTD 125/SME 3009, Saec

condition £3000, T+A V10 valve amplifier, as new

quick sale. Tel: 01547 550309 ( Powys) EDE141

tonearm, JR 149, Snell type K, possible P/X. Tel: 01179

unused £3000, Tel: 020 8531 5979 [CE17]

Spectral 30 Studio reference pre-amp, balanced &

556555/07979 514450 [ BD14]

Tom Evans Eikos CD player (£4000) £3500, boxed,

single-ended inputs/outputs, perfect & boxed, stunning

Accuphase DP-85 SACD/CD player, absolutely mint
condition, boxed & manual, UK spec model 36 months

Cary 300SE monoblocks (£5000) £2500, boxed, Cary
SLP89 pre-amp (stepped volume, oil capacitors)

sound quality (£8500), sell £5500, Tel: John 020 8265

old, (£ 12,000) Sell £ 5599 ono, Jeff Rowland Model-2

(£3400) £ 1700, boxed, BC Acoustique Ganges

JM lab loudspeakers, Electra 905, 3-way with Target twin

power amp plus battery power supply, great condition,

speakers 93dB (£2250) £ 1000, Tel: 07973 500274
ECE191

column stands, lovely cherry/black finish, first to see will
buy, cost 3yrs ago £ 1450, absolute giveaway £ 595

colour black, just had brand new batteries fitted, can
demo, (£7,500) sell £2,500. Tel: Ian 020 7584 5784
[CD21]
Musical Fidelity DVD-1, outstanding, mint, boxed £800,
Kelly KT3 as new, very high sensitivity 95dB, offers
around £675, will P/X Sonus Faber Concerto or anything

[D8]
Ruark Sabre Mark I, good condition, punchy sound,

[
ow

1088/07944 669448 [ 08]

Revox B261 tuner, mint, boxed, instructions £295, Pink

ovno, also wanted Shahinian Obelisk speakers, would

Triangle Ordinal DAC 1307 De Capo, mint, boxed,
instructions £275, Monarchy Audio DIP mint,

part-ex JMIabs if interested. Tel: 07795 552220

instructions £ 125, Tel: Mike Chesterfield 01246

Audio Research LS25 Mk11 pre-amplifier £3100
(£5999 new), mint condition, 33 months old, original

209578 day, 01246 570556 evenings [CD14]

(mobile) 0121 3580459 (evenings) [ DF23]

considered, all owned from new and perfect. Tel: 07970

Bel Canto Evo 2i Tri path digital amp, 120W/channel

819237 Charlie (Gloucester) Auditions welcome

box, manual and remote supplied with spare set of new

£1695 ono, Unison Research SRI hybrid amp,

[CD14]

80W/channel, Italian classic design £550. Tel: 077805

valves purchased from Absolute Sounds, Tel or txt:
07765246756, email: k.booker-milburnObristol.ac.uk

Tannoy Eyris centre speaker, mint condition in original

22747, email: alexlandrumOonetelcom [CD14]

EDF171

box £ 150 ono, Preston, Lancs, Tel: 01772 498601

Wadia 861 CD player £3500 (£8000 new), excellent

[CD14]

Wilson Audio Maxx finished in Ferrari dark grey, fully
upgradeable to Mk 2 (£40,000) £ 19,900 ono, Watt

Naim 250, olive £950, Musical Fidelity F22 pre-amp

Puppy System 7, dark titanium ( mint), new March 2004

condition, upgraded from an original 860x in March
2002, perfect for upgrading to outstanding 861SE

£425, F15 power, needs attention £495, 0.75m Cardas
Cross £ 175, KEF 105/2 £ 500, Breitling Chronograph
£925. Tel: 01684 850619/07854 007210 (CD14]

(£22,400) £ 14,900 ono. Tel: Ian 020 7584 5784.

version, Tel or txt: 07765246756, email:

email: ianbodill@thotmail.com [CE17]

k.booker-milburnebristolac.uk [ DF17]

Nordost Valhalla lm interconnect, original Nordost
phono terminations, (£2195) asking £ 1200, Nordost

Transparent Ultra speaker cable, 12ft, single wire, £900

Hegel power amp 150W/ch £950 (£2500), American
Acoustic Developments E48 slim, floor standing
speakers £225 (£ 599), Pathos TT class A, hybrid

Valhalla 2m bi-wire speaker cable, (£4200) asking
£2500, Sugden Masterc lass power amp (£3300) asking

integrated amplifier with phono section and remote

£2300, Tel: 01296 437314 (Aylesbury, Bucks) [CD14]

(£2200 new), Cardas Golden Reference interconnects
XLR, 2pairs, 1m40 £400 and 0.9m O £350 (£900
new), Siltech 4-80S interconnects XLR, 2pairs 0.5m
and 0.6m, £400 each (£800-900 new), classic now
unobtainable pure silver cable, Tel or txt:

£1950 (£3250), Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) [AE17]

Starter Pack? Arcam Alpha 6CD, Planar 3, Rotel

Audio Research Ref 2, Mk 2 £ 5800, Nordost Valkyrja

RT850L tuner, Audiolab 8000A, Diamond 8.1, Target 2-

1.0m XLR £600, Harmonic Technology Magic One

layer wallmount, light use, £220, all in box (Chichester)

07765246756, email: k.booker-milburnObristolac.uk
EDF171

1.0m XLR £300, Tel: Stephen 07973 793892 email:
srapageOyahoo.co.uk [CEFOC]

delivery possible, Sussex. Tel: 01243 783229 [CE17]

Audio Note Silver Meishu with phono stage, nine months
old, mint condition, fantastic integrated SET amplifier,

ProAc Response 3.5 speakers, £ 1750, TEAC P30

Nagra PL- P, as new, boxed, £4500. Tel: 0031
628876862 ( Netherlands). Can personally deliver

Reference CDT & Audio Synthesis Dax Decade, £2395,

[CD14]

power amp 70W/ch, little used and in VGC, £ 1450

Rotel MICH I200W power amp, £750, all in excellent

Quad 77 integrated amplifier, 77 CD player, 77 FM

(£3750), Tel: David 07815 737586 ( Edinburgh)

condition £4200 for complete system. Tel: 01492 580

tuner, and system remote control, Nextel £ 1200, Quad

[DF17]

201 ( North Wales) [CD17]

ESL63 speakers and stands, need attention, offers,

Sonus Faber Grand Pianos, home edition in piano black,

Unison 845 monos £ 1500, Audio Research SP9 pre

Tel: 02380 600857 (Southampton) [ DF17]

mint condition, these come with the metal plinths

www. hif i
news. co . uk

£3500 (£ 5500), Conrad-Johnson Premier 1la stereo
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£895, also Musical Fidelity F16 power amp, mint and

01825 722936 1081

power amp, Deltec mains filter, cables, boxes and

boxed £995, Tel: Alan: 02392 453382 [ D8]

Stay SRS440 hadphones, immaculate, 3months old,

manuals £ 1075 Tel: 020 8992 3978 EDF171

Sonus Faber Mk 1with ironwood stands, excellent,

wonderful sound, boxed with instructions, sell £ 700

Cyrus FMX radio tuner, boxed, mint, unused, 29 presets,

bargain £ 1500, also Hales Revelation 2floor-standers

(new £ 1200), Tel: Huddersfield 01484 540221 fD8)

MC- Bus compatible, 76db s/noise ratio stereo > 50db

(£1800), available for £900 (see off most competition

Krell KPS 20i CD player (£9900) with Delta 09 ( DAC)

channel separation £250 (£ 500 new) Tel: 0113

below £3k!), Tel: Kevin 01245 251235 1D81

upgrade (£ 1500) excellent condition, boxed, manual,

2576710 ( Leeds) 07900 406712 [ DF17]

Linn Activ system, Kairn pre-amp with power supply,

can demonstrate £3750 Tel: 01495 248488 ( evs) [ D8]

Russ Andrews Kimber purifier power block £225 ( 400)

Kaber Activ crossover, three LK100 power amps, lkemi

Marti nLogan Quest superb £ 1895, Levinson No.23

Silver Reference power cord 3ft £ 575 ( 960) Reference

CD player, Pekin tuner, Kaber Activ speakers, K400

£1695, Krell KST100 £ 1295, Tel: 07966 267404

power cord 6ft £120 ( 219), 4ft £ 100 ( 183), 3ft £90

cables, equipment support, manuals £2500 Tel:

(Essex) 1D81

(165), all with boxes Tel: 01797 253073/07801

01371 820182 ( evenings) 1D81

Quad ESL 57, renovated by Classique Sounds, original

837927 mobile EDF171

Accuphase DP-65V CD player and E-307 integrated

cartons, instructions, superb, £895 ono, Quad 33 pre-

Wad ia 850 CD player, with remote, instructions and

amp both two years old and in superb condition £3750

amp, FM3 tuner, in teak case, fine condition, £435 ono,

boxed, excellent condition, £2,750. JPS interconnect 1

the pair, original cost £ 7495, would split, Tel: John

Tel 020 7792 4967 or email: asd

metre, WBTs, pristine condition £300 (£ 500), both

0161 4395317 [ D8]

@michaelcalvert.demon.co.uk [ 08]

items no offers, Tel: 01623 740872/07816 063648,

Border Patrol S10 amplifier, dual power supply Western

Quad 44/405 inc cables and spare input boards £270,

R.Kirk@Amserve.com EDE171

Electrics 300B valves, just one year old mint condition

Rega Planar 3with super Bias cartridge £ 145, Exposure

Musical Fidelity A300 CR dual mono power amp, mint,

£4000 ono, Tel: 01208872316 Cornwall IDE141

XXV amp £270, Marantz DV 4100 OSE £ 55, all boxed,

boxed, cost £2200, sell £ 1250, Thorens TD166 record

Tannoy Prestige Canterbury 15HE, best sound Ihave

Tel: 0191 4886737 [ DE14]

deck with Goldring 1040 cartridge, boxed, mint

ever heard, few months old, boxed, guaranteed, and less

Quad 33 pre-amplifier, 405-2 amplifier, FM3 tuner, two

condition £ 120 Tel: 01432 275203 1D81

than half price, finished in walnut, with 5m Tannoy

KEF 104 Reference speakers with stands, Michell Focus

Shahinian Arcs, Omni Directional floorstanders in oak,

TLC500 cables, plus supertweeter crossover board,

One turntable, SME 3009 Series 3pick-up arm

1995 model, vgc, wonderful open dynamic sound, work

photos available, £4750, email:

mounted Shure V15 cartridge, one owner, all in good

well with Naim, can demo, new price £ 3000, will except

hifi@theview.demon.co.uk or Tel: 01159 242075

condition, Quad and turntable assembly with original

£995. Tannoy Mercury M-25 standmount speakers, vgc,

(Nottingham) EDE14]

boxes and handbooks £300 ono, buyer collects Tel: P.F.

in black ash £ 75, Tel: 01737 212888 1D81

KEF Reference series 1.2 speakers, rosenut, mint

Ager 01424 844869 iDE191

PS Audio PCA-2 pr-amp £ 1000, Audio Research SP14

condition, boxed with manual, 6months old £ 750,

Rogers amp HG88 Mk II, pair Pye speakers floor

£975, Air Tangent Ref tonearm £ 1400, new £8000, Air

Sennheiser headphones, reference class HD650 ( 15

standing, Technics CD player SL PG400A, all still

Ref Mk2 transport and Dac £6500, Statement power

minutes use) mint, boxed with manual £ 175, Tel: 0115

working, can demonstrate, offers to Newmarket 01638

amp, p.o.a, PS Audio Ultimate outlet H/C new £ 275,

9754070 fD81

6668431DE141

CEC TL2X new £ 1750, Audio Research VT100 Mk3

Jadis Deft 7power amp £2750, wonderful sound,

Nairn Nap 250 power amp, Nac 82 pre-amp, three High

£2750 P/X possible. Tel: 07841 422548 [ 081

Audio Research LS8 Mk II £ 750, ProAc Response 1.5

Caps, Prefix phonostage £3500, Tel: Vernon on 077399

Rockport Sirius Ill turntable £3700, CEC TL1X beltdrive

£925, Musical Fidelity X- 10D £ 50, QED Genesis Silver

17753 ( mobile) 01395 263994 ( home) EDE141

transport £2800, Wadia 270/27IX £ 7750, edge laser
biased NL10 Signature one pre/pw £ 12000, DCS Elgar

Spiral speaker cable, 3metres £ 149 Tel: 01924

Impulse H2 for sale, floorstanding, horn- loaded,

893372 ( West Yorkshire) [ D8]

high-sensitivity speakers 94db (£ 2250), awesome

Purcell non Fireeure £4000, Audio Research Ref 2Mk2

Nairn 82 pre- amp 128673, just serviced by Naim, with

dynamics (£690), excellent condition Tel: 07974

£4200, Lyra Connoisseur 4.0L 4.0P, the ultimate

180 power amp 135869, boxed, mint £ 1750, Russ

274615 ( mobile) IDE14]

pre-amp £ 16000, P/X possible Tel: 07841 422548

Andrews super mains purifier unit (£350) £ 150. Tel:

Deltec DSP505 pre-amp, PSU, phono stage, DPA 505

[D8]
Electrocompaniet EMC IReference CD player,
Electrocompaniet upgrade, spider CD clamp, 24- bit

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com.
For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please call our reader
ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399

Hi-FiNews

unsampler 192khz Dac, remote, £ 1600 ono,
Electrocompaniet 2xamplifiers, AW120 DMB dual
mono balanced, £ 1350 ono each, both £2500, also
EC4.7 pre-amp £ 550 ono, all latest models, excellent
condition, boxes, manuals. Tel: 01234 302769 [ D15]

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17.
Additional words 50p each.

ATC C4 centre channel loudspeaker, perfect and mint
condition, change of plans, boxed, £ 700, this is an
Active loudspeaker, new £ 1200. Tel: 01287 638986
(Cleveland area) EDE14]
Cyrus CD8X plus PSX-R power supply, latest spec,
finished in black, as new c/w manuals and

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)

manufacturers, boxes £800 Tel: 01457 871622
mobile 077541 85437 [ DE14]

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Spectral DMC-12 pre-amp with onboard phono stage,
fantastic reviews on request, UK spec. official UK
import, immaculate, box, manual, can demonstrate, list
was £4750, asking £ 1750 Tel: 020 8882 7278
[DE14]
Exposure XXV RC amp £430, Castle Avon Speakers
(mahogany) includes 4metres Audioquest bi-wire and
plugs, £250, excellent condition with original packaging
(can demonstrate) Tel: 01482 887409 ( Beverley) after
6pm EDE141
Chord CPM 2600 integrated with system remote and
integra legs £2750 (£4140)
Tel: David 020 8641 3911 ( evenings) Surrey EDF171

Please publish the above advertisement for

insertions under the heading:

FOR SALE 1 WANTED 1

Address

Cheque/postal onder enclosed for E

IPC Media or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex*
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Daytime telephone number
Date of sending
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156157/01483 246361 EDF171

6pm 01903 261931 ( Sussex) EDF171
Icon Audio pair MB25 300B valve mono blocks and LA3
valve Triode line pre-amp as new, immaculate, little use,

Signature

No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

£5000 (£ 11000) private sale, Surrey Tel: 07764

boxed £4495 ono (£8700 new) in warranty, Tel: after

Card Number

'Please indicate which

Tannoy Canterbury and s. tweeter, mint condition

Thiel CS6 speakers, Morado finish concrete baffle, vgc,

( pounds sterling) made payable to

IIIIIIMMLLIMMEIDE1111
Expiren (date)

Name

SEND TO: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House,

year old, original boxes, stunning sound. £ 1600 ( new

233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ.

£2400) Tel: Mike 07951792449 email:
revsup@revsup.co.uk EDF171

www.hifinews.co.uk

Purveyors of esoteric & quality hi-fi componen
Tel
email
THIS MONTHS DELIGHTS
LOOK EXCLUSIVE!
Perpetual Technologies, £ 1,895 Pl A, P3-A
plus power supply. Modwright upgrade.
The current state of the art in digital replay under 5k
Brand new please phone
POA
Mark Levinson No 31 ref Transport

(£ 8,500) £ 2,995

Continued na,w

Theta Pro Gen V ( balanced)

(16,200) £ 1,895

developments in
support improvements

Theta Data Transport ( US spec)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8 preamp
Musical Fidelity F22 preamp

(£2,950)
(£ 1,995)
( f1,200)

£ 795
£995
£495

Krell KAV 300i1
(£ 3,900)
AVI monoblocks
(£ 1,600)
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista power amp (f3,300)

£1,995
£750
£2,495

Mark Levinson No 27 power amp (£ 5,500)
Mark Levinson No 23 power amp ( f6,500)
Counterpoint SA200 power amp
(£ 3,000)
Rotel RB 993 power amp
(£ 1,600)

f1,695
£1,995
£795
£750

Celestion Al ( rosewood) (£ 900)
Tag Maclaren Calliopes (with stands) (£2,500)
Beauhorn 2.2 (with plinths) (£4,200)

£395
£1,295
f2,495

Wilson Audio 5.1 with tails etc
Apogee Duetta Sigs BRAND NEW
Northcreek, c/overs, custom finish,

( 18,000)

£6,495

Priced less than 15 years ago! Phone! ....(£4,700)
Mark Levinson 38s preamp
(£ 6,500)

£3,395
f2,395

are shown in HNE's
new website

•

140 dedicated designs
•
•

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: petehneuk@aol.com
www.hne.co.uk
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Hi-FiNews
Classé reborn: our exclusive May issue
Definitive Test is the first UK review
of the Canadian brand's eye- popping
new amplifiers. Also we audition the

CLASSE

newest Pro-Ject turntable, Shanling's
exotic yet affordable CD80 player and
Dynaudio's Special 25 speakers, and
lu there'll be full lab tests on the
'Marantz SA- 11 SACD player as well as
Ruark's reincarnated Talisman speaker
— and there'll be AVTech lab tests on
another selection of promising home
cinema products. Finally, look out for
another great prize competition, with
major hi ci prizes to be won!

CLASSE

•

Ye,

LIOIn N.»)

Don't miss HiFi News,
www.hifinews.co.uk

New Isolation rack solutions

• Customised Services

next month

ere,

New B&W 800 series support solutions

• LP12 plinth upgrades and kits

crated, totally amazing,

•

5 Star Loudspeaker stands -

May

issue, on sale Friday, 1April
Hi-FiNews
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
y

ou've all heard this one: How many audiophiles does it
take to change alight bulb? Three. One to change the

bulb and two to argue about how much better the old
one was. But this well-observed barb nails down one of audio's
many truisms, applying equally to software as to hardware:
how often do reviewers ( or audiophiles, fcr that matter) ever
allow the possibility that areissue can equal or surpass an
original release? With the unexpected CD release of the
Beatles' first four US LPs — in mono and stereo, no less — the
knee-jerk reactions have been caught mid- kick.
You have to understand that the US Beatles' LPs prior to
Sgt Pepper were much derided because the track listings bore

to issue them in this form; even after 32 years in the UK, with

only vague resemblance to packages assembled by the Beatles
themselves. Leaving aside greed on the part of the US label,

every time. But playing order is one thing: sonics are another.

certainly acause for derision, there was an artistic gripe: the
Beatles chose the tracks for their LPs with care, including the
playing order. And from Pepper onward, the releases were
pretty much uniform in every
market around the globe. Before

The Beatles'
organisation decided
to make the global
editions uniform with
the original UK
releases; thus, you
could not hear on CD
the US stereo mixes

this, thougn, Capitol in the USA
had the habit of getting roughly
four LPs out of the UK's three,
with fewer tracks per LP. This
was also away for them to
harvest the UK singles and EPs
in 12in form.

Some tracks sound absurdly coarse; it's anyone's guess how
many generations away from the master tape were the US LP
masters. And, yes, some of the earliest tracks suffer bizarre,
extreme left- right separation. But the mixes quickly evolved
into very sophisticated stereo spreads, and the experience
isn't just revelatory: it's genuinely more satisfying.
Perhaps most bizarrely, it's the lesser- known tracks that
benefit the most, probably because they haven't been heard
as often as ' IWant To Hold Your Hand' or ' She Loves You'.

Most interestingly, however,

'I'll Get You', ' It Won't Be Long', ' ICall Your Name': even for
ajaded old Beatles casualty such as I, it was ( no
exaggeration) like hearing some of them for the first time.
These CDs fuel again the debate as to why EMI insisted on

was the Stateside need to
release stereo versions. Stereo

mono for the first four LPs on CD. What warped purism
deprived us of these for so long? ( And this is coming from an

took off earlier in the USA; by

avowed mono- maniac.)
Most important of all was hearing just what astonishing

1964 it was established if not
quite commonplace. Not to
have stereo wasn't an option. So
the Yanks had stereo albums
made up from the multi-track

musicians the Beatles were even at the tender ages of 20-24.
George's guitar work was so blindingly sophisticated, the
arrangements so complex relative to the rock of the day that it
simply reinforces their reputation retroactively. They were and
remain the greatest band of all time. A pox on the morons

mono masters, but these stereo mixes were not part of the
original re- issuing of the Beatles LPs on CD. When that
momentous event took place, the Beatles' organisation decided

who wrote them off as ' yeah-yeah-yeah' in 1963-5: even the

to make the global editions uniform with the original UK
releases. Thus, you could not hear on CD the US stereo mixes

be released in 2005.
Two intriguing points about this box set must be noted.

of the Beatles' EMI material because someone decided that

Firstly, it's titled ' Vol. 1', suggesting plans to release the other
pre- Pepper US LPs. This would shut down bootleggers who

Please Please Me, With The Beatles, A Hard Day's Night and
Beatles For Sale should come out only in mono.
Enter the new four-CD box set, The Capitol Albums Vol. 1
[Capitol CPT 1234]. The US LPs Meet The Beatles, The
Beatles' Second Album, Something New and Beatles '65 very
roughly correspond to three of the UK discs, with the addition
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every UK LP in triplicate, Istill anticipate the US tracks,

most basic of their earliest material humbles 98% of what will

have been issuing facsimile-sleeve versions of the US albums
on CD for over adecade, and will legalise an entire, massive
chunk of the Beatles' recorded canon. But as important for
this not- impartial observer is one other realisation:
When Ifirst heard about th's set, Ipre-ordered it

of the aforementioned single and EP tracks. The revelation is

immediately on Amazon.com, waiting months for its arrival.

that the US versions mustn't be treated as heretical, but as an
utterly captivating alternative view, an opportunity to get even

Then, to my great surprise, it was issJed simultaneously in the

closer to the music, because these discs rock.
Let's dispense with the collective subconscious of ahundred

indicate aUK- manufactured edition, not just US imports.
Which tells me that it's now OK to accept the US mixes as

million Americans who expect to hear the track order of, say,

valid artefacts in their own right. Better still, it's actually OK

Meet The Beatles instead of With The Beatles, reason enough

to like them. MI
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our new spring collection
The evolution begins now...
Introducing the next generation in Ayre
technology. The evolution series is acollection of
design achievements that further advances
Ayres position at the forefront of audio and
video design. Every Ayre component has been
upgraded to offer anew level of sonic
performance and reveal all of the musical
nuances you were meant to experience.

No 326S Stereo Preamplifier
The new Mark Levinson No 3265 features audio
circuits, controls and optional phono modules,
based on the award winning Mark Levinson No 32
Reference Preamplifier. The No 326S features
Arlon circuit boards, together with discrete volume
attenuators. Following the Mark Levinson tradition
the No 326S exceeds all your expectations and
creates anew standard for stereo preamplifiers.

CS2.4 Loudspeakers
The CS2.4 is the result of Thiel's more than
25 years of extensive experience in designing
high performance loudspeakers. Since 1977,
Thiel's history of innovative engineering has
led to significant sonic improvements in each
new model, resulting in speakers with the most
outstanding performance in their class.

osymmetry
Ayre Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,
Grand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,
Stereovox, Sumiko, System Audio & Thiel

t:
e:

01727 865488

info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"This amplifier can blow your house over but
loses nothing from the music"

"Combining clarity with control is virtually a
three word encapsulation of the KAV400xi"

Your Guide to Hi Fi and Home Cinema, January 2004, Stan Curtis

Hi Fi Choice, November 2003, Alvin Gold

KAV400xi

"The new player not just delights
with the still quite rare SACOs, it
also knows how to please with COs"

"If I
had to choose one SACO
player, (regardless of price),
I'd go for the Krell."
Stereophile, December 2003, Michael Fremer

"The 'Standard' is aplayer with...guts

Audio, Germany, September 2003

"A unit capable of delivering
performance at the very top in the
reproduction of CO and SACO"
19

Audio Review, Italy. November 2003, Franco Guida

Diario de Noticias, Portugal, September 2003, JVH

C:

SACO Standerri

SACO

HEM ANGELS THE NEXT CHAPTER
From its arrival with asingle power amplifier in 1980, Krell sexclusive product range has evolved into atotal
system concept. Because it is now recognised as the premier high- end audio and home theatre brand, Krell
has been compelled to create the ultimate in audio- only and audio- video systems from front to back. Its
range of amplification devices have been augmented
over the years by CD transports, digital converters and

Krell FPB 700cx

and arange of loudspeakers suitable for pure music or

"There's a
timeless quality to
all-round excellence, and the
FP8 100cx has just that"

multi- channel cinematic pleasure.

Hi Fi News, June 2003, Martin Colloms

audio/video processors. In 2004, the concept reaches
fruition with the ascendancy of both definitive source
components

the SACO Standard and the OVO Standard -

Krell has also expanded its catalogue vertically, with the KAV and Showcase ranges for entry-level and midlevel systems, and the rare and exotic Reference Series for systems without limit. Regardless of the modei,
however, acomponent must attain the highest standards of sonic performance, ergonomic excellence,
superior build quality and long-term dependability before its front panel is graced with the Krell badge.
Krell - apremier high- end company by excellence .

absolutesounds
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
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